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I

ONCE UPON

A WORLD

lour o'clock. We had waited for months for January loth's four

o'clock, and now it was just four. Four by the big clock at New
York's La Guardia Airport.

The moment was like the squeezed waist of an hourglass, where

the whole past meets converges on the whole future.

The people standing around Gate 12 were like race horses lined up
at a starting post.

"Have your tickets ready," said the Passenger Agent.
A huge four-engined Super Constellation flashed in the sun. To

most of the other passengers it meant a hop to San Francisco; to my
sister Nancy and me an adventure uncharted, improbable, bold: a

trip around the world.

We were ready. Our passports held twenty-five visas: official forms,

exotic stamps and unreadable writing. We had taken shots against

smallpox, typhoid, paratyphoid, typhus, yellow fever, lockjaw and

cholera. ("I'm not going to hurt you," said old Dr. Harris of Scotts-
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ville, Virginia, preparing
to plunge in the needle.) And our brown

nylon zipper bags,
crammed with clothes for both hot and cold

weather, had been weighed, found not to exceed forty-four pounds,

and rolled off to be loaded.

Nancy stared at her ticket.

Strange:
whereas for all other journeys leading back home we

buy two-way tickets, alter et retourner, this ticket pointed Westward,

only Westward. To go far enough is to return.

"Think we can hang onto them?" said Nancy lightly. By which

I knew she was worried.

My sister Nancy is small, dark, live-faced, outgoing, literate,

more sensitive than she pretends,
and incurably young.

Last year a harmonious joint-trip
to Europe had convinced us that,

with luck, we could circle the globe together
meet the difficulties

and irritations of travel in Asia without, like the gingham dog and

calico cat, eating each other up.

The crowd had increased. Being polite,
no one pushed. Or not

physically. Nancy and I were pushing mentally. Towards what?

We did not know. Towards unseen places and unscanned faces.

Towards new experiences.
A larger life.

The farewells had all been spoken. "Goodbye, and take care of

yourself." The real words are the unspoken ones Just as the real

music lies between the notes, and the real colors between those set

down on the canvas.

Our faces were turned towards the great lonely air.

Lonely we are all lonely. That fact was one of the deep de-

termining reasons for taking this journey. Below the wish of the eye
to see the whole world, below the wish of the mind to know and

understand all peoples, and thereby history, lay the wish of the

heart to feel itself, not isolated in the prison of the self, but one with,

and thereby a free member of, humanity.

Humanity, the great teeming.
I had no illusion that half a year in Asia would teach me every-

thing I did not know about it; a lifetime could not do that. But with

all my strength I hoped it would in some measure round out a

Western, partial experience. If we kept our eyes open, could we not

get, if no more, a true impression: an earnest of what a longer and
wider experience would bear out? My life had been geographically
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fortunate; I knew North America and Europe more or less thoroughly,
and had made a few sorties beyond their borders. Yet what vast

areas of the earth I had never tasted. Now to bite the other side of

the great apple sample the whole fruit.

There was a risk of course; that was part of the attraction. It had

been highlighted at the life-insurance counter. "Fifty thousand dollars

indemnity. . . . Sign here." As I wrote in the names of my nearest

of kin I had seen a plane crash into a mountain and burn. Live

dangerously, said Nietzsche. Was it a fact that in out-of-the-way

regions of Asia they used old one-engined contraptions, frail as bird

cages?
"Thank you very much," said the clerk.

"Thank you"
Death even a passing thought of the possibility of It puts

everything into its place: We know what is important, and what is

not important at all. People are important. Indeed, is anyone a person,
a whole person, without other people? Without in a sense all

other people?
I had from time to time, and increasingly, suspected that the

answer was no.

But I knew that this viewpoint contained elements of abstraction;

it was partly just theory. The only way to test it, and test it severely,

was by contact, not just with Americans from states other than my
own Virginia (tests though they were) , not just with the Europeans
whose heritage we shared, but also and particularly with people as

different as possible from myself, people opposite geographically and

otherwise; the very kind we would see on this trip Polynesians,

Japanese, Chinese, Malays, Indonesians, Vietnamese, Cambodians,

Thais, Burmese, Indians of every stripe, Sinhalese, Pakistani, Iraqi,

Lebanese, Syrians, Jordanian Arabs, Israeli, Egyptians and Turks.

Did the many faces blend into one universal face a face we might

hope to glimpse?
For years I had heard talk of One World. What child of the first

half of the twentieth century has not? While one is pondering two

world wars and fearing a third, such talk can sound sweet as the first

bird after a black night. A brotherly world seemed far from a
reality.

Could we, by striving, make it so?

In 1943, noting that exaggerated nationalisms were causing most of
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the conflicts in the world, Wendell Willkie had written ". . . The

only hope . . . lies in the opposite
trend.'

5

And in 1045 the United Nations Charter had expanded the

thought:

We the peoples of the United Nations determined to save suc-

ceeding generations from the scourge of war, . . . and to re-

affirm faith in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and

worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and

women and of nations large and small, . . .

But I knowing only half the world, and wanting to know the

whole was interested in a human equation having to do less with

governments than with hearts: their hopes, resentments, and secret

endeavors.

Round the round earth, that was where we were going. They said

it was round, and now we would find out for ourselves.

Standing by Gate 12 I tried to picture our flight round an earth

which, moon-circled, circled the sun, while turning, turning, on its

axis. But the circling
of ourselves, as lesser satellite, would be differ-

ent. Nancy and I would not put a lasso a running noose round

the earth. The pattern of our journey would resemble an uneven

scalloping of
petals

round a calyx: scallops five-, ten-, twenty-thousand
feet high, and one-, three-, five-thousand miles across.

A strange hedgehopping.
Heart in mouth in a panic to be repeated many times I rum-

maged for my passport.

"How long?" Nancy asked the Passenger Agent.
"Oh, not very long now."

Nancy turned to say goodbye to Wayne and Angelo. She had
known them for

years, I for only a few hours. Should I shake their

hands? And what should I say?
"Attention please; attention please," said the Public Address

System. "Flight number 93 now loading at Gate 12. Passengers will

please board the aircraft. Flight number 93."
And the gate opened.

Wayne and Angelo kissed Nancy, and very generously gave
her the world. I started to put outmy hand. But no, the gesture was
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inadequate. There is a
fellowship of extremity. As if to beg the ques-

tion which this
trip

was to answer, I got kissed too.

Swept through the gate, we walked towards an immaculate mon-
ster. Now the

steps. Now the platform. The rest of life may be

blurred, but not the great moments; they stand clear.

"Goodbye, goodbye!"
The motors started. Then roughened to a roar. We were moving

along the runway.
Oh, Nancy, there's no going back now!

Gathering itself into one thing, the plane made a tremendous ef-

fort. Instinctively we strained with it, trying to get it off the ground.
Then like a great bird it rose and flew West.

Nancy was gripping her belt buckle.

For half an hour we flew low enough for the United States to

fall into low relief. This was its true topography; not falsified by the

limited viewpoint of a road, but revealed in its uniqueness by an un-

biased sky. A city was a child's construction of blocks. A town, a heap
of stones. Lakes, eyes. A state's proud highways built with huge bond

issues and untold labor, an anxiety of wrinkles. Fields, a surrealist

drawing. Mountains, smudges. And men? Nowhere. They had van-

ished. Their quarrels? Hushed by the wind. Now that their reality

reached us, if at all, through none of the five senses, we could judge
men judge man in cosmic terms. They had been translated back

into pure spirit.

"Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen," said the Loud Speaker.
"This is Captain O'Clare. Welcome aboard the aircraft."

Then the Hostess took over.

It seemed we must read the pamphlet in the pouch; the thirsty

could get a drink by pushing a button; and the Company was fond

of us.

And now we were too high above the clouds to note the aberrations

of earth.

Clouds. Although never the same, they are always beautiful. Once

when someone asked Emily Bronte if she ever got lonely there in the

bleak house on the moors, she answered, "No, why should I when I

have the clouds?"

The parquetry became pine shavings fresh from the lathe. Then an

argosy of
ships.

Then arctic and drifted snow.
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Night was tardy because, as it moved Westward, we moved too.

At last we gave up the race and fell behind, and it overtook us with

purple.
The supper on our laps was incidental. Long starved, we were fed

by a realization of height.

It is a splendid thing to consort with stars. Our orbit is not their

orbit; our speed not their speed;
our brightness no match for theirs. A

short distance, and ours will be doused. Nevertheless briefly,
that

January night, we joined in their dance.

Once, long ago, someone had said to me: "If the star Betelgeuse,

which you cannot see with your naked eye,
were inhabited, and if

its people were as large
in proportion

to their world as we are in pro-

portion
to ours

9>

"Yes?"
"

no man's nose would be less than nine miles long."

How easy to grow frightened among millions of Betelgeuses. For

where was our security? Not in the fifteen thousand feet of air, be-

low. Nor in this metal craft. Nor yet in time, every moment of which

betrays. Least of all in Travelers Cheques.

Thinking such thoughts as we shot through space,
I told myself

that the only security anyone has, anywhere, or ever can have, is in

love. Love what right had I to speak of it? Only those who have

made it good in their lives may speak of it. St. John, perhaps. Yes, St.

John could speak of it.
&

"What are you thinking?" said Nancy.

"Nothing."
"Have you set your watch back?"
ct

No." I set it back another hour. "What time do we leave San

Francisco?"

"Twelve, their time. Three, New York time."

We were sleepy New York time.

Inclining our seats, we dozed awhile. Impossible to sustain in full

consciousness changes so enormous. Already we were beginning to

sliake off old habits to be born anew but we did not know it. One

confronts reality only in snatches.

Then San Francisco.

We struggled up and out, met friends, managed the amenities. But

roots pulled out of their soil suffer shock; they dangle.
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At three we groped towards another plane. Purse? Coat? Seat-

ticket? Passport? We stumbled up the
steps.

"Now for the real take-off," said Nancy.
Yes, that other had been only a rehearsal. For whereas we had

crossed the United States before, we had never before crossed the

Pacific.

As we reached the platform a gale was blowing so hard we hung
on, hard, to our hats.

At the beginning and end of every experience, there is a clear

space; the rest of the time we tend to get lost in details. This moment
was the flash forward. Though I would not, for a long time, know

my own event in
clarity,

I knew now, briefly, just where I was going
and why.
A new Hostess, but the same fashion of smiling.
There were no berths Tourist Class. How could I weather such a

trial-by-bed, spoiled as I was by the big cherry fourposter at home?

Fortunately, there were two vacant seats behind us. Unfortunately,
the arm rests refused to go down. We tried to curl round them; we
hunched over them. The trouble was we had too many appendages.
"If your right hand offend you, cut it off." Yes, but what about your
head? When the lights dazzled, we tied scarves over our eyes, as if

about to be led out and shot. Then all through the night or the

scrap of it left tried first one position and then another: the jack-

knife, the corkscrew, Pike's Peak. . . .

I was just achieving a semblance of sleep
when the Hostess touched

my arm.

'Honolulu"
Cold water dashed on the face shocks and restores.

Water-blue sky, sky-blue water, and hundreds of laughing, jostling

people. One lei was a paving of tuberoses; one a sweet session of

roses; another a leaning-together of long-tongued hibiscuses.

In Hawaii, vestibule to Asia, though it contains nine hundred

native flower-bearing plants we had nothing round our necks but last

year's scarves.

We pretended indifference; chattered about the weather while buy-

ing, scribbling and mailing postal
cards ostentatious with tropical

-flora.

Splitting the crowd, a man passed lets over our heads.
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"Welcome from the Halekulani Hotel! Watch it, lady, you're

stepping
in mud!"

Whereupon we praised
the beauty of the morning.

Though we explored it, I shall not try
to describe Hawaii since as

American territory
it is an extension of home and, as a tropical resort,

kin to Florida and California. For us, on this
trip,

it was little more

than a halfway house to Asia; the Filipinos, Japanese,
Chinese and

half-castes on its streets and plantations
less a statement of fact than

a forecast.

Of course its pure-blooded Polynesians,
the Hawaiians proper,

had, as the original
Crossers of the Pacific we were about to cross,

more immediate significance. Mongolians? No where was the

folded eyelid? Negroes? No where the spread
nose and kinky hair?

We looked at their strong physiques,
well-articulated noses and wide-

open eyes; knowing that these people had proved themselves in

double and outrigger canoes that leaped from Malay to Java, to

Samoa, to Hawaii the greatest
sailors of all time: greater even than

the Phoenicians.

On Waikiki Beach crowds of mainlanders were lying on towels

or sand polished keen by sunlight, or playing ball, or surf-riding,
or

breasting a sea of bright blue pigment swimming lazily. Nancy
and I stood like Cortez staring at the Pacific "in a wild surmise." So

this was the water that stretched all the way to Asia!

Another brown Hawaiian this one in a loincloth and big straw

hat: ungrudging, hearty, festive as the fish striped red-and-white like

peppermint candy in Honolulu's Aquarium. It was the same man we

had seen in the Museum's waxworks, calking a canoe, grinding

gnarled taro roots to make the staple
called poi how did it taste?

and decked out in his glory in a gorgeous bright canaty-colored
feather

cape made from the extinct mamo bird and nearly extinct oo.
u
Man,"

said an inscription appropriate for a seafaring people,
"the fish that

walks on legs." Kamehameha I, uniter and educator of his people,

stood tall on his, he who had driven his enemies over the straight-rising

cliff called the Pali into the sea. His successors had borne a family re-
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semblance, being mahogany-skinned, wavy-haired, fine-featured and

from much feasting fat. Some of these kings had weighed be-

tween four and five hundred pounds.
The brown man glanced out to sea the very sea over which Cap-

tain James Cook the "discoverer" had come
sailing. Treated royally

because mistaken for the god Lono, he was later when a skirmish

broke out hit over the head from behind; killed. Then that which

the sea-conquering Polynesians obscurely feared came upon them
from the sea: convicts, buccaneers, beachcombers, guns, whisky, syph-
ilis, and missionaries who asked only a few small favors: that the men
wear pants and the women Mother Hubbards, and both renounce

their gods.
The culture of a people is precious, I thought; for it is religion and

art which grope towards values higher than economics, and offer their

best hope of development. Although Hawaii's culture was not great,

it had its own dignity, and was unique.
And I heard an old Polynesian sea chantey:

The fame of your canoes can never be dimmed
the canoes that crossed

the purple sea, the Great Ocean-of-Kiva,

stretching before. . . .

A surf-rider unresentfully fell off his board.

Pele, dread goddess of the volcanoes, I thought ironically, should

have blasted out the white man. Certainly she had had plenty of vol-

canoes with which to do it, including if one measured from its ocean

base the tallest in the world.

That night we went to bed early and
slept

well.

To resume, the next day, our staring
at the wrinkled Pacific that

covers with one unbroken sheet counting the seas it joins three-

quarters of the globe, On this highway of the Polynesians many
hundred-foot barks must have foundered with all hands. Much honor

to the handful of voyagers who had made it to these lonely islands:

outposts further from neighbors than any other important land-mass

in the world,

Their coming recalled a later invasion and suddenly the planes of

1941 were roaring in from the Southwest, over Pearl Harbor, over
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Waikiki, their Rising Sun insignia clearly visible in the brilliant tropi-

cal light. They were sowing death.

Today how peaceful.
We lay under the blue indulgence of the

sky, thoughtless as fourteen-year-olds who live in their five senses;

feeling good-natured, languid and happy; feeling Hawaiian.

The rest of our day shopping under a bulldozing sun, lunching
at the pink confection called the Royal Hawaiian, sightseeing fur-

ther afield seemed only secondarily Hawaiian. The
reality

was this

beach, and Diamond Head, and that palm leaning on the wind,

crowned.

Nor would I omit chilled papaya with lemon: a kind of Hegelian
thesis and antithesis.

That night the hotel served a Hawaiian dinner in the garden: dried

raw fish, pork on what looked like decayed seaweed, and at last

the fermented starch called
poi.

Nancy gagged. "It's like wallpaper paste gone sour."

But some dancing to gourd-beating wiped out everything back to

Captain James Cook, I could believe, now, that the hula was a sacred

dance designed for the temple (if
sometimes it recalled the bedroom) ;

the hips suggestive but not coarsely so, the arm and finger movements

very delicate. A warrior sprang up, whirling two swords. A superbly
bronzed old man husked a coconut with a machete inconceivably
dextrous. A

stripling slapped his hip in the old days only men
danced the hula

"The car, Madam."

Hanging back to see a little more, just a little more of this intro-

duction to Asia, we arrived late at the Airport.

Company Officials rushed our luggage through the scales and asked

to see our visas.

"Okay," to Nancy.
To me, "Your visa's made out wrong. Sorry, miss, but we can't let

you go tonight."
We said indignantly, "We're sisters. How can one of us leave the

other?" We said haughtily, "Is it our fault if we were misinformed?

We have a schedule with the Japan Travel Bureau
you'll throw it

all out." We said meekly, "Please, sir, have a heart."

The Official resembled the Great Stone Face.
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The other passengers having filed through the gate, we felt like

Captain Cook bashed over the head.

"Well, all right/' said the Official, smiling Hawaiianly. "In Tokyo
ask for an extension."

We raced for the plane.

And now again we were flying high over the Pacific.

The jump to Hawaii had been the short leg; this to Japan was the

long one.

Our misery collapsing when the middle arm rest
collapsed, we slept

fitfully,
and rose and stumbled out to eat breakfast, in the dark, on

flat little heroic Wake Island.

Then on and on, over that waste of water. At the International

Date Line we forfeited a day I never understood why.

Only that it was a far piece down to anything solid, perhaps four

miles through air and four through water.

The stations on the cross of the world on which, according to Plato,

the soul of the world is slain, were all of cloud.

We were hurtling through space at a terrific speed, which was yet

nothing, I reminded myself, compared to that greater speed, the earth's

sixty-thousand-miles-an-hour through space.

The window framed an inversion of sea and sky. We sailed on a

sea that was sky, while looking down, dizzily,
at a sky that was sea:

both intensely blue.

Protean clouds. A close-tufted flock-mattress broke up. Wisps and

snippets floated off into the stratosphere. Then, building themselves

up into a continent, turned sculptural, as if a master hand carved that

marble.

"Now the
trip really begins."

Beyond the confines of the known world ancient mapmakers used

to draw fire-breathing lizardlike creatures, and write, "Here be

dragons." Was Asia dragons? Was it full of people with whom we

could never
really

be friends?

Because we had covered as great
a distance through the sky as the

Polynesians, once, through the ocean, it pleased
me to think we

were reversing a
process, returning a call.
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Pull, pull the oars; bail out the water. The Polynesians had a sea

chantey:

To the horizon ever
receding,

To the horizon doubt-causing, dread-instilling,

the horizon of unknown power
not hitherto pierced.
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JAPAN
Mrs. Taka Jkumi

Ihe yellow race as exception as in Hawaii is one thing, the yel-
low race as norm quite another. At the Tokyo Airport we stepped into

a world o short tallow-colored people with faces flatter and less ar-

ticulated than Western ones, the upper lids draped like curtains over

their secret eyes.

And knew we were in Asia.

And wondered i secret meant secretive.

And shivered. January in Tokyo is as cold as January in New
York.

"Dozo," I said at random to the clerk poring passionately over my
visa, "please." It was one of the two Japanese words we had picked

up on the plane.
How would Japan punish me for having a visa which permitted

one day less, here, than our plane reservations to Hong Kong neces-

sitated? Tell me to back up into the Pacific?

A second blunted clerk, not much over five feet, was summoned.
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He read, smiled with pleasure or in derision, showing a mouthful of

teeth, and fired us up to the head of the line.

This Court of Last Appeal had a head too large and a suit too small

for his body. While he frowned, weighing the discrepancy, I had a

chance to study him. The face was like Genghis Khan's: pale yellow
and

platelike,
the eyes set shallow, with a pouch of skin draped so

low over the upper lid it covered the free rim, obscured the inner cor-

ner, and continued on, uninterrupted, into the lower lid, thus engulf-

ing the lashes if he had any and narrowing the eyes to slits. His

silence lengthened until it frightened. I had begun to feel like a

criminal, when suddenly he laughed so hard at a child's high pitch the

eyes disappeared altogether. It was as if he had just thought of a good

joke.

"I make special!" he cried.

Getting the cue, his assistants beamed.

"Arigato" I said with relief, "thank you."

"Arigato" said Nancy.

Perhaps we mispronounced it. Certainly something was accounted

delicious. While other travelers waited to be screened, gales of sympa-
thetic giggles swept the rank and file behind the most delicate hands

I had ever seen on men.

We were enjoying our popularity when black-suited Mr. Soga of

the Japan Travel Bureau, our host for the duration, appeared and

bowed several times. It seemed that from wits we had graduated to

royalty. Nods and smiles, nods and smiles, all the way to the limou-

sine.

As we passed through bannered streets half Oriental, half Western-

ized, his politeness refined and flowered.

Frank Lloyd Wright's Imperial Hotel was modern yet indigenous,

being built of outsized bricks, and great slabs of lava-rock spewed
from some of Japan's two hundred volcanoes. Inside, we could keep

up the illusion of royalty if we wanted the carpets were bright red.

Mr. Soga took care of everything. His dealings at the desk and
with porters had a little of the magic of Japan's own beginnings as

recorded in the Kojiki or Chronicle of Ancient Events. For it
says,

there, that Izanagi the
Inviting Male and Izanami the Inviting

Female formed the islands of Japan, and all the gods, including the
Sun Goddess Amaterasu, who sent along with a Sword, Mirror and
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Jewel her grandson Ninigi down to earth to take care o it. "This

Luxurious Reed-Plain-Land-of-Fresh-Rice-Ears," she said, "is the land

which thou shalt rule." Ninigi's great grandson Jimmu was supposed
to have become the first human Emperor in the seventh century before

Christ.

"And we think we're efficient!" said Nancy, staring at Mr. Soga.
He explained that after lunch an

interpreter,
Mrs. Taka Ikumi,

would take us to some Noh plays, and after dinner to the Kabuki.

Excited, I bought the hotel bookshop's last copy of a charming
illustrated book, in English, on the Noh drama.

Lunch was disappointingly American. And I was sneezing. And
where, afterwards, would we find Mrs. Taka Ikumi?

We need not have worried. When we left the dining room she

was standing on the threshold; had probably stood there through five

courses: a tiny middle-aged woman (Japanese women average four-

feet-ten) in a
plain, wide-sleeved black coat-kimono, white wool stock-

ings,
and leather sandals with a thong between the big and second

toe. Her hair, parted in the middle, was drawn back circumspectly.
She had a peculiar grace. And no hat.

Speaking our names shyly, she bowed. Though accented, the Eng-
lish was intelligible.

"Mrs. Ikumi?"
"Taka," humbly,
"Well, Taka, we're ready."
It was nothing she said; she said very little. It was a quality in the

atmosphere. From the start she was
utterly, selflessly devoted. As we

crossed the Imperial's lobby, as we rode up Ginza Street crowded with

what appeared to be all of Tokyo's eight million inhabitants, as we
followed an usher down a theatre aisle, and sat waiting, the impression

grew that Taka, less by duty than by nature, less by instruction than

by a thousand years of training, lost herself in us; she was not.

The Second World War soldiers who screamed "Banzai!" and

charged with fixed bayonets: she seemed to have no connection with

them; there was a complete divorcement.

Our front-row-center seats were considered choice. Fastened to each

was a
strip

of white paper on which our names or something re-

sembling had been exquisitely printed in black ink. Taka sat be-

tween: a kind of caesura.
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Attending a Noh play had long been my ambition. The urge had

been born from reading Yeats' essay on this ancient abstruse form

of the drama, and waxed strong from reading the plays themselves.

Nancy with her love of theatre was no less eager.

Taka was telling
us gently what we already knew; that during the

fourteenth century the aristocratic Noh had developed out of Shinto

dances, and mimes based on old poems, historical tales, and myths.

Meanwhile we were taking in the scene.

What a curious stage.
Built of polished

white cypress,
the eighteen-

foot-square platform open on three sides was a picture of simplicity.

Its roo under the theatre's own roof resembled a shrines. At the

left-rear a passageway for actors led off to the "Room of the Mirror;"

at the right eight singers
were seated on the floor. The back wall bore

a painting
of a large, tufted, stylized pine

tree. There was no curtain

in the Western sense; only, at the entrance to the actors' passage,
a

small damask one in green, yellow, black, white and red.

We gaped gaped so hard we did not immediately note that the

auditorium was bitter cold. Then it came as a shock. There was one

small stove, absurdly inadequate. The audience was swaddled to the

ears in coats and mufflers.

When the members of the orchestra, with great squared shoulders

and white headcloths, had filed onto their strip
of stage, invisible

hands drew the little curtain back with two bamboo sticks. Then the

chief actor entered, the shite.

"It begins," whispered Taka, taking very seriously the Japan

Travel Bureau's instruction to explain.

And now an Emperor in rich ceremonial robes not fitted to him

but suspended from him like curtains stood in the center of the

stall, surveying vast realms. His little hat sported
a feather like a drum

major's. In a studied rhythm of reconnaissance, he walked three steps

here, three steps
there. Congratulated, he danced his reply;

he

stamped.
"To stamp is for joy," explained Taka in a loud stage whisper, first

to Nancy, then, by swiveling her head, to me. "Strong and elegant."

Yes; Yeats was right
in saying that Noh actors recede from us into

some more powerful life; into the deeps of the mind.

The play moved on slowly. The means of communication being

economical, tenuous, quintessential, very much was demanded of the
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spectator.
No wonder that, among the Japanese, an appreciation o

Noh is considered a mark of breeding. One had to make oneself a

fine tuning instrument to get the nuances, and I am sure many were

lost on us. The lowering of eyes symbolized tears; the twirling of

a fan was cataclysm; the
lifting of a tight-stockinged foot, judgment.

Of three
offerings,

the first had been a jo or congratulatory play;
the second a comedy interlude, Shooting the Goose; and now the

third was a tragedy.
On his coronation, a Prince sent a basket of flowers and letter to

his abandoned love; who, as played by two actors one of whom,

strangely enough, was a boy of eight (women do not act in Noh)
went mad right in front of our eyes, to stay so till the Prince took

pity.
Like all else in the drama, their reunion was

signified by the

most delicate implications. It was general as well as
particular:

the

reunion of all souls
pitifully estranged. The emotion having been

brought to white heat, it burst into the fire the exaltation of the

dance called Shimai.

Meanwhile Taka remained faithful, every few minutes whispering
to the right, whispering to the left; explaining subtleties and obviosi-

ties. The trouble was, in the theatre's absolute silence a whisper was

like a shout.

"Hand before eyes, it is sorrow," she whispered.
"The movement is pattern," she whispered.
"The shite," she whispered, "he change mask."

And once she seized the opportunity of a lull to increase audibility.

"White pebbles for purity," she whispered about the garden between

our feet and the
stage.

"Washed by water; very clean."

I felt the rising tension of the people around us. They had come

here to claim their ancient heritage in a
spirit

of reverence; and, but

for Taka, the theatre would be as still as a death house.

How could a courteous Japanese woman bred on Noh so forget

her manners? She had forgotten because of the extremity of her dedi-

cation to us her charges. Nothing else existed. She had been told to

explain to people who needed explanations, and explain she would.

The Anglo-Saxon on my right had been growing more and more

restive and irritated, I did not blame him; I too would have objected.

Some devotees behind us said, "Sh;" the Anglo-Saxon, "Shhhh"

But Taka kept on explaining.
"In old day no electric light only
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sun and candle." Then confidentially,
'That is wig." Then, all but

hissing, "She say she no want him go."

It was a straight
choice. Annoy our neighbors further or wound

Taka by asking her to stop? I could not wound Taka the earnest.

The Anglo-Saxon leaned towards us, enraged. "Stop talking!" he

grated.
"Now she mad," whispered Taka to Nancy; then to me, "Now

she mad."

"Will you shut up?" hissed the blond patron of the arts, having

unlike the Japanese
no custom of hospitality

to honor. "It's terrible!"

I do not think Taka heard; she was too engrossed in her mission.

Fortunately there occurred a break in the play during which I could

apologize to the Fury on my right, and beg the Gentle One to write
JL o / * *"^ - j 1 i 11

all future explanations on a piece of paper we d understand better.

If it pleased us, she was willing.

Thereafter we enjoyed in relative peace the Noh's finesse.

At last the bamboo sticks shut the damask curtain. For applause

I sneezed three times. Corpse-stiff,
I hoped I was not catching cold.

Every January for three years
I had caught a cold which hung on for

months. Such a malady chills, fever might put me in bed, cancel

our plans, ruin our
trip.

We were re-entering the Imperial
Hotel when I missed it. "My

Noh book!" "O Regarder-of-the-Cries-of-the-World,"
said Taka softly.

I asked myself if I had left it in the car or theatre. In any case, I

sneezed three times again, in rapid succession.

In our room Nancy and I conferred. Would tonight's
Kabuki be

equally Polar? Doubtless. Nancy advised me to wear two pairs
of

wool undergarments, a wool dress, two sweaters, two pairs
of stock-

ings and my overshoes.

I did.

The huge Kabuki Za it seated 2,600 people and had a ninety

foot stage was hotter than the den of Beelzebub. Or was it I? Was
it fever? No, all around us people were stripping off whatever could

be detached. Having peeled a sweater, I sat stupid as an hibernating

animal Since the show runs from eleven to eleven, we had entered

during the homestretch. Amid loud encouragement from the second

gallery the hero was trying to rescue a simpering courtesan on stilts,

named Agemani. Because Kabuki was not entirely new to me in
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New York we had seen a delightful adaptation I did not fight back

very hard when, at intervals, torpor sealed my eyes as with wax,

"People love Kabuki," whispered Taka.

Yes, as offset to harsh
reality every one of us has a deep-seated need

for gorgeous play.

Taka explained almost continuously: "Kabuki for peoples, no aris-

tocrats." "Start in eighteen century." "Court lady wear twelve ki-

monos."

But this time her remarks were not
catastrophic. Who minds if a

patron whispers at the circus?

"Now man-lady rise out floor!"

The Kabuki make-believe, that composite of all the arts, was untram-

meled by anything as dull as
reality. The costumes and sets had been

conceived by a prodigious imagination gone slightly berserk; the

music, dancing and acting (the word means all three) , though often

burlesqued, were unfailingly decorative. The Japanese have an almost

perfect sense of
space. Meanwhile, hour after hour, I expected at any

moment to go up in flames by spontaneous combustion.

Trying to behave normally during intermission, I picked a little

conversation.

Having just seen some priests
on the stage, "Are you a Buddhist,

Taka?"

"Yes, Madam," softly,
her modesty giving that simple answer a

kind of distinction. One could believe that this tiny woman, not

young, not beautiful, not rouged, not well-dressed, was mentally of

noble breeding. "You know Buddhism, Madam?"

"Yes, a little. May I ask what sect?"

"Zen, lady."
Zen which lifts its followers above self-interest, above egotism,

promising them in the immediacy called illumination a long drink of

eternity. Zen means "complete."
I should have guessed.

"Zen," I ventured, "is close to certain mystical movements in the

West."

Her eyes burned with interest. I could feel, even through the heat-

induced miasma of my mind, the thrust of her intellectual
curiosity.

It was a fierce will-to-know.

And now along the forty-five-foot banamichi (runway) projecting
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out over the audience, a magnificent horse, that is, a horse-headed

rug animated by two men underneath, cavorted. Loud cries o aston-

ishment, horror, mirth. Flogged extravagantly, the horse bucked off

its rider. Typhoons of laughter. Was that tinkle Taka's? Still, it was

clear that her approval had reservations; that she considered this

popular amusement a little coarse; that to her a thousand Kabukis

weighed less than one Noh play.

"It is not bad," she said in forgiveness.

About midnight we paused at our bedroom door to tell Taka good-

night. We were very sorry she would not be our guide for tomorrow's

sightseeing, her field being not Tokyo, not history, but the arts.

Though anxious to shed the torture of prickly heat along with my
wool garments, I felt a pang at parting. For a long time, in my life,

I had known that we must cherish and hold tight to whatever is best.

"Thank you very much, Taka."

But how thank someone for the fineness of the grain of her being?
How pick words to say you know a gulf separates her from the late

War Lords? And that a certain purity, here in Japan, you recognize
as beyond price?

She stood seemingly in perfect equanimity, her little hands folded

on her breast. Modest, but no prude; intelligent, but no egotist;

patient for enduring, but no cipher: a blade tempered by the fire of

discipline, perhaps of suffering.

"I thank you with heart," said Taka in the hush of a great crisis.

She was for bowing, but we were for shaking hands. My hand,

grasping hers, felt like a bear's paw.

"Goodnight," pretending it was only this night.

"Goodnight, lady," to the right. "Goodnight, lady," to the left.

And she went down the hall rug on her sandals.

Twenty minutes later I was sitting on a stool dejectedly taking off

two pairs of wool stockings when there came a knock. Nancy went to

the door in her bathrobe.

Taka stood on the threshold, agitated.

"Madams, I think I not explain Noh good enough I very sorry."
"You did it beautifully," said Nancy.
"Thank you, Madams," earnestly. "And I think I not thank you

for teach me. You teached me. Thank you, Madams."
And they said goodnight again, and the door closed, and I won-
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dered why on earth I had not risen to add my reassurance to Nancy's.
The next day it was a very different sort of lady-guide, Mrs.

Miriam Ichikama, who herded us into a car to see the Diet, the

Daichi Building commandeered by General MacArthur, the cyclopean
walls of the Imperial Palace, and the modest Shinto shrine of the

Great Emancipator, the Emperor Meiji (Enlightened Peace). Mrs.

Ichikama was youngish, brisk, Americanized. Her black hair was

bobbed, and not having any eyebrows to speak of, she had made
some with a

pencil. She remarked a little crossly that the wicked

traditionalists who started the War were just "frogs in a well." In

other words, Miriam had been our
ally from the start.

War. ... I found myself looking Northwest towards Kamchatka

where, across a narrow sea, Japan and Russia confronted each other

eye to eye. Having gained the manpower of China and rice fields

of North Vietnam, was Communism coveting the factories of Japan?
A wind was rising. But not or not yet one of those terrible

typhoons blowing in from the China Sea.

That afternoon on a train bound for the Fuji-Hakone district, we
shared lunches; trying to eat some of Miriam's saffron-colored rice

with chopsticks. It was like using a derrick to hoist a feather

nothing arrived. "You will learn," said Miriam, telling us goodbye
in Odawara.

At the Fujiya Hotel in Miyanoshita we stood enchanted. Behind

lay the ordered extravaganza of a hill-garden; in front a street of quaint

shops; the backdrop it rose straight up a simply stunning moun-

tain. On the steps, by the desk, at evety turn, as we entered, there

sprang to attention squads, divisions, armies of employees bowing
from the waist.

We were in the heart of Japan.
To celebrate, we ordered sake in the lounge; and received, instead

of the two small glasses intended, two bottles already opened. How,

among friends, call attention to a mistake? Having drunk some of

the still, sherry-pale liquid brewed from rice, we rose almost foolishly

in love with Japan.
That evening after a round of shopping we ate temfura fish fried

in a light batter at a former Prince's mansion. The ritual was

characteristically Japanese. Taking off our shoes at the door, we shoved

our feet into
slippers provided by the house, and padded, shuffled,
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along a cold, spotlessly
clean hall. The dining room was naked of

furniture. In the center was sunk a square dry well, on the edge of

which we sat with feet dangling down into its stove-heated depth,
our hips swaddled in a purple silk, eiderdown comforter. Above the

pit
stood a low dining-table. A Japanese girl

with a shallow-eyed but

real beauty, and gazelle grace, sat on the floor near us, preparing food.

As she rose up and settled back effortlessly,
in the act of serving, alert

and gay, smiling fugitively,
she had a kind of spring in her move-

ments, and the sway of a reed. Meanwhile we could feel her watching

us; trying, trying to understand and learn from the strange phenom-
enon which was ourselves, while never for a moment letting inquisitive-

ness destroy tact or taste or courtesy. Some raw fish was the color of a

flush-pink rose. With other delicacies and two green leaves it had

been arranged on a
plate as concisely artistic as a composition by a

Japanese painter. The neatness, the cleanly order, was almost
religious;

was so pronounced it graduated into a moral
quality. Nancy and I

felt like a couple of colts let loose among flower beds. We struggled
not to be gauche with our chopsticks. The reward was a tangerine.
An hour later, in an elegance of lent kimonos, we descended to

the famous mineral baths in the nether-world of the Fujiya Hotel,

and in separate rooms mine had painted fish
flip-flopping along its

walls and was called "Roman Aquarium" soaked ourselves deep,

deep, deep in hot water; head thrust out of the still surface like a

turtle's.

The Japanese: I had thought that of all the people of Asia I would

like them the least, but I liked them very much.

When I stabbed my toe through the surface of the water, rings
moved outward as if to engulf the world. . . .

Half an hour later there showed up in our apartment two snaggle-
toothed giggling harpies as twisted as Kasuga pines.

But their mas-

saging hands for
fifty

cents were more than talented; they had

genius. And we decided the giggling was just nervous excitement.

Japan's best, what was it? We were never to be sure; there were
too many candidates. But on a motor

trip
to Numazu we encountered

its physical symbol: sacred and storied Mount Fuji. We had seen

many pictures of this almost
perfectly symmetrical mountain

rising
12,000 feet above the sea; but seeing it suddenly, across Lake Hakone,
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with a red Shinto arch in the foreground for focus, a grey sky for

backdrop, and snow on its cone, we thought it more beautiful in

reality
than in art; pure and tranquil. Yet the wrath of its six-hundred-

foot crater had wiped out many villages; and its last eruption it was

in 1707 threw ashes as far as Tokyo, sixty miles away. Indeed, it

owed its very shape, so amiable, to the down-flow of crop-destroying,

man-killing lava.

Thus we came to Kyoto, the classic
city, capital for a thousand

years, feeling a thousand
years old, we were so tired.

Perhaps I can best characterize our hotel by saying that in a country
noted for clean color its lobby was painted dirty brown; its lamps had

bead fringes; and its sukiyaki was inferior to some we had tasted in

New York.

Then out of its elevator stepped a Japanese bride. Under a towering

glittering headgear her face was dead-white with rice powder: a doll-

like creature, small, delicate to a fault, and frightened among well-

wishers.

I shall not describe all the castles, shrines, teahouses and gardens
which we saw in Kyoto. This book is not a Baedeker we have better

fish to
fry. Here, as in other countries, only those sights which helped

interpret a people, which contributed importantly to our understand-

ing,
shall I try to weave into the narrative.

The eighth-century Imperial Palace standing in a two-hundred-

acre park had an austerity almost Quakerish. We were not fooled. We
knew how, when the Crown Prince married, these precincts would

flower, flame and coruscate with color.

It did not occur to the welcoming official to apologize for drabness.

The Japanese have great pride.

There is a story which illustrates that pride. When in the sixth

century the Emperor of China dispatched a letter to the ruler of these

islands, beginning, "The Emperor greets the Sovereign of Wa
[Japan]," the answer set him right:

"The Emperor of the East re-

spectfully greets
the Emperor of the West."

A toothy guide who had taken a tremendous shine to Nancy trotted

alongside, endeavoring to master the English word "lantern."

"Rantan," he said.

"No," said Nancy, "lantern."
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"Rantan," grinning with supposed success.

"Lan-tern," patiently
and distinctly.

"Rantan."

"Good!" cried Nancy. "Now you've got it!"

The huge Hieian Shrine one of the 71,000 shrines of Japan

impressed. But it was the garden, behind, which transported us. Like

most Japanese gardens, it was laid out intimately, subjectively, with

all the elements of nature placed in a more meaningful proportion,

that nature might be given back to man, as it were purged. Or man

given back to himself in nature. Anything spectacular say, the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado would strike the Japanese as an

exaggeration and give pain. In their gardens, above every other effect,

they strive for shikumi, that is, everyday things refined to a point

appreciated only by the most cultivated taste.

Careful! the steppingstones over the lake were set in meaningful
but treacherous irregularity; being devised less for the sole than the

other spelling.

Unfortunately Nijo Fortress had lost its ancient garden to city

streets; just as it had lost, to time, its pride the sword-brandishing

Shoguns. But two treasures remained intact: its screens and squeak.

Japan is full of exquisitely painted screens on which as if every-

thing exists at high noon, or out of time no object casts a shadow.

A landscape, a person or a battle-rout is suggested by means the

most economical, perhaps five strokes as feathery as bamboo, a shim-

mering haze, and a blank space like a pause in a poem. Chaos has died

to give birth to an order so fastidious it seems childlike, but is

stronger.
The earthly trees, clouds and birds on the gold screens of Nijo spoke

of the unearthly.
As for the squeak, we heard it the instant we set foot in the cor-

ridor. The floor boards were protesting our weight. "She whisper,"

bragged the guide, as if the effect had been planned; and a sign

explained:

First thing you sill notice in this 350 year old building is that

floor makes queer sound is named "Nightingale floor." But the

intension of its set up was not so romantic. . . . The real pur-

pose was for detect sneaker who try to assassinate Shogun.
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The poor Shogun, listening day and night, we said horrid

Western skeptics that we were he must have been a nervous wreck.

Naturally his architects were incapable of an error in construction;

and who would be so
silly

as to want to save face?

Live commoners proved even more
interesting than dead aristo-

crats. We watched the rank and file of the Japanese admiring nature.

We watched them selling high-lustre silks at low
prices. We watched

them milling about the streets, little smiling people, inexhaustibly
civil. Once we saw two gentlemen, on meeting, bow from the waist no

less than a dozen times. In Japan bowing correctly is an art.

"Ava Gardner in The Barefoot Contessa," said a
placard, and we

wondered how an American film would look through Japanese

eyes.

To find out, we entered a child-size theatre full of almost doll-size

seats. Then sat dismayed. The Americans on the screen lived for

clothes, pleasure and all selfish interests, and were by Japanese
standards grossly impolite. Worse, they made nasty love in

public.

Censorship is wrong, we said on emerging, but was there no way to

stop this national self-malignment and crime of influence?

Before coming to Japan I had sensed idealism in her art: in the

shadowless paintings of the great Sesshu, in the long-reverberating
short poetic forms called tanka and hokku, in Lady Murasaki's

wonderful eleventh-century Tale of Cenji, and in the film Gate of

HelL But it is another thing to encounter idealism in simple and

often shabby people: to
surprise

it in a look, an intonation, a silence.

So it was their immaterialism which had struggled to expression; their

inwardism sat as high as the three tearooms of the Shukaguin "De-

tached Palace" overlooking mountain-rimmed Kyoto.
One day at the Golden Pavilion we followed a beskirted Zen monk

up a ladder to study a new roof constructed, in the ancient style,
of

thin serrated cypress shingles. How conservative, Japan! But when

he showed us the Temple's treasure, a bronze phoenix rising,
I

thought: And how radical! Was this a contradiction? Standing under

ctyptomeria trees a thousand years old, I decided it was not. The

spirit
looks backward and forward; holds fast to what is good and

reaches for what is better; preserves
while destroying.

The high point of our Kyoto discoveries was the garden of the

Ryoanji Temple. The artist So-ami who built it five hundred years
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ago had called it "Tiger Crossing with Her Child." It consisted o

fifteen rocks set, abstractly,
in a rectangle of fine white sand known

as the "ocean." Nothing more. Yet, by some inevitability of pro-

portion,
this simple design was a self-contained universe. Thus did

Zen priests embody in their gardens the basic principles of their

teachings. According to tradition, if you sit and look and meditate

long enough you hear the lapping of waves. Only then have you
"seen."

We sat a long time.

Everyone said, "Go to Nara, the ancient
capital.

Be sure to go to

Nara." So we went to Nara.

Enroute a buck-toothed, bespectacled scholar-guide named Mr.

Miura who resembled one of the Noh plays' fox-spirits
was so earnest

an explainer he reminded us of Taka. He explained that the thatched

roofs of the farm cottages shed rain nicely; that the leaves of the

boxwood-like tea bushes must be harvested young; that only one-

eighth of Japan is arable; that General MacArthur's land reforms had

done good; and that it was a pity we couldn't see the plum trees in

blossom: they meant unassuming hardihood, the soul of Japan. Some-

times japonicas came in snow. And that harsh scream was a kite's.

But for every piece of information about Japan, Mr. Miura exacted

a mint of information about America.

There it is again, I thought: Japan's mental urge. In races as in

individuals such an urge represents the stage of development which

follows adolescence.

I remembered Japan's history: how in the seventh century the

Mikado had sent his subjects forth to study foreign techniques, art,

religion and ethics; how the Japanese had developed a mania for

erudition; how in the sixteenth century they had warmly welcomed
some shipwrecked Portuguese sailors, then merchants, then the Jesuit

missionary Francis Xavier, then a swarm of Spaniards and Dutchmen;
how in Nagasaki alone 300,000 had been converted to

Christianity;
how the Court Party, seeing a threat to Shinto-Buddhism, had ac-

cused the foreigners of using commerce as an entering wedge, a ruse,

for religious propaganda, thrown them out and slammed the door so

hard that for two hundred years no Japanese could go abroad nor non-

Japanese enter; this extreme isolation being reinforced by Ephumi, a

biennial trampling on pictures of Jesus and his mother; and broken
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only when, in 1854, ten armed ships under Commodore Perry steamed

into Tokyo Bay.

No, I saw nothing in Japan's history to contradict what I had
observed. Apparently her hermitism had not been caused by any
natural exclusiveness; only by circumstances. Apparently she had re-

mained just as
friendly, just as anxious to learn from other peoples,

as when she borrowed her culture from the Chinese. Thus her eyes
were secret only in the sense of contemplative. Proof of an underlying

sociability
and will-to-learn was the way Japan, after Perry, ate up

Western civilization.

Ate too fast for assimilation. That was one cause of Pearl Harbor.

"When did the Emperors choose Nara as their
capital,

Mr. Miura?"

as we rode along.
"In 710 they were tired of having no fixed

capital.
It became

rich," he added with the pride of a man of taste, "in art, literature

and religion."

We tried to imagine we were entering the beautiful old city of

pagodas in an eighth-century ox-carriage.

Laid out in imitation of Peking, said Mr. Miura, Nara had once

welcomed learned visitors from China, Korea, India, Cambodia and

Central Asia. "A Buddhist center."

For in the sixth century the King of Pakche had sent the Mikado
an image of the Buddha, and some sutras; and the great Soga family,

finding the new religion more ethical than Japan's
ancient race-proud

naturalistic Shinto, had espoused it with enthusiasm. Thereafter,

growing rapidly, it had become after transforming Japan's old Shinto

deities into Great Teachers or "Bodhissatvas" very powerful. Said

the medieval Emperor Shirakawa: "Three things I cannot control, the

river Kamo in flood, the fall of the dice, and the monks of Hieizen."

"Are you a Buddhist, Mr. Miura?
"

"Of a sureness," he answered quietly.

And now we were ascending a long twisting avenue lined with

ancient oil-burning stone lanterns on pedestals.
The woods on either

side were deep, dark and solemn. Wandering herds of small deer with

soft muzzles ate corn out of our hands. At intervals there sprang up a

red Shinto gate: the uncompromising red of courage.
We had decided that Kasuga Park was a picture of true religion

when we saw that Japan too had its superstitions
what country has
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not? For the benefit o the great Shrine, stalls built in front of it were

selling "fortunes" printed on white paper. Those who received bad

fortunes tied their strips
onto a tree to shift, by an appeal to heaven,

the burden. Our civilized condition did not prevent us from buying
one each. Nancy's was a "Medium Good Fortune," mine a "Small

Fortune."

But the heart of medieval Nara, in a sense the heart of Japan, was

the huge statue of a "Teaching Buddha" 550 tons of bronze
fifty-

three feet high in the Temple of Todai-ji. This was not Gautama

Buddha who taught in India; it was Vairocana, the so-called "Great

Sun" and ultimate Buddha-reality, of whom all other Buddhas were

but emanations; phases of his indestructible energy at work through-
out the cosmos. Vairocana sat with hand uplifted.

When this Brobdingnagian calm sculpture was dedicated in 749,
the Emperor Shomu, standing under it, declared himself henceforth

the servant of the Three Treasures: the Buddha, the Law, and the

Church; and before his whole Court took the tonsure.

I could understand why Shomu was overwhelmed.

"When I was a child," said Mr. Miura, "my mother said I could

ascend through Buddha's nostril with a raised umbrella."

Guarding the Buddha who guarded the universe stood figures of

great ferocity and beauty.
Such gods recalled the samurai of feudal Japan: that warrior-class

whose bushido code demanded courage, loyalty, stoic control, truth-

fulness, justice, and
politeness. "A warrior has no second word." A

samurais rage was like that of the Tuscarora Deep, an under-ocean

crater East of Japan where originate the earthquakes and tidal waves

which, while
alternately rocking and drowning Japan, display great

majesty. A samurai's armor made him look like a moving hut. He
had consummate skill with the bow. (Nasuno Michitaka shot an

arrow that severed the stem of a fan swayed by the wind.) In war it

was considered essential to give notice of attack (a rule singularly

neglected at Pearl Harbor) by discharging a singing shaft. Repre-
sentatives advanced reciting their names and exploits. Then crossed

swords. "Ei! Ei!" shouted the armies and fought. Afterwards each

man took a collection of bloody heads to his commanding officer. Why
flinch? A samurai stood stout-hearted even when ordered by his chief

to commit harakiri:
self-disemboweling.
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"Did you ever hear the stoty of the forty-seven ronins?" asked

Mr. Miura.

It seemed that once, when a court official killed their lord, forty-
seven poor retainers honored custom by swearing to avenge him. After

two years of trying, they captured their enemy, suggested politely
that he cut off his own head, and when he sat paralyzed did it for

him; washed it, as was proper, laid it on the grave of their lord, and

then one and all, to a man, amidst admiring throngs carved out

their own stomachs and intestines. Today incense burns continuously
before their tombs.

"Excuse me, but these Todai-ji warriors," I said to Mr. Miura,

"seem the very opposite of the Buddha."

"On earth plane," said Mr. Miura gently, and of course he was

right,
"all is opposites."

Certainly polarity described the Japanese people, cross between

mild Polynesians and fierce Mongols. Thinking of Taka, and the

oddity that
practically

all of Japan's great literature is by women, I

might have decided that the two racial strains divide according to

gender. But what, then, of Miriam? And Mr. Miura?

No, the issues of life were not simple. Lady Murasaki had said as

much in the Tale of Genji: "How strange is the heart of man."

In Tokyo, as we prepared to leave for Hong Kong, I received a

small package wrapped in beautiful hand-printed paper. It was a

copy of the Noh book.

Had Taka combed back over every inch of our trail for the book

I had lost through carelessness? Or used some of her own funds to

replace it?

No time for calls. We were at the Airport.

Slowly we saluted the Emperor Hirohito across the city in his

palace with the cyclopean walls: one-hundred-and-twenty-fourth of

his line, "Son of Heaven," "Barbarian-Subduing Generalissimo" who
hunted butterflies.

O Taka, I thought, why did I not get up from the stool, that night,

and make you know, somehow, that to me you are unique and

priceless? I do not wish to distort you. I wish you, above all, to

keep your difference, to be yourself.
But is your beauty of humility so

very different from one of the ideals of
Christianity still in the West

unattained?
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HONG KONG
two million coolies

v^urve right, curve left, dodge a car, miss a firecracker vender by an

axle-end, swoop forward into a momentary cleared spot: how fast one

can travel through a crowd in a jinrikisha.

The scare came when I lost sight of Nancy.
It was not the first tense moment during our first day in Hong

Kong.

Arriving from Tokyo early in the morning a clear morning
we had stood amidst a crowd of coolies, in Kowloon, looking across

water to the island of Hong Kong; then back over our shoulders to-

wards Red China. So this was the Asiatic mainland.

Like most visitors we had read up on Hong Kong. We knew that,

a century ago, Britain had chipped a little piece off China to form an is-

land Crown Colony; then added the mainland peninsula of Kowloon;
and finally, some sixty years ago, leased an extensive strip along the

sea called the New Territories. Together the three tracts comprised

Hong Kong. On seizing power, the Red Chinese had not

3
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repudiated
the ninety-nine-year New Territories lease. Bring down

on their heads the wrath of the entire West? So millions of Chinese

refugees had poured into Hong Kong, millions of coolies.

Such facts had been dead knowledge. Now on the instant, in

brilliant sunlight, they came alive.

A sad-eyed, yellow runner from the Gloucester Hotel took our

bags, and we for three cents the ferry.

We were excited. Having no agent as in Japan, we were now

strictly
on our own. And the view dazzled.

The massed white City of Victoria on the island of Hong Kong,
just ahead, stayed close to the shore; there was nowhere else to go
Victoria Peak, the highest point on a spiny range, rose straight up
behind. People climbed the Peak by a little funicular railway, some-

one told us, trusting their lives to a cable.

The harbor we were crossing was as beautiful as Naples. It con-

tained warships, schooners, freighters, tankers and barges flying many
flags;

in and out of which tacked the oddest craft: cargo junks with

high prows and enormous, strongly colored, crudely patched sails.

The modern ships talked with each other with whistles and horns;

the junks were silent as old mandarins going an ancient way.
"Look like Viking ships," said Nancy.

Disembarking, we glanced back at Kowloon, pushed by the hills

of China. Then on a short walk to the Gloucester gave ourselves

up to impressions of Hong Kong, Londonlike banks. Three Chinese

in Western suits sitting outside a shop playing mah-jongg. A show-

case full of carved camphorwood boxes and brocades in subtle shades

and patterns. "Pajama"-clad hawkers crying their wares in singsong.
Wooden clogs tap-tapping. Dirty bare feet padding. Car horns toot-

ing. Babies
yelling, multitudes of babies. Falsetto radios blaring

Chinese opera. I had never known such a hurly-burly. And above it

all, limp in the increasing heat, hung the Union Jack.

"The sun never sets
"

"Oh, it does now"
The Gloucester Hotel was very English. A dead-pan clerk said,

"527, Madam."
When on emerging from the elevator our porter

barked that room

number, a barefoot coolie grabbed a key from a board and raced down

the hall.
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It might have been a room in the May Fair Hotel in London.

Our beds stood under big windows in an alcove off the living room.

But our elegance had a flaw. A sign in the bathroom said another

water shortage was on; cold and hot water from six to nine and,

evenings, from six to eight; if we were out, our room-coolie would

draw a bath. Fortunately it was a case of Jack Sprat could eat no fat,

his wife could eat no lean; Nancy preferred morning showers, I deep

soaks before bed. The washing out of nylons must take its chances.

Changing into cottons, we rushed downstairs to get the feel of

Hong Kong by taking a rickshaw ride.

"A rickshaw's about a penny American per minute,'' said a

chemist-shop clerk, wrapping up our toothpaste.

"Time it fifteen minutes and give the coolie a Hong Kong dollar?"

about thirty-five
cents.

"Heavens, no!" she said sharply.
Her oblique eyes confessed a

tincture of Asia. "That's a hundred per cent tip!"
The implication

seemed to be that we would be sabotaging the English colony.

"But small change
"

"
is confusing, I know. But couldn't you get it ready before-

hand?" Apparently she did not quite trust us crazy American spend-

ers. "No, give the coolie some coppers and tell him to clear out."

Nancy and I tied a Hong Kong dollar, apiece,
into a handker-

chief, stepped into Peddar Street, and hailed rickshaws. Hailed? A
split

second of loitering on the curb brought together with a bom-

bardment of beggars a herd of rickshaws.

"Pleass, lady, hongry
"

"Pleass, lady, penny
"

"Sick, Madam me sick
"

And unintelligible Cantonese, and piteous looks.

This was new. In Japan we had seen no beggars. We reached

into our purses

"Madam, please!" called a traffic cop.
"Don't do that!"

"Why?"
"You'll cause a riot!"

We pretended we were looking for our compacts.
Then hastily, to resolve the situation, chose the nearest rickshaws.

Nancy's was green and red; mine blue and red the gorgeous red

soaked with yellow we call Chinese.
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But how communicate with our coolies? That was the problem.

Pointing to her wrist watch, Nancy raised one hand three times.

They understood fifteen minutes. She
flipped a hand between us.

They nodded they must
stay together and fetch us back together.

Unfavored, square-faced, expressionless creatures with no pigtails

(that was old style) ; just skinny shoulders in sleazy coats, and bare

legs poking out of cotton trousers. Were those slits grins?
It could be no easy matter, getting fares in a

city containing three

million people, mostly coolies, meaning unskilled laborers with only
two hands and a back with which to stave off death.

"Ow kay."
We climbed up into the little seats above the big wheels, our

coolies backed, like horses, into long shafts, and off we went; rolled

up jam-packed Peddar Street, turned, and free-wheeled along Queen's
Road: a main artery hung solid with red lanterns for the month-long
New Year celebration, banners brushed with black and

gilt ideograms,
and tinsel, and girncracks, and geegaws.

Though I disliked the idea of a human being pulling me, I confess

I liked very much the view and vantage of the vehicle pulled.
In and out of clots of humanity we shuttled, trying to see every-

thing at once, astonished by the beggars, drunk with color, deafened

by cacophony, gagged by a stench of fish from dark
alleys.

Sometimes

Nancy's rickshaw shot ahead, sometimes mine. Stalls in the Street

of the Flowers were inundated by roses, peonies and chrysanthemums.

Nancy and I, careening past each other, waved. She pointed to copper

bowls, I to tin bathtubs, she to demon masks, I to papier-mache

dragons. The gestures meant, "Don't miss this! You've never seen

anything like it in your life!"

My coolie shifted from canter to dogtrot. Was he afraid of a crash

or winded, poor wretch? The rickshaw was light-built, I was not

heavy, and doubtless he had pulled loads like this from childhood

look at his leg muscles. But to be little more than a beast of burden,

how terrible.

Curve in, curve out: a minuet.

That was when I looked for Nancy and she was nowhere in sight

nowhere. And neither of us with a scrap of Chinese!

"Boy!"
Head lowered, he trotted steadily on.
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I was a little frightened. Doubtless, for a purse, throats had run

Chinese red.

Curve in, curve out, through gulley-like streets; twisting, turning,

swooping, veering, careering, careening. . . .

Ah, there she flashed! "Nancy!" She waved with what seemed a

shinier fervor. Had she been frightened too?

Then, docile as two old nags at the stable door, our coolies drew

up, single file, at a curb on Peddar Street.

"Nice?" stepping out, flushed.
ffTT >J

Very nice.

We consulted wrist watches. Fifteen minutes. Untying our hand-

kerchiefs we handed over each of us a Hong Kong dollar.

The coolies shook their heads violently.

They held up two fingers.

Nancy and I looked at each other. A rate was a rate, and wasn't a

hundred-per-cent tip good enough? Did they think all Americans

were millionaires? Well, we refused to be done.

"Let's just give it to them and leave."

Giving it to them, we went into an English teashop.
A coolie wiped off the table.

"Orange juice, please.
Two of them."

Nods and jerks.

Two million coolies. Two million was a lot of coolies. So they
came down Pearl River from Canton or towns further up: refugees
from the People's Republic of China with no possessions but the

clothes on their back; and slept in the streets. A coolie with a shack

was accounted lucky; a coolie with a rickshaw fabulously rich.

They had their nerve, we said sitting like islands of virtue on

the island of Hong Kong.
"At home, if a

pair of shoes is marked $12, the clerk can't up the

price to $30, can he?"

No, of course he couldn't.

But we were troubled in a place we ignored and in a way we would
not admit.

We plotted our day: shopping, lunch, a
trip

to Kowloon to visit

a store recommended for inexpensive expert tailoring.

"Those slums," groaned Nancy.
A horse-faced old Englishman at the next table, overhearing, said,
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"The densest in the world I'm a health officer. I've seen as many as

a hundred coolies living in a room twenty by twenty." The size of

my library! "Many a day dead bodies are carted off like garbage/' he

added, "and dumped. May I introduce myself? Name's Carfax."

"You're not exaggerating, Mr. Carfax?"

"Not a bit of it," sadly.

Starvation: for thousands of Chinese the end-result of five thousand

years of continuous civilization.

I thought of early Chinese history: how with hammer and chisel

P'an Ku (by reverent repute) had separated heaven and earth, his

sweat forming the rain, and the insects which stuck to his body the

people; how heroic kings had set up civilization; how three great

dynasties Hsia, Shang and Chou had spanned two thousand years;
and how always the Chinese had believed in a

spiritual ultimate. Said

the philosopher Lao Tze: "The Tao which can be expressed is not

the real Tao." That great moulder of China, Confucius lover of

antiquity, ceremonial and rectitude had talked more about earth

without believing less in heaven.

"To think those coolies are the heirs of Confucius."

Mr. Carfax sighed. "They've never heard of him."

"But surely
"

"Look" said the Englishman. "Confucius stood for honesty are

they honest?"

"Christianity stands for honesty are we honest?"

Nancy cried hotly, "Well, if you were starving
"

"I know," said Mr. Carfax. "And I sympathize with them. But if

you'd lived in Hong Kong as long as I have
"

A contest between conditional clauses.

Was Mr. Carfax worn out by the petty vexations of officialdom?

Was he too tired to probe deep? He called for his check.

"The real gentleman," Confucius had said, "goes for the root."

"They come down the river in droves," said Mr. Carfax wearily
"like animals, poor devils

"

No, I did not believe coolies were like animals; however obscurely,

some higher principle moved in them; they wanted freedom; wanted

to be men, not pawns. And heard Confucius saying, "Is there any
music to a man without manhood?"

Manhood: the music, the song why was it all but submerged
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here? Economic pressures? Well, then, why, as have-nots, had they
not stayed in China to enjoy it when the Reds offered a more equitable

distribution of land? Why had multitudes escaped down the river

from Canton, Kweiyang, Suchow?

I knew the Marxian argument: solve the economic problem and

everything is solved. I did not believe it. Economics had to do with

the body, and man was more than a body. On the other hand, those

who said, Forget the body in ministering to the soul were they

right? I did not think so. Man was both body and soul; and each

part to hold off its own kind of death required its own proper
food. Only when fed on both levels could man hope to function to

his full God-given capacity.

"No, I didn't mean animals," said Mr. Carfax, departing.
We walked about looking for a native restaurant. A hawker was

braying ancient cures: dried sea-horses, snakes and centipedes. One

shop sold lace, another, carved porcelains and jades. No, I couldn't

have the lovely little Kwan Yin, goddess of mercy, I told myself.

Nancy, letting
a jewelry-store proprietor entice her into his web like

a spider a
fly, bought a set of topaz earrings and ring for $25 (only

to find out later they were glass)
. A store advertised its long sticks of

incense by burning a few; the smell reached out into the street like a

hand. A bakery was featuring rice flour moon-cakes for the Feast of

the New Year, patterned with red haws and pinches of dried green

plum. Through an open door in one of the "thieves' alleys" we saw

a woman working a bamboo spindle. And on a hill or "ladder" street

a flock of fans hanging next to strings of
garlic.

Bills were usually
toted up on an abacus: an instrument, usually made of wood, for

adding sums by sliding counters up and down rods. In a curio shop
we bought two little $3 ivory abacuses for $1.50, and felt rather set

up over our proficiency in the Far Eastern game of bargaining.
Still no lunch. Old Sublimation Cafe? The Goldfish? The Pretty

Girl? No, it would be safer to ask advice. A clerk in B.O.A.C. said,

"Well, we run up the hill to Ivey's."

Ivey's was as crowded as a netful of flopping fish. There were no

menus. Every time a "singsong girl"
came by with a tray we chose

by pointing. The first prize was a concoction of pork, fish, chestnuts,

bamboo shoots, cabbage, bean oil, and soy sauce. Then came a spiced

sausage in a snowy bun. Then incredibly light potato dumplings.
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Dessert was a sweet "nest of rope." For days I would wonder why
Nancy refused to go back to Ivey's the food was delicious. Then
she confessed. She had seen a singsong girl spit

across her
tray.

The Chinese seemed less clean than the Japanese.
After lunch Hong Kong being famous for cheap money we

strolled into an exchange. To our surprise we found a Greek proprietor.
"But every nationality in the world lives in Hong Kong," he said;

and when he heard we planned to revisit Greece clapped his hands

and ordered Turkish coffee in tiny cups (they had to be tiny, the

coffee was so thick, strong and sweet) .

"You like Athens?" hopefully.

"Very much," with enthusiasm.

Jubilant, he dragged his wife out to meet us.

The native place: however far a man
strays,

and this one had lived

in five countries, it is the dream which eats at his vitals. I believe only
an international viewpoint can save us from the racial and national

egotisms which have cost the world two wars. But I also value love

for each special locality with its
"spirit

of place." And see no contra-

diction.

"Oh, God, the olive trees!"

Later, waiting for Nancy to buy color film, I was accosted by a

skeleton-with-skin holding a baby in its arms. Mother and child were

covered with sores. "Pleass, missy." Glancing up the street to make

sure no policeman was looking, I committed my crime.

We were in our room changing into cooler clothes when the

abacuses, falling to the floor, splattered into a hundred
pieces.

Then took the ferry from Hong Kong to Kowloon; from Fragrant

Streams to Nine Dragons.
At Lai Wah's (Mr. Lai was the owner, and Wah means charm-

ing) we had only to mention coats to be inundated by style
books

and bolts of cloth. It took six clerks to show us the
possibilities,

all

talking at once. The impassive Chinese, indeed! We ended by order-

ing, each of us, at one-third their New York prices,
a red angora coat,

an oyster-white faille suit, and a green shantung dress with jacket.

Nancy weakened further: a yellow doe-skin suit and brocaded cock-

tail dress. Then we fled aghast.

At
fittings

the next day we both added a red-and-white-striped

linen frock.
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Would our orders be finished before we left for Singapore? we
asked. Certainly, certainly!

A clerk took us upstairs to a workshop where some two dozen

lemon-colored men were sewing furiously.

"There go green shantungs." Yes, there they went.

The tailors' devils never stopped sewing; they were not supposed,
even for a minute, to

stop sewing.
When delivered at the Gloucester Hotel every garment fitted per-

fectly except the red-and-white linens. Their waists were too loose,

their necks too
tight,

their pockets slightly askew. We telephoned
Lai Wah's. The

proprietor,
whom we had not met, said he would

be "quick over." Half an hour later he arrived, his bow shallower than

that of the Japanese.

One could not call the little man nondescript. He had sincere

mournful eyes. "Work not correct I terrible sorry."

Saitorially he had left the Chinese. His suit was English-style and

English-tailored, meaning Chinese-tailored, for the Chinese, having
studied under the best tailors in the world, were now

out-tailoring
their masters.

"I promise' seamsters free day for Feast of New Year, but last night
ask best sewer stay late for finish linens," he explained. "Fellow on

duty twenty-four hours little
sleepy.

Model dress, pleass,
for hang?"

With pins in hand and mouth, Mr. Lai worked eager to please
with an Oriental's dispatch, stratagem, and subtlety of contrivance.

Confucius said he respected the kind of intelligence which enables

grass seed to grow grass and the cherry stone to make cherries; process.
The

intensity of Mr. Lai's concentration seemed to lift his mechanical

skill a notch nearer the natural ones.

"Do you admire Confucius, Mr. Lai?"

"Confucius very wise man," he said
softly.

"Five Classics and

Four Books make education."

So this merchant was in some measure what doubtless many a

coolie however unconsciously longed to be: a man of knowledge.
For knowledge had always been China's ideal. I thought of old

China's almost fanatical love of learning; its social order supported
in a unique way by scholarship; its only aristocracy an intellectual

one. A system of competitive examinations had singled out those fit
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for public position. Besides the "Nine Classics," an officer must know
on what principles society rested.

Did the great run of Chinese represent a stage a little further

along, I wondered, than the mentally curious Japanese? Their think-

ing was less imitative, more
original and focused, as if they enjoyed

intellectual wrestlings among imponderables "the fascination of

what's difficult"; as if they cared only for the trophies of the mind.

As Mr. Lai pinned, I swiveled.

"Can you make the skirt fuller?"

"Big like sail."

So vast was the prestige of the shib (scholar) in old China, his

aims tended to percolate downward. Slowly slowly we become what

we admire; at least we cannot exceed it. "Study with the seasons

flying by, is this not pleasant?" is the first analect of Confucius.

"May I say I admire Confucius?"

Mr. Lai spat pins into his hand. "I also. Pleass, Madam turn."

Which was just what the Chinese never did, I reflected. They
were a people rooted, immobile, fixed. Blame it on ancestor-worship
or temperament, the fact remained they were children of custom:

so history declared. Yet China had turned Communistic, and here

was Mr. Lai turning Western as fast as he could stick
pins.

How
odd. Like a reversal of nature.

We said we were sorry the seamster had lost his sleep. There was

no great hurry. We had still to see Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and

the New Territories.

"I take you."

Oh, no, we said; we would do it through Cook's he mustn't

trouble.

He insisted that he always showed his customers the sights;
it

was the regular thing.
He had a Chrysler if we'd be so kind

We said all right, if he'd accept pay.

No, he said, looking hurt. But he'd take along a journalist friend

who knew Hong Kong's history,
for explaining,

and if we wanted

to give Mr. Morelios a little something well

Tomorrow morning was agreed upon.
We said we must send back to America the old garments our new

ones
displaced.
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This time we needed no persuading.
"What is that, Madam?"
"Broken ivory abacuses."

"I fix," he said, "but" gently "they are bone." He was in-

dignant with "dishonest merchants."

Again we protested, again were overruled. I felt no policy in his

helpfulness; just human sympathy.
He was like a coolie raised to the third power.
"Coolie" recalled the two who had demanded four times the

rickshaw rate. Had we done right or wrong to refuse? Right, ef

course but why, then, was the memory so disquieting?
The next day's weather as we set out on our

trip
around Hong

Kong Island was serene. The panorama seemed to unroll from its

beauty, as history from Tao the one reality: stairways of irrigated

terraces, homes English style, California
style,

Oriental
style,

non-

descript style; and sudden vignettes of the sea.

Mr. Lai sat smiling benignly, as if nature were not other than,

but organically related to, the divine.

From Victoria Peak we looked down, like gods from Olympus,
on a furiously busy harbor made tranquil by distance.

The only ant in our honey was the Portuguese Mr. Morelios,

tirelessly expatiating: his dark Latin, hawk-nosed face in curious

contrast to the flat faces of the Chinese.

China the "Middle Kingdom" (meaning center of the earth) had

600,000,000 people: one-fifth of the population of the world! I stood

in the wind, on the Peak, meditating upon the multitudinous Chinese.

A people very different from the Japanese. Not in looks; dress

them alike and they would be hard to tell apart, except that in general
the Japanese were smaller and still more

polite. No, the chasm was

a matter of outlook. In Japan the principle of unity had always been

the Emperor, in China the family. The latter had dominated every
realm: economic, political, cultural; put filial piety at the top of the

virtues; minimized foreign influence by discouraging children from

going far away from aging parents; and frozen the water of natural

social intercourse into the ice of ceremonial.

Had the Communistic regime been able to change the habits of

ages? In
spite of seeming evidence to the contrary, I doubted it.
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"Are there any Chinese folk dances?"

"The Chinese," said Mr. Morelios
professorily, "do not dance/

5

The harbor of the fishing village of Aberdeen was so packed with

sampans you could hardly see the water.

Leaving the car, we fought our way through a crowd of fisher-folk

descendants, said Mr. Morelios, of the
pirates who used to terrify

China's South coast.

Once we stopped to watch an outdoor barber plying his trade.

From a kettle heated on a pot of charcoal he poured water into a

brass basin; then made a lather. His customer crouched on a stool.

There was not much to shave, I reflected, the yellow race being short

on body-hair* But it turned out that the area to be shaved was the

pate.

Black eyes followed us down the street like beagles. A butcher

the better to stare stopped wrapping a piece of pork in a dried lotus

leaf.

We entered a temple of the people, small and poor.

Though for centuries Buddhism had kept a firm grip on the

Chinese, this shrine was dedicated to their old nature gods. The

good sben must be
praised,

the bad kwei
propitiated. How otherwise,

when creation had two energy nodes or modes, the yin and the yang?
The shrine was a rendezvous for gaudy idols. Paper flowers had been

hung up to celebrate the New Year. A dirty priest stopped scaring
off demons by beating a drum to point to a collection box. A child-

worshipper was clutching a red egg, symbol of the New Year of

life. It reminded us of our own Easter eggs. But the place did not

smell good. We were glad to get out into the open air.

"Symbol of longevity," said Mr. Morelios, pointing to a venerable

pigtailed codger's bowl of noodles.

Milling about on shore Mr. Lai found the sampan he wanted.

The pretty girl-rower's baby lay on the floor rolled in a pair of old

trousers; a wizened grandmother sat hunched on the throne of a

broken chair.

"I have promise find good husband," said Mr. Lai.

Pretty Girl smiled hopefully.
The floating restaurant to which we were rowed one of a fleet

was prepared to serve any kind of fish. The lobster would have tasted

better if the tablecloth had been cleaner.
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"Hold more loose," said Mr. Lai kindly, of our chopsticks.

Motoring back to the
city, we saw the British loafing at their

playgrounds, Deep Water Bay and Repulse Bay. Where did the

Chinese swim? we wondered. Where the two million coolies?

Next, the gardens of the millionaire Aw Boon Haw, inventor of

the patent medicine Tiger Balm; a paradise for jack-sailors containing

high-colored stucco dragons, Mickey Mice in Eton collars, monkeys
in pants, monstrous frogs, serpents, bears, and gods. Aw Boon Haw

deceased had been convinced that if he ever stopped building he

would die.

Had Mr. Lai, like a child eating cake, tried to save the icing for

last?

"You like?" he asked.

"It's amazing," we said evasively. "Do you like it?"
T r i>
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Through pull, he got us into Aw Boon Haw's mansion. It was

packed with showcases packed with carved ivory, jade, porcelain
and carnelian. The patent-medicine king's money must have set his

pockets on fire. Did the East, contrary to some people's idea, have

its own brand of materialism?

Mr. Lai looked and was silent, his mouth curled like a dead leaf.

So he was not, after all, an unworthy inheritor of such Chinese art as

the rolls of Ku K'ai-chik, Sung landscapes, and noble chimaeras on

tombstones.

"What you call? Nightmare," he said.

Outdoors, we stared across at a neighboring slope encrusted as with

barnacles; thousands of squatter-refugees' kindling-and-paper shacks.

"Keep coming," said Mr. Morelios.

"Poor things," said Nancy.
"No, it must

stop," harshly. "We're going to pass a law. For every
man who crosses over into China we'll take one back no more!'

Our
trip through the New Territories was longer. Whereas Hong

Kong and Kowloon measure thirty-five square miles, the New Ter-

ritories measure three hundred. It was none too much; this South

China being our sole sample of the vast country locked against us.

The scene changed as we rode: picturesque coast, low sterile metal-

stocked mountains, terraced rice paddies, pineapple and sugar-cane
fields, barebone

villages, and small private temples to the Earth made
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of home-baked bricks capped by a tier roof. If devils alighted on its

curves they couldn't get a foothold, said Mr. Lai they'd slide off.

Inside, invariably, a clay god and his lady had been dressed in

red- and gilt-paper robes. But the people were the real China: men

stripped
to the waist in rice paddies, and women farmers wearing

enormous hats draped with skirtlike swaying ruffles to keep off

mosquitoes and flies.

Once we stopped to watch the little three-car Kowloon-Canton

train rattle across fields. It was empty. Today Red China was con-

sidered more a menace than a destination.

"Pleass give me honor," said Mr. Lai humbly.
Tea in an outdoor pavilion with the sun going down over China.

I would have enjoyed my steaming cupful if some short black hairs,

all of a length as if shaven, had not been floating on
top.

So our Chinese adventure was almost over.

In a shabby section of Kowloon, we were riding through a group
of one-room coolie huts; catching, occasionally, through an open
door, an intimate glimpse: an opium pipe burning on a lamp, or an

ancestral tablet, or wretched
floor-pallet.

As we paused to ask a direction, there approached along the

street, in deathless
solidarity,

the family on which China was founded:

a man, a woman, and a child. How long had they gone without

necessities, I wondered, to celebrate the New Year in flowered trousers?

Leading her child the woman walked old
style

six paces behind

her man.

They reminded me of the coolies we had refused to pay two Hong
Kong dollars. Surely, I thought, our fault was the greater. For

whereas they had merely over-charged, we had under-understood,

under-realized, under-sympathized. The world needed honesty, yes;

but, even more, a fellow feeling.

Once Tze-kung asked Confucius if there was a single verb you
could practice throughout life. "Yes," said the master. "To sympa-

thize, to
reciprocate,

to give and take. Don't do to another what you
wouldn't like done to yourself."

"On so many of these houses," I said to Mr. Lai, "there's a square

of red paper holding just one ideogram."

"Oh, that," he said gently, "is letter for happiness."
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SINGAPORE

man at the desk

wo singles, please" trying to fan off the appallingly humid
heat.

The Malay in charge of the desk at the Raffles Hotel in Singapore
was night-dark without being Negroid; the hair black and straight,

the features rather distinguished, the body tall and arrow-straight;
the nature obviously proud.

"The names, please?"
We told him.

After consulting a chart, "I regret that we have no more singles;

only a double" contriving somehow, in his courteous refusal, to

make us feel important, perhaps because he the prince or he Othello,

standing unsmiling beyond the rabble, was willing to treat us as

equals.
We thanked him.

Then followed a porter through the small village which is the

famous Raffles Hotel. Lounges, shops, corridors with jardinieres,
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colonnades, staircases in unlikely places, verandas overlooking palm-

waving patios;
without a porter as trail blazer one would need a

compass, map, field-glasses, and for notifying the authorities when

hopelessly
lost a small radio transmitter.

Our room, when
finally achieved, turned out to be pale lemon

and of an almost mythical size. Staring in astonishment at the im-

mensely high ceiling and distant walls, Nancy and I could have

believed easily,
if told, that the palace of the Sultan of Johore, dropped

into it, would be hard to find, like a marble rolled under the bed.

I am no lover of electric fans; indoor as well as outdoor wind I

tend to take personally. But what could we do? Well, we did it: set

ceiling fans as big as plane propellers going at a smart
clip, peeled

off sticky clothes, took turns showering in a bathroom which com-

pared favorably with the baths of Diocletian, put on the minimum,
and fell across beds like landing fields, exhausted.

We could hardly have been hotter if the Sumatra had been blowing.
I knew why the Malays never laughed. It took energy.
On the plane from Hong Kong an Englishwoman who had lived

in Malaya ten years had warned us about the Malay branch of the

yellow-brown race: "Don't offend their dignity they're extremely

self-respecting.
Above all, don't laugh a Malay aristocrat never

laughs and seldom smiles."

"Why?"
"He considers any show of emotion bad taste."

"How difficult."

"No, they're rather easy to get along with; polite
and trust-

worthy."
We were relieved.

"But watch yourself.
Their code of manners is minute and strict."

Her advice had been like an electric fan: warming when the blade

is on the far side; cooling, near.

"How did you like the Man at the Desk?" asked Nancy.
I said I liked a person with dignity, liked anyone standing on his

two legs between heaven and earth. "How about you?"
"A rather superb specimen."
"Reckon he's typical of the Malay Peninsula?"

"I salute the Malay Peninsula."

Actually we would salute the Peninsula proper only from these
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beds. To us, as to ninety per cent of its visitors, Singapore was only
a halfway house enroute elsewhere, in this case Indonesia.

So we could ill afford if we were to see the
city this luxury of

languishment.

Morally gritting our teeth we struggled up, put on light frocks,

and set out to see what was then still the Crown Colony of

Singapore, part of Britain's Straits Settlements: a great cosmopolitan

(though eighty per cent Chinese) commercial center and port of call.

"Remember not to laugh/' said Nancy as we approached the desk

for information.

The dark Malay took our problem under advisement. Having

pondered it, he spoke carefully. He would eat lunch, rest, view the

Raffles Museum, return for a nap, then take an hour's taxi ride through

Singapore. An hour cost four Straits dollars; about $1.30 American.

Afterwards, dinner and music.

"Thank you very much," we said, hazarding ghostly smiles no

levity for which we received perhaps one shade less of gravity.

"I think we passed the test," said Nancy, reaching the haven of

the palms.

Strange, just because we knew we must not laugh we had an

impulse like schoolgirls to laugh at anything and nothing. It

seemed to us that the Malays missed a lot in life.

A five-course luncheon taught us why, for all their virtues, the

Malays are an indolent race, disliking work. And no wonder the

Sultan of Johore, across the causeway, had been fat before ever he

put on a weight of robe, turban and jewels. As the meal progressed
we began to feel like rajahs ourselves, or at least ministers corpulent
in horizontally striped trousers, knee-length sarongs, high-collared
coats open in front, and headcloths twisted into peaks.

"They say an Englishman can stay out here five years before

wanting to cut his own or someone else's throat."

Nancy wiped her forehead. "I wouldn't last one."

Could we steer ourselves out of the dining room?

But we skipped the rest period recommended by the Man at the

Desk to hire one of the bicycles fitted with a two-seater side-car called

a trishah (rickshaws being illegal), and streaked off to the Raffles

Museum.
Raffles Hotel, Raffles Museum why Raffles? A leaflet told us. In
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1819 Sir Stamford Raffles of the East India Company had asked the

Moslem Sultan of Johore please to cede Britain the
insignificant,

mosquito-ridden island of Singapore. Sultan Hasain had surveyed his

realm, the richest on the Malay Peninsula that
strings down from the

body of Asia like a dead fowl's neck and head: 75,000 square miles of

well-watered jungle full of iron, tin and gold; also elephants, bison,

honey bears, gibbons, tigers, leopards, panthers and wild boar; also

herons, parakeets, talking mynahs and fire-backed pheasants; also, in

soil fat-black several feet down from jungle decay, amid a tangle of

ferns, vines, rattans, shrubs and orchids, such revenue-bringing trees

as ebony, camphor and rubber; also, in abundance, sugar cane, rice

and bananas. What to him was a miserable little malarial island four-

teen by twenty-seven undulating miles, made of sterile red
clay:

the

coxcomb on that fowl's down-swinging head? Besides he needed a

little British military help. . , .

". . . And the last shall be first."

For Britain had foreseen the commercial and strategic advantage
of possessing the southernmost tip

and harbor of Asia, on a direct

route to and from the Far East.

"Raffles won the raffle," said Nancy.

History in showcases; we walked down rows and rows of history,

A stuffed bird of many-splendored plumage; huge butterflies of fan-

tastic patterns, impaled; a gigantic scorpion in a bottle; such fauna

spoke of Malaya's natural state. An intricately carved bow; a short

sword called a kris with fine ivory handle; a blow gun: such weapons

spoke of the struggle of a people to beat off enemies and free itself

for higher endeavors. A bamboo percussion musical instrument stained

blood-red, and ingenious silverwork; such art showed the soul of a

people groping for expression.

Back in our room we collapsed on the beds.

"Taxi, lady?"
It was two hours later and we were standing in front of the Raffles

Hotel.

"How much to ride around town for an hour, please?"

"Six Straits dollars, lady."
"The Man at the Desk said four."

"Sony, lady. Six."
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We asked a second driver. But this one knew so little English we
hailed a passing interpreter.

"He says it will be about four, but he always uses a meter."

We climbed in, repeating, "One hour in town, please/*

Peculiar sounds from the front seat.

But all seemed well. We saw Government House, the Courts, the

Yacht Club, St. Andrew's Cathedral, shops smart and slummy,
factories, the causeway leading to the State of Johore, and the

Botanical Gardens with monkeys scampering up and peering out of

coconut palms. A pleasant town, though not like Hong Kong
dramatic.

"Why, where's he going?" said Nancy.
We were being whisked along a country road.

"No, no, not country town!
3

Faster and faster we traveled. The undergrowth alongside was

building up into jungle.

"Where are you taking us? No*'

The driver paid no attention.

Jungle, but a mean jungle,
not the Sultan of Johore's kind. All

jungles hide darkness. The meter flew as fast as we did; and while

it went up, night came down. At this point we had no more in-

clination to laugh than aristocratic Malays.
A sandpaper tongue cannot moisten dry lips.

"Stop! Go back!" we cried.

The driver mumbled something. Was it "Mandai Road" or "Mind

your business?" or something in Malay?
We conferred in whispers. Had he misunderstood the volunteer

interpreter, or was he just trying to run up the fare? Or what?

Surely he understood "no" and "stop." Why, a man from Mars could

get the pain in our voices. Had he some sinister purpose?

"Stop!"

"No, no!"

"Please turn around!"

We might have been mosquitoes singing round his ears. On the

island of Singapore mosquitoes are so common one does not bother

to
slap.

Night comes swiftly in the
tropics. Stalking out of the jungle like

a striped tiger,
it slams down its paw. How could we defend our-
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selves two women with nothing in our hands but purses? We had

a sheer-at-the~edge~o-the-cliff feeling. And quiet the terrible, quiet
of people who have no choice but to marshal all their forces to meet

a crisis as yet without name or shape.
The jungle trees were running together; they were forming one

darkness.

How many miles from to Singapore?
The meter said eight Straits dollars. But bankruptcy does not

greatly disturb people unsure of their lives. Something in the jungle
smelled too sweet. A night bird screamed.

Was the road curving back towards town? Or only in another

direction?

Bang! and a lurch. It was a flat. Angry in Malay, the driver

lumbered out to view the damage and, muttering hoarsely, dragged
tools from the trunk. He had a flashlight. While we sat frozen to the

back seat, the car rose perilously on a jack.

We dared not object to a meter left running.
Time was very long, and the prospect dark as a Malay.
We were feeling at bay in an unpredictable universe when the car

fell off the jack; died like a hope. Taking courage from despair, Nancy
peered out; to report in a stage whisper, "He hasn't even got the old

tire off!"

Somewhere I had read that jungle beasts sleep by day and prowl

by night. And that you cannot hear their approach.
A honk from behind. Twisting our heads we saw a one-hoss Malay

bus the ancestor of all buses full of Asiatics, whether Chinese or

Malays, approaching jauntily. Would it hang together till it reached

us? As if by signal we jumped out of the car, trying with wild arms

to flag it down.

It hesitated, and trembled to a stop. The driver having taken in

the situation nodded as if to say,
"At your convenience," then

waited while we ran to our abductor. He was sitting on the ground

staring at some bolts on a wheel-rim. Ten Straits dollars, said the

meter. We gave him ten Straits dollars. Then ran for the bus. Though
it was like something put together with baling wire and carried

a rough human cargo, it seemed to us a mighty fortress and rock of

reliability.
. . .

Back at the Raffles we did not mention our experience to the Man
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at the Desk. For once our solemnity was easily
the equivalent of his

own. As we passed him we exchanged "Good evening" for a bow, and

walked on, chastened, to bathe and change for dinner.

There should be an international law, ratified at Geneva, against

dinners of nine courses, all interesting.

"Do you suppose well ever be able to laugh about that ride?"

"Are you losing your sense of humor?" said Nancy.
"You find it funny?"
"Well, not excruciatingly."
To get our minds off our misadventure we talked about the Malays:

how they were cousins of the Polynesians, which meant cousins of

the Hawaiians. In all probability
their differences were largely the re-

sult of diverse religious paths, we speculated; the Malays having been

converted to Brahminism, then Buddhism, then Mohammedanism;
whereas the Polynesians ("many-islanders") in jumping the Pacific,

had escaped all three. Their great maritime achievement crossing

vast spaces in open boats had exhausted them; they had just sat

on Samoa or Easter or Oahu, imitating themselves while immobilized

at a comparatively low stage of development. Keeping the static yin}

they had lost the dynamic yang.
Yes, but what had exhausted and immobilized the Malays who

stayed behind? Eating?
Still talking about the tragedy of arrested growth, we wandered

to the desk to ask what time we must get up, tomorrow, to catch

the plane to Djakarta.

Inscrutably calm, the Man at the Desk was talking to an American

who thought money could buy anything.
"I told you I want to see some Malay dancing Til fay for it"

Coldly, "There is no Malay dancing."
While we waited my thoughts ran something like this: We think

we're civilized, but the new barbarism the real barbarism is the

materialism that robs man of his dignity. If, in our sickness, that's

the only cure we can offer the East for its ailments, it'll reject us,

maybe with violence.

I was too preoccupied to notice that Nancy, having got the ear

of the Man at the Desk, was rehearsing our ill-starred ride.

Those great mariners the Polynesians for five hundred years rested,
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I mused, on their oars. And then of the Malays: Gifted stay-at-homes,

taking a long long after-dinner nap, a five-hundred-year siesta

"The jungle was pitch black," said Nancy, "and we didn't know
where we were." And suddenly probably because for the first time

she saw our trouble objectively she laughed straight out.

Noticing the Man at the Desk's frown I had a moment of con-

fusion. Was he frowning at our recent or the Malays' ancient

predicament?
He drew himself up stiffly, "Pardon," he said, "but it is no laugh-

ing matter."



V

BALI

Eclm's snake

JLxispossessed, we dream of an earthly paradise. Perhaps that was

why Nancy and I were determined to go to out-of-the-way Bali.

Would this Eden, too, have its snake?

From Singapore we flew to Java, Bali's cultural forebear.

Going through customs in Djakarta, we chatted with a big

wholesome-looking American missionary named Sparks: a Seventh

Day Adventist who believed, on his church's interpretation of the

Book of Daniel, that the world was presently coming to an end; 1914
had been the "beginning of the end." Everyone, he said, should be

preparing for the zero hour by cleansing his soul of sin.

Did his church have missionaries in Bali?

"Oh, yes," answered Mr. Sparks happily.
If the Balinese lived the idyllic lives reported what did it do to

them, we wondered, this accusation of sin?

Among the leaves of the apple tree the thousand islands of the

Malay Archipelago something rustled.
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With smiles, entreaties, and Jesuitic arguments we beat our way

into the overcrowded Robertson's Hotel. Each bed in our hot little

room consisted of a sheet drawn over a board. The white walls were

splattered
black and red with mosquitoes; our predecessors must have

carried on a relentless war. To increase our dismay, the toilet was as

far down the hall as it was from Western standards.

Room and board: the phrase had a new meaning.
The next morning we hired a slant-eyed native to take us to the

Garuda office in a trishah.

A dull town, Djakarta. Where was the famous Javanese artistic

sense? Had the Indonesians battled the Dutch only for the right to

foul up streets? Or was this slime from rain? at intervals, all day,
there poured the hard-splashing rain of the

tropics;
the canals lacing

the streets swelled with brown water. A town all prose and no poetry.
Had the stolid Dutch robbed their subjects of faith in the truth of

their own imaginations?
We were rife with questions as we left for Bali.

The plane flew low enough for us to see Java in its beauty: thick

vegetation, tall coconut palms, thatched roofs, chartreuse rice paddies.
The two-mile strait between Java and Bali shone like a mirror. Then

a still more extravagant foliage, stabbed by a black volcano. Then

among thatches as we circled roofs of Dutch tin. We were com-

ing down at Den Pasar.

The Hostess said, "Please keep seat till very important person
out go."
The President of Indonesia? But the man pushing towards the exit

did not look Indonesian. Nor European exactly.

As we walked down the runway, natives garlanded and chaired

him, and gave a great shout. Who was it? "A Russian economic

adviser," said a Garuda official.

Nettled, we praised the scenery.

The official shook his head sadly. "Americans like our scenes, but

they no like us."

Denying it, I felt a little hypocritical.
Did we really

like the eighty

million Indonesians? How could we like them when we didn't know

them? And had we tried to know them?

The Bali Hotel had been the pride of the Dutch. It straddled the

road: on one side, terrace, office, lounge, dining room, and living
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quarters; on the other, a theatre pavilion enclosed on three sides by

guest units: bedroom, bath, and porch for tea.

Our quarters were typically tropical: big bare white walls, ceiling

fans, and above each bed a swirling tent of mosquito netting.

Bali! Eight degrees south of the equator!
We walked uptown to explore. On the streets a mixture of nations:

bearded Javanese Moslems in black velvet skull caps, Chinese in their

undershirts, some left-over Dutchmen in pith helmets and the yokes
of starched collars; through which threaded Balinese women in grace-

ful sarongs and soiled Western blouses hitched together with safety

pins, and Balinese men in loincloths or sarongs. The men came off

better. We decided that, though some of the Balinese were ill-favored,

many were extremely handsome. Flimsily-built shops sold cheap

goods: tennis shoes, cameras, aprons, sleazy silk stockings, hard-

analine-dyed ginghams cheek by jowl with soft-vegetable-dyed batiks.

In the alun-alun natives were playing baseball. Depressed, we bought

postal cards of unspoiled Balinese dancers. We hoped they were not

extinct. Then walked out of the present into the
past.

In a museum architecturally charming the heat was like a ham-

mer.

Assorted gods, the Hindu ones recognizable: Shiva of the multiple

dancing arms, Vishnu the Preserver, Indra emptying clouds. The
others were aboriginal gods at home in Bali before the immemorial

influx from India. Rangda, Queen of the Witches, was especially

prevalent: a white-haired hag with a black-striped body, pendulous

black-fur-ringed breasts, vicious pop eyes, wolfish fangs, and a red

tongue (painted enthusiastically) hanging down to her waist.

Nancy kept on reading. "Seems she eats babies."

So before the arrival of some Mr. Sparkses, the Dutch, and now
Communist labor organizers, Eden had harbored its own snake. An
indigenous one. It had simply grown new heads.

Leaving that little hotbox, I paused. By the door hung a Tree of

Life drawing that might have been torn from the Zohar or some

medieval alchemical tract. A caption said the fruit on the branches

represented ever higher mental states. A Brahministic notion.

We walked back to the hotel under spreading frangipani trees.

The
girl

in front of us stuck a waxy white flower behind her ear with-

out
spilling from her head a basketful of papayas, bananas, and a
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fruit covered with snakelike scales: a golden Eve bare-breasted and

beautiful.

We were eager to see such a
girl dance.

That night, on the hotel terrace, waiters in sarongs and smartly
twisted batik turbans served Martinis to tourists in evening clothes,

while souvenir makers shell necklaces, steel cockspurs, bone gods

plied
their trade. "No, later." "No, not today." "No, we want to look

around first." "No we said no."

A small soot-eyed native one of the hotel's accredited guides
said ingratiatingly, "Want see good native dance tonight, Madam?"

"Where?"

"In country very near, very cheap."

Nancy and I exchanged glances. What luck!

"I take in friend's cart," pointing to the equipages drawn up around

the terrace waiting for passengers. In each, two rear seats stood at

right angles to the driver's seat, like the panniers of a bee.

Our eyes discussed the proposition. Plainly the man was a good
soul; no harm in him.

Agreeing on an all-inclusive price,
we named nine o'clock but

we must be back by eleven.

"Okay, okay." Amazing how that American expression had

traveled round the world.

In an attractive dining room where every waiter was a rajah, the

food was abominable. How was it possible, even with application,

to
spoil

food so completely? At last there hove into sight a moulded

dessert. Bavarian cream? Compensation! It tasted like cotton batting.

Guide, cart and an unbargained-for driver at nine.

Only after a day in the tropics
can one savor to the full a night

not cool but cooler. The little horse trotted briskly through Den

Pasar, then along a jungle-bordered road stretching on and on. Hadn't

the guide Pang said the dance place was near? A half moon rose. The

air smelled oversweet. Far off, dogs were barking.

"Long way," ventured Nancy.
C

Not long," said Pang tranquilly.

Well, we supposed distance was comparative.
At last a clearing in the forest. The gateman accepted the amount

specified in advance. Whereupon we were surrounded by the friend-

liest, most lighthearted, most childlike people. Though the audience
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sat on the ground in front of a curtain hung between poles, we were

ushered to an honor-bench. Would we like to go behind scenes, we
were asked, to watch the

girls
make up?

The little dancers sat on a platform by a shrine whitening each

other's faces with calcinated pigs' bones, re-routing eyebrows, suspend-

ing white flowers in long black hair, on threads, and plugging ears

with gold cylinders.

I fear we were a disturbing influence. Eleven or twelve years old,

the
girls

were as curious about us as we about them. Abashed yet

bold, they fingered our green shantung jackets with the frogs, and

stared fascinated while we renewed our lipstick.

A gong. Curtain time? Our watches said nine-thirty. One by one

the Hancers carried to the altar, on little woven mats, offerings of rice

and flowers. A duenna used gestures to ask if we would like to do

the same. Partly not to offend, and partly because it seemed a right

sort of symbolism in the jungle, very soberly we presented borrowed

flowers. The little dancers giggled approvingly. There was solidarity

in the wings; in that moment international relations were excellent.

A flock of children, bursting in, presented fried peanuts. Shyly

they poked us with their fingers: a form of admiration, a game and a

joke. Was our skin real? Touching it, they looked up and laughed.
Then one dared another to feel our hair.

A second gong sent us to our seats.

The audience sat as still as death.

Suddenly a crash. Twelve young men, sitting on the ground nude

above the waist, had struck a chord on instruments of bronze and

bamboo and stopped. Only the cymbals hummed on. And now
the xylophones were off, racing like ponies. A pure tinkling sound

to a 4/4 beat, led by drums and syncopated, was punctuated by
great gong-booms, while goaded by the fast beat of padded sticks on

inverted bronze bowls. The strata of sound multiplied. Fever and cure,

fever and cure: a refined violence.

Balinese music is unique. It seems to live under different laws from

Western music. The musical core is of metallic percussions; the har-

monies strangely acid. Never does it fall into sentimentality; a fact

which collides sharply, I believe, with the West's notion of an equa-
torial people.
The first number was the popular djoged or flirt dance. A silk-
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swathed

girl,
with collar of beads and mirrors, wearing above her

dead-white face a
gilt

mitre pierced with two fresh frangipani flowers

and stick of burning incense, came out looking slightly bored to dance

a brilliant free solo. She began to flirt; was all things to all men.

Staring straight ahead as if in trance, struck sudden fiery poses, bare

feet flat on the ground, knees splayed, extended rigid arms broken

at the elbow, and upturned fingers a-tremble. The music crackled

and sputtered. Stamping, she let the vibration flow up her legs to her

hips, to her shoulders, till her entire body while her eyes swiveled

shook as in a wind. Flowers went flying. At times her backside was

carried high, in a movement avoided on our stage, though I had seen

it awkward and ugly in Mississippi cakewalks. Amazingly, here

it was beautiful. But to Western eyes the oddest part was the head-

snapping from side to side. How had this child achieved so absolute

a control over her neck muscles? Meanwhile her fingers curved back

over her hand, a radical wave. Fluttered, they folded like a pleated
fan. Suddenly a youth leaped from the audience. They danced a love

game of approach and refusal, in which the man was forever striving

to get close enough to her face to catch her skin-warmth and perfume:
the Balinese kiss. As the music quickened, the audience became more

and more worked up. A rival cut in; another; another. Yes, no, yes,

no, the little girl
said with her body and her fan.

Then rather pointedly the fan sailed out to Nancy and me. Having
collected a piece of green paper for cargo, it made a return voyage.

"It's after eleven," whispered Nancy.
We slipped out on the skids of friendly smiles, Pang following;

and rolled off through the darkness of the jungle.

What was that? Pang's knee pressing mine? Surely the man did

not realize. Drawing my Hong Kong jacket closer, I moved over.

Cloppety-clop, cloppety-clop.
The cart pulled up by one of the walled family-compounds charac-

teristic of Bali.

"I stop my house," said Pang. "Friend take hotel. Pay now, please."

We looked at each other. "But we paid at the dance."

"You no pay me" his voice suddenly strident. The personality
had

changed. He named an exorbitant sum.

Held up! Hijacked! They were getting to be rather a habit, these

extravagant rides. "But you said
"
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"No pay!" He glared
in the pale light. "Pay now.''

The stygian
trees had massed like confederates.

Fumbling, we paid.

"At hotel pay friend same."

The driver too? "But you said it was all included
"

"No include. You fay?" moonlight blotching his face demonically.

Nancy and I did not exchange glances; each knew what the other

was thinking. There were worse things than an overcharge bloodier.

"Yes."

It was a long drive under the disastrous shadow of the driver;

interminable. Was it
really

Den Pasar towards which the little horse

was trotting? At last a town but was it Den Pasar? Our hope flamed

intense. At this eery hour one could believe in the ley
ok Rangda. The

hotel was a grateful sight. Stepping onto the terrace, we were child-

ishly eager to rid ourselves of the second conspirator by paying.

So the Balinese snake grew heads at random.

Though we had signed up to go on an all-day
tour with an English

couple, through some mix-up we found ourselves in a little Opal with

Hans. That was the only name we ever were given for this short blond

Dutch geologist on vacation from oil-prospecting in Java. It meant

splitting expenses three ways instead of four. But it was a lovely

morning, not yet hot; Yousoff our Moslem driver came well-recom-

mended; and we were bound for the heart of Eden.

It had been no false report.
Bali was as extravagantly handsome as

a country seen in dream or from the heights of the imagination: this

island, this world.

In compound, hamlet and village though the day was not far

spent people flowed and pulsated like water in accustomed stream

beds: women carrying large, shiny black clay pots on their heads;

men walking bouncily with loads tied to each end of a bamboo rod

slung over one shoulder; small boys, haloed by huge sun hats, driving

pink water-buffaloes the Opal had to swerve; youths working neat

rice paddies; and an old man leading a squad of ducks with a bamboo

pole topped by a white banner and bunch of feathers. According to

Yousoff, after planting his ensign in a paddy, he would go off and

work all day without worrying about his ducks at sundown they
would rally round the pole for die march home. A woman was trying

to persuade a comically shaped pig long snout, skinny shoulders,
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sway back, road-dragging belly to market. Worn out, she picked
him up like a baby and toted him squealing.

Once we stopped at a market. A mingled smell: flowers, incense,

spices,
dried fish and coconut oil. Even more appetizing than their

fruits and vegetables were the women in vivid sarongs, sashes and

headcloths, striking lovely unselfconscious poses.
The human beings, here, shared nature's rhythm.
It was not hard to see how Balinese dancing had grown out of

work-habits. Activity kept the body flexible; bending to the ground

splayed the knees; head-burdens kept the spine straight, forcing the

hips to give like shock absorbers, and the eyes to lead an almost inde-

pendent life. One might call dancing the flower of work.

The only eyesores were old women's teeth stained black from chew-

ing betel nut. Hans who knew the islands well said they dabbed

lime on a green nut of the betel palm, rolled it in pepper leaves, and

chewed it with a wad of shredded tobacco. The lower
lip protruded

monstrously as the ladies spat great blood-red sluices.

At a wood-carving center a porchful of men and boys sat cross-

legged, carving black teak, yellow jack wood, and dark red sawo.

It was pure creation, accomplished as
easily as breathing; practically

everyone in Bali being an artist or craftsman of some kind, whether

dancer, musician, actor, painter or sculptor. The Balinese tongue has

no word for "art" or "artist" because no separate caste of artists is

there a caste of breathers? In the old days craftsmen had but one

object: to serve their communities; and now that tourists have taught
them that the making of beautiful things can yield income, they still

work with joy. Fame? Posterity? Sufficient unto the day is the blessing

thereof. As we watched, knives, gouges, chisels, pumice and bamboo

polisher went a fine impersonal way. One sculptor had turned off and

painted a
perspectiveless storm over a jungle of fresh blues and greens,

live ochres, and a wonderful Chinese vermilion; the vegetation at

once exuberant and clean-cut. Not the greatest art; the implications

were not long enough; but original and good. The price stopped me.

Needless to say I have reproached myself ever since.

"They do rather well, don't you think," said Hans, "for savages?"

Useless to voice my suspicion that the Balinese were not primitives

at all, but in
spite

of the carry-over of a few raw impulses sophisti-

cates. Again and again, in talking to natives, I got an impression of
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a people quick, intelligent, resourceful, witty. And their art made

subtle distinctions. Is that not the mark of civilization? of refined

tastes?

Scene after scene, on the road, was an artistic composition.
For instance, here came a woman carrying bags of rice flour on her

head; her slender figure in the strict sense elegant; the backdrop

worthy: a sweep of mountain terraced like a deep-grooved marcel

in ten different shades of green.

Elephant Cave near Bedulu bore over its entrance the head of the

monster Bhorna with eyes like carbuncles. His fat hands had just

split
the rock people and animals were scattering terror-stricken in

stone. Inside, in a thousand-year-old hermitage, we saw by dim candle-

light,
in a niche, a statue of the Hindu elephant god Ganesh, guarded

on either side by a lingam. Since elephants have never existed in

Bali, the motif had been borrowed from Malaya or India. Coming
out of darkness into blinding sunlight, we were defenseless against
children clamoring to sell us necklaces ornately carved out of thin

coconut shell stained brown. We feared they would break up in our

suitcases. (They did.)

"Hideous, isn't it?" said Hans, snapping a picture of Elephant
Cave, no doubt to be used as proof of Balinese nonsense.

In Bali, temples abound: modest private temples, village temples,

great town temples, and the richly ornamented temples of
royalty.

Whatever the size, they are never long-faced, but friendly and even

gay. Typically a temple consists of two adjacent square courtyards
surrounded by low walls, their sandstone gates more or less splendidly
carved. The enclosures contain sheds, thatched shrines, and pavilions
with from one to eleven pagoda-like roofs.

Nancy pointed to one corner. "What's that?"

"Kulkul tower," said Yousoff, explaining that the natives beat an

alarm when something went wrong.
"Such as ?"

"House on fire. Or arrival of Dutch army."
Hans colored.

Yesterday a tourist had quoted, "Happy is the country without a

history." Bali? No history? Over and over again it had made
history

by the stark, violent, extreme tock-tock and crying of the kulkul.

As we slid through magnificent country I tried to see Bali's history
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whole. It had begun with Negrito aboriginals; taken on character

from proto-Malaysians arriving in outrigger canoes; then, after in-

cursions from India, been absorbed into the great Madjapahit Empire.
"What a Chinesy type," said Nancy, of a man on the roadside.

Kublai Khan had come here, once, with his army.
For centuries Bali had swung between Indian and Javanese rule;

was conquered, rebelled, was conquered, rebelled.

When the Madjapahit Empire had fallen to the Moslems, and the

old Rajah had burned himself alive, his son escaped to Bali with

courtiers, priests, and artists; transplanted the entire Hindu-Javanese
culture. Because the king passed out

principalities to his favorites, Bali

soon consisted of nine kingdoms, with Klungkung claiming (without

getting nasty about) hegemony. For a hundred years the culture

flourished; for a hundred years, on this "spice island" (Portugal bar-

tered for pepper, cloves and nutmeg) , the people lived lightheartedly.
"Pm hungry," said Hans.

It being twenty miles to our lunch place, "You'll have to restrain

yourself."
"Can't."

About 1600 the captain of a Dutch fleet made friends with a stout

jolly Balinese king with ten-score wives, a chariot drawn by two

white buffaloes, and a troop of dwarves distorted to resemble kns

handles. When Holland got wind of the "paradise," it sent a trader

with
gifts

for the King; the trader being reimbursed with a Balinese

girl.
Thereafter the Dutch East India Company exploited the island

for all it was worth; seized land, collected taxes by force, intrigued,

established an opium monopoly, and, while selling firearms to Bali's

enemies, offered assistance against them for a few more concessions.

All it cost the Dutch was some brass candelabra, gilt chairs, Rhine

wines, a cloisonne vase, and several Persian horses.

For two hundred years Bali prospered. By conquering the large

neighboring islands of Lombok and Sumbawa she quadrupled her

territory;
and the Dutch East India Company had the goodness to

collapse of its own rottenness.

But a storm was brewing. The Dutch took North Bali, then at-

tacked Lombok. Its Rajah mustered a last-ditch resistance; at dead of

night, while a band played, having opened fire through holes in his

palace walls, he forced the Dutch army back to the sea. Then made
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a mistake. Having captured a regiment, he fed and as a "gesture o

friendship" released it. Unmollified, the Dutch raged about the

"sinister treachery of the Balinese people," and sent new armies to raze

town after town. Against artillery
the Balinese were helpless.

"You're very quiet,"
said Nancy.

Tm fighting a war."

It spread to South Bali. The Dutch landed three miles from Den

Pasar, at Sanur. At dawn a Balinese army attacked with golden

spears.
But the fight was too unequal By evening it retreated. The

Dutch brass band played Sourire d
3

Amour smile of love while

their navy bombarded, and their troops marched into, Den Pasar.

The Rajah knew his cause was hopeless.
The only thing he could

do with dignity and honor, he told his frenzied followers, was to lead

a pnputan, a fight to the finish. It would forestall exile and ensure

burial with the proper rites.

At nine in the morning an improbable procession issued from the

palace. Rounding a corner, a Dutch regiment met it head on. In front,

riding on a subject's shoulders under a gold canopy of state, came the

Rajah in his finest robe, carrying a kris studded with diamonds and

rubies; followed by princes and generals in their best, and women

heavy with jewelry, wearing white loincloths, like men, their loose

hair
flying. Krisses and spears had been broken off: for short-range

fighting. The courtiers stared straight ahead as if entranced. "Halt!"

cried the Dutch commander. But the Balinese court kept coming. A
hundred feet away fifty

then a wild rush. The Dutch fired a

volley. The Rajah fell. In the all-out battle that ensued, an appointee
went among the wounded Balinese killing them with a kris. When
he was shot down, another took over his task, and so on, till an old

woman was the bloody angel. The wives of the Rajah stabbed them-

selves over his body, and royalty dragged itself to his side to die. At
the end, maddened women flung gold coins screaming thanks for

death. When the corpses lay man-high, the Rajah's twelve-year-old
brother so slight he could hardly hold up his spear led out a new
band of death-choosers.

Many puputans took place in Bali; until its last and highest Rajah,
that of Klungkung, had died under a gold umbrella. Now Bali be-

longed to the Dutch. It was a military victory,
but a moral defeat.
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"That's the crater of Batur," said Yousoff, One o the island's five

volcanoes.

Hans said its last
eruption had destroyed 65,000 homes. Property:

he seemed to suffer at the thought.
"And nearly 1,400 people/' added Yousoff.

Lava engulfing a town on the edge of the crater had stopped at its

temple gate. Interpreting the discretion as a good omen the people of

Batur had refused to move. Nine years later a second eruption buried

the temple.

"Deep down, the lava's still hot," said Hans. Though the Dutch
had been thrown out soon after the Second World War, he seemed

to retain a proprietary feeling. "On rainy days it steams."

The reincarnated Batur, having moved respectfully back, looked

sordid, divorced from nature by corrugated metal roofs.

The food at the little mountain restaurant being better than the

Bali Hotel's without being good, we tortured ourselves with talk of

the gourmet food coming after weeks of cold rice with pepper
sauce of Bali festivals. Hans said that at dawn the cooks started

scraping coconuts, mashing spices,
and chopping a giant sea turtle

for getjok. Sometimes it was mixed with raw turtle blood thinned

with lime juice to prevent coagulation a dish quite tasty
cooked with

tender banana shoots.

"I'll take all but the turtle blood," said Nancy.
"No," said Hans, "that's the best."

At the Sacred Pool of Tampaksiring a brief passionate
rain had

made perhaps the longest flights of steps in the world slippery as

soap. One pool for men, one for women; to the Balinese there is an

etiquette to be observed. The water in these huge basins, having

lapped softly for long-dead Rajahs, would lap softly when the living

culture of Bali had gone down to ruin.

We were heading back towards Den Pasar, when YousoflE stopped.

"Another temple?"
"This one has festival," explained YousoflE.

The temple was a riot of flowers, but not for death, as at funerals

for life. On god-images made of pink- and saffron-dyed rice paste,

and woven palm-banners, the women had spent their love. Around

an altar, girls
were setting up pennants, flags,

and bamboo stylizations
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of the human figure. Having conversed in Malay, Hans reported
that this was the temple's birthday. We wandered around. A demon
with a red hibiscus behind his ear was being decked out in a black-

and-white checked skirt. Women with large elaborate offerings bal-

anced on their heads, moving like great blimps coming to tether in a

hangar, smiled as if we all belonged to the same denomination. Hans
said that later the

priest
would ring a bell, and the congregation sit

praying and singing and throwing flowers at the shrine; and, when
the priest had ladled holy water into their hands for drinking, wipe
them on their hair; then carry their gods to the sea for bathing. Five

or six
girls pressed around. When Hans cracked a joke, they laughed

just as an old woman entered. Breaking into a run, she scolded the

vestals furiously. Irreverence in the house of the gods! We left
hastily.

Sometimes, Hans said, these festivals lasted all night, ending with

an adoration of the sun. It was like the Egyptians' "Hail to thee, Ra,

in thy tremendous
rising."

Now for the hotel.

But Yousoff stopped at a magnificent gate set in a wall of white-

washed mud. A loiterer said something which Yousoff translated,

"You can come in if you like." Hans jumped out, saying it was the

compound of a prince descendant of one of the few that had sur-

vived. Once he had been named regent.

"Puppet regent?"

"Well, yes, you might say
"

Might and do, Dutchman, I thought.
We entered. A grove of breadfruit, papaya, banana and coconut.

Pavilions clucked in around a courtyard containing flowers and a

frangipani tree. "Hello!" cried Hans. No answer; nothing stirred

except a scrawny dog too tired to bark. Was the family taking a

siesta? Or away from home? A private temple was stilted up higher

(as was meet) than the quarters for sleeping, eating, entertaining.
The porched social hall had carved gold-encrusted windows and

posts.
"The posts must stand upright," Hans said; "root-end down. That's

important." And anyone could see he was jeering.
"Now no more stops till the Bali Hotel."

But we were wrong.
Surrounded by villagers, a white-clad Brahmin

priest sat on the

ground, his hair drawn up, tight,
into a topknot.
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"Twins," said Yousoff, slamming on his brakes.

But this was no joyous celebration of
fertility;

this was a desperate

rite. For the twins were a boy and a
girl;

to the Balinese a "child

blunder"; an "incestuous union" in the mother's womb; an evil in-

volving the entire village, which must be exorcised. So the kulkul had

sounded harshly; the temple doors had been closed and hung with

pandanus leaves in sign of taboo; and parents and babies rushed to

the cemeteiy for a forty-two-day exile. Now for the purification
rites.

Like the Brahmins of India, those of Bali look down their noses at

farmers, soldiers, and even royalty.
A Brahmin's title is Ida Bagus,

"Eminent and beautiful."

This one was making the mysterious hand gestures
called mttdras,

and muttering mantrams.

"Goona goona," said Hans disgustedly, "magic."

That was the word for the feast dance called legong given in the

pavilion several nights later. Though by now Nancy and I had seen

half a dozen Balinese dances including a demon rout which

terrified the children this was the finest.

Two Royal Lovers were decked out like the country dancer, only

more sumptuously; their tight-binding silks crawling with gold, their

towerlike, frangipani-pierced gold helmets like the headgear of arch-

angels.
Were these little

girls
trained in the temple from the age

of six and renouncing it at puberty as listless as they appeared?

A lady-in-waiting
stood waiting. A flash from the gamelan, orches-

tra, and she suffered an electric shock. She jerked, stamped, quivered,

quieted. Then, picking up two fans, went striding, striding.
. . .

But it was the Royal Lovers torsos off-center, hips undulating,

bodies rising
and falling in a kind of secret breathing, necks clicking

in and out with precision
and a preternatural aliveness, in a chiaroscuro

of darkness and gold who carried the country dancers' excellence to

a peak of perfection.
The tensions built up and up. ...

All this to a marvelous music; bronze-keyed metallophones tracing

out the melody while gongs boomed, cymbals clashed, and double-

headed drums beat fast: a music pure, syncopated
and rippling.

It was sheer virtuosity.

I shall not try to describe all our days in Bali. We saw and did too

much. But three experiences
I cannot omit: the monkey dance, the

cremation, and our visit to the artist Le Mayeur.

.r
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Shadows were shifting,
that night at Bona, when fifty bronze-

colored men, naked above the waist, squatted on the earth in close

concentric circles around torches: a village
chorus trained to Interpret

passages
from the great

Hindu epic,
the Ramayana.

Tonight's was famous throughout Asia: how Prince Rama, incarna-

tion of the god Vishnu, went forth to rescue his wife Sita from her

demon-kidnaper Ravana; and how the White
^

Monkey Hanuman

came to his assistance with an army of monkeys, "discharging so many
arrows they could not see each other any more."

A crash of sound from fifty throats, exactly timed then an awful

silence. Ravana, leaping onstage,
curdled the blood. Shaking their

hands in fantastic patterns,
the monkeys chanted their horror. Ket-

chak-ketchak-ketchak, scolded the monkeys. "Chakchakchakchak!"

O Sita do not lose heart; Hanuman the valiant has leaped from India

to Ceylon!
For the mass-cremation we did a little leaping ourselves; motored

across the island from South to North, to Singarajah, where an entire

village stood waiting around a sixty-foot
tower and three life-size bulls

carved out of tree trunks.

The kulkul had sounded.

I suppose that in the whole of Asia there is to Western eyes no

greater
oddment than a Balinese cremation: one episode

in a long cycle

of mourning and rejoicing. For in Bali as in India, a corpse is con-

sidered a pollution of which the soul must be cleansed; otherwise, re-

maining earthbound, that soul forfeits a high destiny,
and may even

become a menace to family and village.

We had learned a little about the elaborate rites preceding our

arrival: how, among other things, the bodies had been rubbed with

sandalwood, vinegar and salt, thumbs and toes bound with white yarn,

and penny-loaded hands folded across the breast; how jasmine blos-

soms had been stuffed into the nostrils one of many symbols of the

perfected senses before intricate burial rites; how the bodies, ex-

humed later, had been carried home for a triumphant lying-in-state

among the richest articles the family could muster: brocades, peacock

feathers, and the krisses symbolizing the family's virility;
how the

bones were then wrapped in magic texts, and equipped with priest-

granted "credentials" for getting into the swarga heaven; and how

last night, the families had staged as lavish a procession
as they could
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pay for gold, flowers, gilt palanquins, green, yellow and magenta
silks, gongs, drums and firecrackers to take

effigies
of the dead to a

priest
for the maweda

prayer-rite; whereupon war dances had been

performed to create magic vibrations, and the populace had stayed up
all night to listen to a play while the gambang rendered solemn

music showing how Bhima most
fantastically descended into hell.

Only then could the tower and bull-coffins be wheeled into view.

Nancy and I had arrived just in time.

How shall I describe that great, beautiful, preposterous tower? It

represented the cosmos: the undersection, the foundations of the

earth; the next three tiers, hell, earth and the mountains; next, a

compartment symbolizing the limbo now housing the soul; and,

above that, in a splendor of cotton, tinsel and mirrors, pagoda roofs

standing for heavenly hierarchies. How many? The number from

one to eleven would tell the status of the dead. (One for a laborer,

eleven for a king.) We counted seven. The dead belonged to the

aristocracy.

Pushing through the crowd, we inspected the other side of this

gilded bamboo contraption. A monstrous fanged face stared back at

us. Bhima, son of earth.

And now a bridge was hooked to "limbo," up and across which

were carried
gifts, pots of holy water, and twenty-five packages of

bones, each of which had just been removed from the dead person's

home through a hole in the wall; whereupon a free-for-all had taken

place between an escorter-party and robber-party: yelling, flailing,

conking.
The crowd around the tower was holding its breath.

Ready?
Almost.

Lord, it was hot: high noon in the tropics.

The tails of the bull-coffins two black, and one pale pink
stuck straight up; only the tassels drooped. And the eyes stood wide

open, as if surprised. I was, myself.
The procession moved off : orchestra, dancers, spearmen, trundled

bulls, the bridge, and finally
musicians riding in its top the sway-

ing tower. A happy helter-skelter crowd followed; happy because

taking at long last an all-important step in a religious duty. Only the

Brahmin, carried in a palanquin, looked grave.
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Nancy and I fell in.

At the cremation grounds all was ant-hill
activity.

The bulls were

set up on a pavilion
under a white "sky cloth"; men on the tower

passed bones, gifts
and pots down to a line of

girls; whereupon two

small birds were loosed to teach the soul how to
fly. Now, the bulls'

backs having been opened, the
girls

were storing the precious pack-

ages inside. Over each the chanting Brahmin broke a pot of holy
water, which ran down below.

The pyre's fuel was food, brocades and
gifts.

Meanwhile under the blazing sun, a band was playing merrily,
and spectators milling about or sinking down into merciful stains of

shade.

Borrowing and wetting Hans' handkerchief, I spread it over my
head. It fell short of face, neck and arms, and increased my curiosity-

ridden retinue of children and adults. Nancy had a retinue; evety
Westerner there had one.

A bevy of women moved over to let me share a tree's pool of

shadow, and at once we were friends. Not to misrepresent my Hemi-

sphere, I took out a
lipstick,

Max Factor's "Golden Flame." The
girls

watched tensely the red deed of the cosmetic. Never had I been

so absolute a center of attention.

When the
prettiest girl pointed shyly, I handed her the tube.

She pointed to her mouth.

My nod meant, Go ahead and try it.

The angklung now being played should have nerved anyone for

any feat. But the
girl

was embarrassed.

The high priest having finished drenching the bones, old-women

relatives were taking a last look into the coffins.

Grasping the pretty girl's shoulder, I aimed the
lipstick.

All but

swooning, she submitted. The little mouth was held too loose, too

wobbly, for a good job and I am no make-up artist. Nevertheless she

received what, apparently, no Balinese
girl

had ever before possessed:
a flaming mouth. At which moment the Brahmin, by focusing his

burning-glass, lit the tinder under the three funerary bulls. From my
young women there rose a cheer of triumph.
And the pyre burst into flames.

I did a land-office business. Almost every unmarried woman at the

cremation begged and got an American mouth. It was a sensation.
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What a scene. The fire leaped, the tower sagged, the knees of the

bulls buckled, while everyone dashed about, stoking and refueling.
For twenty-five souls it was a magnificent send-off.

"Hey!" called Nancy.

Though the
girls still hung on me, the glances of the old women

drinking palm beer struck me as less cordial.

The crisis smelled of crushed grass, charred bones, and smoke.

Meanwhile, having performed his last maweda, the Brahmin had

sunk into a kind of trance.

I doubt if he had seen the ashes of the dead put into coconut

shells inscribed with the magic word ong or the pavilion's four posts

roped off with white yarn "to forget those who were gone."
Small boys were fishing the embers for kepengs.
In time a procession wound off to the sea, and the Brahmin waded

in, chanting and strewing ashes.

"What were you trying to do with that
lipstick?" said Nancy as

ahead of the crowd, to avoid a stampede we trudged back to the

car. "Corrupt them?"

They liked themselves better with red mouths, I said; but did she

know something? I liked them less.

She shook her head solemnly. "Well, they'll
never rest now till

they all own
lipsticks."

"Oh, Nanny" miserably.
"Even now your fame is traveling," she teased. "They'll remember

you as the Great Benefactor. In time to come you'll be canonized.

Saint what? Ah, there's the rub. They don't know your name."

Those
girls, slender, long-eyed, lovely,

with skin like the old-gold

leaf on statues

Lipstick seemed, now, not the least sinister head on a many-headed
snake. Their own /<?y^-making, Dutch exploitation, Soviet propa-

ganda, and Mr. Sparks' sin-preaching:
these were bad enough. But

this new menace

"Years ago," said Nancy, following her own line of thought,

"widows leaped onto their husbands* funeral pyres."

I scarcely heard. I was mourning my subversion of an innocent race.

As Yousoff drove us back across the island, Hans described the

cremation's aftermath of rites, to transform the freed souls into full-

fledged gods in their family pantheon: how, among other things,
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the relatives would try to communicate with the souls through a

medium; and how six weeks later there would take place the great

mukur ceremony far more costly and elaborate than the cremation,

with bejeweled women wearing white head cloths to symbolize the

purity of the occasion to help the souls reach the heavens appropriate

to their respective
castes. A new tower, white and gold, would be

burned; and flower-sweetened, gold-knobbed coconut shells, full of

the super-refined ashes of new effigies
the "blossoms" carried out

to sea and lost.

"They even appoint a sea-watcher to destroy anything the waves

fling back," said Hans.

I was seeing a many-headed snake wind up a tree.

"What a fine symbolism."
"A lot of superstition," snapped Hans.

"We use symbols."
"How do you mean?"

"Well, we put a star on the Christmas tree, don't we? And what

of the Bread and Wine? My neck's going to peel."

Said Nancy, "You're as red as a Russian."

It reminded me. "I keep wondering about that Russian labor

organizer remember?

It was at the fishing village of Sanur that we got news.

The visit had begun badly. We had gone swimming while the

tide was in; when suddenly I rushed ashore, pulling at a water-logged
wrist watch; and a man snatched it, saying he'd prevent rust by

drying the works quickly; but later, when I took it from a sun-hot

ledge, its front, not its back, lay open it was ruined.

Then at the nearby home of the Belgian painter Le Mayeur I

forgot the accident. This place made watches seem superfluous.
It was concentrate of Bali.

We had heard Le Mayeur's stoty: how, coming here twenty-five

years ago, he had fallen in love, not only with the island, but with

his model, a little legong dancer; and how, when she quit the temple
at twelve, he had married her.

Their home was a carven, gold-encrusted, garden-encircled com-

fortable house by the sea, where the beautiful wife a kind of silk-

bound Katharine Cornell, wearing enormous gold ear-plugs under her

head-swathings moved among his guests with grace and graciously,
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whenever, as now, he offered the
hospitality of be guling* roast suck-

ling pig.

Stuffed with a mixture of red chili, garlic, turmeric, ginger, nuts

and fish
paste,

and turned on a
spit

until brown, it was Balinese food

in transcendence. We washed it down with a sweet wine fermented

from black rice.

Then sat
listening

to Le Mayeur speak of his life as an idyL
"But I worry about the Russians," he confessed.

"Any special reason?"

"They're trying to bore into this island."

Nancy and I mentioned the Very Important Person who had ar-

rived on our plane to be garlanded, chaired and cheered.

"I was there too," said another guest, "and stuck around till I saw

the welcomers paid off."

It took a few minutes for us to get all the implications. A straight-

backed
girl with a flower in her hair brought palm wine with rice

cakes.

We
praised

her decorative value.

"When she came to us," said Le Mayeur, "she said she wore

flowers in her hair on festival days.
I said, In my house every day is a

festival.'
"

We sipped meditatively.

"But those Communists," said Le Mayeur in anger, "would close

the temples as
ideological nonsense, and banish ear-flowers as a vanity.

Even the Dutch," he said sorrowfully,
"didn't do that."

Through a pleasant copse I noted a
strip

of sea as green as a snake.



VI

SOUTH VIETNAM

WilJwr's friend from Hanoi

JLt happened in the airport at Saigon.
A Vietnamese touched the arm of a Frenchman. "Monsieur

Fragonard
"

Turning, the Frenchman snarled, "Take your hand off my arm!"
The eyes o the Vietnamese gave back hatred for hatred.

"
there's

a message for you in the office/'

Then the brown man was gone, and the white man irresolute, as

if torn by a conflict between basic courtesy and momentary savagery.
To Nancy and me, hostility between colonizer and colonized was

not new. In Singapore we had seen the English and Malays, in Bali

the Dutch and Indonesians, at loggerheads. But the resentment be-

tween French and Vietnamese was rawer, a sore rubbed to a blister

by recent hostilities: on one side, an anger to become free; on the

other, a reluctance to lose homes, prestige and revenue. We had felt

the tension on arrival; it was a drawn bow. At any moment the two
races might go back to clawing each other's throats. Meanwhile, like

the heat, they walked around sullen.

72
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Saigon was a handsome city in which to walk around. Though
less cared for, now that nine years o fighting had converted the

Annam, Cochin-China and Tonking provinces of French Indo-China

into the Independent Republic of Vietnam, the
city still had tree-

lined boulevards, public buildings that remembered Greece and Rome,
and great ships couching in the harbor. And over all, however har-

assed, however battered, an air of French
logic.

Looking at the
sights Government House, the Law Courts, the

Cathedral Nancy and I felt apprehensive. New attacks from Red
China were expected daily, hourly. We had been warned to keep out,

and had come, regardless, only because Saigon was the backdoor to

Angkor Wat.

Coolies: compared to Saigon, Hong Kong was deserted. Since the

fall of North Viet the population had quadrupled.
"Has all Viet Minh migrated?" said Nancy.
Our Vietnamese adventure had had a parlous beginning.

Having received no confirmation of wired-for reservations, and

finding the city inundated with U.N. and American commission per-

sonnel, we had approached the desk of the Majestic Hotel in sup-

pressed alarm. One of a reduced number of Frenchmen spoke ironi-

cally:

"Two rooms! Madame, you are lucky to get one."

A Vietnamese asked for a room. "No" coldly, hatefully.

Ours was not a room, it was a cave; having no windows, only a

door that let onto a balcony running round an inside court. The lock

was purely ornamental. True, the barrier across the balcony, the
parti-

tion at right angles to its edge, did possess a door, that did possess

a lock, that did possess a key, but the joke was that any thief, mur-

derer or worse could with perfect ease reach round and unlock it. We
sat on our sawdust mattresses laughing. Saigon's best hotel, built by
the

logical, ingenious, always adequate French!

Give us air!

We walked along the Arroyo River, broad highway for escapees

from the Democratic People's Republic of North Viet, bewailing the

fact that a
trip

to Chinese Cholon, Saigon's twin city,
was out of the

question for two women alone; and, trailing into the Banque de 1'

Indochine, to get some piastres,
stood in line, and fell into conversation.

An old resident of Saigon a Frenchwoman said, "When lots of
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refugees come down the river at night we're worried, but not one has

come down for three days, and we're a thousand times more worried."

We wished we understood the situation better, but one fact was

clear: The history of this country had been a long fight against foreign

domination, first of China, then of France, and now again of China.

Mostly it had been a losing fight; and always it had used up so much

energy there was little left over for cultural matters.

Walking down Catilat Street looking for a
watch-repairer, we

stopped on a sun-scourged corner.

"Can I help you?" said a good American voice.

We turned.

It was a young man perhaps twenty-two years old, tall, milk-pale
and hatless, with large ears bent forward as if to catch the least sound.

"Thanks, we're looking for a watch shop."
"Three blocks down, same side of the street Faure's. Or two doors

beyond, a Chinese place Sung's."
Now Americans in Asia need no introduction. They belong to

the same fraternity. Also, we had discovered, they can usually trade

information and impressions to mutual advantage.
After chatting a few minutes about the buying power of piastres,

we told him our names, and asked his.

Wilbur Diems from Smoky Chimney, North Carolina, Men-
nonite missionary. "Well, sort of a missionary I distribute food."

Did he consider the town dangerous?
Oh, not

really,
he said. But it was funny his first night he'd

been waked by firecrackers. Only they were gunshot. The next

morning one Frenchman and one Vietnamese lay dead among the

calla lilies.

"Those guys," he said wonderingly, "just seem to hate each other."

Wilbur was so obviously shy, his talkativeness suggested some

inner pressure.

Were his sympathies with the Vietnamese or French?

"Gosh, I don't know. With both, I guess. The French holler about

the money they've spent on defense and education and buildings and

roads, only to get kicked out. The Vietnamese want to run their own

country
"

Poor devils, we said.

Oh, the French had their side he'd been boning up. And he
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rambled on about how, two centuries ago, a missionary had made
friends with the King of Cochin-China; and how the murder of some

Christians had forced France to send troops or was that just an

excuse? Anyway, it was a skin game. Wilbur drew himself up short.

Honest, he didn't know, he said. Some of the French were corrupt,
but so were some of the Vietnamese. For instance

Yes?

well, for instance, the police (he blushed) ran the house of

prostitution.
It was their chief source of income.

Native police?

Sure, native. But, corruption or no corruption, Saigon looked good
to the refugees

His work took him among them?

Oh, yes. The boy sighed. There were awful sights. Such filth. In

the Opera House we wouldn't believe it

Could he take us in?

We-ell, he wasn't supposed to but maybe. Now?
We meandered along, listening to Wilbur's saga. His father was

a Mennonite preacher; so when the Church called for volunteers to

distribute food and clothing in war areas well, that's how it hap-

pened. Of course, he'd been brought up strict, and this country sure

did shake a fellow

Shake how? Why?
Well for instance

Yes?

Wilbur wore a badgered look. He was batting his eyes.

The once-fashionable Opera House had wet wash hanging out its

windows.

Steps mounted by many a proud Governor-General were cluttered,

now, with the flotsam and jetsam of a wrecked portion of humanity.

Pity gets one in the pit of the stomach.

"Good Lord," said Nancy.
As we followed Wilbur into the auditorium, I longed to look like

a Mennonite food distributor. Though we wore the simplest of cotton

dresses, and no jewelty, I found myself feeling ashamed of appearing

prosperous; ashamed even of the cleanliness which spelled superior

means,

"Don't look too hard," said Wilbur. He wore a stricken expression.
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For the Opera House was a sewer of human misery. All seats hav-

ing been removed, thousands of people at close quarters, without an

iota of privacy sustained life on minimal terms: cooked and ate

whenever they could beg or filch a scrap of food, slept on woven mats

or the bare floor, in quarters so small they must have had to keep
their feet close together and arms plastered to their sides, made love,

quarreled, did the things for which toilets were designed, gave birth

to babies, sweated, and no doubt wondered if not too hot, tired, and

sodden with the long pain of exile what it all meant. Did some of

them figure they had paid too heavy a price? That they had won
freedom from Communism only to sink to the level of animals, that

other kind of bondage? The place smelled nauseating. Of all their

hardships, surely this stench was the worst. But Wilbur said no no,

if you smelled it all the time, you ceased to smell it.

When I was a little
girl

the sight of a
cripple say, a legless man

selling pencils used to turn my body to water; it took all my will

power to stand upright. It was so painful I learned to put on protec-
tive armor. Now, seeing these derelicts, I felt the old weakness in-

vading muscle and bone. By what right did I eat three fat meals a

day? By what right sleep in a comfortable bed?

The injustice overwhelmed.

"I'm afraid that man's dying," said Wilbur.

A few curious eyes turned in our direction, and here and there we
heard mutterings. Were they disappointed that we brought no food?

It came over me in a wave: the callousness which turns man's

thinking- and planning-power to petty purposes, away from the press-

ing world problem of the distribution of food. God forgive us, I

thought; at this moment, in many a storage house, surplus food rots.

And I thought: Whatever we share with the angels, we share our

bodies with the animals, and when the body lacks the minimum for

decent existence, then mind, soul, spirit
all higher faculties stand

in abeyance. And now I got a curious impression. The most casual

attitudes of the refugees standing, sitting, lying seemed attitudes

of pain. These bodies were writhing. A thousand faces, featureless yet
convulsed, looked at us with eyes like holes.

"I can't stand it," said Nancy.
And we went out and breathed deep drafts of God's clean air.

Horror can amount almost to a conviction of sin. I felt
guilty.
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In silence Wilbur walked with us to Sung's.
There he hesitated, saying out o loneliness or kindness, or both,

"Would you like me to show you Cholon tonight?"

Why, yes, we said, leaping at our one chance thank you very
much; we knew we couldn't go unaccompanied.

"No, it's rough."

Sung examined my watch. Rusty. He'd have to renew the spring
and maybe some other

parts, but give him twenty-four hours and he'd

get it running. "No fix, no pay."
It seemed fair enough.
The streets of Cholon were crammed, jammed, stuffed to bursting,

in an exotic, stubborn, pitiful effort to be gay. What a noise. Chinese

voices seesawed up and down. Wilbur the Mennonite from Smoky
Chimney, North Carolina, having been here before, apparently many
times, threaded us in and out the melee like darning needles joining

warp and woof, pointing out curious sights. "There's the gambling
house called the Great World." "Get the kowtowing." "Fried cray-
fish." "That's the theatre want to go in?"

Inside, the melodrama was as lurid a vehicle as ever strained the

credulity of a spectator. Yet the rest of the audience men, women,
and children cracking pumpkin seeds watched enthralled this

gauchery in flashy clothes, sequins and tinsel, against a Woolworth

background. It was fantasy,
it was escape. The fine economy of

Chinese art, Zen art in
particular,

was violated; and I am not referring

to our thirty-cent seats. The plot was all intrigue and treachery. To
a yellow flat-nosed people the hero's big white Cyrano-like false nose

must have seemed doubly preposterous. While the hero declaimed,

falsetto, the stagehand experimented with lighting.
In a red glow the

heavily rouged, be-diamonded heroine traditionally
called the "flower"

sing-sang in high nasal.

"They say it's Chinese opera watered down," whispered Wilbur.

Yes, and that small black
flag

in the hand of an actor lurching
across the stage was wind. Critics said that, aesthetically, Chinese

opera was almost perfect theatre. Well, if so, Cholon's form of it was

a sad degeneration,
"I'm ready to go home whenever you are."

The "flower's" tiny feet achieved by standing tiptoe
inside bell-

bottom trousers were being displayed seductively.
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I m ready.
Back at the Majestic swiftly back, because in Saigon there are no

speed limits and no red
lights,

and every vehicle is as if shot out of a

gun Nancy and I relaxed.

"Safe/* said I in our lockless cave.

"Safe," exulted Nancy.
We could not foresee that within a few months this hotel would be

wrecked by a rioting mob, its windows, doors, chandeliers and furni-

ture smashed; a former American Minister begging right here on

this floor for her life.

The next evening we took a stroll around the block. On one corner

half a dozen men were preparing to bed down claiming squatters'

rights
on the sidewalk: creatures so skeletonlike and warped by

their experience, almost they seemed disinherited from the human
race. The sight destroyed our appetite for dinner. Now we had not

been giving any alms, partly because in Asia there is no place to

begin, there being no place to stop, partly because the police dis-

couraged it, partly because we had a budget which we must stay

within, and
partly, perhaps, because the human being is a selfish

beast. But this evening we sat on our beds, disconsolate.

We decided we couldn't sleep if we didn't give them something.
But we must hurry it was getting dark.

Six people. Our plan was for each of us to roll up three
fifty-

piastres (about $1.50) separately and, walking round the block, pause

just long enough to
slip

the wads to those human wrecks, before

disappearing round the dark corner into a bright safe anonymity.

By the time we reapproached the encampment, dusk had thickened.

Restless figures unrolling and subsiding onto mats. We got ready,
came abreast, extended our little rolls, when suddenly, out of the

night, to our extreme consternation, there rose up in awful eagerness
not six people but eight, ten, fifteen how had they multiplied? It

was as if all the hands of Asia reached out to us. Not wanting to play
favorites, we dived into our purses. A sense of danger, sympathy,

despair choked us; that and the competing avidity of man-shadows

snatching high and low denominations, coppers, silver, paper we
knew not what. Then the bank failed. For several reaching claws we
had nothing at all nothing

Then we fled.
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Back in our cave we kept seeing people not dispossessed but for-

ever possessionless.
To lose something is hard; to have nothing is

hard; but harder, much harder, while having nothing to see others get
the rich unexpected, and thereby to hope, and, hoping, to put out the

hand for a similar largesse, indeed almost to grasp it, only to end with

a handful of air, and nothing, nothing at all, between stomach and

backbone.

We could have cried. . . .

The next morning we called for my watch.

Sung was elated. "It marches," he said. Like most Chinese he

pronounced his r's suspiciously like Ts. "It hold good time. Bad price
but good guarantee; six month."

And I in Cambodia, Siam, Burma? "We leave tomorrow."

"Six month guarantee," repeated Sung with satisfaction.

Well, I was glad to hear it ticking.

Dawdling along a noon street, we tried to keep in the shade of

some tamarind trees. Ah, a shop with American ham and cheese

sandwiches! In general we preferred native food, that being part of

the revelation of a people. But there is such a thing as nostalgia and

throw-back. We entered and ordered. Forty cents for a coke!

Having drunk one each, lukewarm, out of the bottle, we fell to

talking about the French-Vietnamese impasse.
Said Nancy, "It's a revolt against colonialism."

"And clash of temperaments. What could be more foreign to the

Indo-Chinese than French intellectualism?"

"They seem smart in their way."
"A totally different way."
"Smart is smart, isn't it?"

"Aren't there head-knowers and heart-knowers? The French are

reasoners. There's a Frenchman in every Westerner. Typically, an

Englishman has developed self-awareness a little further, perhaps,

but there's a Frenchman in him too."

"Can't the Westerner and Vietnamese ever understand each other?"

"Yes, but it'll take some hard trying."

Quoted Nancy, "East is East, and West is West, and never the

twain shall meet."

Up rushed Wilbur's pallid
face. "You've eaten?" The crispness

had gone out of his body. Shoulders, nose, ears drooped willow-like.
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"Gosh," he said. "How did I get the idea you wanted some native

food? I've been hunting for an interpreter friend of mine medical

student from Hanoi
"

"Wilbur, we're terribly sorry
"

With the still face of crisis, "I've ordered four lunches
specially

cooked
"

"Look here, Wilbur," we began, full of bread, cheese and ham;
and insisted we were still quite hungry come on

Wilbur's friend from Hanoi was standing at the door of the native

restaurant: a neat, earnest yellow youth with flat squarish face and

old-world eyes.
He bowed ceremoniously.

"It is bliss for meet."

While we drank shark's-fin soup Chang told us in halting formal

English how every other member of his family had died in the fierce

fighting around Hanoi. Escaping down the river, he had arrived here

empty-handed.
I looked at his clothes. Western in

style and a little too small, they
had been carefully washed and ironed.

We asked if his medical studies had been resumed.

"No, Madam unfortunally." Chang, too, had "r" trouble.

He would take them up later?

"I think University of Hanoi is close," his wounded eyes an epi-

taph. "And I not can go back/
5

Couldn't he study some place else?

"How?" he said simply. There was no
self-pity.

The Viets are

stoic. "These are shwimp with onion sauce," he explained in his role

as go-between.
And excellent.

The two young men so different in color and type had been

dipping their fish into a decayed-smelling sauce they called muoc mam
did we wish to try a little?

What was it made of?

Chang explained gently, like a parent trying not to frighten a

child. "It is juice a fish from Mekong Lake gives no what you
call?"

"Exudes," said a grinning Wilbur affectionately."
exutes," said Chang, "after he dead four day."

In an effort to hide my revulsion I looked down.
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"Why, my watch has stopped!"

"Maybe you forgot to wind it," said Nancy.
I wound it no. I shook it no. Dead, extinct.

"You break watch?" said the youth from Hanoi. There was a fine

quality
of tact in his sympathy. It was as if he had no troubles of his

own.

"You think East and West are far apart?" said Wilbur as if reading
our earlier thoughts. "But Chang and I get along fine don't we,

Chang?"
"Yes, very good," smiling with a kind of old-man tolerance.

Nancy said, "Wilbur, someday when you're a Mennonite

preacher
"

"I'm not sure I'll ever be one," said Wilbur slowly. "This place

sorta, well, jolts a fellow
"

This was not the first time he had hinted at a change.
How did he mean?

"Well I
"

Having licked his
lips,

he started again: "Well for

instance I went up the Arroyo of the Avalanche to the hill country
to help distribute a shipment of goods and you have no idea

"

Guerrillas among the tea plantations?

Yes, but that wasn't what he meant.

As we waited I noticed how utterly Chang gave himself to listen-

ing.

"It's all so different," sighed Wilbur.

For instance? we goaded, and could see him struggling.

"At night they beat drums to scare off tigers and
"

Again we waited in a fellowship of suffering.

It came out explosively:

"
and they think everything's alive

even the stones
"

Yes, it must be strange, we said, waiting for fresh examples.
"And just for instance," he blurted, "there were some native nuns

in the party nuns and when they had to go to the bathroom they

just well right in front of a lot of men just well squatted
down" he said desperately.
We tried to pull Wilbur out of the ditch of embarrassment he had

dug for himself. "I guess they don't think such things are very

important."

"Well, are they?" asked Wilbur, son of a straight-laced preacher
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with a sense of the
proprieties.

"Are they?
33

And we understood over

Tiger-Skin Pigeon Eggs that he was questioning the entire Western

code. "No," he said in quiet recklessness, his homely good American

face warped by the anguish of trying to get to the truth of things, "I

may end up a Confucian."

Had he been studying Confucius? we exclaimed in
surprise.

"N-no, but these people aren't all wrong not by a long shot
"

"1 am a Christian" said the young man from Hanoi, with a steel

of gentleness. He was kind but he was firm. Was it a rebuke?

East was East and West was West, but it looked as if Wilbur and

his friend Chang were swapping positions.

Or was it a mirage, this movement towards reversal?

Yes, I decided on second thought; seeing the good in the other's

viewpoint and way of acting was part of the process of learning to

understand each other better of getting the hang of each other. They
would end not changed and opposite, but more truly together. A
tested solidarity.

If these two could bridge a gap, why not in
spite of innate radical

differences of temperament others? All others'?

We were drinking tea of a most subtle aroma when Chang apolo-

gized, "Must give lesson three o'clock."

Standing at the door we three faced him: White Man faced Yellow

Man. We said we were happy to have met him, and hoped very much
he would find a way to continue his medical studies, and prosper.
He searched our faces with the open face of kinship; then bowed.

"Permit me to leave you now," he said, as if the moment being
formal he were trying extra hard to get the English right. "Merry

traveling."
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CAMBODIA

honey of Angkor Wat

In a sense, from the start, our Cambodian pilgrimage was an exercise

in time.

A time-encumbered, -weakened, -besotted plane stood on the

ground in Saigon shuddering. Would this air shanty (salvaged, we

suspected, from an American junk heap) ever leave Vietnam, mean-

ing (if you went back far enough) Champa, Cambodia's ancient

enemy? And, if it did, would it hang together long enough to make
Siem Reap? Side by side, Nancy and I shouted; then cupped our

hands round our ears, listening. No use; communication was out of

the question. Frustrated, we tried to help the take-off by mentally

pushing, straining, heaving.
At last we made it.

We were perhaps two hours in the air. Below lay thick jungle in-

fested with some of the most ferocious beasts on earth: rhinoceros,

panthers, leopards, lions and crocodiles. Fish-laden Mekong Lake,

Cambodia's chief source of wealth, was so vast a mirror we thought

83
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we had lost our way and were over the ocean. Then jungle again, out

of which (when the pilot purposely flew low) leaped a ruin

another another: strange jungle flowers. Angkor Thorn? Angkor
Wat?
When I was thirteen I had read an article in the National Geo-

graphic Magazine about how a French naturalist named Henri

Mouhot had, in 1860, while hunting exotica in the Cambodian jungle,

stumbled upon some temples rearing pure and proud; how the wall

inscriptions
went up to the fourteenth century, then stopped abruptly;

and how no theory yet advanced, as to what had occurred, held water.

From that day I had longed to make this
trip.

We were circling,
we were coming down. . . .

Suddenly a field reached up and smacked us. We bounced and

clattered over bumps, trembled, and subsided.

Cambodia!

The Grand Hotel was not the barn to be expected in a land sun-

bitten and obscure. The French Government had built it of pink

cement, and planted
at one corner, hopefully,

a myrtle bush. Now
the French Manager dashed from tourist to tourist, welcoming, ca-

joling, mollifying.
We asked for two rooms. No, he was sorry,

he said; they could

spare only one to a family.

"I give you beautiful room," he sighed; "bee-#-tiful."

The room had size, two beds veiled like brides with mosquito

netting, and a balcony from which we could see, in the distance, the

wilted wooden buildings of Siem Reap; also, just behind the hotel,

an immense flat field. On its edge waved a few palms; and over it

shimmered a haze of heat inhabited, for the time being, by a

turbaned goatherd with his goats, some saffron-robed Buddhist monks

walking with eyes downcast, and a surprisingly energetic contingent

of brown youths in shorts, drilling. So far so good. But the bathroom

was not quite clean, every faucet dripped,
and from window to toilet

stretched a caravan of giant black ants.

But trust the French. Lunch in the fan-cooled dining room was

from hors d'oeuvres varies to
-flan

de Poires Poitevin superb.

It was a sticky sweet-smelling heat.

After siesta we joined a bus-crowd for the first scene in a three-day

drama of sightseeing. For today the known ruins, representing
five
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hundred years of accomplishment on the part of master-architects

covered sixty square miles. This afternoon we would be "introduced"

only. Then tomorrow Angkor Thorn; and the next day that culmina-

tion and pinnacle Angkor Wat.

"Well, let's stop talking,
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said a Swedish architect.

The dozen sightseers from almost as many countries had slung
cameras round their necks. The women wore cotton dresses, and

head scarves to keep the sun from cooking their brains; the men

sport shirts and, usually, shorts.

We climbed into a hoary bus nothing in Cambodia seemed new
with the excitement of young people meeting their loves. We had

a date with time.

The bus rattled over dirt roads. What were we going to see?

A ninth-century ruin, said the guide; using the occasion for a little

lecture. The Indians who arrived several centuries B.C. with the new

language Sanskrit, and new religion Brahminism, he said, had found

the descendants of the mythical "Kambu" well-advanced in civiliza-

tion. "Kambuja," the Indians had called the nation they converted,

whence "Cambodia." By the fifth century the Kmers (an alternative

tribal name) were practicing great architecture but, alas, in a

perishable material: wood. Today its beauty was the prey of ants. But

by the eighth century, in chapels exalting that symbol of the great
God Shiva's creativity the lingam, they had switched to brick and

stone. And gradually (he drew out the suspense) those chapels had

grown up into temples.
"What was Europe doing in the ninth century?" some passenger

asked, and immediately it was a game.
"Rome had fallen three hundred years earlier

"

"Nearer four. And hadn't Charlemagne just died? I was never too

good at dates."

"What about it, Professor Kendrick?"

"Alfred the Great was King of England
"

With that we grew vague.
The bus stopped with a jerk.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said the guide, "this is Phra Khan, in the

older classical style,
a group of twelve minor temples." We moved

towards the exit. "Please lower your heads."

Minor temples, major jungle.
For here nature, as if jealous of a su-
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perior beauty, or to keep a secret, had resorted to violence. The smooth-

barked tree called fictts gigantea swarmed through the ruins, dividing,

propping, embracing, strangling, towering above towers. Wherever

a branch touched the ground it took fresh root, so that massive trunks

stood stilted above ground, like buttresses.

"Like snakes," said Nancy.
And now we were walking along an avenue of stone gods and

devils in a tug-of-war over the scaly length of a snake-balustrade.

At Phra Khan the ficole Fran^aise d'Extreme-Orient, said our

guide, had made no attempt at reconstruction; it had wanted visitors

to see nature's raw havoc.

"My God!" Our eyes suffered joy on joy, shock on shock. A tree-

massacred gatehouse opposite a shrine upheld in a tree's loving arms,

corridor upon corridor, a goddess-supporting lotus, courts, towers,

false windows in flawless proportion: all intermarried with the primeval
forest.

The architecture had certain affinities with Europe's. Yet how
alien. Proud and mysterious, it rose plantlike,

as if out of a more

dreamlike consciousness.

As we plodded back along a dusty path, small boys the color of

sawo wood babbled at our heels, trying to sell us swords with handles

inlaid with mother-of-pearl. One perhaps six years old gave me a big

yellow trumpet-flower. It was a
gift.

At the same time he was not

averse to a few coppers. We smiled at each other. The best ambas-

sadors in the world are children.

"This path," said the guide, "was once a broad street."

Our next
stop,

Neak Pean, was a lotus-shaped oratory amid four

square pools.
A famous center for miraculous cures dedicated to

Loke^vara the Compassionate, said the guide, the Bodhissatva who
between Buddhas took care of the world. Wandering about, Nancy
and I found a shower. The rock below had footprints into which

pilgrims once fitted their feet; the stone head above, an open mouth

through which poured holy water. We sat on a step trying to visualize

the lame, halt and blind of a thousand years ago; travelers bright with

silk and fever. I wrinkled a pool with a stick. Stale water.

What an evil smell.

A young man helped me jump an embankment. I thanked him.

"Ce nest rien" Toiling through heat and dust, we chatted. Lt. Jean
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Crapet of a French Air Platoon stationed in Saigon. I said we had

just come from Saigon. He said that during the War he and his friend

pointing
had been exchange-pilots in Texas. I said I had spent

a winter in St. Raphael and another in Paris. He waxed enthusiastic

over such mutualities. That was Jean Crapet's quality: a tremendous

verve. The signs and seals of his vitality were awake eyes and fresh

color in a face rather too long for its width. I introduced Nancy; he

Raymond Durand, short, yellow-eyed, cynical and charming. On

holiday, they'd flown their own plane in to take aerial
pictures.

"I think we got some good ones."

"Lousy," growled Durand, who enjoying using American slang.
In Saigon we had met the suffering native, French colonial, and

American "fixer." It had remained only to meet the French idealist

Jean Crapet and his complement the French skeptic Durand.

"Otti, but have you met one of those damn
infiltrating

Reds?"

said Durand.

By the time we reached the restored temple of Mebon's five shrines

on a terrace we knew Durand's opinion of Mendes-France, and the

names of Crapet's sisters. Then while talking to Janet, an English

girl
with a SEATO job in Bangkok and big grey eyes lost diem

in the crowd.

Mebon was not wholly outdated. In one of the shrines stood a

lingam of green polished stone. Carved in the tenth century, it was

still being worshipped in the twentieth: round it burned joss sticks.

On our way back, a lady from Chicago asked the difference be-

tween Vishnu and Shiva, or were they the same?

The guide said, "Vishnu preserves and Shiva destroys."

"Then why do they like Shiva so much?"

Perhaps the guide despaired of saying, "Madam, according to

Brahminism, in the world of time destruction precedes creation; be-

fore anything can be built up, something must be torn down, and

vice versa; both processes being but aspects of change." Aloud he

said, "Madam, is there any accounting for taste?"

That evening we discovered that Mouhot, after all, had been

scooped. Two sixteenth-century missionaries had told Europe about

some gigantic Cambodian ruins "built by the Romans or Alexander

the Great." But no one had listened.

Then someone showed us a translation of a still earlier report,
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discovered in the Imperial
Archives of Peking in 1902, that of

Tcheou Ta-Kouan, emissary of the Emperor of China, who had lived

in Cambodia for a year,
in 1296, just eighty years before its downfall

We read the document straight through without stopping. For

suddenly a lost civilization, of great genius, had been found, and

alive. Strange how small details can convey reality.
The King wore

flowered brocade, we read, and either a gold diadem above his chignon,

or a garland of jasmine; also rings
and bracelets set with cat's eyes.

The soles of his feet and palms of his hands were rouged. He lived

sumptuously with five wives and some 5,000 Girls of the Palace; the

latter having shaven spots
above their foreheads, incarnadined. Every

day he gave two audiences. You knew it was time when some of the

girls
drew back a certain drape "with their little fingers." Tcheou Ta-

Kouan shook his head gloomily over the
city's immorality. But a royal

procession issuing out of Angkor Thorn was something, he admitted,

to behold. First came cavalry;
then standards and pennons with music;

then 500 girls
with blossoms in their hair, holding day or night

lighted candles; then bearers of gold vessels; amazons with lances and

spears; goat-drawn and horse-drawn carriages; elephants bearing

princes and ministers under red taffeta Chinese parasols
with ground-

sweeping fringes;
the King's wives and concubines on gold palan-

quins; then His Majesty in glory, standing on an elephant, sheltered

by twenty pure white parasols,
and followed by cavalry.

As he passed,

his subjects prostrated
themselves. . . .

The next morning we were in a fret to see this mighty ruler's

two-mile-square walled and moated royal capital
of Angkor Thorn:

"City of the King of the Angels/'
We entered it through the sixty-foot

Gate of Victory, on each of

whose three towers four great enigmatically smiling visages looked

into four directions.

This gate alone, I thought, would have been worth crossing
the

Pacific to see.

The causeway's balustrades consisted of fifty-four squatting giants.

But the Palace and Council House to which they led had been

destroyed by Cambodia's enemies. Nothing remained but some carved

terraces, pools,
and staircases on a scale so vast we were pigmies.

"Jayavarman VII, the Leper King," said our guide,
"had 79,365

servants. According to an inscription,
his gold plate weighed five
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tons. But in the matter of concubines he was conservative. He had

only 1,500."
"Cold-blooded fish," said Durand,

Standing by a stone bas relief depicting life-size elephants plucking
lotus flowers, I pretended I was a member of a royal party watching
a program of sports and dancing.

"Dancing was half their life," said the guide.
Elsewhere a magnificent frieze told us homely facts about the

civilization: passengers on a becalmed junk with mat-sails were play-

ing chess; fishermen pulling heavy nets from Mekong Lake; also

spearing fish; two men separating ferocious dogs; others restraining

fighting cocks; merchants at market; masons cutting stone; a man

kneeling to kiss a
lady's hand (or to read her palm) ; women knead-

ing bread; a man eating grapes, and a crocodile a man; roisterers

shooting craps; while over their heads birds flew high, high. But the

most stirring scenes were martial. Cambodia's ancient enemies the

Chams were on the march, the leaders riding caparisoned elephants.
Their hats looked like inverted flowers.

"Champaka flowers," said the guide.

Jean Crapet was so excited by the coming-alive of dead time he

ran up the steep steps of the pyramidal Phimeanakas (that imitated

some original sacred hill) and stood dizzily balanced on a free window
frame it was crazy.

"He's tops," said Durand.

We pressed on to the temple called Bayon at the heart of Angkor
Thorn. It repeated the gently smiling, lotus-crowned heads of the

Gate of Victory in wonderful rhythm two hundred times there was

no place where God was not. Shiva? Vishnu? Lokegvara? The name
of the Mysterious One did not matter. Only the vision. "In dreams

begin responsibilities." Though we were viewing the temple by sun-

light, its quality seemed moonlit. As we walked about, the smiles on

the mouths of those majestic faces changed with the light.
One odd-

ity
was this. Though the guide gave 900 as the Bayon's date, and

its beauty was in some respects barbaric, the smile on that multiple
redundant face was subtle to a degree of refinement which seemed

attributable only to a very old race and civilization. It was infinitely

wise.

"At the end of the eighth century," said the guide, "the Indian
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prince Sailendra, King o the Mountains, founded by conquest an

empire which included Malay, Sumatra, Java and Cambodia. Over
Cambodia he set a cousin who ruling sixty-seven years as Jayavar-
man I introduced dancing and built the Bayon."

Sailendra's seed-of-art had dropped onto fertile soil.

"After Jayavarman I," he continued, "the Cambodians bolted the

empire. They were on their own/
1

"What wiped them out five hundred years later?"

He imitated the two hundred heads smiling enigmatically. "Per-

haps they migrated. Or their slaves revolted when the Thais attacked,
and there was a massacre. Who knows?"

"Served the bastards right," said Durand.

"Why?"
But Durand kept it to himself.

"Twenty generations of Cambodians worshipped here."

In a sense, to look was to
worship.

The great cairn countenance
staring in four directions from

fifty
towers: it was God, it was King was it also man? The conviction

grew upon me that the answer was yes. For Brahminism teaches man
in God's image: cosmic man, perfectible man

perfectible through
ages of reincarnation. Even the common people whom Tcheou Ta-
Kouan had described as "coarse and dark"? the multitudes who lived,
as today, in thatched houses built on piles? who crowded the streets,

were punished for crimes by being buried alive, and at festivals loved
such fireworks as Five Devils Noisily Splitting Apart? Yes, even those

lowly ones were high beings potentially.
That night on the veranda of the Grand Hotel Jean Crapet set

down his
glass of red currant cordial caca and walked to the

parapet.

"It's like nothing else in the world," he cried, and we who over-

heard understood that he spoke of the Kmers' timeless creation in

time.

The moon was
rising like a golden melon.

"Did I see it?" he muttered. "It's like something dreamed an
hallucination remote and

lovely."
Durand flicked a

cigarette. "What's lovely about it?"

"You didn't like it?" aghast.
His yellow eyes went hard as agates. "These yellow people
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Cambodians, Viets they threw us out," he said

bitterly. "Well, I

throw them out."

"The dead ones, too?"

"The quick and the dead."

Returning, Jean Crapet sat down. "Do you know what I think?"

as if intent on some inner
reality.

The moon was walking the sky. It had walked so head up and

smiling when Jayavarman I was beginning, and Jayavarman VII

finishing, Angkor Thorn.

"What do you think?"

"That some day the Vietnamese will realize they need France, and

invite us back."

Across the playing field where the boys drilled against Communist
China the moon threw an equivocal light.

"You're
absolutely nuts," said Durand the realist, offended as by

a decadence.

Cambodia had had her high period, and it was over, I thought.
Had France had hers? The dark and bright fortnights, alternat-

ing.
. . .

The next day Angkor Thorn was eclipsed.

What is the criterion of a perfect work of art, if not eye and heart

perfectly satisfied?

Angkor Wat Wat means temple was approached by a two-

hundred-yard causeway integral to the superb conception. Crossing
the moat that squared the temple and furnished the elephants with

a bathing-place, we walked towards five great pineapple towers. I had

seen Chartres; and the Greek temples at Paestum and Segesta,
and

the Parthenon. But I had never seen anything more beautiful than

the temple of Angkor Wat.

Nancy: "I don't believe it."

The causeway's balustrades came to climax in upreared hooded

cobra-heads. Lowest being transformable into highest,
the snake has

always had a double meaning: a fact with an analogy in the human

heart. Doubtless that was why Druid
priests

carried crystal "serpent

eggs," and were called serpents.
And why here at Angkor Wat lifted

naga-heads had the beauty of a moral victory.

Built after Buddhism had displaced Brahminism, Angkor Wat was

dedicated not to Shiva but to the Gentle One. The difference was
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important.
It had seeped into stone. Not wisdom so much as love

shone from those towers.

The causeway was flanked by two distinguished-looking little

libraries.

And now we were approaching the temple's five pyramidal towers,

the middle one thrust high as a pure intention. The Hindu pentagon

consisting of the four earth-elements "redeemed"
(I wondered) by

spirit?

We were being transported by beauty into a realm beyond the

discursive mind.

"Sharped steeples high shot up in ayre.
. . ."

Around the temple ran half a mile of square gallery teeming with

has reliefs. Angkor Thorn's had been secular; these were
religious:

the battle between good and evil as illustrated by those Brahministic

avatars whom Buddhism had incorporated. Sutya the Sun God sat

bolt upright in a horse-chariot; Shiva was smiting Ravana the Ugly;

gods and demons contending for the elixir of immortality; Vishnu

tortoise below, god above holding the world in balance. The

upshot was Judgment. In hell devils were jumping on the stomachs

of sinners; the common people were being herded into limbo; while

the King and his feudal lords stormed heaven.

Nancy and I stared at the great central tower. Climb to the holy
of holies? It seemed impossible. Twelve staircases, three on each of

four sides, mounted almost straight up. Angkor Wat's master-

builders must have figured that virtue should not be made too easy.

We climbed step by step, concentrating. It took a bit of courage
to look back.

At the top stood the reward, an image of Buddha, he who out of

compassion had striven to break the bonds of desire which hold sin-

ning, suffering, sick, sorrowing men to earth. It was as if the smile on

the Bayon's multiple face, going still further inward, had gained in

radiance; as if sun had replaced moon. Indeed, was not the whole

of Angkor Wat a sun-smile, its i ,700 sculptured deities aspects
of a

universal benevolence?

Cambodian art had offered an alternative to Western art before

plunging down swiftly to mediocrity.
As we explored Angkor Wat I mused on the pride of the Kmers.
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After the Second World War the young King of Cambodia, Norodam
Sihanouk II, sick of a French Protectorate which protected only
French revenues, had fled to Thailand, swearing not to return until

France had cleared out lock, stock and barrel. The maneuver had

worked. At Geneva the French were so startled they dropped Cam-
bodia like a hot-cake. After five hundred years Kmer pride was look-

ing up.

Unfortunately kingfisher tiaras had gone out of fashion.

For Tcheou Ta-Kouan attributed the wealth of ancient Cambodia
to its kingfisher feathers. From China it imported pewter, blue

porcelain, lacquered trays, iron and copper pots,
wooden combs,

paper, needles, sulphur, vermilion, sandalwood, orris root and musk

(so its grandees could smell sweet) , cloth, crimson
parasols to keep

off sun, and green oiled umbrellas to keep off rain. In exchange, it

exported to Canton one principal item: the wings of kingfishers. For

Cambodia's were accounted the most gorgeously iridescent in the

world: green-blue of an exquisite flashing sheen. The birds were

netted at the natural or artificial pools where they came to seize fish.

No wonder Cambodian architecture always included bodies of water.

The people had learned, over nets, Narcissuslike, to love water-reflec-

tions.

As we left Angkor Wat, elephants stomping among the blue lilies

of the moat trumpeted their delight.

"Pnom Krom?" said Nancy at lunch. "Some miserable little

chapels? When I've seen Angkor Wat?"

"They're quite early.'

1

"I'm sleepy."
So I set out for Pnom Krom in a dilapidated bus with a young

married couple named Cross. The roads were so rough we were

thrown about like ninepins, and clutched seat-backs. Mr. Cross

loosened his tie. Mrs. Cross's hair came down. Our teeth shook,

and sometimes we bounced so hard we left our seats entirely.

"The Office should have warned us," growled Mr. Cross.

When I started to agree, I bit my tongue.
Could the old Cambodian driver Sis, sarong-clad and with long

grizzled hair, hang onto the wheel?

"I'm damned," cried Mr. Cross as a black plush monkey jumped
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out of a green cataract of trees "if I want our baby born on a road

in Cambodia!"

But in time we arrived at Pnom Krom.

And were confronted by a hill. No one had told us the shrines

sat high on a hill. Under a cruel sun we began to toil up steps. At
the summit, a

jog,
and a new upward vista opened out. We climbed

doggedly, I in the van, the Crosses next, Sis who seemed to feel a

responsibility bringing up the rear. We had no breath for
talking.

At the second "top" a steeper road. Why, this was no hill, this was a

mountain! Mr. Cross shouted that they were going back. I stumbled

on awhile, then sat down in the dust. At a respectful distance Sis did

the same. When out of pure orneriness I rose, he did too faithful

Sis. As we passed, like a slow-motion picture,
a Buddhist monastery,

dogs barked. The last lap was the most grueling. At the top, the real

top without glancing at the ninth-century shrines I lay down on

a shaded rock.

Half an hour later I opened my eyes.

Sis sat twenty feet away, looking puzzled. No wonder. The chapels
of our pilgrimage had been harried by weather so hard and long their

friezes had been first blunted, then obliterated. . . .

When I had crawled up the steps
of the Grand Hotel, Nancy

turned on her bed luxuriously. "Don't you dare say Pnom Krom was

"Well, just to spare you I won't."

She sat bolt upright. "It was good?" gnashing her teeth, and wailed,

"Oh, why didn't I go? What a catastrophe!"
"That was my thought."
The lake where we went to swim was large, placid and cool. I

forget its name; it was just one of the thousands of lakes on this earth

that take in tired bodies to refresh them.

Later, on shore, while Nancy talked to a stray Swede, I sat mulling
over Sis.

Nancy likes people. So do I, but seem to need more time and

silence than she does in which to digest them. To me it is a case of

breathe-out-breathe-in, each movement necessary because comple-

mentary.
Sis must have known in advance how punishing that climb was;
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and certainly he had no

obligation to share the ordeal Only concern

for us could have carried him up that road. When I leave, I thought,
I'll give him a bonus. Then hated myself for implying, even to

myself, that a fine human
quality could be paid for.

Some Cambodian fishermen were coming in, talking Kmer in

high-pitched singsong. I studied the type: a handsome people, sultry
and rather voluptuous-looking, with strong well-made bodies. The
men wore sarongs, and were heavily tattooed on the chest. The wel-

coming women had refreshed their faces with daubs of
rice-paste.

On
their foreheads stood the blue circles with which Cambodians protect
themselves against the evil eye; made in childhood by applying an

eye-cup of burning cotton. . . .

On the farther shore six Buddhist monks were advancing in stately

procession.
I watched them. Presently they halted, dropped their

bright orange robes, and stepped naked into the water. Their shaven

heads washed here and there, bobbing. Nothing on the shore but

six puddles of cotton the energetic color of the sun.

That night it was as if the sun's
vitality

had been rammed into

fifty Frenchmen: soldiers from Saigon on vacation in civilian clothes,

pitching jokes from table to table, and ordering third bottles of wine

fourth bottles

Calling for silence, the Manager made an announcement. Tonight
on the causeway of Angkor Wat a prince so-and-so would entertain

visitors while celebrating the full moon. All were invited.

A cheer went up.
After dinner we found Lt. Crapet and Lt. Durand sorrowing in the

lobby. Their leave being up, they must miss the party.

"Well, anyway," said Crapet, "we had three fine days."
"Should have had a week/' grumbled Durand.

We said we were sure we would see them again, somewhere, some-

time, and exchanged addresses. For travelers, though the chance of

re-meeting is one in ten thousand, this is routine.

Then tardy in joining the Angkor Wat bus we found our seats

amid wisecracks. And still the bus waited. For whom? Suddenly our

friend Janet burst into view in a black evening dress. Now black is

alien to the
tropics;

the sun does not know black nor understand black,

nor believe in it. For that reason it is dramatic.
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Loud whistles.

"We didn't get any whistles," Nancy pretended to pout, as off

into the evening we lurched.

Angkor Wat by moonlight: a sight to remember. Along the

causeway servants had strung up colored electric bulbs, but the moon
could not tolerate anything so cheap; she put them out. While she

reigns she reigns.
On our arrival, hundreds o squeaking bats had

been pouring out of the holy of holies. Now the air lay still; the only
bats the moving shadows of clouds, the only squeaks an imitation

jazz band's. Meanwhile we commoners, roped-off from the royal

party, milled about, waiting for the court dancers. We were all primed.
What would they be like?

The Troupe of the Royal Kmer Palace in Pnom Penh
fifty

dancing girls and the three men playing comics, demons and animals

was considered the finest in Asia. The Thais copied without being
able to match it. Cambodian dancing, like the Balinese, flows out

of and continually returns to a basic stance: hips back, knees spread

froglike,
feet splayed, toes up, head erect, arms and hands so angled

they balance each other asymmetrically: the posture of the god-

propitiating stone celestial asparas in the temples. Tonights entertain-

ment would revive Cambodia's glorious past.

The guests of the Prince a little unhandsome man in a rumpled
Western white linen suit were dancing a foxtrot totally uninspired.

Meanwhile, in our second-class precinct, couple after listless couple

began to take on animation, and presently some irrepressible
French-

men broke into wild spectacular capers.
It was jive.

The royal party, bogging down, stole furtive glances; then stared,

openly envious.

But where was the troupe with church-spire headpieces and winged
shoulders; dancers in an elegance of shot silk, rings, bracelets, anklets,

arm bands, and tiaras studded with real diamonds and rubies? We
had read about them; now we wanted to see them.

Suddenly the electric lights failed. What a boon. For boys with

torches made of resin-dipped rushes and herbs, moving in closer,

from time to time struck the pavement to release new brilliance and

fragrance.
I was remembering how the great sculptor Auguste Rodin had

said of the Cambodians: "Their classics are as great as ours. ... It
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is impossible to see human nature brought to a higher state of per-
fection. . . . We have only them and the Greeks."

The Prince could stand it no
longer. He sent an orderly to cut

down the rope and tell us commoners, "The Prince commands pleass
be kind come there is drinks." Fifty of the Frenchmen whom the

Prince's cousin the King had but recently commanded pleass be kind

get out hesitated only a second, then went to collect their drinks.

The electric light system, restored, shorted again; which delighted
the fifty

Frenchmen. Flares were their idea of romance. I will not say

they were not ours.

The moon was moulting a light like feathers.

How many thousands of nights, under a full or almost full moon,

during the eight hundred years since it was built, had Angkor Wat
looked like the bodying-forth of humankindness? At three days a

month, thirty-six days a year, even allowing for nights of obscure-

ment I counted. Twenty-five thousand nights of splendor over the

pineapple towers.

Raucous honking.
Our gathering on the road was as wraithlike as that of the

spirits

of the dead by the ditch over which Ulysses had slit the throats of the

bulls.

"How can we leave before seeing the Royal Dancers?"

"Ain't gonna be no Royal Dancers," someone hazarded. "The

Prince prefers jive."

Then
fifty

Frenchmen and Janet and ourselves were rocking,

plunging, rolling, swaying and singing over a road of Cambodia

towards the Grand Hotel. The Frenchmen sang as if they felt neither

regret for the past nor fear of the future. Warm- and full-voiced,

in a brotherhood of sound, they poured out upon the night Made-

moiselle d'Armentieres; which by an easy transition became Alouette;

which slid into the old war song of the Allies, "Pack up your troubles

in your old kit-bag. . . ." Out the window there swam by the fields

and jungles of Cambodia. "White in the moon the long road

lies. . . ."

Durand should have heard that singing.

Fifty Frenchmen, kicked out of Cochin-China and Cambodia.

. . . And, beyond the framing window, ranks of old, helmeted

Kmer warriors, kicked out of Angkor Thorn and Angkor Wat. . . .
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And their mingled voices singing, "Courage, courage, courage
nations fall but they that sleep may rise in a form and manner not

yet dreamed of. . . ."

And I had a sense of
cyclic time; rings and rings and rings as if

everything happening had happened before and would happen again,

with only small changes and insignificant shifts of meaning. And in

the honey of time remembered, "If all time is eternally present, all

time is irredeemable."

Then corrected myself. There was another time too; together they
made a contrapuntal music. Ah, yes, through circular time there

traveled a straight-line time like an arrow shot from a bow. Where
for humanity would it come to rest?
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THAILAND

nine umbrdlas

"NTIN ow this is a town," said Nancy.
Yes, picturesque.
But really it is the people that make a

city. They are its genius.
The question is always one of people: the people who form a people

a particular amalgam: unique. What
special gifts? What special

limitations?

We were sitting as I thought such thoughts on our veranda

at the Oriental Hotel, watching the crowded, shifting, brilliant-

colored life on the River Chao Phya, on a bend of which Bangkok,

city of a million souls, takes the sun.

My eye caught on a brown old woman navigating a high-prowed

shallop against the current. A one-oar sculler must be athletic. This

one stood to her task, stepping forward, bowing, falling back, swing-

ing and swiveling, with fancy footwork, while arms, and head bent

and lifted in easy agile natural elegance. It was like a dance; her

purpose, no doubt, commerce, but its fulfillment art.

Since arriving we had seen little of Bangkok: only some streets

99
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filled with people of brief stature wearing stiff black hair and odd

clothes, a gracious
little desk-man, a smiling porter, our sky-blue room

and porch, and this river. Yet for both of us it was love at first
sight;

we were smitten.

"Notice how everyone in Siam is smiling?" said Nancy.

Having scratched an ankle, she scratched an arm.

Somehow I had not expected the Siamese or Thais, as they prefer
it to be so cheerful. This may have been because of the baleful

look and destructive character (he sharpened his claws on drapes)
of a certain Siamese cat. Or because of Eng and Chang, the famous

Siamese twins who, after making a fortune with Barnum and Bailey,
had married two sisters and settled down in White Plains, North

Carolina. Though held together by a ropelike bridge which could

never because they shared one circulatory system be severed, they
used to get so angry each would take his turn knocking the other,

and thereby himself, down. . . .

"A tical for your thoughts," said Nancy.
I suggested a walk.

Using a spray gun we soused bedroom, bathroom everything.
Even our shoes. One lone hunter, emerging at dusk, can plague the

innocent. Of course the smell of the deterrent plagues the innocent

in any case.

But who could hold a grudge walking through Bangkok? Shops

bulged with hand-wrought pins, earbobs, rings and brooches set with

real but astonishingly inexpensive rubies, sapphires and zircons.

Others were piled high with lustrous hand-woven silk scarves in

lovely vegetable-dyed colors. In another Nancy stood addled with

delight over a herd of little blue porcelain horses, galloping, trotting,

jumping, neighing who could corral them? in Siamese joi de

vivre.

"We must call Prince Prem," said Nancy.
Ah, Prince Prem. A New York friend had said, "Princes, in Siam,

if not a dime a dozen, aren't over fifty
cents. But one of the King's

cousins, Prince Prem Purachatra, is rather special: he founded or is

head of, or both, the University of Bangkok, and is interested in all

the arts; in fact, he himself writes novels, poetry and
plays. Please

get in touch with him through the University and give him my
regards."
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Nancy returned from the hotel telephone looking puzzled.

"What's the matter?"

"The University doesn't answer. The line's not busy; it just doesn't

answer. Ever hear of a University not answering?"

Opening a handbook I quoted, 'The telephone service is not

comparable to that in the United States, and will put a strain on

your patience."
If the Oriental's dining room had been any closer to the river it

would have fallen in.

Dinner was a feast for eye as well as mouth. Not nose the nose

was terribly confused between the Ma Griffe scenting ladies' eye-

brows, and the Nudorilla smeared on legs, arms, chests. But if we

did not like the odor, neither did the mosquitoes, so all was well

and the river a three-ring circus. Canoes, rafts, ferries, flat-bottomed

junks, barges, skiffs green and red: all moving with extreme anima-

tion. Several had enormous eyes painted on their prows. Oars flashed

in the light. Coolies, manning, embarking or disgorging,
swarmed

like flies. One lady passenger with a golden face carried a little tray

of sweetcakes over the waves, doubtless a temple offering.

"BirdVnest soup," ordered Nancy, studying the menu. "The only

dish I don't care to try is the hundred-year eggs."

"That's sheer prejudice."

After dinner we bought the foreign edition of Time Magazine,

wrenched it in half, and sat in the lobby devouring it.

"Do you think the Red Chinese will invade Formosa?" asked an

American voice.

There followed the usual joyous meeting with a fellow-countryman.

An immediate rapprochement. Adelaide Buying of Portland, Oregon,

was a small, grey short-haired woman in her sixties with the bounce

of a young girl.

"Bud!" she called.

Her husband emerged from behind an out-of-date copy of the

Paris edition of the New York Herald-Tribune: a short man charged

from quick feet to round head. We would learn that, when the eyes

snapped, his lightning could strike. But most of the time it was only

the brightness
behind fine weather.

"Dr. Lawrence Buying."
Where were we from? We explained.

When had we left home?
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We told them. What was our itinerary? We outlined it. What had

we seen in Bangkok? Nothing much yet the marvelous river. Well,

didn't we want to see the floating market with them tomorrow

morning, and take some land trips?
we could

split the expense.
Of course, we said; we'd love it.

Together we hunted up a hotel guide: Gun.

Gun was half Thai, half Dutch. The Thai part accounted for his

slenderness, the Dutch for his height; and the mixture of races I

suspect for a curious swing back and forth between gayety and

gloom.
"It's very nice the floating market but

silly
too."

As we stepped in struck by the early morning sun our motor

launch trembled on the waters. What joy to join the river traffic we
had watched spellbound.

In Siamese fashion, the Buyings were all smiles, Nancy all smiles,

I all smiles but mine were hypocritical. I felt queasy. During the

last hour the hazard in my stomach had been growing. Mango or

pomeloe? Or the drinking water? We tried, always, to eat only

peeled or cooked fruits and vegetables, and watch the water. "Drink

bottled water only," said the guidebook on Bangkok. But when a

hotel claims its water has been boiled, what guarantee have the

thirsty? Oh, Bangkok from midstream was an extravagance. Against
a cloudless sky spires and pagodas drew arabesques. But the sloshing
of the waves, the heave

I became uncommunicative. Probably at this point Dr. and Mrs.

Buying decided I was morose.

A large swell from a passing ferry

"Look, Virginia!"
I did not care to look.

Swerving, we entered canals where dawdled and darted well-laden

boats, some motorized, but mostly hand-propelled by one long oar.

Numerous merchants were serving customers whose houses either

stood on piles or floated on pontoons. The Coffee Man seemed the

most exuberant, being equipped with a horn. Said Gun laconically,
"He blows his honk." Other traders had other means of attracting

attention; some with bells. The boats were dextrously maneuvered.

The Fresh Vegetable Man sold onions tied in bunches, red peppers
as big as lanterns, eggplants the color of a bruise, some little custard
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apples,
and were those orchids? The Charcoal Man's dirty cargo

was in great demand. And there rode a Candy Woman beloved of

little children; and a Staples Man with rice the best in Asia for

curries; and a Goods Fellow with bolts of high-colored cloth. All

energetic, all genial. Occasionally one picked a water
lily,

or stopped
to offer homage at a little Buddhist shrine.

Merchants and householders of both sexes wore the fanang: pants

draped from three yards of cloth, reaching just below the knee and

hitched high in front, with the twisted ends passed back between the

legs.
The effect was of baggy breeches. For everyday use Siamese

men wore nothing else; only on high occasions did they add a diagonal
sash across the breast, and little jacket. The women's upper torsos

were wound with scarves.

"Diapers," said Adelaide Buying of the pants.
I was watching a woman standing barefoot on rotten matting,

holding a naked baby. She had called in the ruckus to the Vege-
table Man. Now she shouted, waving an arm. He turned, smiled,

waved back he was coming.
In and out we shuttled in a network of klongs.
"Siamese people happy," said Gun sourly. He spat betel juice. And

here I had been thinking betel an herb so aromatically cool it soothed

the disposition!

"Why are they happy?" I asked him.

"Happy for fun," grinning. Which explained everything.

Crossing the Chao Phya, we drew up alongside a huge shed.

The Royal Barges were royal.
No head-of-state in history could

have felt demeaned riding in the Swan Barge reserved for coronations;

or in the Great Naga Barge, used only once, when a king, in token

of the primacy of religion,
carried gifts

to the
priests;

or in the

Great Demon-Headed; no, not Solomon, nor Justinian, nor Louis

the Magnificent. Each barge bore, at center, a miniature "palace"

into which the sovereign could retire; and each, where not scream-

ingly alive with paint in every primary color, was encrusted thick

with gold.
We stood around conjuring up the rowers: a hundred galley slaves.

"Proud sight," said Bud.

"King too poor to use now," said Gun. "Only when he is doing

crowning."
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I was beginning to be fond of Gun. No nonsense. The sights of

Bangkok were his wares; they made his living.
Yet never did he

oversell; in fact, was given to detraction. For instance, he said to

me as we sat waiting for Nancy and the Buyings to come back from

climbing the Temple of the Dawn, covered with majolica like thou-

sands of marvelously colored flower petals:
"How you like old temple

made in broken china? I no like very much,"

So insoaked seemed the astringency I was surprised
at his story of

the baboon.

Some friends had asked his wife to take care of a pet baboon while

they went off on a three-month trip.
The creature became extremely

fond of the woman. Finally
the owners came for him. But the baboon

objected. He clung like a child; grabbed the wife's hand, hung onto

her neck. The owners had to tear him away by farce. The wife had

cried, the baboon had cried and now as he told the story Gun cried

too.

"It make very nice baboon," he said, "but maybe a little silly,"

and presto!
he had regained an even keel.

Again Nancy took time out to telephone the University. No
answer. She asked the telephone company's English interpreter

where

she could hope to reach Prince Prem Purachatra. "You can call Prince

Prem at University. He comes always there." "I've been trying that

number for two days." "I regret,
Madam."

At the famous Marble Temple one of Bangkok's three hundred

temples I began to wonder if Gun was a good Buddhist. He said

he was, but why did he mutter against taking off his shoes?

Dr. Buying wore socks, Mrs. Buying socks, Nancy and I "peds."

Since the peds kept falling off we decided to walk around the court

looking at its fifty
Buddha statues in various poses,

barefooted. If

we caught athlete's foot, we caught it.

An emaciated bronze Buddha from India was the most moving

because more believably suffering than the fat ones.

The milk-white Marble Temple struck us, on sight,
as serenely

beautiful. The lifted shoulder blades or fins of its interlocking red-and-

gold roofs (really serpent tails of religious significance,
Gun explained)

gave it a lighthearted look, shining there in the sun.

"Lovely," cried Adelaide.

Inside we came face to face with a large, golden, seated, cryptically
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smiling Buddha: a "teaching Buddha" in traditional pose, right hand

uplifted.
When the men trod the red

"priest's rug" in front of the shrine,

we women started to follow. Gun waved us back.

"Not for womens," the blue eyes in the mocha-colored face less

devout than mocking.
At Buddha's feet stood candles, sticks of incense, and a hideous

clock presented to King Mongkut by Queen Victoria.

How much of her independence did Siam owe to Mongkut's
astute

flattery?
I wondered. In the 1850*5 he had begun a lengthy

correspondence with these words (verified later) :

Somdetch Phra Paramendr Maha Mongkut, by the Divine

blessing of the Superagency of the Universe the First King of

the Siamese kingdom, consisting of Siam proper both Northern

and Southern and the adjacent tributary dependencies, Laos,

Cambodia and several provinces of Malay peninsula

&c &c &c

To her Gracious Majesty Victoria, the Queen of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the Powerful Sovereign
of British Colonies almost around the Globe of Human World,

&c &c &c

Our most respected and distinguished Friend and by the race

of royalty our very affectionate Sister.

Humble and respectfully sendeth Greetings.

Not to be outdone by Queen Victoria's clock and five accompanying

gifts,
the Diplomat Mongkut had sent her thirty-four costly objects.

No empire builder was going to steal his kingdom.
Re-shod, out in the heat, we watched a pair of very young tonsured

Buddhist monks adjusting their orange robes. Every Siamese boy,

even a prince, must do at least a four-month stint in a monastery. We
asked if we might take their pictures. Embarrassed, they said yes;

then, posing, had the very greatest difficulty
to keep from bursting

out laughing.
"Mens of God/' said Gun: a barb of irony.
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Every morning such monks moved from door to door, holding

out little wooden begging bowls for rice, which they received, with-

out thanks, from pious folk wishing to lay up merit.

When we offered the boys money they took it.

"Anna's pupil
build Marble Temple," said Gun.

Anna! So Gun knew about Anna and the King of Siam, the book,

banned here, which had described how a high-spirited Englishwoman
named Anna Leonowens had entered Bangkok in 1862 to "do her

education on" King Mongkut's sixty-seven children, stayed fifteen

years,
and so became indirect author of the reforms put into effect

by a former pupil
when he became King of Siam. Had Gun the

impresario picked up some tourist talk?

Music rippled
from fan-shaped temple bells.

I asked, "You mean Prince Chulalongkorn, Gun?"

"Yes, sir."

A better man than his father, no doubt, but I had a fugitive

affection for the old one. How amusing, in his capital,
to remember

that when Anna was first ushered into his presence,
and while scores

of noblemen crouched abjectly, like toads, King Mongkut had

bounced erect, screaming petulantly,
"Who? Who? Who?" Then,

watching the new governess
with hard shrewd bird's eyes (according

to Margaret Landon) , cried, "How old shall you be?" "One hundred

and fifty, sire," said Anna haughtily opening cannon in a battle of

wits.

We looked back at Chulalongkorn's temple. Though it recorded

no great flight
of the imagination,

within self-imposed limitations it

was in perfect
taste: a little jewel.

"This is pretty good museum," said Gun as he led us into another

building, "but maybe not."

It was a pretty good museum. Ancient musical instruments and

shadow dolls not unlike the Balinese lay in cases, and why not?

did not the ancestors of both peoples hark back to central China?

Masks. Textiles. Porcelains. An ivory howdah carved fine as lace.

Gorgeous gear honoring the "king of the body," the head. A dead

king's hammock, apotheosis
of all hammocks.

"I like hammock," said Gun. "I like sleep.
When I sleep my childs

quiet."
"How many children do you have, Gun?" I asked.
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"Only six, sir. Youngest, three year on earth/'

"And they stay quiet? That's unusual."

Gun drew himself up. "I bide; I father," he announced. "If childs

make noise, my wife knock down." The last words were uttered

fiercely.
Then he grinned.

Yes, I was almost sure, now, that, if he stood to gain, Gun was

Siamese; otherwise Dutch. Because in Buddhism the gain was largely

Buddha's, there Gun the opportunist showed a Dutch recalcitrance.

But a Siamese male being, domestically, a ruler as absolute as the

Siamese Monarchs before 1932, at home Gun swung heavily towards

his Siamese mother.

The Asian sickness worsened. While visiting the famous Reclining
Buddha a gigantic figure lying golden and full length on a marble

slab ("slob," Gun called
it)

I became his understudy. "Mai ben

rai" said Gun; "never mind." He meant "never mind anything." It

is the Siamese philosophy.
One can always tell the difference between a Sleeping and Dead

Buddha by the position of the feet. This one was
asleep.

The soles

of his feet were pale pink mother-of-pearl.

Nancy tickled them.

Later, limp from heat, we lay on the bed pondering the charm

of the Siamese. Descendants of the warriors who conquered Cam-
bodia with the sword, they had conquered us with gentleness, grace
of body and mind, amiability, patience, spontaneous sympathy, and

above all a gayety like that of children.

In Singapore we had found the Malays' gravity, affirming as it did

the dignity of man, extremely attractive. Why, then, did the op-

posite quality of lightheartedness, in these cousins of the Malays,
draw us so powerfully? we had wondered. Well, certainly it did not

deny the dignity of man, I now argued; not at all. Lightheartedness
need not be lightheadedness. It was just that the Siamese, having
looked at life and found it

tragic,
had somehow risen to heights of

tranquillity.

"Are you asleep?" asked Nancy.
"No; mulling over the Siamese."

Nancy stretched. "What is charm?" she said. "Attractiveness with

grace?"
There was an obsolete meaning of the word, I ventured, which
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seemed instructive. The Anglo-Saxon cyrm from which charm de-

rived meant the song or singing of birds or persons. That, to me,

expressed it exactly.
The social intercourse of the Siamese was a kind

of singing. There were exceptions, of course; but in general they
had an extra quality:

a gleam, a glance, a shine.

"But where do they get it?" she cried.

Where did the lark get its music?

I wondered if history held a key. Having repeatedly, against great

odds, recovered their freedom from neighbors, the Siamese had cause

for cheer. Moreover, they alone of the peoples of Southeast Asia had

never been exploited by Europeans. Thus, of all the Asiatic towns of

size we had visited, Bangkok was the most "native." The American

occupation had laid over Tokyo, however thinly, an American veneer.

Hong Kong and Singapore were half British; Djakarta half Dutch;

Saigon half French. But Bangkok remained itself:
irrepressibly

Siamese.

"I'd like to take it home," said Nancy, "and put it on my what-

not" open shelves for bric-a-brac.

That night our tribe grew, being augmented by Dottie and Tom
Wicklow, Americans from Dakar in Saudi Arabia, where Tom had

a job with an oil company. Having introduced ourselves, we sat

around swapping place-lore.
How did they stand the desert? Oh,

they had a cooling system and refrigerator,
said Tom the all-male

husband. And bridge broke the monotony, said Dottie of the statu-

esque figure and less formal temperament.
"Another Scotch and soda," said Tom. "What's for you folks?"

"Gin and bitters," said Dottie.

"Beer," said Adelaide. "Good cold beer."

"Make it two," said Bud with enthusiasm.

"Scotch on the rocks," said Nancy.
Thus did the tribe foregather.
"Did you know Siam has eighteen varieties of banana?"

"The States seem so far away."
"And so close."

"I never knew what America was till I left it."

"Cheers!"

The next morning, seven strong with Gun, we rolled off to the
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King's Palace. As our limousine entered the gates Tom was asked to

tuck in his shirttails and put on his tie.

Really the Palace was a walled town the "forbidden city" of

older days covering two square miles and containing the Palace

proper, royal chapel, citadel, government buildings, former harem,

audience halls, gardens of ilex and pomegranate, and stable for any
white elephant ("reincarnation of a Buddha-to-be") caught in a

teak forest. An architectural pride of lions.

There is room here for only a few impressions,
The columned Coronation Hall had a blood-red rug, twelve crystal

chandeliers hanging from a sumptuous gold-fretted ceiling,
and floor

lamps with five-tiered shades made of
carpet.

On one side hung

gold-and-silver curtains. I peeked. On the floor of an adjoining room

sat a coffee-colored man picking and rubbing dirt off his toes. In the

Coronation Room the cynosure of all eyes was a
pair

of thrones:

Buddha's high gold gorgeous one, and in front, and lower the

King's teakwood inlaid platform topped by nine umbrellas.

"He crown himself," said Gun with satisfaction, as one member
of the All-Male Union of another.

"What do the nine umbrellas stand for, Gun?"

"Our king master of all eight directions. The nine one make his

own."

The palace grounds were guarded by larger-than-life
vivid-colored

porcelain demons. (The Trai Phum Winichi says the universe is run

by gods, angels and demons.) It takes fire to fight fire.

At a group of fairy
towers in pastel porcelain,

"Which do you
want?" cried Adelaide Buying, drinking beauty. "I'll take the yel-

low."

Nancy chose a tower in the shrill yet delicate green of young rice

shoots; I a pink, pale as the cheek of a child.

"Not a Siamese child," said Adelaide.

No, their cheeks were young gold.

Then we found ourselves looking at a series of murals depicting

the Ramayana. One episode was especially delicious. The demon

Ravana had just shot an arrow at King Rama, incarnation of the

god Vishnu. It was not lethal. Lovely, the moment it turned into

flowers.
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"Hey, look," called Tom.

Through centuries the face of this statue had grown in beauty.
"Statue of Healing Brahmin," explained Gun.

"But why have they put a raincoat around him, Gun? It's not

raining."
"He rain this morning," said Gun with dignity. "And maybe he

rain tonight."
Before entering Wat Phra Keo, the Temple of the Emerald

Buddha, we took off our shoes. Shoe-sloughing was getting to be a

science. We could now accomplish it without a single waste motion

in eight seconds flat bend down and to the right, unbuckle, kick;

shift left, unbuckle, kick, straighten.

This "Gothic" chapel of the King had octagonal pillars and a

spire which tried for heaven.

"For Nirvana," said Adelaide.

"Meaning nothing," said Bud.

"No, not nothing. Just indescribable."

There is such a thing as a surfeit of beauty, and we had been

seeing beautiful things for days, weeks. But the interior of Wat
Phra Keo brought us all to inner attention.

The Emerald Buddha dominating the chapel really
it was made

of a two-foot piece of green jasper sat high, high. Was it from

a roof window that there poured down upon his sad head a loving
stream of sunlight? Gun explained that the King himself had dressed

the Buddha this being February in his wonderful little gold

jacket. In the rainy season the right costume was a half-garment; in

summer a necklace. Buddha Annando, Buddha the Infinite: except
for that shaft of mitigating light, he sat immured in dim dusk and

an abiding silence; the gloom accented rather than disputed by
certain great candles in gold candlesticks.

"What's that smell?" whispered Nancy.
Sandalwood? Myrrh?
A woman crouched in front of the Lord Buddha chanting prayers.

The steeple-forming fingers of her clasped hands were executing a

dance from lap to forehead. Gun said she was a noble Burmese lady
he could tell by her dress.

She had come all the way from Burma?

"Yes, sir," said Gun proudly. "This Buddha very famous."
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"Sang-khang sara nang gach cha mi Thou Excellence of Per-

fection I take refuge in thee."

Outdoors I had walked a long distance across the court before

someone told me I was barefoot, and I ran back for my shoes.

Later Nancy tried again to telephone the University.

"Gun," she said, exasperated, "why doesn't the University answer?"

"Why it must answer?" he said, surprised. "University smart," he

said approvingly. "If answer, must do things. No like answer."

"I've changed my mind about the Siamese," said Nancy, whom

they enchanted. "Kublai Khan should have mopped them up." Her
mood shifted. "Just tell me how they conquered the Malay Peninsula.

And Cambodia."

I only knew that at Angkor Wat they had taken 90,000 prisoners.
"Thai means free," said Bud. "They're free not to answer the

telephone."

"Yes," boasted Gun, strolling back into our ken with the haughty
look of the old Thai hero Phra Naret, "we be a freedomed people."

The Boxing Match another day was held in a
large, round

indoor stadium. As Nancy and I and the Buyings and Wicklows

walked towards our ringside seats, a smell as of rotting corpses (was
it a racial smell mixed with dirt and sweat or some food?) nearly
knocked us down. Most of the Events on the raised platform were

free-style; nothing barred by the rules but hair-pulling, biting, spit-

ting, and (whatever this means) "international falling without re-

ceiving a blow." The typed program for English-speaking visitors

explained:

The Thai boxing is one branch of the Thai fighting arts which

a fighter can use personal limbs he has . . . such as fists,

elbows, knees and feet.

Drums and a kind of fife were wailing an un-Western music.

The Match started with two contenders squatting on bound feet

with folded hands, praying. Three times their heads touched the

floor: a movement the program called "Pay a Homage." Then Blue

Pants and Red Pants wearing good-luck fetishes on their arms

rose, faced each other, and did some formalized footwork: a "dance
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in four directions" to "offer the soul" and "scare each other." Then

they went to it. Blue Pants was mine, Red Pants Nancy's, and we
had each bet a tied about five cents. According to tne program,
Blue Pants was

Bright Star ... an aggressive butcher whose style is walking
in with the "Give and Take" method by sensational action with

dangerous limbs. . . .

His foe Red Pants was

Flashing Star . . . colourful cauliflower with full of all actions

and tough aggressive. Preferably used a special knowledge of

kick and elbow to send opponents to dreamland.

It was a furious
fight.

Between rounds, seconds massaged the boxers'

muscles, then poured cold water down their pants. At the end of

five rounds Red Pants was crowned with flowers. Alas, Blue Pants

had nothing to show for his valor but a bloody mouth. He had lost

three teeth. For a few moments he stood irresolute, then started to

cry. Poor aggressive butcher, he had wanted to win.

I gave Nancy a tic.

The drama unfolded too rapidly almost this was the Faustian

hour we would keep forever.

The Second Event having been fought according to the Marquis
of Queensberry Rules, we were delighted, with the Third, to return

to the jungle. A gong and here came "Crashing Star," a "fist

breaker with lion-heart and absorbing any amount of punishment

loving to march forward with dangerous limbs . . . and never re-

treated"; followed by a clouter with "brain and scientific." Then
a "terrific fighting machine . . . which provides sensation for fans

to their hearts' content," said the program. It did indeed. We
laughed till we ached.

"The best thing I ever saw," cried Bud with the bright face of

lightning.
And Tom: "Great!"

By the Last Event Nancy and I were neck and neck; she had won
two tics, I two when out from the Red Corner stalked Damrong,
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Bright scientific star of Sungkitrat Camp, his style speedy and

terrific with confident covered tacts,

to be met by Surath,

New blast up star of Sidsingh. . . . Surath is not a bacon to

take easy if his opponent will do with careless. . . .

Alas, a false boast. Surath proved to be a
pig. And I owed Nancy

another tic.

As we passed the referee, going out, I expressed admiration.

He bowed low. "Very good for satisfaction."

Nancy made a beeline to a telephone. It was five o'clock surely
a hopeless time to

try.
Then I heard her talking.

"Please tell Prince Prem and his wife we called to convey the very-

kind regard of Professor John Mitchell and" but the rest I did not

catch.

Nancy emerged with the blank face of astonishment.

An hour later we received this message: Prince Prem was out of

town at a Rotary meeting. (He was President.) If agreeable, the Prin-

cess would call for us tomorrow at 12:30 for luncheon please tele-

phone the answer to the University. Nancy broke the record by

getting the University twice in a row. Her message: Thank you;

assuming sufficient time for lunch before the dance performance at the

Silpakorn Theatre, for which we had tickets, we would be delighted.

The next day, having sent an equerry into the hotel to fetch us,

the Princess in the democratic style of the present Siamese royal

family stood outside the car waiting to shake hands.

Then the Rolls Royce rolled, flying the Prince's
flag.

Entering the dining room of the Trocadero, we formed steps

one, two, three Nancy shorter than I, the Princess shorter than

Nancy. As we paused in the doorway, the Siamese present came

alert. There followed an exchange of graces; the Princess giving
each diner, and each diner returning, the Far Eastern gesture of

honor: hands joined as if in prayer touching a bowed head.

Only when we were seated at a reserved table, and had launched

into a conversation in terms of weather and international compliment,
did Nancy and I get a chance to study the little brown short-haired,
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flat-nosed, slant-eyed, tranquil-faced
Princess Ngarmchitra. Though

not exactly pretty,
she bore a curious resemblance to the beautiful

Egyptian Queen Nefertiti of three thousand years ago,
a bust of

whom I had seen in the Museum of Berlin. Though typically

Siamese, and royal
in both carriage and point of delicacy, she had

no "side," was totally
without pretensions. Quietly she ordered for

the three of us; and within ten minutes we could not have felt more

at ease lunching with, say,
a New York professional

woman.

In her way she was a professional, having studied of all things

pharmacy.
"But I do not practice it," she said with the curious musical

intonation peculiar
to the Siamese. "I help my husband with his

newspaper, and the administrative work of the University."

"Sounds like a great deal of work."

She smiled. "I am always tired."

Why pharmacy? we asked.

"It is important," nibbling a bread stick, "for Siamese women to

enter all fields."

I thought of the royal women whom Anna had met at the Siamese

Court during our Civil War: women who lived to play and sleep,

sleep
and

play.
If they exerted themselves at all, it was only to em-

broider, or weave chandeliers or helmets of rose or jasmine, or read

or make up poetry,
or perhaps gamble for small stakes.

We asked whether she had any children.

"A little adopted boy," the eyes softening, She looked down as if

embarrassed at having shown for a moment her heart. "Do you like

the City of the Angels?" she asked, beaming.

"Bangkok's my favorite city in Asia," said Nancy heartily.

"But when you see Rangoon and New Delhi" as if to apologize

for provincialness.

"Bangkok'll still be my favorite," swore Nancy. (It was.)

"Do you like the Siamese people?" she asked with a hint of

anxiety.
We assured her that we liked them tremendously.

It was then she permitted herself a little pride of country. "Always

smiling," she said, "never grumping."
But she kept asking about our sightseeing.

It was as if she feared

that our admiration of Bangkok was based upon evidence too flimsy
to
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stand up against a fuller knowledge; that the city had gone by
default.

"And the Royal Barges?"
"Marvelous."

"Siam is too poor to use them any more," she said, as if by
compulsion. She hesitated as before an enormity. "And the Temple
of the Emerald Buddha?"

"Magnificent."
It was slightly oversaid such words should be saved for edifices

expressing a greater sweep of the imagination but not flagrantly so.

She smiled reminiscently.
"You know that during the War Siam was occupied by the

Japanese. When we saw it coming, we feared for the Emerald

Buddha what if they stole him? So we substituted a false one.

But the invaders were too smart to steal him." She spoke with de-

votion: "They knew it was the heart of the country."
We asked about the forthcoming All-Asia Cultural Conference

in Burma. Would she and His Royal Highness attend?

"Burma?" she said almost sharply, and I wondered if Siam's

ancient territorial dispute with Burma still rankled.

For the Burmese had repeatedly encroached; finally sacking Siam's

fabulously rich old capital Ayuthia. In the sixteenth century Phra

Naret had re-established Siam: a man fierce as a
tiger.

Two hundred

years later Burma again destroyed Ayuthia. It was a seesaw. When
General Phaya Takh Sin re-rescued his country, he had founded

Bangkok, and then perhaps from the virulence of his hatred of

Burma went so completely off his head he claimed to be a rein-

carnation of Buddha. Later General Phaya Chakkri, founder of the

present dynasty, had had his own desperations with Burma. Why
should not the Princess Ngarmchitra frown?

But her displeasure was not with Burma.

"No," she answered, "we are suspicious.
This Cultural Conference

sounds like a platform for Red propaganda."
Did she fear Communism?
"What free human being in Asia," she asked, "does not?"

The royal flag flapped in the wind as the Rolls Royce carried us

to the Silpakorn Theatre. High and untrammeled but not careless.

It was well-based.
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"If you can't get a taxi after the theatre," the Princess advised,

"walk over to the Ratanakosind Hotel."

When the little brown hand pressed ours, the United States and

Siam were on opposite sides of the world only geographically.
As the car sped away the Princess Ngarmchitra a small figure

turned to wave.

The "dance-drama in six scenes" was called Manoh-Ra. In it the

most beautiful of the half-bird, half-human kinnaras of the Himalayas
was stolen by a hunter to the accompaniment of drum, fife, and a

kind of xylophone. But it was the royal Siamese dancing as pure art

rather than story which kept us on the edge of our seats and almost

reimbursed us for the disappointment of not having seen the Cam-
bodian Troupe. And now flexed fingers and knees were passing from

one meaningful posture to another by the most delicate transitions,

as the Princess seemed about to pass from freedom to bondage. Would
she ever regain herself?

Then came the Prince.

He entered with artistic authority, moving persuasively; his head-

dress a tall
spire,

his shoulders sprouting upturned silver epaulets like

wings, his suit splendid with gold.

During intermission Nancy requested a match from the com-

patriot on her other side. (In Asia an American knows an American

face and voice.) Their exchange flowed into a discussion of the

drama's
plot.

To avoid an introduction I went out and walked up
and down the lobby; wanting to ponder undisturbed the technique,

scintillating
as diamants, of a Prince worthy of the Nine Umbrellas.

Presently Nancy and the American approached, talking and smok-

ing. The man was not young and not old, I observed (though I was

never gooH at ages) ; more tall than short, though not exactly tall;

and had a long upper lip,
and dark eyes swimming in a lot of white.

I steered clear. The mystety of art, I was thinking, is the mystery of

the universe; the Prince what is the secret of his beauty?
Obstacles developed. Manoh-Ra leaped into a sacrificial fire, and

soared away to the Himalayas. The Prince followed.

The next act showed Manoh-Ra with six identical sisters. The
Prince could have her, said her parents, if he could pick her out.

Each time a lady danced the Prince said no. And now Manoh-Ra
danced- danced beautifully because not only her feet were alive; her
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soul, having suffered, had awaked. The Prince inclined his head;

chose the bruised one; made her an earthly princess, then a queen

reigning. The crossed arms patting her chest meant she was happy.

Nancy and I stood in a crowd on Rajadamnern Avenue flaying
the indifferent air. "Taxi!" They were all full.

"Virginia," said Nancy, "this is Dr. Dakin North of Cleveland

Dake
"

The stern upper lip
was belied by a full mouth.

We shook hands.

"Medical doctor?"

"Yes."

"Harvard Medical School," said Nancy. "He's seeing Asia on his

way home from a Navy stint in Japan."
"Provided" he said, smiling, "I get beyond the Silpakorn The-

atre."

Nancy passed on "Princess Prem's" advice about a taxi stand at the

Ratanakosind. Where was he stopping? Trocadero? Oh, that wasn't

far from the Oriental come on!

We talked as we walked.

Had he seen Angkor Wat? No? What a
pity;

the ruins were

superb. Well, why not join the side
trip

to Siem Reap leaving

Bangkok tomorrow? Our friends the Buyings were going. Dr. North

wrote down their names and address. He'd call to get the dope
thanks a lot. And had we said Princess Prem just now? Prince

Prem was the author of a book of poetry on sale in the lobby of

the Trocadero. He'd been looking for a certain tract on Buddhism's

attitude towards science

Towards science? I said I hadn't known Buddhism was aware of

its existence.

At the Trocadero we got out to see the book by Prince Prem.

"And what is Buddhism's attitude towards science?" I asked.

Standing in the lobby Dr. North and I fell into a religious
and

philosophical argument. The upshot: he decided that I knew nothing
about science, while I decided that his knowledge of Buddhism left

something to be desired. But the man was intelligent.

More, he was companionable. It was as if nature, out of gen-

erosity or exuberance or sheer bravado, had overshot herself slightly,

not only in long upper lip, large mouth, and eye-white,
but in a
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plethora of vitality.
In his pale blue shirt and seersucker suit quite

out of press
he had a nice, clean, uncompromisingly American

look and presence.
Nevertheless when we said our goodbyes we did not expect to see

Dakin North again. Or not before our chat na next birth.

The next morning at Don Muang Airport Nancy gasped, "Look

at that comic!"

Dr. North wore on his head an object, shapeless as a collapsed lung,
made of tan cotton and mosquito-netting. Had he sat on it or merely

slept in it? Suspended around his neck were a camera and tripod;

and he was toting by a form of legerdemain several suitcases and an

assortment of bags and boxes. Forty-four pounds, indeed! It looked

like a hundred and forty-four!

He was too far away for us to get his attention easily.

Unbeknownst to Dr. North we sat on a bench shaken by laughter

friendly but impudent. It delayed by several minutes our progress
to the dining room.

A mournful breakfast. Nancy was in open rebellion against leav-

ing Bangkok, and I no passive resister,

"A very nice town," imitating Gun, "but
"

"No buts," grumped Nancy.
e< f 35

pertect.

I was still trying to unravel the Siamese. Like all the people of

Southeast Asia, they seemed to have their
parallel

in some stage of

adolescence. Which is not to belittle them; beautiful heart-forces are

at work during that period. And in any case, in racial matters there

is no question of better or worse, only of interesting and valuable

differentiation.

And the Siamese were like miniature painters. Though their con-

ceptions had no great gamut, they labored with care, devotion, and

great artistry.
Their cheerfulness had some historical basis. But the

controlling cause was
religion. Yes, I thought, only religion

ultimately could explain them. The Mohammedanism imposed

upon the Malays had rendered them dead-serious, whereas the Bud-

dhism which had taken deep root in Siam had relaxed rigor by a

millennium-long meditation on Buddha's all-embracing compassion.
It had set their souls at peace.

After breakfast, in the corridor we ran into our medical friend.
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Cried Nancy, "Where you rushing to, Dr. North Dake?"

"Dutch Line to Calcutta. You too?"

"No, B.O.A.C. to Rangoon."
"What a shame."

"No Angkor Wat?"

"Plane full."

"Mm," with regret. "By the way, where did you get the lid?"

He grinned good-naturedly, too good a sport to mind a little rib-

bing. "Golf hat."

We said we had thought it was an old Siamese pudding.
"And that arrangement of impedimenta," I ventured

"

very
scientific."

"What philosophic discernment," he said. "So long."
"So long."



IX

BURMA

Buddha's tooth

Jjetween Bangkok and Rangoon air-borne Nancy asked me what

I knew about Burma.

"Not much. A mongoose named Rikki-Tikki-Tavi killed a

bj)ra

"In Burma or India? It's been ages since I read Kipling.""
and it has one of Buddha's teeth."

"Does it bite?
39

Why should Burmese Buddhism be any less gentle than Siamese

Buddhism? I inquired.
But the racial mixture was quite different, she countered. The

guidebook said that, though the Burmans dominated the country,

up in the Shan States there swarmed fierce war-mongering Mon-

golian tribes. "Head-hunters," she added with zest.

No, I had never heard of any gentle head-hunters.

At the Rangoon Airport we had to fill out an unusually large
number of forms. "How many guns do you carry?" It seemed we
must register them all.

I2O
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When an official demanded our exit visas, Nancy who had used

an agent produced a proper paper.
"I didn't know I was supposed to have anything but an entry

visa," I explained.

"Bod, bod," said a dark man in a skirt, "very bod," and it was

clear he meant it.

So we were already among the head-hunters.

"You mean I can't get out of Burma?"

"I not know, Madam. Very serious you come here with wrong
papers. You must see Sub-Inspector of Immigration." I was given
an address. "His hours 8 to 9 in night."
How peculiar.

Someone tapped me on the shoulder.

"Dr. Virginia Moore?"

Though the "Dr." irked me, it was down on the record. Nancy
had signed me up that way in New York.

"Mr. Sydney Newell, the Plane Manager, would like to see you
in his office."

Wondering what crime we had committed, we followed the mes-

senger to a room where, at sight of us, a burly, grey-eyed, bland

Englishman's face fell.

"Dr. Virginia Moore?"

"Yes."

"But the wrong one," ruefully.

"How many of us are there?"

"At least two," his smile not exactly a success.

Then we heard the story. It seemed that twenty years ago he and

his wife had known a Virginia Moore of New York City who later

became a Doctor of Psychiatry. Seeing, on the passenger list, that my
round-the-world

trip
had originated in New York, he had never

doubted I was their old friend.

"We've invited a dozen guests to a luncheon tomorrow to meet

yOU her
"

Unreasonably I felt a bit of a fraud. "I'm terribly sorry
"

"If you're really sorry,"
said Mr. Newell, obviously on impulse,

"come to our luncheon, both of you. It would be a charitable act

save us great embarrassment
"

I could not help recognizing the invitation as a fine opportunity
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to see the Inside of a British colony, a thing we had tried, in vain,

to do in Hong Kong and Singapore. British residents were an im-

portant part
of Asia. How did they live?

'Wonderful," said Nancy.
"I say!

It's very decent of you!"
To show appreciation,

Mr. Newell of Trevor-on-Chase, Surrey,

England, extricated us from the Airport bureaucracy, and motored

us to the Strand Hotel, where, by a nod to a clerk, he procured the

accommodations we had just been told did not exist. Apparently the

English still had power to pull strings.
We asked holding our

breaths if he could pull another.

"Exit visa? Look here," he said, "that's bad. No, I'm afraid you

must see the Sub-Inspector of Immigration.
These Burmese!"

"But they can't keep me here!"

"Now, now," said Mr. Newell, "don't worry."

But I thought he looked worried himself.

He'd call for us tomorrow at 12:30 no, 11:00, if agreeable. We

might enjoy a look in at the Kokine Club "one of the few really

civilized places in Rangoon."
After settling

into our quarters Nancy and I walked along the

Hlaing River, watching a snarl of boats: steamers, schooners, ketches,

dories, scows. The Burmese wandering about the wharf seemed shy

yet open. They laughed a great deal.

Like every country Burma had its own particular quality.

"I consider it a poor imitation of Siam," said Nancy, but was half

joking.
The modern city

of Rangoon, in Pegu, lay on low hills: a London-

with-lapses; that is, a London with large cracks through which

peered a reality
the polaric opposite of London, being jungle-bright

and exotic, as if God had decided to admit quite frankly, here, that

creation is dialectic.

The spires of its pagodas reminded us that, up country, there ex-

isted a Burma stamped less deeply with the British trademark: land

of teak forests, elephant boys on great grey backs, villages
fenced to

keep out rogue elephants, anthropoid apes,
and tigers tigers burning

bright. If only we could visit Mulmein, Pagan, Mandalay, I said. And

Taunggyi, capital
of the Shan States.

"Oh, not the Shan States," said Nancy.
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Many of the Burmese wore the native costume: an ankle-length

cylindrical
skirt called a longyi, which the men often supplemented

with a dark single-breasted, and the women with a white double-

breasted, jacket. Those skirts robbed the rainbow. Though the old

men fastened long straight black hair into a knot on the side of the

head, and the young men cut theirs European style,
both wore the

gambaung: a crown of thin pink or yellow silk. The locks of the

women had been smeared with something greasy, probably coconut

oil, and piled high in a bun.

"Any news of Colonel Parrott?" asked a passing Englishman.
"No, nothing," said his companion,
"I say! It worries me."

"Worries me like hell."

That enormous spired pagoda must be the world-renowned Shwe

Dagon, we decided: the 2,5oo-year-old Golden Pagoda, largest of its

kind in the world, and mecca for Buddhists from many countries.

With the eminence on which it sat, said the guidebook, it rose 500
feet in the air, "The Shwe Dagon Temple is the heart of Rangoon."

"I guess," said Nancy, "it has the tooth."

Well, in any case it had the gold which Buddha disdained. Never

have I seen so great an expanse of gold. In spite of the ductility which

permits that metal to be hammered tissue-thin, without breaking, tons

and tons must have been required to cover this cone-shaped stupa:

this hand bell waiting to be rung. Once in every generation, the

guidebook said, the gold was renewed by public subscription.

As we crossed a courtyard to the hotel's dining room a huge dog,

leaping, knocked me down. Nancy screamed, a man came to the

rescue, and I rose. The guidebook said that in Upper Burma huge

pariah or "pi" dogs terrorized the fenced villages from within, as the

jungle beasts from without.

Gentle Burma, savaga Burma: a dichotomy.
But what frightened me was tonight's interview with the Sub-

Inspector of Immigration.
In a pale yellow dining room black-bearded waiters in white tunics,

black fezzes and wide green belts served food impassively.
Ours looked

like Blackbeard the Pirate. How different from the pictures
of smiling

U Nu, Premier of Burma. Was U Nu a Burman, whereas these

frowning ones hailed from the mountains?
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"I begin to like Burma/' said Nancy.
That afternoon very Asiatically we started our sightseeing at live

center, meaning the Shwe Dagon Temple.
"No feet," read a sign at the bottom of an immensely long staircase

some two hundred steps leading up to the shrine-level above a

relic chamber.

Removing our shoes, we side-stepped spurts of betel juice.

The stairs were lined with a ragtag and confusion of bazaars, as if

holiness, though contrary to the world, must rise out of that world.

The Burmese mix gimcracks with art; water with wine.

By the time we reached the shrine platform we were breathing like

horses.

But the atmosphere on top was not too rarefied. The great court

circling the spire,
and itself circled by altars, presented a profoundly

human scene. For the worshippers, being of an easy-going disposition,

made themselves at home. A few, prostrated in front of images, were

chanting prayers; but the majority just strolled about, chatting and

smiling. One was curled up taking a nap. One apparently out of a

hot fellow-feeling was pitching sweet gushes of cool water over a

stone statue.

As we promenaded, black eyes followed.

The marble floor fried our feet. Wherever an object cast a shadow,

we routed ourselves through the dark stain. Even so, that platform
was a

griddle.

Through heat and the human embroilment the Buddha sat un-

moving, as large as the cosmos, and as imperturbable.
When a yellow-gowned monk struck a circle of gongs, they gave

out tones but no semi-tones.

Burmese Buddhism is Hinayana, the Small Vehicle, and in certain

ways very strict.

Six or seven pilgrims were ladling something out of a large cauldron.

They passed the spoon from mouth to mouth. Drawing closer we
could see a mud-colored, repulsive-looking soup. A man offered us

the spoon, smiling hospitably.
We perjured our souls; said thank you very much but we had just

eaten a large lunch; the soup looked delicious.

Afterwards we found our way to other pagodas, including the

Kodatkyi with its Reclining Buddha.
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"Overcome by the heat," said Nancy.
Or dirt.

"No, I think he has a toothache," she said on second thought,

being in a frolicsome mood. "When it's pulled the Buddhists will have

another tooth and that will make them very happy and, being happier,

they'll
be more Buddhist and so they'll be pleased to give you an exit

visa or am I suffering from sunstroke?"

The native market of Rangoon was like the chaos before the world

was formed: a social as well as mercantile center, picturesque, cheer-

ful, friendly we had no feeling at all that we needed a gun, regis-

tered or unregistered. Booths lined a street so narrow we could reach

from one side to the other with our hands it was like a rabbit-warren

or mole's runway. And all wildly, flamboyantly, recklessly colorful.

It was as if the Burmese lived in color as other people in houses.

Everything imaginable lay on counter or shelf, or hung from hooks:

copper utensils, exuberantly figured cloth, paper rosettes, ground nuts,

gaudy spices, odd-shaped drums, mortars and pestles
for grinding

wheat, the cheroots smoked by both sexes, lacquerware, vegetables in

strangely tortured shapes, cruets of sesame oil. All the flowers seemed

to be trying to go tuberoses one better in sweetness. But the jewelry
was tawdry; no hint, here, that Burma's Shangneiss sapphires and

rubies were the most coveted in the world. Amid the hodgepodge,

everyone smiled at us and not to be outdone we smiled at every-
one.

"What darling little parasols," cried Nancy, and selected a grey
one hand-painted with pink cherry blossoms.

The proprietor, having entered wholeheartedly into her search for

the
prettiest,

now named his
price:

three kyats. Knowing that, how-

ever good-natured, Asians tend to despise
a customer so simple-minded

as to pay the first price asked, Nancy said one kyat. It was a game. He
threw up his hands in horror; then said two kyats (forty cents) . It

was a deal.

"Hello," said one Englishman to another, by a fish stall. "Anything
on Colonel Parrott?"

In the heat the fish smelled abominable.

"No. It's a proper mess."

"Well, never say die."

"He never would."
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That night, at eight o'clock, sharp, I was at the address of the Sub-

Inspector of Immigration. A servant in a soiled longyi ushered us into

a dirty office, the wall paint of which was peeling like a skin
cruelly

sunburned. Over the desk hung a picture of Premier U Nu, round-

faced and pleasant as the sun. But we were nervous. What if the

official refused me an exit visa? Held me for questioning? Perhaps

suspected me of spying for Communism? Before arriving, Nancy and

I had mourned that our stay in Burma must be short; now because

my exit lay under a cloud we wished only to go. Maybe the official

was not a Burman, maybe he belonged to one of the uncivilized Shan

tribes and, being entrenched in some private hell, was in his own way
hunting for heads, especially American heads wasn't it well known
that the Americans had connived with the British to lay under con-

tribution all the poor brown peoples of Asia?

At ten after nine the servant shuffled back to say that the Sub-

Inspector would not be in tonight.
"What a charming way to spend the evening," said Nancy.
The next morning we walked around Rangoon again: a city with

many parks, gardens, and fine public buildings. But grubby. The poor
Burmese; since 1948 when Burma became a Republic on the Western

model, they had found it hard to pinch from meager public funds

enough money to pay street cleaners.

"I want to go to Mandalay," moaned Nancy, "where the garbage
is collected and the dawn comes up like thunder out of China."

At eleven Mr. Sydney Newell, hailing us as cordially as if I were

bona fide instead of ersatz, picked us up and took us to the very Eng-
lish Kokine Club. He said his wife was busy organizing the luncheon.

Inside the Club, Burmese Rangoon did not exist, a fact which

appeared to give Sydney Newell immense satisfaction. At a table in

a roofed pavilion overlooking a pool, he sat wreathed in smiles, calling

greetings, and introducing people always self-possessed
and breezy, if

at times almost
brittlely world-sophisticated.

In contrast to the natives, the English seemed bigger, stronger,

blonder, bluer-eyed and pinker-burned than we had remembered;

good-looking giants focusing attention on a game of water polo.

"Go it, old boy!
5 '

shouted Sydney Newell.

Everyone the swimmers tossing a large ball, the referee striding

up and down the pool's edge watching that prize
and occasionally
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grabbing and blowing the whistle suspended around his neck, the

small boys teetering on their seats in ecstatic vicarious participation

everyone was hell-bent on fair play. Though seven years had elapsed

since Burma slipped from the Imperial Hand, no slipping
of morale

was permitted at the Kokine Club. The British have character.

Also, perhaps, a bit of understandable racial egotism "proudery"

Gun would have called it.

We joked about it
privately. If, during intermission, we said, a

Burmese fell into the pool by mistake, would the British let out its

water and clean it before refilling?

Such impish thoughts sprang from no desire to depreciate
the

British, whom I had long considered the best colonial administrators

in the world. But I could not help thinking: Civilized, Mr. Newell?

What is civilized? Doubtless many of the Buddhists of Rangoon
monks who would disdain membership in the Kokine Club even if

eligible
outmatch these excellent people,

if not ethically,
at least in

philosophic ability.

When Sydney Newell introduced Mr. and Mrs. William Wilde,

we chatted about how much sun the human epidermis could take

before protesting.
"Buck" Wilde looked as if he had already taken a

double dose, being the color of mahogany.

"Any news of old Parrott?" asked Mr. Newell.

"No unfortunately." As Mr. Wilde said this, his jungle-dark face

seemed to suffer.

Mrs. Wilde laughed uncertainly.
"Do you know, Dr. Moore,"

she said to me as one prospective
luncheon guest to another, "it's

shocking but I don't know anything at all about psychiatry."

I started to say I didn't either; remembering only in the nick of

time not to let the Newells down.

Then the Wildes excused themselves, she to separate
two small

Britishers accusing each other of cheating, he to grapple Britishly

with a wet ball

Mused Nancy, "I wouldn't have thought a white skin could burn

so dark."

Sydney Newell hesitated. "Just between you and
me,^

he told us

without malice, "gossip says
it started just a tinge dark."

A half-caste with a father too high up, too distinguished,
for

despisers
of non-Caucasians to try

to pull
down?
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I said, "But aren't some half-breeds proud of their Burmese blood?"

"Some" he said.

"He's good-looking," said Nancy, "just the same."

"Oh, such things happen," said our host more
easily

than I would
have expected. Evidently, in the case of this friend, racially he pre-
ferred to look the other way.

"He seems a very nice person," I said.

"Oh, Buck's quite a laddie," said Sydney Newell almost fondly. He
was following a

ball-pass with the fervor of a big overgrown boy.

Then, "Did you know he's one of our heroes?"

We assured him we did not.

"Well, when Japan seized Burma during the War wanted its

oil and tin, if you please Rangoon had to be evacuated. You've

heard of the March to India. Beastly job. Calcutta's 650 miles from

here by air, but through the jungle it's a thousand."

"They walked?"

"There was no other way."
What human beings were capable of!

"Well, on that march Buck suddenly missed a Burmese
girl he'd

barely met. Someone said she'd fainted and fallen behind. The order

was to delay for no one too dangerous. But Buck's the kind to take

a bit of punishment," admiringly. "He went back five or six miles

and carried her on his back."

Later Sydney Newell ran us over to his wide-verandaed lake bunga-

low, where a dozen guests once the introductions had been disposed
of busied themselves with

cigarettes, Martinis, and inter-continental

chitchat.

"How's your trip going?" asked Newell's charming wife, well-

primed to pretend I was an old acquaintance.

"Fine," I said. "Tell me, do you like living in Burma?"

"Oh, quite."

"Well, you can have it, my dear," said a lady guest. "Every morn-

ing for three years I've marked off one more day on the calendar by
the badminton table."

A houseman in a longyi announced a buffet luncheon.

Standing by the beautifully appointed table, I took a bite of a rice-

mixture. By comparison the
sizzling

floor of the Shwe Dagon Pagoda
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had been coolness itself. How could British throats bred on beef, boiled

potatoes
and Brussels sprouts swallow it down without being cauter-

ized? I passed on to fish fortified with chillies, garlic and ginger, and

survived only by marrying the stuff, in my mouth, to wads of bread.

Fortunately the dessert was chilled fruit, and the end peace.
Over coffee I said to Buck Wilde, "I hear you were on the March

to India. Aside from weather and sore feet, what was the hardest

thing to bear? Hunger?"
"No, the short rations tasted wonderful. Rice, bully beef and

jungle plants,"
he said as if relishing the memory. "No, the worst was

sand in our shoes."

"Did all of you make Calcutta?"

"No, many died." He spoke factually.

"How awful."

"No," he said, and I decided that he was a man either singularly

emotionless or with a tight grip on himself. "No" looking off

through a window "actually
it was the best thing that ever hap-

pened to us. You died or you became a man." He lit a
cigarette.

"Do

you like Burma?"

"What we've seen of it, yes. But we haven't seen Upper Burma."

"The North isn't safe," he said quickly.

No wonder he
passes

for all-British, I thought. Must have had a

thoroughly British education.

"Why?" I asked. "I don't understand this ethnical division."

"Burma has a 2,ooo-mile frontier, and the Red Chinese keep stir-

ring up the Northern tribes." He paused. "And there are bandits."

"Chinese bandits?"

"Native bandits," he said, and frowned. He seemed to be taking

them hard, those native bandits.

"Buck, you've been monopolizing this lady long enough," said a

man from the Embassy they called Mock Turtle (the marvel was he

didn't seem to mind) ; and insisted upon swapping seats.

Buck Wilde drank a gin-and-bitters straight down.

"Once upon a time," I said, "I thought gentle U Nu was type

of all Burmese."

"Not all," said Mock Turtle.

"Gentle?" called Buck Wilde from across the circle. His voice had
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a slightly
strident tone. "The Burmese gentle? Faulkes, you're the

history expert
tell the lady," with heavy irony, "about the gentle

Burmese."

Buck Wilde seemed to be torturing himself. But why?

"Well, for instance, the medieval King Anawahta imported the

purest Buddhism by violence," said the professorial
Mr. Faulkes.

"The Shan dynasty killed three ambassadors from Kublai Khan. Of

twenty-eight Toungoos, fifteen were assassinated. The Portuguese de

Brito they impaled."
"Then" said Mock Turtle dramatically,

c

came the benign Dutch

and British East India Companies." He winked.

"So you see," said Buck Wilde, "conquered and conquering all

gentle
all equally civilized

"

The jibe made me uncomfortable.

Did he speak bitterly
because he belonged to both peoples,

white

and brown, equally?
But the Burmans were civilized enough he

must know that.

"Buck," whispered his wife in the illusion that I could not hear,

"please don't get into one of your moods."

He drank another gin-and-bitters.

"Leopards are fierce," he taunted, "and cobras massive and sly

"

"Did I hear you mention you'd like to go to Mandalay?" Mrs.

Wilde asked me. It was the faintly overplayed lightness of a person

trying to steer past an inadvertence. "Very picturesque
the palaces,

the fort, the pagodas,
the silk weaving, the boats on the Irawaddy

"

"The Mingum Bell's the second largest
in the world," put in

Sydney Newell urbanely, crossing
the room. Then to me in a whisper,

"I want to tell you something."

"Where's the largest?"
asked Nancy.

"Moscow. But it has no clapper doesn't ring."

"What I dread," murmured Buck Wilde's English wife, "is the

Southwest monsoon. What's the use of cooling off if meanwhile you

drown?"

I asked what in Burma she liked best.

"Oh, the rhododendron forests!" and I thought for a moment she

was going to cry.

Did she enjoy native ceremonies?
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"Snake-kissing, for instance? No, it's repulsive.

33

The last word

had come out with a touch of her husband's violence.

The talk drifted to poker. Which kind was the best? It was argued

pro and con, the majority favoring stud.

Buck Wilde was
sitting

in a corner drinking.
"Which do you prefer, Buck?" Newell called.

Moodily, "Both are
lousy.'*

Sydney Newell said close to my ear, "I've been trying to tell you
with Buck best stay off Upper Burma. Though it's not generally

known, his mother was a woman from one of the Shan tribes."

"Any word on Colonel Parrott?" asked Faulkes. "Seems wrong
to be enjoying ourselves."

"No," said Mock Turtle.

"Who is Colonel Parrott?" I burst out.

"And what happened to him?" cried Nancy.
It was an explosion.

"Didn't I tell you?" apologized Sydney Newell. He adjusted his tie.

"Colonel Parrott had lived in Burma thirty years when he took it

into his head to go duck-shooting up North."

Newell's going against his own advice, I thought with concern,

seeing Buck Wilde's ear cocked.

"Said the hillmen all knew he was their friend," stuck in Mock
Turtle.

A long silence. Did no one want to finish the story?

"He was beaten by his bearers," said Buck Wilde grimly, "and

captured by bandits apparently in cahoots. They sent his driver back

to Rangoon with a note demanding a 10,000 ransom," he rasped.

"That was eight days ago."

"Rangoon raised it?"

The tension in the room was oppressive.

"No," said Mock Turtle with dignity.
"A ransom never got a man

off yet."

Several fights seemed to be going on in this room.

I was fetching my gloves,
to go, when I met Buck Wilde in the

hall.

"Now what do you think of Burma?" he said in a strange forced

voice.
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I like it.

"The Colonel Parrott story
didn't turn you against us?"

"Why should it?" I said. "Has there ever existed an individual or

a
people without some bad mixed with their good?"
He looked at me oddly;

ran his tongue along his
lips

as if about

to say something which weighed upon him; then very British

clammed up.

"I'm glad to have met you," he said.

At dinner in the Strand Hotel, that
night,

I stared at the bearded

waiters. Was it men like these who had betrayed Colonel Parrott for

a
price?

It was as if blood stained the white tunics.

In fading light Nancy and I walked on the Hlaing, nerving our-

selves to go again to the Sub-Inspector
of Immigration.

If the interview was successful we would attend the Pwe
(classical

theatre) tonight; whose stories of kings and queens and
plotting min-

isters always loosened along about two in the morning into bril-

liant dancing; Burmese dancing being the most dynamic in Asia,

with much deep knee-bending, leaping and
whirling,

all in a mood

of exaltation. If the interview went badly well

The Sub-Inspector kept us waiting half an hour. Cobwebs on the

ceiling
. . . dust . . . bugs scuttling along the floor . . .

Then he entered, a man with brows as beetling
as

Kipling's,
sat

down at his desk, and looked at us
quietly.

"What you desire, Madam?"

"An exit visa, please.
I didn't understand I should get one in

America."

He wrote his name on a form and handed it to me.

"I wish you good journey," he said, and picking up a small freesia-

like flower gave me that too.

When we had thanked him and escaped, Nancy said, "It doesn't

bite/'

"What doesn't?"

"Buddha's tooth
silly."



X

INDIA NORTHEAST

the lird that
flics

/\s our plane settled down at Calcutta, my heart rose. It rose as

high i one may speak of space in terms of time as my heart had

waked.

Indeed so strong a magnet was India, for months before our take-

off I had often thought of this trip around the world as a
trip to India.

I wanted to see the physical country; wanted to study its people;
but most of all, I suppose, wanted to try to climb higher, if only a

few feet, its inner Himalayas.

Though Calcutta lay horizontal, the real India stood vertical.

Most English-speaking visitors enter it at Bombay in the West.

Arriving at Calcutta in the Northeast we had slipped in, so to speak,

through the back door. But in many houses the most interesting room
is the kitchen where is prepared the food which nourishes.

Bengal has fathered many illustrious sons and, though dead, they
were all out at the Airport this morning: Chaitanya, Tagore, Mohun
Ram Rai, Ramakrishna, Vivekananda. . . .

We stood on the soil of India under a cloudless sky.

J33
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Hail, India and the lands it has influenced! Hail, the Eastern

Hemisphere! I thought. I was a long time coming, but in me the

Western Hemisphere greets you.
Two halves made a whole.

A primitive taxi plowed through a ferment o humanity; a crowd

huge, dense and swirling, spilling from sidewalk into road: dark

people in a world immense, noisy, and quick with life; people the

color of old leather, without being in the least Negroid. For the

most part the features were fine-drawn, the eyes deep-set and
liquid,

sometimes extraordinarily so. People three million of them reduced

to essentials; poor people draped gracefully in what looked like soiled

sheets.

The car swerved. It had just missed a cream-colored, humped,

long-horned cow.

Another block, and again the car pitched us forward like puppets.
What now? We peered out the window. Another pale butter-colored

cow crossing the street. She took her time. She ruminated. And no

one was annoyed but the foreigners.

I remembered how Gandhi himself had called veneration for the

cow the "central fact of Hinduism, the one concrete belief of all

Hindus," and justified it in these words:

Cow protection is to me one of the most wonderful phenomena
in human evolution. It takes the human being beyond his

species. The cow to me means the entire sub-human world. Man
through the cow is enjoined to realize his identity with all that

lives. . . .

"Are you disappointed?" asked Nancy.

Disappointed? In India? I thought of Vivekananda's advice to Miss

Josephine MacLeod who had asked permission to follow that spiritual

leader to India. He cabled back: "Come if you wish to see poverty,

degradation, and men in rags who speak of God. But if you want

anything else do not come."

"No."

And now the streets of Calcutta were looking up. "Dalhousie

Square!" cried the taxi driver.

London-like buildings crowding: solid ghosts of British sovereignty.
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After founding Calcutta in the seventeenth century, the British had

for two centuries used it as their
capital.

"Chowringhee,'' explained the driver, "and the Maidan."

Chowringhee was a broad handsome avenue flanked on one side

by shops, restaurants, and cinemas, and on the other by the vast vil-

lage green called the Maidan. Olive boys were playing football or

cricket.

"Victoria Memorial!
"

This building was as grand a monument as by all accounts

the old lady herself when at a great durbar (convocation of princes)
she was proclaimed Empress of India. What other building material

can hold a candle to white marble? And that dome!

The Grand Hotel like the city sprawled widely. Its lobby was

international, but not its deeper recesses: terrace, courtyard, laby-
rinthine passages. These swarmed with turbaned servants. As we
rounded a corner of the

patio, following our luggage, a giant rat, one

of Kipling's loathsome bandicoots, ran out from behind some stacked

flower pots and disappeared.

"Separate rooms, please." Since Nancy's English friend Reginald
Parsons of Ceylon was in Calcutta, we might be keeping different

hours.

That night Reg took us on an odyssey he called dinner.

It started in the garden of the Grand Hotel, where we had cock-

tails to the strange patter of Hindu music: perpetual motion translated

into sound; a trembly, tireless running up and down the scale. Reg,
a handsome, slightly Latinish-looking, untypical Englishman, ap-

peared to equate seeing Calcutta with visiting
bars. We visited five.

Though I soon switched to orange juice, I have today only a confused

recollection of Chinese-red and gold plush decors, outside mirrors,

elegant waiters, potato chips, and peanuts. By the time we reached

the Princes' Room in the Grand Hotel having boomeranged it

was late for even late-dining Calcutta: eleven-thirty. The floor show's

not-ungraceful female impersonators were flinging off their wigs.

The waiter regretted that they were all out of Lobster Marguery.

"May I have this dance?"

The next morning, having slept late, Nancy ordered breakfast in

bed. Not I I was too surcharged with the improbability
of being in

India.
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India! As I dressed I could see it on the map: an inverted pyramid

with its apex,
like a heart's, at the bottom. 'The sub-continent of

India," geographers
called it, but not because the Himalayas along

its upper border cut it off (though they do) from the rest of
^

Asia.

No, "continent," here, had its archaic meaning of "contained," self-

contained, held within limits.

This city
was a speck at the upper left-hand corner.

The dining room was inhabited by waiters with craniums most

imposingly swathed. The headwaiter, brave in a turban the size of a

bushel basket, and elaborate sash, bowed in a way calculated to make

the self-estimation of almost any guest go up. But I was lost in the

unfamiliar.

Then I saw Dake North approaching across great open spaces.
In

his fresh-laundered blue sport shirt he was carrying the golf hat

he was a picture
of American confidence in the face of all foreign

hazards. We hastened our steps;
our hands met.

"Well!"

Over scrambled eggs we conferred on sightseeing.

Go to Kalighat Temple! he said. It was so old it had existed long

before Calcutta. Go to Kalighat! It would make us sick, but go.
With

one stroke they cut off the goats'
heads

"Please!"

Said he sternly.
"You're in India now."

I asked if he would care to join some sightseeing
this afternoon, a

Jain temple, Dakshineswar, Belur Math. Fine! he said. In such

moments one is never sure whether a fellow countryman likes one's

company or a division of expenses.

"No," he said, "I was kidding. I've seen enough of this town

I'm pulling out."

"Always one jump ahead."

"What's Dakshineswar?"

"Ramakrishna's temple four miles out."

"Who's Ramakrishna?"

"Nineteenth-century saint who's influenced India tremendously."

And so full of bad chicory-coffee
we parted.

"Don't lose your hat."

"Don't lose your head."

Alone, I recalled Ramakrishna s story:
one of the strangest

in the
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strange religious history
o India, yet,

in a certain sense, typical.

In sketching it here I warn the reader that it requires a great deal

o understanding on his
part.

At the age of six, while walking through a rice field, the little boy
was so struck by the beauty of some snow-white cranes flying at the

edge of a great black cloud he fell (according to his biographers)

into an ecstasy: "Absent from the body, but present with the Lord."

Two years later, while impersonating the great God Shiva at a local

festival, he suffered or enjoyed with tears streaming down his face

a similar experience. His body had become so rigid
his parents

thought he was dead.

It was the beginning of a life of vision.

At the age of twenty he accepted the priesthood of the fierce and

tender Goddess Kali, in a temple founded, to gain merit, by a rich

woman of the lowest of the four castes, the Sudras; and at Dak-

shineswar settled down, a delicate sensitive young man, to tending a

dark image of the Divine Mother of the World. As was customary

in a bhakti temple (temple of devotion) , he dressed and undressed

her, brought her flowers and food, and at night put her to bed, talking

to her, praying to her; but did it all so intensely, some said fanatically,

he was again and again (according to his biographers) lifted into

exaltation; seeing "an ocean of the
spirit, boundless, dazzling."

One evening the formless (he has said) took on form. He could

not sleep.
He listened. Surely that was the goddess rising and passing

to the upper balcony with the joy of a young girl.
As she walked, her

anklets rang. Was he dreaming? he wondered. With pounding heart

Kali's priest
went out into the courtyard and looked up. She stood on

the balcony (he says) with unbound hair, watching the Ganges flow

through the night to the great sea seventy miles away.

After that, his perfervid
devotion became, rather widely, a scandal.

Some sharp-tongued critics called it an affair between a man and a

goddess. His friends said no; no, his excesses were but the symbolic

practices
of the purest

of men.

Meanwhile Ramakrishna's mystic experiences progressed.
At first

it was as if the gods stood outside himself; then as if (he says) they

merged into him; became him. Revelation was, in his words, a kind

of "terrible contact." Was he suffering
from madness? he wondered,

and we may wonder.
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If so, he conquered it; came through to crystal-clear sanity.
It

happened this way.
Two gums (religious teachers) appeared when he needed them.

First a Brahmin nun guided him for three years, methodically, over

the paths of knowledge. Then a naked monk like thousands throng-

ing the forests and by-ways of India brought him (say biographers)

to the next stage of development by teaching him the Vedanta: the

philosophy interpreting
India's ancient sacred scriptures,

the Vedas.

During these studies (they say) Ramakrishna sacrificed the last

remnants of egotism; the Self plunged into the one god Brahman

lying behind all seeming gods. An unconditioned state of conscious-

ness had been attained; the universe extinguished.

What had Ramakrishna learned about Kali? That his Divine

Mother was an aspect of Brahman. He has explained
it as follows:

the Supreme Being when active (that is, when creating, preserving
or

destroying) is primitive energy, meaning God in manifestation,

power, and experience:
Kali.

Yea! my Divine Mother is none other than the Absolute. She

is at the same time the One and the Many. . . . She is the

shell, but she is also the kernel.

Ramakrishna became a teacher famous throughout India for his

parables.

When asked about his former Kali-excesses, he answered his critics

by saying that of course they, being better educated than himself,

would walk a different road to the same goal:
selflessness. All religions

were one, he said, and

A knock on the door, and Nancy and I went sightseeing.

The Jain temple stood in a garden, an image of radiance. At once

delicate and ornate, it was made out of sun-multiplying mirrors set

in silver. Mounting marble steps,
we discovered a priest tending a

perpetual fire that fed on ghee, a liquid form of cow or buffalo butter,

Jain: it is one of the many sects of India which try
to answer all

religious
needs while yet clinging, every one of them, to the belief

that the physical world is of small importance compared to the

spiritual.
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Jainism is one of the two main heresies against ancient Hinduism
or Brahminism (the other being Buddhism) .

Standing in broad sunlight, I asked myself wherein these three

differed. Certainly they all asked the same question, How escape from

the world of illusion? But answered it
differently. Said Brahminism:

By correcting wrong thinking. Said Buddhism: By correcting wrong
feeling (killing desire). Said Jainism: By correcting wrong acting

(purifying behavior) .

"It's like a
fairy palace,"

7
cried Nancy, of Badri Das.

Jainism, explained a cow-eyed guide, was founded in the sixth

century B.C. by Mahavira, "Great Man." At
thirty, naked, he started

wandering. To be released from the cycle of birth, death and rebirth,

he insisted, one must live with perfect integrity.
That included ahimsa,

non-injury to any living creature.

It sounded like Albert Schweitzer.

To avoid murder, Mahavira kept his eyes on his path, sweeping it

with a soft broom; whenever a living creature crawled onto his body,
refrained from scratching; and carried a cloth to strain drinking water,

I thought: How the Greeks would have hated such extremes.

Our guide said the Venerable One did nothing to shield himself

from heat or cold.

Nancy put up her Rangoon parasol.

He slept little, and did not wash.

"Not even his teeth?" asked Nancy shocked.

No, he said. And bore affronts without reacting. And greeted no

one, answered no one. All attachments must be broken. When some-

one drove nails into his ears, he kept on meditating. After twelve

years of wandering he attained deliverance.

"Let's wander toward Dakshineswar," said Nancy. "By the way,
which one of the Hindu Trinity do the Jains worship Brahman

the Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, or Shiva the Destroyer?"

"None of them," said the guide. "Mahavira was an atheist."

It seemed that in India rules were made only to be broken.

At the car we were mobbed by beggars.
"Baksheesh! baksheesh! Give alms! give

alms! give
alms!"

A few coins, how could they stem a sea of misery?

Meanwhile several "holy men" perhaps on pilgrimage stood
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back: mystic tantrikas, sadhus, sannyasin. Everything o this earth

they disdained.

Shaking off the city,
we clove through a flat, dusty land. No air

stirred the fronds of its palms. The inhabitants seemed worse off

than their cows, being just skin-covered bones wrapped in white

cotton.

Their huts were plastered
with cow-dung pies

as big as dinner

plates.
When dry enough to fall off they would be sold for fuel,

mortar, disinfectant, medicine. Similarly,
the water ejected by cows

was saved every drop as holy water.

There was a serenity about the Bengal plain.

When we turned in at Dakshineswar, a dying cow lay near the

enormous banyan tree under which Ramakrishna had once sat, cross-

legged, meditating, and where he attained enlightenment. Her

flower-garlanded head lay near a basketful of fresh greens.

Dakshineswar Temple was really
a group of temples: one for Kali;

one for Vishnu and his "energy" or "radiance" or "spouse" Radha;

and twelve small beehive ones for Shiva, each containing his symbol,

the lingam of generation.
But it was Kali's temple Ramakrishna's

charge which was the object of our pilgrimage.

From a terrace we looked at the placid Hooghly, a branch of the

Ganges. A broad flight
of steps led down into the river where pilgrims

bathed before worshipping.
Kali whom Ramakrishna had spoken of, always, as the "Mother

with the dark blue skin" was a shock. The image was not only much

below life-size; it was of basalt, black as night. But how beautifully

formed! She wore no necklace of skulls, as sometimes depicted;
had

no blood on her mouth, this black woman in a robe of sumptuous
Benares tissue, and gold, jewels, and flowers. The two right arms

offered
gifts

and beckoned, "Come! fear not!" while the two left arms

held, one a sword, the other a severed head.

Devotees pressed
round. A man threw himself face down and full

length. A woman moaned. A child of perhaps six received between

his eyes,
from Kali's

priest,
a spot

of yellow sandalwood. And all the

while the goddess's clear eyes were they beryl? looked through

and beyond. Then bells and a conch announced a service.

As we re-entered the courtyard, involuntarily I turned and stared

up. No, Kali was not standing on the balcony with hair streaming,
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unless that streaming was the sun's.

"There's a black idol in there," said an outraged tourist. She had
a mid-Western accent.

Not idol, Ramakrishna would say: symbol.
His conviction that all the great religions were equally true

Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Christianity I could not accept. To
me Christ was not just one of many avatars; he was culminating and

unique.

Nancy questioned me. "Then you don't admire ?"

"I do. His was a very large conception."
Ramakrishna's room on the court white, high-ceilinged, with

many pictures had been kept intact. Looking at his bed, almost I

could see him
sitting among his

disciples.
The lionlike youth closest

to him was Narendrath Dutt, known to three continents as Vivek-

ananda.

It was to the mission founded by Vivekananda across the Hooghly
that we journeyed now: an immense pale pink pile

on fifteen open
acres. A turnstile, and there stood the Belur temple and monastery.
To symbolize the oneness of all religions, many religious

architectures

had been blended, and rather successfully.

We crossed a wide lawn.

Vivekananda's story, that began in atheism and is part of the re-

ligious history of our time, was coming back to me. Ramakrishna's

"falcon eye" (they say), having seen the scoffer's past and future,

brought him gradually to a pitch and passion of believing. But

Vivekananda was not content to leave it there. Human beings were

one with God? Then we must do more than tolerate. "If you want

to find God," said the young ascetic, "serve man." Having made a

pilgrimage to the Himalayas, he wandered over India, wrenched

amid famine and plague by compassion for two hundred million

Hindus. One day, hearing that a Parliament of Religions was to be

held in Chicago, he decided to attend. He would present his case for

India's poor.
When Cardinal Gibbons opened the Parliament in September 1893,

all day Vivekananda sat silent; then rose: a powerfully built, olive-

skinned man with "lotus eyes," wearing a Maharajah's gift
of a red

silk robe tied in at the waist with an orange cord, and ochre turban.

He spoke as a fire burns.
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"Sisters and brothers of America," he began, greeting the youngest
of nations in behalf of the world's most ancient monastic order, the

Vedic order of sannyasin (initiated). Hinduism, the mother of re-

ligions,
he said, taught the double precept: "Accept and understand

one another."

The audience gave him an ovation.

I have looked up the comment of the New York Herald:

He is undoubtedly the greatest figure in the Parliament of

Religions. After hearing him we feel how foolish to send mis-

sionaries to his learned nation.

"His Mission has twelve centers in the United States," said our

guide; and I remembered hearing one of its members, Nicolananda,

address the School of Philosophy at Columbia University, a brilliant,

penetrating discourse.

"Will you look at Vivekananda's room?"

By all means.

For three years he had lectured in the United States and England.

Loving true Christianity, he did not hesitate to attack its counterfeit.

"You are not Christians return to Christ!" Such bluntness had

caused a scandal. But a virile idealism spoke in his behalf. The volcanic

energy of this most Hindu of Hindus seemed "American." But there

was a difference. Though his message stressed action, it was action

for and through the
spirit:

a storm and rain of love. Spending him-

self prodigally, he gained many followers. Then came back to India

to found in the name of humanity Belur Math.

"It has two objects," said our guide, as we approached the mon-

astery, "the teaching of the Vedanta, and public service."

In the lower hall we stopped to look at a picture of Vivekananda's

master Ramakrishna. Was it a trick of photography that from his

body light streamed? His hand formed the Lux sign to be seen in

the drawings of certain esoteric sects of the West: Ramakrishna

Paramhamsa: the bird that flies high.
We mounted the stair.

The large white room had an iron bed, a writing table, the tiger

rug on which Vivekananda, "Lion of Brahma," had meditated, and

a view. The retreat of a lover of solitude.
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Yet this man, on his return from the West, had received a welcome

beyond the dream of emperors. From Ceylon, all the way to Calcutta,

deliriously happy compatriots had escorted the hero. Rajahs prostrated
themselves before him, drew his

carriage, and built commemorative

arches. At Madras he delivered a message to India:

.... My India, arise! Where is your vital force? In your
immortal soul. ... In India religious life forms the . . .

keynote of the whole music of national life. . . . Every man
has to make his own choice; so has every nation. We made
our choice ages ago. . . . Do not complain! Yours is the

better part.
Make use of the power that is in your hands! It

is so great that if you only realize it and are worthy of it you
are called to revolutionize the world. ... It is we who are re-

sponsible for ... our degradation. . . . Awake, arise! . . .

It is a man-making religion we want. ... It is a man-making
education. . . . It is man-making theories.

The attendant said
softly,

"This was the place of farewell/'

Ah, that exit. After a second
trip

to the West, he had returned,

saddened by the war stench, to strive harder for human regeneration.

For two years he lived like St. Francis of Assisi among flowers, animals

and men, working with hands, heart and mind was not all work

holy? At four in the morning a bell. The abbot was already up.

Having risen at three, he was in the chapel worshipping. But diabetes

increased.

One morning he reversed his custom. Instead of opening the

chapel, he bolted it shut to meditate undisturbed. Three hours later

(they say) he emerged transfigured. That day he ate with relish,

sang, and gave a Sanscrit lesson "full of life and humor"; then walked

on the Belur road. In the evening he spoke of the rise and fall of

nations, before climbing to this room and looking out over the

Ganges. . . .

An hour later he called his monks, and lay down on the floor on

his side. Was he meditating? they wondered. Presently he turned,

sighed, and lay still. There were flecks of blood in nostrils, mouth

and
eyes.

The next day his body (like Ramakrishna's before him) was car-
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tied to a pyre on the shoulders of sannyasin shouting for joy,
"Vic-

tory! Victory!"
"At what age did he die?" this fighter

for man.

The attendant said, "He stopped breathing at thirty-nine."

I had a fine sense of space as we walked across the grass
of Belur

Math. ...
Man men: what hopes, needs, labors, resentments, glories

and

temptations.
In the big bazaar of Calcutta, amid merchandise common and

exotic, we saw up for sale some boxes of food from America marked,

"Do not sell, this is a
gift."

And heard that many recipients, mistaking

cheese for soap,
had washed their clothes with it.

Then we took Dake North's advice about visiting Kalighat Temple.

Every medal has a reverse side; every country, between its moun-

tains, valleys.
It is ignorance

that makes for superstition;
and people,

everywhere, stand at different levels of development. Thus, however

high her ancient philosophy and religion,
India too has an undertow

of fear. Her masses too shape idols and
try, pitifully,

to propitiate

them.

"What's that tree?" said Nancy, drawing back.

A "cactus" to which barren women desiring
children tied stones.

And so it went.

In the courtyard, sacred bulls and goats
stood in stocks. With one

stroke of a knife
priests

struck off their heads; which were then taken

under the protection
of women who squatted

on the ground by

puddles of blood, shooing flies. Hopeless. The flies waded in blood,

drank blood, even as Kali the Terrible. Under a hot sun, flesh and

blood had begun to decay; the smell was revolting. And, all around,

dirt unspeakable.
"Let's get out of here."

We wormed a way through the crowd.

Had all these people come to worship? we asked a
priest.

"No," he said gently. "Many come for food or treatment. Kalighat

has never turned away a sick or hungry person since it was founded."

I felt it as a rebuke. Idol-worship could be forgiven as a weakness

of the head, but could we the enlightened
be forgiven for hardness of

heart?
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"You're thinking it's a long way from
superstition," said the

priest surprisingly, "to truth."

Yes, a long way from the flatlands to the Himalayas.
"But God is good," said Kalighat's priest.

And then we flew in the direction of the highest mountains in the

world.

Why? I asked myself. Most of the saints of India had gone to the

Himalayas for enlightenment, but why were we going? To see

Darjeeling, we said, the old summer
capital of the Governors of

Bengal, and Mount Everest at sunrise. But was that the whole of it?

Rising at five, in Calcutta, we flew to Badogra. Then, the
trip,

like inner development, being by stages, drove thirty miles up, up,

up. At the town of Kurseong a funny little engine and train of cars

chugged along the highest railroad in the world. The brown faces

clustering about us were less Hindu than Mongolian; the costumes

bizarre. Again the motor labored; we were climbing steadily.

Suddenly it was like a religious experience the Himalayas swam
into view: lofty, snow-white, and intensely masculine.

Under their aegis we reached, at last, Darjeeling, a town hung

boldly upon cliffs.

They were so large, so sheer, we rejoiced that the Windemere

Hotel to which we had climbed on foot, since no car could make

it was gemiitlicb. Bud and Adelaide Buying! Dake North! The

Himalayas had knocked out some of our breath; these old travel-

friends knocked out the rest.

"Meet Bill Kusnac."

Bill was a spare sinewy marine on holiday from the American

Consulate in Bombay, to which he was attached: a rough diamond

hacked out of the deep mines of Brooklyn.
Had they seen Mount Everest yet? we asked. Yes, all of them had

seen it at sunrise, from Tiger Hill. So we arranged to go by ourselves

tomorrow morning at four o'clock.

Meanwhile from Observatory Hill behind the hotel we could look

in every direction. In one, across radical declivities, a Maharajah's

Palace; in another, Britain's former Government House; in another,

shops and markets.

By a shrine a group of sturdy yellowish
brown Mongols were
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setting up curiously marked white banners. They grinned shyly, here

in solemn Asia, their hooded eyes crinkling with a delicious sense of

humor. Could we take their pictures? Yes, they said, and, joking

among themselves in a barbarous tongue, laughed and laughed. The

eyes got lost. But when the cameras came out they tried to cover

their faces.

I was staring
at a sky heaped with white clouds when they shifted,

letting
us quite suddenly see the tops

of five tremendous moun-

tains. Just the tops. By some magic of distance and atmosphere they

floated free. Snowy and baseless. Nancy would swear later that I fell

back and cried out. Beauty can be a blow.

"Kinchenjunga," said a native proudly.

Ah, Kinchenjunga, I had read about that range. Second in height

only to Mount Everest, it had never been conquered; no Tenzig

or Australian beekeeper had set a
flag

on its tallest peaks. Also I

remembered book testimony that Kinchenjunga was honeycombed

with the cave-homes of Mahatmas, "great souls."

"It's almost too much," said Nancy,

Later, walking through the town was like walking through the

steeps of dream. The bronzed inhabitants in high-colored
outlandish

clothes had a lean wiry wholesome look; one blood-kin to that of

the sherpa Tenzig, of this town, whose picture
had but recently

crashed American newspapers as co-conqueror of Mount Everest. All

their lives they had breathed clean air. And here came Atlas: the

smallest possible boy under the largest possible
load of sticks. For

letting us take his picture
he received two anas, and we, though un-

deserving, a thousand-w/w smile. The two policemen carting huge

pistols
knew there was nothing to shoot. Merchants had spread their

wares on the ground: crude turquoise bracelets, earbobs shaped like

little Buddhas, strings
of hand-cut carnelian. For a pittance

I bought

a breastplate Genghis Khan's queen might have worn, so savage it was

with "rubies."

Over Darjeeling, sitting high and fearless on its mountains, the

air was growing chill. When we got back to the Windemere there

was a coal fire in the tiny sitting room, and the sort of tea I like:

so hot it burned all the way down.

I do not know how the argument started. Bud and Adelaide
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Buying were in the room, and Dake and Bill and Nancy and myself,
but I think the gauntlet was thrown down by an American dentist

I forget
his name who had come to Darjeeling many years ago for

a brief visit and remained: a pleasant man with some of the cold

pure air of Darjeeling in his eyes. He said that one could never

understand the Hindus if one ignored their convictions about rein-

carnation; that it was the key to the
caste-system, and much else.

For if one's past deeds made a certain station in life, because a certain

experience, obligatory, inasmuch as it was the only right one for

teaching the next needed "lesson," why seek to level the castes? Yes,

really,
he said, it was this belief that explained the granite endurance

of an underprivileged people. Adelaide (I think) called it a doctrine

peculiarly
Eastern. Not

strictly,
I said; Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus

had espoused it; and Emerson and Walt Whitman. What rubbish,

said Dake our scientist. Was it? I said; well, to me it had at least

one great virtue: it could guarantee an absolute justice in the world,

the justice which seemed to me inseparable from a moral order; and

could God's sense of justice be inferior to mine? Nonsense, said

Dake; there could be justice in a one-life scheme justice didn't

require a series of lives. "Look around you," I countered; "do you see

justice?" "Certainly," said Dake. With some people having things
so easy,

while others lived, through no visible fault of their own, lives

of quiet agony? "Certainly," said Dake and the battle raged. Some-

one hazarded the opinion that a belief in reincarnation was unChris-

tian. Someone else asked, Why? Couldn't purgatory take place on

earth just as well as in some nebulous region? Besides, what had

Christ meant when he said that John the Baptist was Elijah come

again? "I've changed a lot since settling
in these mountains," said

the American dentist. "Reincarnation now seems to me the most

logical
of doctrines. It explains what is otherwise inexplicable."

"But

it just doesn't make sense," objected Dake. "No, not if you hold to a

materialistic conception of man. What do you think a man is?" "Body
and soul," said Dake. The dentist fixed him with a stern eye.

"But

isn't soul, to you, just a secretion of the brain that will perish with

the brain? Well, sir, it's not to me." Turning, he asked me to define

a human being. "Body, soul and
spirit."

"You make a distinction

between soul and
spirit?"

he inquired, "Yes, I do," I said; and the
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early Christians did. It wasn't until the Council of Constantinople

that the Church demoted us. Previous to that, soul had been con-

sidered the emotional part
that had to be purified by spirit,

that

spark from the divine. . . .

"I don't understand a word of it," said Bill miserably.

It was nine o'clock before we could tear ourselves away from the

discussion one not inappropriate,
I thought, in the uplands of the

Himalayas.
Because we had forgotten we were hungry did not mean we were

not..

It was near midnight when I made off with a haul of borrowed

clothes to supplement my own wool things in the bitter cold of

tomorrow morning's Tiger Hill.

I did not sleep. My wakefulness was partly
intellectual excitement,

partly the four o'clock call threatening, partly lumps. The lumps

belonged to the meanest cot ever offered a traveler, and I am counting

the board at Robertson's in Djakarta. It was two feet wide, made

apparently of rocks of different sizes, and spread,
for the cold, with

one thin coverlet.

At last a knock. When fully dressed I was as fat as an Eskimo,

and weirder-looking. In the pitch-dark of unlifted night I met Nancy
in the courtyard,

and in silence we stumbled down the hill to a

waiting car. My head ached, I was sick at the stomach, and my heart

was pounding unnaturally. I thought of turning back. No, at all costs

I must see Mount Everest at dawn. Then we were rolling
towards

Tiger Hill on an increasingly dangerous road but with a good native

driver under the cold stars.

At last the Ford stopped. Tiger Hill? No, our driver explained,

the car couldn't get up to Tiger Hill. We'd have to walk the rest

of the way; climb. Climb'?

"Why did I ever leave New York?" groaned Nancy.
So we started. A cold wind pierced my grey sweater and red coat

and Bill's sheepskin jacket; and pawed at the two wool scarves

wrapped round my head. My overshoes grew heavier by the minute.

No matter. Walking at Nancy's side, under the glorious stars, I set

one foot in front of the other and another and another and an-

other. I could not possibly,
but I must; could not possibly,

but did.

Then we stood on the lookout pavilion
on top of Tiger Hill, as
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faintly, faintly, more like an intention than a fact, the dawn began
to break. Slowly, slowly, out of darkness emerged were created anew

lofty peaks. Monarchs. I recognized the five summits of Kinchen-

junga, white and jagged. They had gained foundations. Then off to

the left three summits began to take the
light. The middle one (we

knew by pictures) was Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the

world. In a way hard to explain it had a moral quality. Mount
Everest! the King with retinue! It seemed the most beautiful sight
I had ever seen in my life. A liberation by beauty. An unshackling.
I was cured of sickness, cured of fatigue. Cured. With deep breaths

of cold pure air I was starting a different sort of day.
And now the eternal snows were being flushed pink: the color

of a watermelon. Then a sliver of sun cracked the horizon. It pushed;
it waxed larger. Far and wide other snow-mantled peaks gathered.

They formed one vast rose, now, each mountain a
petal. No, the

choppy waves of a great incarnadined sea. No, sannyasin in conclave,

meditating.
The sun slipped free of the horizon. Blood-red, it was lord of all

it surveyed. Unutterable grandeur! O mysterious and stupendous land!

The heart of Asia!

From a shack nearby a ragged boy brought us some wonderfully
hot tea. How ridiculous we must have looked to him in our regalia.

He was barefoot.

'American?" he said shyly.
"Yes."

The wonder we had paid to Mount Everest he paid to us in smiles.

We stayed as long as we could.

When we threw a last glance Mount Everest stood clearly defined.

It was now white, honorable and eminent.

On our way back to Darjeeling we stopped at the Buddhist Mon-

astery of Ghurn, where a monk with a transparently
honest brown

face showed us the
library.

The monks' seats, for study, stood near

stacks of drawers containing manuscripts, many of them clearly very

ancient. But what interested me most was a fresco. By certain signs

I knew that the figure at its center represented not Gautama Buddha,

expounder of the Eightfold Path. No, it was the next Buddha, the

future Buddha, as taught by Mahayana Buddhism; the fulfillment

of a great need on the part of mankind: the Maitreya Buddha.
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("Buddha" is neither given name nor surname, but, rather, a title

defining a stage of spiritual development, the one between "Bod-

hissatva" and the Enterer into Nirvana.) I knew there was a rumor

that all through the heart of Asia an expectation was stirring, rising.

This picture seemed first-hand evidence. I looked more closely. The
fresco was a mandala (stylization) of Shambhala, traditional Holy
Center of a supposed great spiritual

movement of the future: a

secret valley ringed by snow peaks. Rigden Jyepo (as the monks of

this monastery called the Maitreya Buddha) was giving his blessing.

Golden crossed-lightning flashed above heaped treasure.

Not knowing what to think, we tiptoed out. "There are more

things in heaven and earth, Horatio. . . ."

I was full of the Himalayas now. Among them the Vedas had

taken form, and Buddha received his enlightenment. And here was

Ghum saying, 'The Maitreya will come: a great leader." I thought:
There have always been great spiritual

leaders. Will this one arrive

and will he fight for a larger conception, a cosmic conception? How
measure consciousness? I thought. And where is the image of hu-

manity?
Back at the Windemere we ate breakfast like ravenous wolves.

Where were our friends? I was looking forward to a nap.

Suddenly the Hotel Manager appeared. Were we driving to

Badogra this afternoon to catch the Calcutta plane?
Yes.

Well, a
jeep was going to Kalimpong, forty miles away, on the

Tibetan border. After a two-hour stop it would go on to Badogra
to meet the Calcutta plane. Two people had signed up. There was

room for two others. With four the
trip

would be very cheap indeed.

Would we care to join? If so, we must hurry.
A jeep?

"Yes, Madam."
Was the driver all right?

"Very reliable."

Tibet! the little country of the Himalayan plateau, stronghold of

religion, which had never admitted more than a few foreigners, and

which was now, thanks to the Red Chinese, inexorably closed.

Packing quickly, we asked the Hotel Manager to say goodbye to

our friends for us, and raced down the hill.
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The jeep was a truck. In it sat our driver o this morning and

Dake and Bill.

"Fancy that!" they said, and grinned.
What a

trip. Nancy and I sat on the front seat with the driver

while the two men stood up behind. The road wound through wild

terrain. At one point the Tiste River tumbled, rough, from great

heights. We knew if we stepped into its foam it would be ice cold.

The sun burned hot, the wind of our own speed smote hard, there

was no top on the jeep, and it was shaking our teeth out. Towards

noon, all but cooked alive, we asked the men if they wouldn't

consider raising the
top.

"Not on your life."

At Kalimpong the primitive we drove to the house of Mrs. Annie

Perry, daughter of an English Consul to Tibet during her growing-up,
and now a master of Tibetan lore. "She's an institution," an English-
man would tell us. Her big pleasant living room was full of Tibetan

tapestries, banners, and brass jugs. On the wall over the piano hung
two pictures, one of the Dalai Lama of temporal power, the other of

the Tashi Lama of
spiritual power, late of Lhassa. We washed up.

Ah, the rescuer! coffee. Annie was old, now, but gay. When we
said we'd like to see a Tibetan caravan, she advised us to stand on a

certain road, outside town, by a wool factory; one just might be

coming down from the high tableland to sell yak wool. To save

time we took our egg sandwiches with us.

Kalimpong, exotic neighbor of snow!

Like us, the wool factory was lying in wait for caravans. Since

nothing was in
sight, we explored. Upstairs, behind piles of sheep

wool, goat wool, yak wool, children four to six years old were making

carding combs by sticking metal pins into boards. Some of them

worked very deftly, these shy children for whom we were a world-

shaking event. Bill tickled one little
girl's

foot. She giggled.

Outdoors vultures were tearing out the entrails of a dead horse.

We were just getting ill when we heard the tinkle of bells, and

looked up to see a Tibetan caravan coming round a jut, wool-laden

donkeys with vivid circuslike trappings.
We were tremendously ex-

cited. How sweet the bells! And those men, walking and riding: the

army of Genghis Khan.

Later, in Kalimpong's helter-skelter streets, we studied the types.
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In some respects
it was like a Western town of the United States

during the gold rush: a real forty-niner.
At least it contained some

swashbuckling characters: queer rakes, often with crew cuts but some-

times with long black hair, and typically
with one ear only one

dangling a huge earring set, maybe, with a hunk of turquoise. The

thick soles of their leather boots turned up at the toes, Turk fashion.

Their tunics were homespun and rainbow-bright. In their belts were

stuck silver, gem-studded daggers.
But it was the headgear above

the flat faces that drew our eyes most powerfully.
Each was different.

Mountain people
are a free people;

never stereotypes.
Some wore tall

peaked fur caps.
One a hat consisting of a green velvet crown and

bear-fur brim. One a poke of red embroidery. One a stunning gold

brocade wrap-around.
However tired, I could never regret going to Kalimpong.

Red-faced from eight hours of wind and sun, and a seventy-five-

mile shaking-up, we reached Badogra just in time to catch the plane

for Calcutta.

"I feel like a bareback rider in a rodeo," said Nancy.

That evening still without a nap we saw Uday Shankar's

presentation of the folklore dance drama of North India, Ram Lila.

Many years ago, in New York, I had watched the great Shankar

dance India's mythology: one of the high experiences of my life.

Tonight he was not actor but director. On a huge white screen

set up in an open-air theatre the epic Ramayana versions of parts

of which we had already seen in several countries profoundly in-

fluenced by India unfolded in shadows thrown up, not by puppets

flat or in the round, but living people:
shadows clean-cut and dra-

matic.

As we listened to drum, sitar, tamboura, and recitation, and

watched the moving chiaroscuro, it seemed to me that Rama's queen,

Sita, stolen away by the demon Ravana, was type of the human soul.

Lost forever? Once Ravana grew till he filled the whole screen, the

whole world: hideous, fearsome. But with the monkey Hanuman's

help Rama found and rescued Sita, and she proved
her purity by

walking unharmed through fire.

O India, I thought, as we pushed through a brown, motley, dis-

persing crowd afterwards. Your high and low, your low and high

how mighty the gamut!
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Then I thought of America. It did not seem far away, it seemed

close. Aft is no
splitter of peoples, art reconciles, being grounded

upon non-geographical verities: a moral as well as aesthetic order.

Tonight it was as if, to quote another traveler, two continents, di-

vided by a cosmic catastrophe, remembered their former unity. And
the first similarity

in Asia and America was this: both fed on

distances.

There were Himalayas and Himalayas.
"Do you think we can snag a taxi?" said Nancy.



XI

INDIA BENARES

the
tntthjm&cr

JLle was not one of the beautiful Hindus. Neither was he ugly. He
was just a dark-skinned man, physically slight, in an ill-made, much-

washed white cotton uniform of European style, and pith helmet,

whom Clark's Hotel had recommended as a guide.

We said we wanted to see all of Benares pronouncing the name
in the English way, accent on the second syllable.

"Ban-ar-as," he chanted in a deep-throated voice, giving the broad

ah's full value, while distributing the stress evenly, "the Holy City."
It startled me. The eyes had kindled. Now, banking the fire, he spoke

quietly. "Yes, Madam. I shall show it to you."
But why the sudden checked joy? I could not wipe it out of

memory. And it seemed the more surprising because he was obviously
a shy man.

"It's a very ancient
city,

isn't it?" to draw him out.

"The most ancient in India," he said. And there it was again, in

voice and eye: that
joy.
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I became aware, then, that the eyes were not ordinary. They were

a rich chestnut brown: brown with a little red in it. But no physical

shape or composition could produce the peculiar lustre characterizing

Chakravorty's eyes.
It came from within; came from a smile that,

starting from a central sun, rayed outward.

The first tour was arranged for tomorrow morning; which gave us

half a day in which to orient ourselves.

In spite of its name, Clark's Hotel was very Indian. Its wide

veranda was a jungle of chairs and plants, a Kashmir curtain covered

my door, and up from the garden floated the bagpipelike music of

a snake-charmer.

At lunch over dball with hot chilies we fell in with Mrs. Irma

Kincaden of Chillicothe, Ohio; a baby-faced woman in her sixties

who, within the first fifteen minutes after meeting, gave us an out-

line of her life. The main fact was this: her father, being without

male issue, had taught her how to manipulate stocks. It had netted

her half a million dollars. How frail she looked, wrapped in a white

shawl; how weakly, tenderly, naively the still golden, or re-goldened,
hair curled. But not her financial talk. It was made of Bethlehem

steel.

". . . And so I said, no, indeed, I wouldn't pay that much for

a room. ..."
We asked if she would like to share our car and guide during

several days of sightseeing, starting with temples, and taking in the

Buddha ruins and Ganges. She inquired the cost, divided three ways.
We told her. She thought long and hard. Then she said yes, she

would do it.

The snake-charmer's music fascinated us as much as the snakes;

drew us out into the garden and plumped us down, three in a row,

on chairs. The snake-charmer, sitting cross-legged on the ground,

very grand in his onion-shaped magenta turban, played a shrill flute-

like instrument. After a suitable interval his assistant liberated a

five-foot black cobra and little bright green snake from Nepal. Spread-

ing his hood and bemused, a third of the king-cobra rose straight up
off the ground, swaying slightly to the music, like a dancer. He had

marks on his hood, and cold eyes with no expression.
The snake-

charmer played on, as calm, as ingratiating
under his beard as a

gallant entertaining ladies. After a time the assistant put a bag over
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the cobra and popped their treasure back into his basket. Apparently

only the bright green fatality was considered expendable. From an-

other basket the assistant took a mongoose. It had a cat's body,
weasel's head, and pink angry eyes. A lightning movement the

mongoose bit close to the back of the head and the little green
snake was no more.

Irma screamed. Steel stocks had not given her steel nerves.

"It was such a pretty green," mourned Nancy.
"But poisonous," said the snake-charmer, as if he were a world

benefactor.

The next morning Chakravorty was prompt, correct in his manners,

and solicitous. It might be wise to wear sun hats. . . .

The Mother India temple, to which he took us first, had as sole

altar, on the floor, a large relief map of India. Leaning over a rail, we
studied it absorbed. Two oceans and the highest mountain range in

the world: could God have given a country better natural protection?
How often on this earth the triangular shape was approximated, I

thought: North America, South America, Africa, Sinai, India as

if they were all trying to copy that prototype, man's heart.

Chakravorty was regarding the map with more than academic

interest. "India," he said in a kind of wonder. "Is it not good to give
her a temple?"
We asked if the altar-map meant she was worshipped.
He gave the question careful consideration. "Revered," he sub-

stituted.

"Wouldn't it be funny if Chicago put up a temple for Mother
United States?" whispered Irma Kincaden.

The high tableland of Tibet did not look like a geographical ac-

cident. It was in form so extraordinary, and had been, for history, so

consequential, almost it seemed a deed done on purpose.
"Of course," said Chakravorty, "I do not speak of India as a

political unit."

"As what, then, Mr. Chakravorty?"
"As

spiritual heritage."

Yes, this physically slight man weighed something spiritually. I

recognized the fact without being able to analyze it. And had what
in the theatre is called "presence."

"If India were invaded by a foreign army," I said, concerned, in
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spite
o Chakravorty, for the political unit, "do you think she could

stand up against it?"

I felt him balancing the evidence. "No," he said.

Intelligent,
I thought. Not famous like Ramakrishna, Vivekananda

and Gandhi, but with his own integrity,
There must be thousands of

Chakravortys in India.

"But do not take my answer as a confession of weakness," he said,

as we rode through crowds to a temple of Durga the Unapproachable
one of the spouses, one aspect of the life-energy, of Shiva. "A foreign

army could take India, but not hold it."

Take but not hold. Go through it like a knife through butter,

only to find that the soft substance, in cooler air, had hardened. For

this most unmilitary of nations had found a strength beyond war-

making. Yes, I saw the fact plainly.

"No people," he said, sitting straight, holding his pith helmet,

"can enslave another against
its will." The brown eyes in the dusky

face were very serious. "Or not for long."

Moral power in a moral order: Gandhi had taught it, India had

used it against
British hegemony, and now Chakravorty was invoking

it, for aid and comfort, against
a grim possibility.

Against anarchy Durga maintained a similar calm. For in her

temple countless monkeys grey, squint-eyed, long-tailed,
and on

the loose were running about mischievously.

"It is best that you keep away from them," said Chakravorty,

taking responsibility. "They are naughty."

But merry and amusing. Dragging their ropey tails, they chased

each other around and over the altar like bandits. Then one with his

shrewd little face screwed tight meandered off as if bored, to scratch

his ribs. We were examining a gigantic
double-headed drum, wonder-

ing about its tone, when Irma said, "Look at those nasty little beasts."

The bold leader and a henchman were decamping with one of Durga

the Unapproachable'*
flower garlands.

Devotees entered this temple by the front door, and left it by the

side; then circled it seven times. We did not ask why India has

so many mysteries,
if one asked why in each case, one would babble

the word constantly, why? why? why?

Leaving the Monkey Temple we saw, near the door, a stone-carved

yoni, female counterpart of the male lingam of generation:
a symbol
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which in the days to come we would see many times in the villages

of India, built large,
out in the open, and splashed with red paint.

Generation, to a Hindu, is not a principle
confined to the physical;

it mounts upward being creativity on all levels to the highest

heaven.

"Well, I never!" said Irma.

Chakravorty was walking ahead, very straight.

Against the doorposts of the Golden Temple, as we approached,

pious people were pressing their foreheads. The place was packed for

a Shiva festival. Devotees had come from the Ganges, new-washed,

carrying as offerings white flowers, cooked rice, and copper pots full

of holy water.

"Shiva is especially fond of white flowers," explained Chakravorty.
Did he speak out of reverence, irony or contempt?
A larger-than-life orange Bull of Shiva wore as many leis as a

distinguished visitor to Honolulu.

Propelled onward by a dense tense horde, we found ourselves

within ten feet of the main altar. What image stood there? A weight
of flowers and crush of pilgrims cut off the view. But we had been

in India long enough, now, to be reasonably sure in a temple of

Shiva it was the lingam.

Nearby burned lighted camphor.

Chakravorty wore a slightly worried look. This was so unusual

indeed without precedent I wondered why. Was it so great a re-

sponsibility, guiding three American ladies through a temple of

Shiva on a feast of the blue-throated god?
We were fighting our way through a kind of solidification of

human religious ardor when it happened. A naked man, wild-eyed,
with matted hair, faced us, blocking our path. He was gabbling
Hindi, or some other of India's two hundred dialects, in a loud, high

hysterically high threatening voice, while his arms thrashed.

Though we did not understand Hindi, we understood all too well

his fanatical eyes. We were Western infidels. Other faces flared up
with

hostility. Would he act as match to the mob?

"Pay no attention," said Chakravorty with authority, softly.
"Link

arms and follow me."

Obeying him without question, we escaped outdoors.

As we re-entered the car, we were joking about how Chakravorty
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had averted a lynching perhaps an international incident. But each

o us knew in her heart that, for a moment at least, the
peril had

been real.

"They are all mad with superstition," said Chakravorty.
And now I knew a little more about the man.

Driving through Benares, hub of Hindu culture, we studied the

people crowding streets often so narrow no carriage could enter. The

motley press wore sheets, or mixed EasternWestern clothes, or no

clothes at all. Many pilgrims' wearing-apparel consisted of a G-string
and rosaiy.

The car stopped to avoid a fellow chanting mantrums;

otherwise, in his world-unawareness, he might have been killed. No
fat people; they were all lean, austere, if not downright emaciated.

Once we stopped to watch a foot procession carrying a white-wrapped

corpse to the Ganges for cremation. Happy the dead! According to

common belief, whoever died in Benares went straight to paradise.
Some tree-parrots screamed and flew away flapping. . . .

What was that dreadful smell? We were disenchanted with

breathing. Chakravorty explained, sadly, that thoughtless people
threw garbage into the old moat surrounding the

city,
and of course

on hot days with cowdung on the pavement
We said we hoped we could put first things first.

Turning his plain face, he gave us a look of such guilelessness,
such

pure impersonal radiance, he became in that moment in a world

often sly and scheming something rare.

That evening, after a mongrel dinner British-Indian we sat

on the veranda in the immense calm of an Indian night.

Not for long. Some American movie-makers were striding about,

talking loudly. Did they think they owned this set too? From their

manner one would think they operated on the assumption that, the

United States being the paragon of nations, India should feel

flattered by their presence. Nancy and I were ashamed. The problem
was how to tell our gentle hosts that there existed Americans with

a less self-centered viewpoint.
We were talking about our day's experience.

"India!" said Irma, "the squalor!"
A high-pitched singing had started up: the running up and down

stairs, musically, the sad joy,
characteristic of India. It was like a pat-

ter of rain.
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The next morning Chakravorty, very businesslike, called for us on

time. Contrary to the West's conception of an Indian, he seemed

quite practical,
his feet planted firmly upon the ground. The day was

to be devoted to Gautama Buddha.

He hoped we had slept
well.

We hoped he had.

As we rode towards the Buddhist ruins about four miles outside

Benares, at Sarnath, Chakravorty, sitting
beside the driver, turned to

speak over a shoulder: 'He lived twenty-five
centuries ago it is a

long time, is it not? But in the world's span, nothing/'

How exciting that, having seen Buddhism's Mahayana outposts in

China and Japan, we were now going to see its Hinayana birthplace.

"It spread far," said Chakravorty, "while changing."

His statement re-posed
the question

of his religious position.
I

could not make him out. Was he a Buddhist? Or devotee of the

Hinduism which antedated and eventually swallowed up Buddhism?

The tone of his voice might contain the clue. Was it that of approval

or forgiveness?
"I don't understand those big words," said Irma, "Hinay- and

Maha-something."

Chakravorty explained patiently: "Hinayana, the
c

Lesser Vessel/

came first; and has only two Buddhas, one past,
one future; and

stresses the saving power in oneself. Mahayana, the 'Greater Vessel,'

came later; and has countless Bodhissatvas and Buddhas; and stresses

the saving power in them.
3'

"I see," said Irma. "I'm a Presbyterian myself."

Nancy asked where and when the Mahayana form had got going.

"In Northwest India in the third or fourth century A.D/*

"Hinayana had eight or nine hundred years
to dig in?"

"Yes, It grew, then died."

"But why?"
"Persecution largely.

But there were contributing causes."

"Such as"
In quiet judgment, "Its partialness."

Ah, I was making a little progress
in my study of this Indian.

I said that Buddhism had always seemed to me more a philosophy

than a religion.

"Yes, Madam," as if surprised.
"You have studied Buddhism?"
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"A little."

"Is it possible?" he said
gravely. "And Brahminism?"

"Yes."

"And I," he said modestly, in fair exchange, "have begun a study
of Christianity." And when I asked where: "The University of Cal-

cutta." He was a graduate.
We talked about comparative religion then; and I said something

about brain knowledge being less important than
spiritual knowl-

edge "One's dead, the other alive."

He regarded me with undivided attention, and more than physical

eyes. How does one know such a fact? One knows. "It is true," he

said slowly.

A kind of impersonal alliance had been set up.
In the modern museum at Sarnath we examined

respectfully count-

less images of Buddha in classical poses, an umbrella-topped monolith

carved with Buddhist symbols lotus, and Wheel of the Law set

up by the Emperor Asoka, and an ancient
capital with three lions,

tails to tails, facing outward: India's chosen symbol.
Irma sighed. "I get tired of museums," she whispered.
In the great Deer Park where Buddha preached his first sermon, the

one in which he laid down the principles of the Eightfold Path, stood

a modern temple. I was running over the eight ideals right knowl-

edge, aspiration, speech, habits, means of livelihood, effort, mood,
and rapture (the last seemed strange) when Chakravorty announced

us by driving a bamboo rod into a sweet-toned bell.

"Sound is all-pervasive,"
he observed. "It does not stop until the

,s hear it."

Inside, a Japanese artist had depicted the life of Buddha, in murals,

not greatly but with loving care. Here was the white elephant in

whom according to the dream of his mother Maha Maya, Queen
of the Sakya clan Buddha had incarnated before it impregnated her.

. . . Here one of the "lotus steps" which, among the sal trees of

Lumbini Grove in the foothills of the Himalayas, Buddha took im-

mediately after birth. Over his head Brahma solicitous was holding
a white umbrella.

"His seventh stride," said Chakravorty, and though he spoke with

respect I knew, now, he was no Buddhist. "He is crying, 1 am the fore-

most in the world!
3 "
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"Modest," said Irma.

"It is not a question of modesty," said Chakravorty. "It is a factual

matter, solely
true or untrue."

"Do you think it was true?" said Nancy.

"Probably at the time he spoke."
The plot thickened.

The rest of Buddha's story was told on the walls: how, after a

sheltered youth he was shocked by the Four Sights: a sick man, a

decrepit man, a dead man, and an ascetic in a yellow robe so shocked

he renounced the world; how for six years but to no purpose he

copied yellow-robed monks by seeking peace through self-mortification;

how he then switched to a life of no extreme in either direction, self-

debauchery or self-denial; how he received under a bo tree the

rolling back of the curtain between the physical and
spiritual worlds

which in India is called enlightenment; and decided he could not keep
his new knowledge to himself for the sake of desire-deluded, suffer-

ing mankind he must pass
it on.

We walked about on the greensward where he had begun his

ministry.
"He called himself Tathagata," said Chakravorty thoughtfully:"
the Truthfinder/

"

"What did he preach about?
"
asked Irma, her blue eyes small and

round.

Pushing back his pith helmet, Chakravorty quoted, translating

freely,

"
'There are two extremes, O Almsmen, a life of pleasure

and a life of mortification. The only right path is the Middle One

leading to Nirvana take it.
5 "

"What's Nirvana?" asked Irma suspiciously.

"Ah, that is a question," said Chakravorty.
Was he unsure of the answer, or only unwilling to tell Irma?

The Monastery of the Turning of the Wheel of the Law, described

by the famous fifth-century Chinese traveler Fa Hsien, was only a few

bricks and some dust. How cavalier, time. Nearby Asoka had erected

the museum's stone umbrella, and inside a stupa round-topped
tower hidden the Great One's bones. Some thousand years later, an

invading Moslem prince is, or was, supposed to have pitched them
into the Ganges; this legend being sharply overturned some

fifty years

ago (I had heard) when
archaeologists uncovered, near the Nepal
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border, a stone vase with an inscription in letters of the Asokan period:
". . . This is the

receptacle of the relics of the Buddha, the holy one,

of the Sakyas."

"Nirvana/* said Chakravorty, as if his conscience pricked for ignor-

ing Irma's question, "means
literally

a 'blowing out.'
"

"Like a candle?" alert against imposture.
"Yes," said Chakravorty, "or a rubber ball that, in being blown up,

turns inside out."

"Well, that's a good one," said Irma.

Asoka's brick stupa, unearthed at a lower level than the present

ground, was grassed over and crumbling.
As always, in Asia, I felt the immense, dull, unassuageable ache

of time.

For about ten minutes, as we walked among ruins, we had been

followed by a beggar child. This is so common an experience in India,

we had not
greatly noticed. Now she began alternately

to moan and

whine.

"She's been taught to do it," said Chakravorty, not harshly but

precisely.
"Give her nothing."

The child droned on.

Turning, I saw her for the first time.

"But she has a shriveled arm, Mr. Chakravorty!"
"Her family," he said, "did it to keep you from saying no. But

say no."

We stared aghast, but now less at the child and the child's parents
than at Chakravorty.
And I had thought him sensitive, just, kind! Could even a good

man grow callous by seeing constantly the boundless sore which is

Benares?

When we gave the child some anas, she went away.

Standing by the stupa we noticed a swastika on it. "My theory,"

clowned Nancy, "is that it was used by Hitler."

"Thought it was a Berlin bunker?"

Not sure that Chakravorty had any sense for outlandish talk, I

asked if he considered Brahminism and Buddhism very far apart.

He hesitated a long time, while the brown conservative face con-

sidered. "No and yes. No, because Buddhism preserves many im-

portant Brahministic doctrines, such as reincarnation, karma, and the
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need for killing
out desire. Yes, because it rejects rituals and is not

truly compassionate."
And in rejecting rituals, rejected the Brahmins who administered

them, and thus the caste system?

Plucking up courage I said, "Mr. Chakravorty, may I ask to which

caste you belong?"
He stood taller. "I am a Brahmin" and another mosaic had fallen

into place.

So around his neck, under the washed-to-death uniform, he wore

the sacred cord woven of triple linen, placed there when he was a baby
to signify a "son of Brahma." If typical of his caste, he would wear it

until he died.

"But why,'* asked Nancy, going back, "do you say Buddha wasn't

truly compassionate? I thought he was called the Compassionate
One."

It was a good question.

Chakravorty answered like a man mindful of a
responsibility.

"It

is true that the Buddha said, 'Have love without measure towards all

things/ But it is also true that he told his followers to help others

only if, in so doing, they did not endanger their own salvation. The

Dhammapada says, 'Even for great benefit to another, let no man

endanger his own/ Is not this reservation the weakness of his love?"

"But Mr. Chakravorty!" I burst out, unable to hold in. "You just

told us not to give that crippled child money!"
His eyes grew soft with sorrow. "Oh, Madam," he said, shaking

his head, "you have not understood. The poor of India belong to

India, and it is for Indians to solve their problems. I did not wish

a visitor to be pushed. It did not seem what do you call it?

hospitable."
Another mosaic. Slowly Chakravorty was coming clear.

"But, Mr. Chakravorty, we and that child belong to the same

world, don't we?"

Benevolence shone from his
eyes.

He said quickly, with a look like

gratitude, "Yes, it is so."

And again a smile goodwill starting
at some secret center

traveled outwards like the sun's warmth.

It was a
right sort of note, I thought, on which to end our day

with Gautama Buddha.
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The next morning we got up early to visit the Ganges. Though we

arrived before or almost before the sun, thousands had preceded

us: a seeking, up-gazing, intense concourse of humanity. Once in

Calcutta, at dusk, we had seen a colossal river flowing over instead

of under a bridge: people going home. But that was only a trickle

compared to these devout ones paying tribute to the most sacred river

in India. Having descended broad steps, many of them were standing

in it waist-high, greeting the sun with joy.

A motor boat took us out to mid-stream, where sitting
in chairs,

cruising we could see the whole incredible panorama.
Mother Ganges is said to issue from Vishnu's feet, fall upon Shiva's

head, and flow out of his hair down to the earth. Actually, it rises

from melting snows in the Himalayas.

"Why, they do everything in it," said Irma under her breath, in

disgust.
"It's filthy!

3

She asked Chakravorty if lepers
did not pass

on

contagion.
He spoke slowly. "The people consider the Ganges clean and

cleansing."

"Yes, but do you?"
Poor Chakravorty were science and religion struggling in his

breast also?

"Well, Madam"
The skyline along the Ganges was like uneven teeth: temples,

palaces, burning ghats, and the conquering Moslems' domes and

minarets.

But it was the swarming people who fascinated. Some were filling

jars with Ganges water to take home for all purposes: bathing, drink-

ing, cooking. The Brahmins could be recognized by the sacred cord

across the shoulder. One, up to his waist, chanted mantrums as, in a

beautiful gesture
with cupped hands, he lifted holy water sunward.

Near him an old man spread his arms in a wide "V" to hail also

the indispensable light.
And now a snow-white leper

was wading into

the stream. The old woman next to him did not flee; she was ducking

herself as thoroughly as a Baptist.
And so it went: multitudes hosts

legion praising
the gods as they washed. On the shore priests

sat under big wicker umbrellas listening to confessions, praying, and,

in giving absolution, smearing on brown foreheads red or yellow paste.

"What's he using, Mr. Chakravorty?"
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"Sandalwood to cool the brain."

A cocoonlike corpse
was being stacked on firewood.

"Ten Horse Ghat" said Chakravorty, pointing, as smoke from

faggots began to wreathe upward.

Meanwhile, from time to time, Chakravorty and I spoke of India's

leaders.

"Yes," he said, "Vivekananda went further than Buddha. He said,

forget your own salvation in thinking of others."

"But whatever their theory, don't Buddhists sometimes practice
an equal selflessness?"

"Often," he said, obviously eager to believe the best.

"Is that singing?" asked Nancy raising
her chin.

"It is the kirtan" smiling. And when we looked puzzled, "Con-

gregational prayers."
I was

surprised.
I had thought of Hindu religionists

as lone wolves.

Was this a "Protestant" movement within the "Catholicism" of

Brahminism?

Chakravorty said, with eyes resting upon me strongly, "If I may
ask, I would like to know what you think of India."

"It mounts from low to high," I said, "and the high is very high
indeed." I was watching the ghats send dust back to dust. "I feel at

home."

He was so quiet I could hear the water lapping. The river below

the gunwales was green.
"You will go to all parts of India?"

'Tes."

"Land of the Seven Holy Rishis" meditatively.
"But I'm afraid I'll never have an opportunity to talk to any living

holy men."

For a long time he looked at me in silence. "You wish to talk to

one?"

"Yes, but
"

The chestnut eyes gave absolute attention.

"I shall take you to talk to one," he said.

If suddenly offered the Ganges in a bottle, I could scarcely have

been more astonished. "You know one?"

"He is my guru"
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"He lives in Ben Banaras?"

"No, Madam. But he is in Banaras this week. He has just broken

a two-year silence."

I thought of Lives of a Bengal Lancer in which an Englishman

searches for years before he finds a holy man. But of course, in the case

of Chakravorty's teacher, the title might be used only in a loose sense,

by indulgence.
I thanked Chakravorty. "What is his name?"

"Swami Swarupananda Paramhamsadevji Maharaj."

I tried to translate. Swami, master or pundit; Swamp, the Self;

Ananda, bliss; Parambamsa as in Ramakrishna's title the high-

flying bird; Maharaja, great prince.
TT 1 1

*
1 "} JJHow old is her

"Seventy-six."

"He has followers?"

"Many thousands."

When our boat docked, we climbed steps
so ancient they had

been worn into uneven sags.
The throng had grown denser and, on

closer inspection,
looked more diseased. Abscessed and festering skin,

running sores, cancers, twisted limbs, cadaverous faces, skeletons. We
shrank back into ourselves in horror; only to rush towards these un-

fortunates, the next moment, spiritually,
in pity.

The crippled,

maimed, blind and halt stared back at us blankly, or hostilely,
or

curiously.
On many foreheads there were limned cowdung-ash tridents

and other strange glyphs.
One old man was clad from head to foot

as in armor with ash.

"Look," whispered Nancy.
The man's toes had dropped off.

For a moment I and a woman wrapped in silk stared into each

other's eyes.
Hers with a red mark between were bottomless. She

had a diamond in one nostril.

When I asked Chakravorty about the red spot, "Here," he said,

and stopped at a booth which sold beauty-spots, happiness-spots,
of

many shapes and colors. Nancy and I each chose six: among them,

a tiny heart, a silver arrow, a star, a sun, a rose the color of sandal-

wood. He said the spot between the eyes was one of the chakras or

centers of etheric force.
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"Who wants a wart between her eyes?" asked Irma.

Benares: an odd jumble of rich and poor, tasteful and ugly, noble

and sordid.

We passed
the University of Benares. If I were five people, I

thought, one of me would settle down here and learn Sanscrit in order

to read the Vedas in the
original.

. . .

At last the summons came. Chakravorty said the Swami would

receive me on Thursday at 10 A.M., and I could, if I wished, bring

my sister and Mrs. Kincaden.

After some hesitation Nancy and I put on
lipstick.

"I'm just what I am," said Irma. "The Swami can take me or leave

me."

The rendezvous to which Chakravorty led us was in a middling-to-

poor part of the city:
a modest cement house hiding a small

patio:

home of one of the Swami's
disciples.

On the threshold, "If the Swami offers you fruit," said Chakra-

vorty earnestly, "please eat it all." From which we gathered that the

practice was ceremonial.

The
upstairs room to which we were taken contained a shrine dedi-

cated to the "three-in-one god." This could mean Brahma, Vishnu and

Shiva, I reflected. Or Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

"Only the undeveloped worship the lesser gods," said Chakravorty.

Touching his bowed head with clasped hands, the beautiful gesture
seen all over Asia, he made obeisance. We did the same. It was not

hard to do, and seemed somehow here not only natural but in-

evitable.

Then we sat in three chairs on the porch by the patio, while some-

one went to fetch the Swami.

I do not know what I expected.
Swami Swarupananda entered with a luminous smile, parent of

Chakravorty's, Though he had long white locks and beard, he did not

look seventy-six; nearer
fifty-six.

He was dressed loosely
in spanking

clean white linen robes, and sandals. Rising, we performed the Hin-

dustani salutation of respect.

Chakravorty went further, kneeling and bowing himself to the

floor. His homage had no reservations.

When we were presented the Swami said in a rich voice (a person
lives in his voice) , "You are welcome."
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I cannot record all the conversation of the next hour- and a half.

Chakravorty had melted into the background, and Nancy and Iraia

sat largely
silent.

"Philosophy," said the Swami, "began when a Master's disciples

blundered in trying to express in words what he had experienced not

discursively,
but immediately."

It was so.

When at one point I remarked that, for many Westerners, God

stayed off in the distance, he answered, "God is in every atom."

But what Swami Swarupananda said was less important than how

he said it, backing up, underwriting, each statement with what he

was. And always he smiled. There was no doubt about it; this bache-

lor was transparently, overflowingly, invincibly happy; his out-giving

tremendous.

"Praising God is a joy."

I thought of John's words, "Let that joy be in you which was also

in Christ Jesus."

Once he touched lightly
on his life. As a little boy he had asked his

mother what the train said. "Find out yourself,"
she had replied.

So

he had listened and listened. "Jaka-jaka, jaka-jdka the more you

give,
the more you have."

It was clear that, in spite
of an education so thorough it included

all the physical sciences as well as all types of yoga, the man had kept

an innocent heart.

Once he stopped as if in surprise, saying,
"I see my mother in you.

'

Then spoke of meditation as a practical
need of mankind.

"It develops other forces than those of the brain: higher faculties.

One should meditate without asking for results; let all one's energy

flow into it."

Then, suddenly, as if the two were related, "For a nation the most

important fact is character-building." The great thing was to grow in

unselfishness and live communally. How else live our love? "Love

is the paramount power we must embrace the whole world.

Was that the key to Chakravorty's pleasure
in the kirtan?

I tried, then, falteringly,
to tell the Swami how, little by little, step

by step,
here a thought and there an insight,

like most people,
I had

grown in my understanding of the meaning of love, but knew I had

touched only the fringe the hem
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"Love," he said in a low voice, "the cause and the result."

A disciple brought in dishes of fruit, one each for Nancy, Irma

and myself, on which lay pieces
of peeled plum, orange, guava and

banana arranged precisely,
with sweetmeats. The eating was a formal-

ity

Afterwards I said, "Being full of joy, you communicate it.

He sat silent for awhile. Then, "If I may speak my heart, I am full

of joy because I have found my true self. In vain do people search

for happiness
in the external world. Even so, the fact that they search

at all shows what we human beings are inalienably." He searched

with his eyes.
"Are you your body?"

."No."

"Are you your mind?"

"No."

"What are you?"
"I am I."

"What is T?"
"It goes deep."

"Exactly: a transcendental thing."

When Nancy, Irma and I started to put our hands together in a

salutation of farewell, he would not have it so. If West could go East,

East could go West. We shook hands.

Said the Swami earnestly,
"We shall meet again."

During the next few days his remembered wisdom was like piano

chords underneath a running melody.
The more incongruous, therefore, the big, externally handsome

man in an enormous grape-colored
silk turban who accosted us on the

hotel veranda. Now in India one gets used to every size, shape and

color of turban: turbans are a national fantasy. But this man's headgear

was blown up so blatantly we stared incredulous. He said he would

tell us the truth, from our palms, for three rupees.

A whispered conference. "Of course he's a fake." "But we have

nothing else to do." "It'll be amusing."
I was the first to go out to his pitch

on the lawn. After telling
me

to write my birth date on a paper and keep it concealed, he called the

date correctly. Some trick? Or mind-reading? "You are fond of

pleasure," he said, "but have a serious side." And so on, through a lot

of safe generalities.
Then at last something specific:

I would get
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10,000 by fall. How? I asked. Perhaps through the lottery,
he said.

I explained
that in the United States lotteries were

illegal. "Ah, but

provided you tell no one of the prophecy you will get it," he said

mysteriously.
"I always find the truth." All right, truthfinder, I

thought ironically.

Later Nancy and Irma and I sat on the porch like owls.

"What do you think?"

"I think maybe he has something," said Irma. She could bear it

no longer: "I'm not supposed to tell, but I'm to get 15,000 by fall"

triumphantly. "He thinks it's by inheritance but 7 think it's

through some air-cooler stocks I bought."

"15,000?" said Nancy, mock-angry. "Mine's 12,000,"

Since mine was only 10,000, it was clear he was guilty of gross

favoritism.

Having told each other everything, and found it identical and

false, we prophesied for our Swami, resplendent in purple, an ultimate

rough awakening to the truth of some jail.

We did not tell Chakravorty about our afternoon folly.

During these days I was having discussions with him between

sightseeing
about cosmic and subjective realities.

Once I said that, though different peoples seemed to represent

different stages
in the individual's development, I was hard put to it

to place
the Indians; sometimes they seemed to represent childhood,

sometimes the highest maturity.

"Childhood and the highest maturity do they not use many of

the same forces?"

So the answer was both.

I asked him if he would tell me specifically
how he meditated. He

said that every day he sat cross-legged on the floor and, beginning at

the left foot, moved over his entire body mentally,^ purifying
its

every part to make it a worthier instrument and detailed the route.

Next came meditation on the sacred word Om, pronounced Abm;

the ah~sound being God's wonder, the wmm-sound His penetration

of the universe. Or meditated upon one of the Trinity: Brahma,

Vishnu, or Shiva. Or on all three of these aspects
of the One God.

"Direct realization of the Supreme is that not the best knowl-

j D"

The hours spent alone in meditation were not selfish, he said. One
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must become something, be something in freedom, before one could

be of much help to other human beings.

Once we touched on America. What gifts!
what virtues! he said

the tragedy was the gap between the business and moral worlds. How
draw them closer? I asked. Well, for instance, he ventured, when there

were several candidates for a
position,

all equally qualified intellectu-

ally, why not choose the one with the highest moral development?

A simple matter, but surely a step
in the right direction. Was this

living up in the clouds? he asked.

No; though I questioned
the "simple/'

Our last evening Chakravorty took us to a famous emporium to

see handwoven silks made in thirty-foot lengths for saris, exquisitely

colored, gossamer and lustrous. The proprietor
showed us how to

drape it around the hips,
flute it in front, carry it over one shoulder,

tuck it in at the waist and behold the most graceful costume ever

devised for woman. Meanwhile Chakravorty stood apart as if medi-

tating upon the vanity of the world; and out the window shone a

spangle of stars: image of that "right aspiration"
which Buddha con-

nected with "right rapture.

"

Nancy chose an aquamarine like clear water over sand.

Irma was gravitating
towards biscuit when, "No, what do I want

with a sari?" she said suddenly, as if deciding to sell General Motors.

"They're too expensive,
and that's the truth."

"It's the finest silk in the world."

"Maybe but I'm not crazy yet"
Poor Irma; she must have been looking for something too, but

what?

I chose a white sari with a chaste gold border-design, and suspected

by an all but imperceptible lessening of sternness that Chakravorty

approved.
I distinctly remember my last talk with him. By stages we had

reached the knottiest problem of all: the dichotomy between good
and evil.

"When good swallows evil," he said, "it's like the food which,

when eaten, is transformed into our bodies evil becomes good."

I thought wickedly of the mongoose.
"Mr. Chakravorty," I said to the slight

brown man with the large

outlook, "you yourself are a kind of truthfinder."
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"Oh, no, Madam," he said shocked, "I only follow."

"But surely Gautama Buddha shares his capacity. What about that

truest part
of us, the T of which Swami Swarupananda spoke?"

The long dark eyes full of light were deeply engaged. In this

moment Chakravorty was so concerned with a principle
in mankind

he had forgotten himself:

"Yes/
5

he said in quiet joy, "every I, untrarnmeled, is a truth-

finder."
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INDIA THE HEART

"what docs it
profit

. . . ?"

IN o, the Memorial would be enough, we said as we flew into Delhi

no need to see the place where he died. Gandhi was a great leader,

indispensable to India's recent past, and present, and future; but why
be morbid?

The Gandhi Memorial then join the Buyings for a
trip

from

Delhi to Jaipur and Agra: three old cities forming a small triangle
within the larger triangle of India: heart of the heart.

At first we could not hear it beating.
The Imperial Hotel in New Delhi being full, we taxied over to the

Maiden. How slumbrous Old Delhi, the air languid and dreaming.

Unfortunately nothing was available at the Maiden but a suite in the

servants' quarters.
"This town doesn't seem very excited about us," said Nancy.
Delhi, I figured, had seen too many changes to get excited about

anyone. It had seen the prehistoric advent of Brahminisin, the inter-

ruption of Buddhism, the backwash of Alexander the Great's invasion
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of the Punjab, the thunder of invading White Huns, and then Mos-

lems, the growth of the Sikh sect, and arrival and departure of the

British.

Tiny beads of wet stippled Nancy's forehead. One thing was cer-

tain: the British had not moved their capital from Calcutta to Delhi

for the climate. The tinkle of ice in a
glass:

beautiful sound!

"Hello!" called the Buyings. Like ourselves they were browner. At
this rate we would soon look like natives.

"All set for our trip?"

"All set."

Often, in Asia, we had felt like world citizens, but not tonight.

Tonight, sitting four-strong, we were flagrantly, unreconstructedly
American. Bud's electric charge came from the Rockies; the blue of

Adelaide's eyes meant Portland, Oregon; Nancy's black-and-white-

striped gown and savoir faire had New York trademarks they were

exclusives. I thought of Albemarle County with a pang.
"Be sure to see the place where Gandhi was killed," said Adelaide.

"No, we don't want to see it. Just the Moslem sights."

"Why not the place where Gandhi died?"

"There are enough bloody things."
Over in a corner Irma was looking up, baby-fashion, at a Naval

Officer, We waved.

"To Jaipur and Agra!" said Bud, lifting
his wine.

We clicked
glasses.

Our guide the next day was Mr. Singh, a Sikh tall, stalwart, good-

looking, and very grand in his Schiaparelli-pink turban. But Nancy
was soon with reason calling him the Guide Who Needs a Guide.

What enchanted us was his beard. In Sikh fashion he had divided it

into two
parts,

braided them neatly, and joined the pigtails
under his

chin.

"Aren't they cute?" said Nancy
The Gandhi Memorial was a green knoll where the Indians ex-

pressed their regard not through sculptured stone but beds of flowers.

It was as if the sun's light
had been

split
into a prism and the prism

planted. Without him, would India have shuffled off the British? we
wondered as we walked around. Yes, we decided; but it would have

taken much longer.

"Passive resistance sounds weak."
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"Does resistance with love sound stronger?"

And then we were looking at Kutb Minar, a stunning red sand-

stone, twelfth-century Moslem tower of victory. No passive resistance

here the Moslems had been fierce fighters and ruthless masters.

Were these picnickers
Moslems? we wondered. Or had the 1948

Settlement disgorged all of them into Pakistan?

No, said Mr. Singh vaguely, many were still here.

"And what is that
pillar,

Mr. Singh?"
"I do not know, Madam."

(It was the famous fourth-century rustproof Iron
Pillar.)

But at Jama Masjid that noble mosque he took on animation

as he showed us the Three Wonderful Sights: Mohammed's sandal,

his footprint on a rock, and from his beard a long red hair.

The sandal was two inches shorter than the
footprint.

A pilgrim, perhaps from some far Moslem country like Persia or

Syria or Egypt, touched the footprint with his hands, kissed his hands

passionately, and wiped them all over his face.

"Are they really Mohammed's?" Nancy asked Mr. Singh. Some-

times she is impish. I think she wanted to see if he would claim that

time and heat shrink leather.

"Yes, Madam," devoutedly. "It says so on the sign."

One had to marvel at such faith.

"What do Sikhs believe, Mr. Singh?" we asked as we drove along
Chandni Chowk to the Red Fort. Though we knew that Sikhism

borrows elements from, both Brahminism and Mohammedanism we
wanted to sound him out.

"We believe in the True Name."
"God?"

"Who knows His Name, Madam?"
"You have rituals, Mr. Singh?" Nancy pressed.
The turban in the front seat rotated like a world.

"No, Madam. We have only the Book."

Ah, the Granth, compiled by Arjan, fifth gum from Nanak, their

fifteenth-century founder. Tortured to death for heresy by the Mos-
lem Emperor Jahangir, Arjan had told his son Har Govind to "sit

fully armed on your throne" it was the only way to survive. There-

after the Sikh "Lions" became the best fighting force in India. "Hail,
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hail to the Creator of the World," they prayed. "And hail to Thee, O
sword!"

Nancy asked Mr. Singh Singh means "lion" the name of the

Sikhs' present leader.

"The Granth, Madam; only the Granth" as by rote.

"You know," whispered Nancy not unkindly she liked him

"I think we ought to promote him from second to third grade."

At the Sikhs' Golden Temple on the lake island of Amritsar the

Granth received the honors of divinity, being dressed daily
in brocade,

set on a throne under a jeweled canopy, and at night escorted to a

bed of gold in the sacred chamber.

And so through the day, among the ruins of palaces
and tombs.

They revealed more eloquently than any history book just how deeply

the Moslems meaning accepters
of Mohammedanism, literally

"sub-

mitters" had, on invading India in the Middle Ages, dug in. Free-

booters, these fierce ones had taken what they wanted.

"Why didn't the Hindus practice passive
resistance on the Mos-

lems?" asked Nancy, half serious, half joking.
"Gandhi wasn't there

to teach them their strength?"

At evening we increased Mr. Singh's tip
on the ground that the

less he deserved it the more he needed it.

"When he comes out of his trance," said Nancy, "he'll wonder

where he got the money."
Our guide on the Jaipur-Agra trip

was Amrit: a man just as soft as

Mr. Singh, but more intelligent.
He had the largest doe-eyes ever left

unprotected
in a human skull, and eyelashes

like weeds around lakes.

From his name I suspect
that he too was a Sikh. Certainly he seemed

equally cordial to things Brahministic and Moslem. But, then, Amrit

would not have known how to be hostile in any case. The keynote of

his character was devotion: a devotion now focused on us and his tired

English car.

Driving through the heart of India! The thought filled us with a

kind of exultation. Bud was sitting
on the front seat with Amrit; we

three women on the back seat talking about shoes (the least painful

kind for sightseeing)
and ships (hazardous

Indian planes) and, if

not sealing wax, mortar.

For Adelaide was telling
us about one of the thousands of villages
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which the Indian Government was helping to help itself. Having lived

for centuries without conveniences, the inhabitants were enchanted

to find they could make bricks and stick them together. No more

wading through mud in the rainy season they had a pavement,

Adelaide said that, in a tight dry little community house, she and

Bud had slept
on a rope mattress not bad, not bad at all; and it was

an inspiration
to see the light

on some of the young people's faces,

Unfortunately many of the villages through which we were passing

had not yet begun to find themselves.

"Stop!" cried the doctor.

This village, too, was composed of flat houses, dust, and a few

discouraged palms.
But even India's poorest

wore the festivity of

brilliantly dyed costumes. It was so picturesque,
Bud and Nancy had

to take color shots.

A little further, "Stop!"

A haughty camel, nose in air, was transporting
an entire family

and its luggage.
Several miles, and again, "Hey, stop!"

If that herd of camels grazing
on the plain

could find a sprig of

grass,
their eyes were sharper than mine.

And so it went, all morning. After a while we realized that, if we

were to reach Jaipur,
we must forego some of this exotic quaintness.

But could not resist a village
where the entire population was mak-

ing rope. Bud, who wanted a
picture

of the long-haired ragged cap-

tains of industry,
bounced among them with his camera. They did not

pose; they did not know how to pose; they just stared.

After that it was a long dusty road ashes to ashes until we met

the bright wagons of some travelers as gay as circus performers.

But mostly the scenes confessed a poverty all but inconceivable.

Poor, struggling, uncomplaining people,
so immured in ancient cus-

toms they were quite
unaware of the world beyond.

These were the people who had loved and followed Gandhi; who,

though they could not understand the
legal

abstractions of his English

education, understood well the man of peace
who was yet determined

to eject the foreigners threatening old customs, and to do it not

through war but the
spirit.

Once we stopped at an ancient well: for cooking, bathing, launder-
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ing, irrigating
and drinking, a village's only water supply. The

method of raising it up out of the earth was primitive
in the extreme.

Round and round the well walked a peasant driving an ox that pulled

a rope,
that lifted on a windlass a water sack made from the skin of

some animal.

As we rode we tried to feel our way into these
people's

lives.

Shouting something in Hindi Amrit slammed on his brakes. The

car stopped so suddenly it snapped our necks.

"What's the matter?"

"A bulbul! See jump across road in front of car?" It must have

come down from the mountains, he went on; and got out of the

car to beat the bushes.

Adelaide said the bulbul must have gone back to the mountains;

Bud said it was only a cloud of dust. Returning, Amrit sat dejected,

as if he had somehow failed us by not producing a live bulbul.

In profile,
his eyes were such a thicket of lashes, perhaps, I thought

foolishly
in India's heat one can think of anything it's hiding

there.

But Amrit made it up to us.

Having once worked at the Maharajah of Alwar's hunting lodge,

and knowing the overseer, he was now able to inform us with touch-

ing pride
that he could "get us in."

"Why, Amrit!" we cried, as if he were a magician.

With an enormous key the barefoot beturbaned overseer unlocked

the front door.

The "little" hunting lodge had thirty-five
rooms decorated and

furnished in English execrable English style.
Cement walls, high

ceilings,
and a long shutting-up had kept it comparatively

cool. Cor-

ridor after echoing corridor, room after cavernous room. The walls

were covered with photographs
of hunting-shoots

and unmothproofed

hides; and at every turn there loomed glass
cases containing stuffed

striped tigers
and tawny lions with mane-exaggerated heads, on the

prowl or about to spring.
The first stalker frightened,

but we soon

grew accustomed to great
silken muscles and eyes

untainted by civili-

zation topaz eyes.

"Hi, old fellow," patronizingly.

It seemed, from the testimony of the pictures,
that the Maharajah
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of Alwar (a state in Rajputana) had entertained the elite of the nine-

teenth-century sporting world: dukes, kings, the Prince of Wales, and

Winston Churchill. But apparently no guest had ever shot a
tiger.

It was always the Maharajah among his hundred-odd bearers who
was bringing down the brute with a well-placed shot.

Bud said, "Did some bearer help from the bushes?"

Five miles from Jaipur the Amber Palace sat on a hill so precipitous
the road zigzagged behind high retaining walls. Then we stood at the

top awestruck.

The
pillars

of its open audience hall had been carved out of rose-

colored stone. How had it looked four centuries ago, we wondered,

during an entertainment for a plunder-rich Moslem ruler? Like one

of the illustrations in A Thousand and One Arabian Nights?
In a fabulous room with walls and ceiling made of hundreds of tiny

mirrors fitted together like the facets of a
fly's eye, or a diamond, the

guide's candle multiplied bewilderingly.
Adelaide the young-old or old-young clapped her hands.

Like children exploring, we followed secret staircases to lookouts

where we stood lords of all we surveyed (a lake and some formal

gardens) ; and to the chamber where Moghuls had played chess on a

huge board with sinuous dancers for pawns; then hung over a parapet

looking down like an Emperor keeping tabs into a twelve-room

apartment for concubines and their eunuchs; peered at a house-palan-

quin, and skimmed up a ramp. Beautiful, sumptuous, indolent, the

long-dead ladies carried up it, veiled.

"You like this hovel?" teased Bud.

"What's the price?" said Nancy, and before he could answer, "111

take it."

The one note of modernity was the present Maharajah's chapel.
In front of magnificent silver doors, we were relieved of shoes, purses,
belts and wrist watches. Any leather might be cowhide, and used

secularly, sacrilegious.

These precautions brought home to us just how terrible, to Hindus,
had been certain customs of the invading Moslems; for instance, their

habit of
sacrificing cattle at their annual commemoration of Abra-

ham's offering up of Isaac. Also we understood a little better, now,
the Indian Mutiny of the last century, sparked by Hindu anger at

being forced to commit the sacrilege of oiling guns with cow grease.
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Inside the Maharajah's chapel were white marble walls, an elabo-

rately embellished
ceiling,

and a shrine door decorated boldly with a

stylized
banana tree. When it opened, behold the goddess Kali.

As we left, a red-robed priest presented some little white candies

like meringues.
"Give me my belt," demanded Bud at the door, "before my pants

fall down."

And so, in the heart of India's princely states, we came to Jaipur,
the Pink City.

Jaipur, capital of Rajasthan, was like a full-blown rose. The Mos-
lems had planted and raised it, the Hindus plucked it. Lovely is a

strange word for streets, but they were lovely: pink stucco facades

with delicate
tracery; gateways full of pink arabesques; palaces like

pink frozen music; pink markets disrupted by stronger colors colors

that leaped and ran rampant.
After settling into a hotel, we hurried back up town.

The bonus was three wedding processions. Either Jaipur is a great

marrying town or this was the marriage season. Each bridegroom was

decked out in his best; and each preceded by a band and the male

members of his family on foot. He himself was riding a horse, and

had a small boy symbol, I take it, of sons-to-be tucked into the

saddle; while, behind, trailed an admiring crowd. The handsomest

groom was so poor his bandmen walked un-uniformed. The least hand-

some obviously rich and bored had a swanky band and numerous

male relatives marching haughty and sartorially resplendent; to say

nothing of his own ornate, bespangled and bejeweled costume, and

horse's caparison, of gold, decorated with little strutting peacocks.
Were the three satisfied with their imminent change of state? And
which groom would the

girls
in this crowd choose?

"The handsome poor one," said Nancy, running along snapping

pictures of the ugly rich one.

The music, whether played by friends or a hired orchestra, sounded

sad; like most Eastern music a melody without benefit of harmony,
and with the subtlest rhythm.

Probably the grooms had never yet seen their brides.

That night at dinner the Buyings and Nancy and I talked ele-

phants. We wanted to ride one; must at all costs ride one. Wasn't

Jaipur a good place
in which to do it?
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So Bud went out and hired a big one for tomorrow morning.

Waking early
about six in my room alongside Nancy's in a

one-storeyed galleried annex, I dressed as quietly as possible, to go out

and look around.

Softly I opened the door.

Great God! An elephant on my doorstep!

The broad back of the cyclopean beast, turned sideways, was

covered with a long-hanging red garment, on top of which rode a

pavilion
or howdah. The trainer was nowhere in

sight. Slowly I

walked around to where I could see the tethered visitor head-on. He
had a high forehead, immense ears, small wicked-looking eyes, filed-

down ivory canines, and a snakelike trunk. It was snoozling a bush.

I circled to his rear. What a mountain of avoirdupois had been bun-

dled into a suit too big for him. And little anticlimax of a tail.

"Nancy! Nancy!" beating on her door.

She says I looked as if I had just seen the Moslem invasion.

The dew was still on the grass when a turbaned trainer gave a

signal,
the elephant kneeled, the Buyings, Nancy and I mounted a

ladder to the howdah, our comfortable seats rose slowly, slowly, and

with measured steps monarchs of the morning we were off down

the avenue.

The rolling motion of an elephant walking is the leisure of con-

tinents.

"Isn't it fabulous?" cried Adelaide.

I was remembering odds and ends of information about elephants:

how their gestation period lasts three years, how they love truffles, and

how wild ones, if frightened, stampede.
So we ambled in dew.

It was like riding a dirigible on the ground.

Dogs barked at our heels, but what good did it do them? The

trainer used a prod, but what good did it do him?

This was not a stroll; this was a stately progress,
made more won-

derful, far more wonderful, by the fact that we rode on red.

"No, I don't want to get off," said Nancy, as our mighty mount

knelt.

"Want to live the rest of your life on an elephant?
'*

"Yes."

Though we did some other things in Jaipur saw great gems,
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gardens, princes' palaces,
and an outdoor observatory full of strange

enormous sectors we remained curiously unimpressed. Already,

today, we had come to terms with largeness.

On the road to Agra I suddenly thought, What's its name? It

seemed terrible, unforgivable, not to know our elephants name. To

this day the ignorance fills me with regret. Rosie? Fatima? Akbar the

Great?

As we chugged into Fatehpur Sikri, Amrit's engine was smoking.

Now it could cool off.

Surely Akbar the Great, Akbar the Liberal-Minded, Akbar the

Tolerant, who abandoned the capital containing this red sandstone

palace
would have been surprised to see us four Americans running

around his paved courts, calling to each other from balconies.

"Hello! Where are you?"

Though I was looking for Nancy, it was Akbar who answered,

"In the tomb."

A few miles further on, the car began to cough. Stopping at a well,

Amrit brought it cool water, tenderly, in a jar.
With difficulty

it

struggled on. Amrit was very proud of it when, all by itself, it de-

livered us at the Laurie Hotel.

When we trooped into the dining room, there sat our old friend,

Dake North.

He stood up, smiling. "You're following me."

When had he arrived? Just now. Where had he come from? Jaipur.

How about an elephant had he ridden an elephant? No. Well,

really
he hadn't lived and how about joining us on a

trip
to see

the Taj Mahal? ...
The pale rose light of sunset was praising

the alabaster onion-dome

guarded by four minarets. The approach was leisurely:
a long double

causeway with a central slot of pool flanked by dark cypresses. Queen

of sepulchres,
built for a dead queen!

For a long time we stood at a distance, looking at it without moving

or speaking. No, it had not been oversold.

Indeed, nothing but perfect proportions
could make this stone as

fragile
as a cloud, and produce on consciousness as we walk towards

it so smashing an effect.

Now we could see the passages
from the Koran inlaid with precious

stones.
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We knew the story.
Shah Jahan had just brought the Moghul

Empire to a peak o magnificence when his favorite wife, Murntaz

Mahal, died in child-birth. His grief was without bounds. How bury
her fittingly? Though his father's capital had been Lahore, and he

himself had refounded Delhi, it was at his grandfather Akbar's old

capital Fatehpur Sikri that he and Mumtaz Mahal had been happiest.
He planned the memorial carefully, built it with love, brought his

queen to its crypt, and, in time, lay down beside her.

The Taj Mahal had said then and was still saying with the elo-

quence of great architecture: "I loved this woman. Inexorable fate

took her away. But all that we had together and lost we shall find

again. The cosmos guarantees it the cosmos stands sure."

In gathering twilight we walked on the esplanade.
Critics say, See the Taj Mahal by moonlight, but it is beautiful

beyond belief with a delicate rose sky forming a larger dome.

I was sure that, if we blew the mausoleum like the head of a dande-

lion, it would scatter white seed.

Entering a portal of deep-shadowed stone
filigree, we descended

into the crypt to stand beside Shah Jahan and Mumtaz Mahal. They
had been asleep a long time: three hundred years.

Sbbbb.

We circled the Taj as the Hindus circle a temple, and, all rituals

being accomplished, sat down on the terrace at the rear to watch the

sky deepen, the blossom open, the rose bloom. . . .

The next day we saw other monuments, but, like our elephant, the

Taj Mahal had blinded us to great wonders. And when we saw it

again we knew we had not been guilty of romanticizing. By morning

light, moon
light,

afternoon light, this white-lace
pile

was equally
tremendous. Perfect proportions, being supported by the universe,

need no indulgence.
Said Adelaide, "We're dreaming."
And then none of us said anything. The silence spoke.
That night at dinner we talked about the irony of India's most

famous architecture being Moslem.

Then sat on the Laurie's veranda smelling the sweetness of night-

blooming tropical trees. Frangipani? Champaka?
We were separating for the night when we heard a drum-heavy

music. Where did it come from? Across the road? We were for going
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to find out; but the Buyings excused themselves they were ex-

hausted. So Dake, Nancy and I tracked down that wailing triumph
to its lair: a

ratty-looking two-story building. And now the music

was a high dread throb, with chanting.
"It's upstairs," said Dake. "It's a party. But how the hell are we

going to get invited?"

"Would you like to go up?
5>

asked an Indian who had overheard,

in perfect English. He had made a gesture o salutation. We returned

it. Then, having followed him up some back stairs to a crowded

vestibule, copied him by taking off. our shoes. So it was some re-

ligious ceremony. Meanwhile, the music had stopped.
In a large room seated men, women and children crowded on the

floor around a flower-wreathed shrine-picture was it Shiva? before

which burned a candle.

We hesitated, feeling like intruders. But many Hindus, smiling a

welcome, made a place for us on the floor. In the hot twilit room they
were packed like kippered herrings.

"What a break," whispered Dakin North.

Did I only imagine it, or had he changed since Darjeeling? Cer-

tainly he argued the scientific viewpoint less often now. It was as if

Princeton and Harvard were falling away; as if, in spite of himself,

India had entered into his blood.

When we were seated, the mysterious music started up again. A
woman picked at a stringed instrument while a man beat a drum

somnambulantly and the audience swaying clapped rhythmically.
A younger woman, pregnant by perhaps five months but sur-

prisingly graceful, and garlanded with flowers, took over languorously
and began to dance; evidently the high priestess

of this humble

temple of the people. She bent, curved, swayed. Strings and drum

insisted afresh. As her dance quickened her eyes glazed; she seemed

on the verge of trance. And now her movements passed into some-

thing almost orgiastic. Clap-clap, clap-clap. Was she trying to knock

herself out? Harder harder slammed the heel of the drummer's hand,

louder louder urged the people as she whirled, swiveled, wove, lunged.
How else worship Shiva whose dancing had created and was main-

taining all the cycles of time? It was as if his multiple divine arms

had been loosed within these walls.

Ravel would have understood that blood-beat.
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Instinctively my own hands and body had been moving, and

doubtless this was true of Nancy's and Dake's.

The heavy eyes
of the priestess

had opened. She was beckoning to

us any of us to take her place.
Was it because we had shown

sympathy? Or because God was everyone's God, under whatever

guise?
The congregation

seemed delighted with the idea; the urging

swelled to a roar.

Nancy rose to applause,

I had known that she was a good dancer, but not that she could

improvise
so ingeniously, bending and dipping to the drum. The

people accepted her as one of them: clap-clap, clap-clap, clap-clap.

In the end she came back to her place, slightly
dazed from extreme

exertion, to cheers.

Dake performed next: a fast leaping and kicking not unlike a

Comanche war dance. Almost one could see painted feathers. Per-

haps to the Hindus he seemed a new kind of Moslem whirling

dervish. If so, it raised no religious prejudice. They applauded en-

thusiastically.

No, I said, when urged, no, shaking my head. ...

The drum-playing was not good enough. Giving the musician's

head a sudden smart thump, the priestess grabbed the long drum and

with her own hands beat it to within an inch of its life. The music

was thick-blooded, sulphurous, savage:
an extreme unction of pas-

sionate sound. . . .

At eleven when the rites broke up, the priestess gave us ceremonial

sweets; while goodwill on both sides Hindu and American ap-

proximated to the drums, meaning was tremendous.

We walked back to the Laurie Hotel under a kind of finality
of

stars. The quiet night did not fool us. We were aware of what sudden,

strange and terrible beauty it was capable.

The next morning Amrit having nursed his beloved car back

to health, and washed and shined every foot of it we headed back

towards Delhi.

The heart of India: we knew it now. Last night we had heard it

beating.
In Delhi we took up our sightseeing where we had left off, with

this difference. The Jaipur-Agra trip augmented the meaning of every

sight; gave it new content.
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The rose-colored Parliamentary pile had a long approach. In time,

as here in space, I thought, India moved gradually towards democratic

processes.
From the prehistoric Laws of Manu to the Constitution

of 1948, how far she has traveled. Often attacked, sometimes self-

mutilated, and on occasion dismembered, she has performed the

impossible in surviving as one people. What part had Britain the

interloper played in the long process of integration? Good or bad?

The answer, as so often, was good and bad, bad and good. Certainly
she had helped India to grow up in ways other than

spiritual.

The National Museum recapitulated Indian history in terms of

art-objects. "I do not paint the being," they said with Montaigne, "I

paint the passage."
It was exciting.

Once, while Nancy wandered elsewhere, I got stuck in a room

devoted to Mohenjo-daro: the dug-up chalcolithic
city

once in India

but now, since the Partition of 1948, in Pakistan. It was at Columbia

that I had become interested in the ruins of Harappa and Mohenjo-
daro, that flourished three thousand years before Christ in the valley
of the Indus. But my interest, then, had been bookish; now it was

the
eyes' intoxication. Among square seals of faience and ivoty a wax

impress showed a humped bearded ox, precise and revelatory. And
there was a clay doll that worked with strings,

and an exquisite

twirled-gold necklace. The glass cases imprisoned articles; and they,

the life of souls. At all costs I must go to Mohenjo-daro. Five thou-

sand years.
. . ,

The Lakshmi Narayan Temple was another meeting-ground for

ancient and modern India; and for East and West.

"It's not beautiful," objected Nancy.
No, architecturally it was a hodgepodge.
But the quotations from the Vedas and Upanishads on its walls

had a
Tightness. For example, "The Self, smaller than small, greater

than
great, is hidden in the heart."

In 1937 Gandhi himself had opened this temple amid a huge
concourse of people: a slight brown man in a loincloth, with bowlegs
and big ears: the soul of India, and ever-pricking conscience of Great

Britain. As he stood there, talking of religion,
he could not have

foreseen that the complete self-determination of India for which he

had worked long and tirelessly
sometimes from jail by non-
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violent means, "soul force," would take ten years, and his death one

more.

"Means are not to be distinguished from ends," he said. "If violent

means are used there will be a bad result." And again: "Have nothing
to do with power."
And now because, through the heart of India, we had spoken

of him constantly, he seemed more than alive; seemed ubiquitous. If

we lunched at the Imperial Hotel (the hors d'oeuvres are excellent)
he was there, treading with bare feet, in

protest,
the thick rugs. If

we loitered in the market-place where one-time Untouchables, thanks

to him, could now engage in trade spreading their wares, bubble-

silver beads and heavy silver anklets, on the ground he was present
in the dust, rejoicing. And if we entered the Cottage Industries

emporium to stroll amid splendid handicrafts from every part of India,

he was there with his handloom, proud father. Mahatma they called

him: "great soul."

What were his special qualifications as a leader? I asked myself.
There were Indians as smart, as well educated, as kindly disposed
towards the masses, as intent on national independence, and as moral

in the undogmatic Hindu sense. Ah, but Gandhi had applied moral

power to
politics

in a way highly practical
that was his genius. And

to a world suffering from the disease of war had said something of

great importance. He had said that love is the great cohesive force;

that hate never solved anything.
I was thinking such thoughts when Nancy and I set out to lunch

with another Indian with an English education: Dr. Narayana
Menon. (Narayana is an aspect of Brahman: cosmic man.)

His house stood on one of those New Delhi streets which look

as if stolen, one dark night, out of the Sloane Square or Kensington
district of London.

Chakravorty, Swami Swarupananda, Mr. Singh, and Amrit were

Indians of different types. But this would be our first encounter with

an Indian man-of-letters.

We rang the bell.

And then we were shaking hands.

Dr. Narayana Menon, pure-blooded Indian, graduate of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, author of several books, distinguished performer
on the ancient stringed instrument called a vina, and head of the New
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Delhi branch of All India Radio, was a brown, spare, cordial man
with a British accent and the look of one who can both reason and

imagine.
"How do you do?" said Mrs. Menon, smiling.
She was a tiny woman with the sort of beauty which is not made

in nine months, but takes thousands of years: a little Sita.

They must
explain, they said. Called suddenly since inviting us

to lunch to head the Madras radio, Narayana Menon was on the

brink of departure; even the dishes had been packed. Would we mind

eating at a restaurant?

And so we went off in a little English car to regale ourselves on

tasty native dishes strong with mustard, mace and cardamom.

I asked Dr. Menon how he happened to write a book on Yeats.

He said, "Out of admiration." Studying the great literature of a

country was one way to get to know its people. He had a deep desire

to know the West, not
superficially,

but in its
reality.

And we were off, ranging with zest up, down and across English
literature. With whom, in America, I thought, could one have a

more intelligent conversation on literary subjects?

Inevitably, passing beyond literature, it became a fruitful exchange
on general subjects. Not only did Dr. Menon, by being what he was

give me insights into the Indian character; precisely
because he was

Indian, with fresh eyes for it, he gave me insights into the character

of the English-speaking peoples.
What a rich reciprocity,

I thought,
if the people of different countries were more interested in each

other. We would all benefit.

Unfortunately our discussion of English literature left no time for

Indian philosophy.
Nevertheless I felt between us a kind of equipoise:

tit for tat. An
Easterner was exploring the West; a Westerner the East.

Afterwards I kept comparing Menon and Gandhi. What, I asked

myself, was the quality in common which made them both though
diverse types essentially Indian? And again the answer had to be:

an immense sensitivity
to values. Spirituality.

And then, changing our minds, Nancy and I went off to view the

spot where Gandhi died. For some reason the visit no longer seemed

a morbidity; it seemed eyes wide open. Life and death lie so close to

each other.
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The place had been walled in, and planted with flowers, and people
were walking about.

And then it happened.
A brown slight man in a loincloth, with bowlegs and large ears,

came walking across the greensward in evening light, with darshan

benediction in the air. He had come from Birla House past beds

of petunias, and was moving towards a prayer meeting in a red

sandstone summer house. Under his homespun shawls he carried one

of his few earthly possessions: a big cheap Ingersoll watch. But time

was running out.

He was a prophet with honor in his own country. Even in gentle
India that was an offense to which a penalty was attached.

Shots rang out.

The people were so stunned they did not move as the man of

peace fell by violence.



XIII

INDIA ELLORA AND AJANTA

the
lotus-eyed

JLt was late afternoon when, after eating dust all day, we reached the

Ellora Rest House in Hyderabad: a building simple, flat-topped, high,
white and cool almost Greek on its eminence.

We neither lay down, washed up, nor changed. We could not

wait. Having dumped our luggage (bedrolls and suitcases) into our

rooms we rushed down the hill to see the eighth-century rock-cut

Caves of Ellora, masterpieces of Indian art stretched out, among hills,

for a mile and a quarter.
Kailasanatha the largest like the other caves had been excavated

from a rock bank by the most patient of chisellers. And it was not just

a scooped-out hole; it was a complex and complete temple. First a

huge cloistered court had been hewn out of solid traprock, leaving a

central rock-mass detached except for a rock-bridge leading from the

temple's second story to an upper crescent of galleried chambers.

The few tourists walking around seemed lost in largeness.
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The first thing we saw in the court was a pavilion containing a

stone Bull of Shiva flanked by colossal stone elephants.
A little further

and the temple proper vestibule, shrine and cells for images rose

in splendor.
It contained cut from the living rock countless gods

and goddesses, many above life size, of here a grandiose bestiality and

there a lofty spirituality.

Never could the Greeks have imagined Kailasanatha; it was sculp-

turally
too elaborate, too busy. It teemed as root-life teems down in

the earth: a strange fact, I thought, in a land whose chief concern

has been that blossom the
spirit.

It is this exuberance which puts off those Westerners who, in art,

can conceive no alternative to Greek restraint and selectiveness. Osbert

Sitwell a man of some discernment speaks of a "repulsive, greasy

quality"
often "marring" Indian art.

"How big is this thing?" asked Nancy.
"Kailas Temple measures 107 by 164 feet," said the guide precisely,

"and is 200 feet high."

More pertinent
than size art is never size was style. Having

little to do with the Aryans who in prehistoric
times surged down

from the north to conquer and push steadily
southward the darker-

complexioned original inhabitants, it was almost pure Dravidian.

Does not the conqueror always learn from the conquered?

At Kailasanatha, Shiva being lord, Vishnu received scant attention.

When in the eighth century Krishna Fs chisellers reshaped this hill,

Shiva's great contradictory image had stood before their imaginations

almost exclusively, blotting out or mastering all lesser images. Though
sometimes angry, more often this powerful repeated face enjoyed a

superhuman repose.

Rock does not change, but times change, and through the centuries

this scene had changed radically. Now no drums beat, no incense

rose, there was offered no cooked rice or flowers, nor was sacred water

sprinkled,
and where were the chanting Brahmins, and girls

in bell-

shaped scarlet skirts whirling?
A sense of time passed and passing can pinch the heart.

The wind of Shiva's many arms and legs
was centripetal and

centrifugal force; was the making and scattering of worlds.

How limited, we joked, a god with only two arms and two legs.

Studying a procession
of statues, I saw that all Indian sculpture had
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grown out of the dance, and could at any moment return into it.

That was the secret of its dynamism.
Shiva's wives his essential energy were big breasted and hipped,

with tiny waists
acting as balance and pivot between weights. Mo-

mentarily becalmed, their lives seemed but different patterns and

speeds of dancing. Uma the Light was
lovely. And this strider was

she Kali? or Chandi the Wild? We passed from niche to niche

marveling.

Having envisioned an original perfection, the Hindus were fas-

cinated by the problem of how forms broke out of it.

The finest group showed Shiva and his shakti Parvati enthroned

on Kailasa in the Himalayas, with the many-headed demon Ravana,

imprisoned below, straining to topple that mountain it was trem-

bling. Good and evil on a grand scale fighting: a cosmic theme. To
deal with such the mind of man must be enlarged.

Then nightfall drove us back to the Rest House.

There may be something more delicious, after a three-hundred-mile

trip
in an ancient car leaking dust, than standing in a primitive bath-

room with an earthenware jug in the right hand, pouring cold water

over one's shoulders; but I did not know what it was.

The dining room was cavernous, with bead curtains masking the

doors; the large tablecloth dirty (water being very scarce) ; and the

two servants in turbans as big as beehives, serving pillar assiduous.

From kitchen to pantry to dining room, and from Nancy's chair to

mine and back, they did not walk but ran. From excitement? Or fear

of the old, shabbily uniformed, quiet, masterful major domo?

After dinner we watched the stars pricking through the fabric of

the sky. The fires in the valley seemed their earthly reflections.

That night I lay on a thin mattress, remembering our day.

Bombay, India's most cosmopolitan city,
had interested us least.

Yes, the harbor view from Malabar Hill resembled a pearl necklace;

yes, the boxwood bushes clipped into animal shapes on Terrace Hill

were amusing; yes,
the crooked streets of the old quarter were color

splashed from a box of paints; yes, the Gateway to India, com-

memorating a visit of King George and Queen Mary, had great

distinction, but

But what? we asked ourselves.

We did not know.
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Perhaps it was just that, hitting the West Coast of India, we were

primed, focused, keyed up and afire to see Ellora and Ajanta, re-

putedly the greatest
art in India. Even the beautiful stone Trimurti

on the island of Elephanta in Bombay's harbor could neither waylay
nor divert.

It was hard saying goodbye to the Buyings, off to Egypt. Never

would we forget that we had shared with them Bangkok's klongs,

Darjeeling's Kinchenjunga, and the elephant ride at
Jaipur. Such

good friends. "See you in the States!" "Happy flying!"

And now for Ellora and Ajanta.

Rising early,
we tie scarves around our heads to

surpass in cunning
the dust. We check out of the Taj Mahal Hotel in a fever that grows
with the sun. We hail the Moslem driver who has come well-recom-

mended. We stow a box of sandwiches and oranges into the car along
with our bags and bedrolls. That contraption call it a car? And
what awaits us three hundred miles away? The Ajanta Rest House

has wired a refusal does the silence of the Ellora Rest House mean

yes or no?

"Live dangerously," Nancy quotes back at me.

The three hundred miles to Ellora take more or less three

hundred years. The Moslem drives well. Red, we call him, because

we cannot pronounce his real name, and his hair has been dyed a

rich beet-color: proud proof that he has made the pilgrimage to Mecca.

We are driving through flattish country, now. Billows of white dust

seep through the floor cracks. If we talk, we eat it; if we do not

talk, we breathe it; and, in either case, our throats become as dry as

sandpaper. Our one luxury is oranges. It is wonderful how cool an

orange can remain in
fiery

weather.

Occasionally, in the Western Deccan, we pass through villages
that seem anthills of activity.

How do these people muster the energy?
we ask dully. Most of the time we sit stunned by the heat. Could

any art be worth such punishment?
Once, to stretch our legs while Red is buying petrol,

we walk

through a poor little town. At center a tiny park shaped like a wedge
of cheese boasts a statue of Gandhi. In a climate like a furnace, we
can guess the

price
in labor paid for that postage stamp of

grass.

In a crowded open booth a merchant is frying something in deep
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fat. We stop.
He soaks

pretzel-like schemes of dough in honey, drops
them into hot grease, waits a few moments, and ladles them out all

golden.
Business is good. Little children pay their anas, grab a paper-

ful, and run away shouting.

"Let's/' I
say. After months of being careful, careful, careful about

germs, one achieves recklessness.

Nancy holds up two
fingers.

The merchant smiles, throws in a new batch of squiggles, dredges
them up, flings them onto a paper to cool, and is just going to pick
them up when we shake our heads vigorously. Understanding he is

not to touch them with his dirty fingers,
he uses

pincers, and we
walk down the street eating some excellent crystallized what? We
will never know.

"If they make us sick, they make us sick." (They did not.)
In the midst of such memories I fell

asleep.

The next morning we ran down the slope to see Ellora again
the Buddhist, Brahminical and Jain cave-series before Red drove us

through the hills of Hyderabad to the Caves of Ajanta: earlier and

even more famous.

They had started as a rock ravine. Then during the
pristine days of

Buddhism wandering monks had crept into its fissures to
sleep,

hide

or meditate; and one day, up into someone's brain had flashed a dar-

ing idea. With time and patience could not his Order carve itself a

monastery right out of the living rock? The work began in the second

century before Christ. As the Order grew, every splendid temple

inspired one more splendid and the carvers kept carving. But
pil-

lared porticos, shrines, assembly halls, living quarters with built-in

beds: these achievements were the least of it. The glory of the Caves

of Ajanta said the art books were their paintings.

We were passing a cool cucumber back and forth between us, to

nurse against a cheek.

As we stopped on low ground at one end of a precipitous ravine,

"Hades," said Nancy, "would be more comfortable."

Stepping out of the car, we looked around. An all but dried-up

river; a few trees in whose shade little scallawag boys were selling

oranges; and a
flight of steps leading to a corridor midway up the

face of the ravine gulley gorge.
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Walking mummies: that was the only name for the women

balancing on their heads, in immense earthenware jugs, water from

the Waghura River; women wrapped to keep out murderous heat.

"I don't know if I want to look at paintings," said Nancy, fanning
her face with her purse.

"No?"

"Oh, yes, of course I do."

Having toiled up the steps,
at Cave II we caught up with a guide

and his group, and started a semi-circle of twenty-nine shrines and

sanctuaries. This meant missing Cave I, the most famous. But we

promised ourselves to catch it coming back.

"In 1817 the Caves were rediscovered," said the guide, "by some

soldiers."

And now in Cave II our eyes were growing accustomed to the

light thrown by haphazard electric wiring. The frescoes on walls and

ceiling had been painted in earthy browns, the trees' fresh greens,

yellow and orange ochres, and reds fit for a rajah: colors which time

the destroyer had somehow not destroyed.
"A thousand Buddhas," said the guide, pointing to a conception

Mahayanistic and late.

They reminded me of the garden of the faces of the saints in the

paradise picture by Orcagna in Florence's Church of Santa Maria

Novella. In fact, all these frescoes were somewhat in the perspective-
less style of Italian painting before Masaccio.

The guide was translating a wall-sloka:

Blossoms are the ornaments of trees, flashes of lightning the

ornaments of the big rain clouds, lotus and water-lilies with their

intoxicated bees the ornaments of lakes, but virtues brought to

perfection are the ornaments of man.

"The best of these paintings were done during the Vakataka

dynasty of Berar
"

"Never heard of it," whispered Nancy."
kin of the Gupta dynasty of the North, responsible for Indian

art's Greece-influenced Golden Age."
"Heard of it!" whispered Nancy.
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"The Ajanta masters revolutionized the art not only of India, but

all Asia," he went on.

"This heat is
revolutionizing me" complained Nancy.

"For the monks came to see the Buddha as more than a teacher,"

said the guide. "They came to see him as a divine being sent to man
for his salvation."

"Oh, for a cool drink"
"

for my salvation."

Once I lingered behind the group to sit down on a monk's stone

bed. Then hurried forward. "Nanny!"
"Come here!"

She had found a white elephant on a ceiling.

It reminded us of the white elephant caught in the jungles of Siam

during Anna Leonowens
5

stay,
on whom the Siamese lavished so

much kindness as an incarnation of a future Buddha it died.

"Isn't it a nice little white elephant," said Nancy, "playing among
the lotuses?"

We were now in Cave IX, one of the oldest. In its large chapter
house thirty-nine columns separating aisles from nave held up a

barrel-shaped roo

So here was Buddha as his noncontemporaries first imagined him:

mahogany-colored, strong and pensive, with long beautiful fish-shaped

eyes, eyebrows that met over his nose, and the traditional topknot of

wisdom.

All the paintings, whether in the viharas (cloisters)
or cbaityas

(temples), celebrated him; the themes being borrowed from the

Jataka legends about his different incarnations. If some very earthly

characters were depicted also, it was because the Compassionate One

had moved among all classes and types, succoring. Their sicknesses,

griefs, joys, hopes, frustrations, amusements, angers, and deaths: all

even die majesty of kings were depicted in
prolific,

consummate

and moving forms, as part of the Buddha's story.

Said the guide: "Observe the intermingling of bodies."

Yes, close as a forest's undergrowth. Process was there: slaves,

antelopes, dancing girls, flowering plants,
dandies with trained mus-

taches, Indra the King of Heaven accompanied by celestial nymphs,

ducks, elephants, a maid with a
fly whisk, war horses, a very realistic
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beggar with hair on his chest and a hooked nose, a coal-black Dravidian

king, a demon scowling, rapt monks (well-fed) listening to a sermon,

palm trees swayed by wind, a queen with her stretched ears em-

blazoned with jewels, a musician in a striped brassiere, a haloed

Buddha, a
girl balancing a toilet tray, neatly, on one palm the

procession went on and on. Except where time or the elements had

peeled paint,
one could hardly find three square inches of wall or

ceiling blank. Space propagated.
We had known that Buddhism

abolished caste; now we were seeing its democracy not as historical

but artistic fact. The vegetable,
animal and human kingdoms were

demonstrably kin; they formed one web.

But I suspected
that the artists, instead of seeking the image

through which to utter a preconceived idea, saw that image in a flash,

as vision, and then, by entering it deeply, discovered its meaning on

different levels: a question
of order.

"They're marvelous," said Nancy, "but I may have to go back to

the car." She looked wan.

The guide was explaining
the artist's method. First he coated the

rock with a basic layer of clay mixed with rice husks and gum, then

added lime. . . .

"I'm going back."

"Shall I go with you, Nanny?"^

"No, please.
Ill lie in the shade."

Every time our group came out of another cave I looked for her

in the distance, along the corridor, and there lagged the familiar form

in green chintz, each time a little smaller.

"Note the grace of this dancing girl,"
said the guide.

Note the grace of all the figures.

Again, dance and religion were inseparable.
On this point the

Ellora sculpture and Ajanta painting agreed. Obviously the Hindu

has conceived the world as a great interweaving into which everything

suns, stars and every person, including Buddha fitted as in-

dispensable dancer. That was why the attitudes of the figures
reached

far beyond themselves in meaning. The rhythm of each body linked

it with all other bodies from lowest to highest, in a vertical rather

than just horizontal reality;
and bodies mirrored souls.

But I was worried about Nancy.

Leaving the group, I made my way back along the curved passage.
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It meant rowing against
the tide, for here under the blazing sun came

guide after guide, each with a group to which he was trying to ex-

plain the great brush-wielding monks. Shoals of people intent on the

mystery of art.

Nancy lay in a dab of shade like an ink blot, under a palm. Or

she had lain in it ten minutes ago. Now it had moved.

"Hi." She sat up,
as swaddled against heat as the water-carrier

cocoons.

"Are you all right,
Nance?"

"Of course." She pointed
to the women coming out of the almost-

dry river bed with head jars; moving without haste, with fine car-

riage. "Lucky, aren't they? wetting their feet."

We talked about it over an orange. What was to stop us from

wetting ours?

Jarless but with heads draped Nancy's with scarves and a stole,

mine with a red cotton coat we walked to the Waghura, took off our

shoes, tiptoed barefoot across red-hot rocks, and waded in, trying to

avoid bright green scum. In rock clefts the water ran deeper than

expected. Lifting our skirts, we waded farther and farther; then stood

dreaming in the cool comparatively cool river. I do
^not

know

what the water-carriers thought of this incursion into their domain;

this foreign competition.
To us it was delicious.

"Nancy!"
Had we imagined it?

"Hey, Virginia!"
Familiar male voices; where did they come from?

Looking up, we saw there on the crest of the hill Dake North and

Bill Kusnac loaded with photographic paraphernalia. Evidently they

had formed part of the group just ahead of us and were returning from

a tour of the caves.
T T 11 I"

"What do you think you're doing? Praying?" called Dake. "This

isn't the Ganges come on and have a coke!"

And Bill, "Come join
the Marines!"

?

Was it Bill's first encounter with art? It was not Dake s; we knew

Dake was powerfully drawn in that direction.

A few minutes later a shout, "No! No! Stay where you are! We 11

take your pictures!"
as they approached, mopping their faces.
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This picture,
Dake said, would be entitled "Two Veiled Women

of Low Caste," and used in a series of slides to illustrate primitive

customs among the downtrodden.

When we had put on our shoes, Bill said, "Hell, I'm thirsty!"

"Where are those cokes you offered us?"

"Cokes!" said Bill scornfully.

Dake said he'd heard of a place nearby.

Hard or soft drinks?

He did not know.

So Red drove us over to find out.

It was the world's smallest and poorest
bar. The owner had

scooped himself a hole in a clay bank, plastered
it with cow dung, and

set up business with a barrel for counter, crates for chairs, and a little

flock of bottles. No cokes. No ice. "No soap," said Bill.

"Beer-beer?" urged the proprietor hopefully.

A strange version, this warm stuff,, but wet, and we laughed a

great deal, drinking it in a place
so implausible

as Hyderabad in the

Western Deccan.

Being together again recalled Kalimpong.
Bill winked. Yet was serious. 'I'm all hopped up with art."

Then I remembered Cave I, pinnacle
of the Ajanta achievement.

Because of the worry about Nancy, the heat, the river, and meeting

old friends, I had clean forgotten to go back. A predicament.
What

to do? I asked if anyone would go back with me. Nancy was luke-

warm. Dake scolded a little; asked why, if I had wanted to see it so

much, I hadn't stopped on my way out. And Bill started ragging me:

"She ain't right bright,
but she's awfully sweet." He was the one who

had tickled the foot of the little
girl

at Kalimpong. "I'll go back with

you."
And now all four, two who had seen and two who had not, were

pulling up the hill to Cave I.

Sixth century, that was its period:
the century German barbarians

finished demolishing the Roman Empire. More practiced
in architec-

ture, now, the monks had grown less and less simple.
Here at Cave

I they had built a fine veranda; then a colonnaded assembly hall sixty-

four feet square, bordered by fourteen monks' cells, and leading into

a small antechamber and shrine.

"Look hard," teased Dake,
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I tried to trace out the Sibi Jakata story depicted on the walls. Yes!

look! a hawk-pursued pigeon was taking refuge with the King of

the Sibis, incarnation of a Bodhissatva. Then the hawk demanded the

pigeon as its lawful prey. No, said the Great Being, moved by pity,
and bought off the villain by cutting out an equal weight of his own
flesh. How beautiful the King-Bodhissatva capable of such sacrifice.

He sat cross-legged on the floor by his dusky Queen, under an

elaborate white headdress, his sudden deep eyes as darkly glistening
as wells of water half downcast.

Dake and Bill set up their tripods with verve. If reluctant to come

back, they were not soriy to be here.

The greatest wonders were two large frescoes flanking the door to

the shrine's anteroom. With a spotlight we were paying a man to

hold, we saw them at first flickeringly; then, as his hand steadied,

under a bright beam.

One Bodhissatva, painted largely in browns and curved like a

great wave, held a lotus; the other one, painted largely in tones of

green, had a mouth extremely full without being sensuous, and slit

eyes, lovely eyes, lotus eyes.

These paintings alone would have been worth going round the

world to see.

That night, at the Ellora Rest House, I dragged my bedroll down
into the garden. It was cooler here, and the stars so close, if I had

reached a hand I could have plucked them off the tree (what was

that smell? roses?) like plums; lay on my back, facing a sweep of

sky with grandeur of multitudinous far planets.

No one was walking about. Nancy was asleep,
the servants asleep;

and the hills around the Rest House, that contained Ellora and

Ajanta, silent as the ages.

Through art as through love, I thought, all partialness
is healed,

the world made one.

The moon was
rising.
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INDIA SOUTH
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Jtrom three to twelve servants were at all times either standing, sitting

cross-legged or squatting on their haunches just outside my room at

the Connemara Hotel.

I do not like the word servant; I would prefer never to use it. But

any other word, here, would misrepresent. Porter, Bed-Maker, Tub-

Cleaner, Launderer, Tea-Bringer and Sweeper (in Indian hotels the

division o labor amounts almost to atomization) : these were servants

in the strict sense of the word. They fitted perfectly Webster's defini-

tion: a "person employed ... for menial offices ... for the

benefit of ... his master." Since we didn't consider such work

dishonorable, nor fancy ourselves as despots, we could not see these

people as degraded; but they saw themselves so that was the horror.

"Yes, mem sahib'
3

"No, mem sahib
33

tiptoeing, shrinking, scrap-

ing, bowing, cringing, cowering, scurrying, slinking, truckling,

salaaming. It made us uncomfortable.

202
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And seemed

especially wrong here in the South of India, famous

for song and dance.

I wondered what the American dentist in Darjeeling would say
he who, believing in reincarnation, had defended caste as framework

for a just working-out of karma. Even if low caste helped pay off a

penalty, was it not right to remember that the worst person's deepest
self was an image and likeness of God?

"Buzzards," I heard a European call the servants round his door.

"Baksheesh that's all they want."

But they were less like birds of prey than whipped dogs.

Especially the Sweeper: knife-thin, hollow-eyed and in rags; a man
with neck permanently bent. Even the other servants kept a certain

distance. For some reason inscrutable to a Westerner he was the

grounds, the dregs, the lees.

"It's pretty day," I said. Perhaps he would understand, if not the

words, the tone.

His eyes revolved in his skull. "Yes, mem sahib"

This trembling creature was an Untouchable, one of those casteless

Hindus who have existed in India for ages below the lowest caste.

Although enfranchised recently thanks to Gandhi they still led

a miserable existence. I had read that many otherwise kind people
still refused to have any commerce with them. A Brahmin or Kshat-

riya might give a starving Untouchable food, but not from hand to

hand; that would defile. Only after the benefactor had set it down
in the middle of the road and retreated could the beneficiary take it

and be off.

"Tell it upon the mountains," I burst out, knowing well he had

no English, "there's a divine spark in every single human being
even you."

Then stopped abruptly, feeling a little ridiculous.

"Yes, mem sahib."

"Poor devil," I went on, "I know what a vise you're caught in

social ostracism and economic despair but if only you could re-

alize
"

He showed signs of agitation.
Did he think I was criticizing

his

sweeping? "Yes, mem sahib"

He'd say that to anything, I was catching some of his hopelessness.

"The moon is made of green cheese."
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"Yes, mem sahib."

And then, on the blue Bay of Bengal, Nancy and I found the

Sweeper's antithesis.

We had driven fifty
miles out of Madras, to the ancient seaport of

Mahabalipuram to see some seventh-century rock-cut pagodas.
The

air was neither kind nor cruel; it was just vacant. It was as if time

had not stopped but entered upon a lacuna.

The only activity
was a mob of guides recommending their talents.

It was then we saw Thomas, a boy about twelve years old; barefoot

like the Sweeper, poor as the Sweeper, but with a ram-rod back and

most manly bearing.

We said we had thought there were seven pagodas.
Where were

the other six?

In a clear, high, self-respecting voice Thomas said, "The sea has

swallowed six of them, Madam."

We hired him on the spot,
this walnut-colored, straight-haired,

black-eyed boy.
To make up for our being short-changed on pagodas,

he showed

us Shiva lying full length in a stone bedchamber by the sea, lying

so sound asleep he could not have heard the washing of the waves.

When having taken off sand-filled shoes we were examining

other antique sculptures
weather-blunted and all but erased, Thomas

explained everything. "This elephant frieze is very fine, Madam."

"Look, Madam "
'

"Where did you learn such good English, Thomas?"

"At the Mission, Madam."

"Mission?"

Proudly, "I am a Christian, Madam."

It accounted for his name according to tradition, the Presidency

of Madras on the Southeastern coast of India was the missionary field

of the Apostle Thomas. (An Indian prince
is supposed to have

brought him here as a master builder, and given him a large sum

to build a palace.
Months later he came to inspect. "Why, there's

not even a foundation." "You are building a splendid palace
in

heaven," said Thomas, who had passed the money to the poor.)

Did Thomas's Christianity account also for his self-respect?
I

wondered: the quality
so painfully lacking in the Sweeper, Certainly

it taught the eternal worth, to God, of the individual.
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"I'm going to sit down," warned Nancy, opening her Rangoon

parasol
Thomas sprang forward. "Ill hold it, Madam

"

"Thank you."
"

so you will not," he said precisely, "get a stroke of the
S3

sun..1.

It made a
picture: Nancy sitting on a boulder, Thomas standing

stock-still and straight, holding the tiny sunshade.

Because Nancy is a great
believer in equality,

who yet fancies the

luxuries made possible only by servants, it would give me ammunition,

later, for a little teasing. "Well," she would say, smiling, "should I

have held the parasol for Thomas?"

We asked what he wanted to do when he grew up expecting

some answer like "open a shop" or "conduct big tours" or "teach

in the Mission."

The chinquapin eyes brightened. "Go to America, Madam."

Being somewhat accustomed to hearing America identified with

Mammon, in the East, we had the weakness to feel flattered. "Really,

Thomas?"

"Yes, Madam. Can you take me?"

We tried to explain that a thing called the quota permitted only

a few Indians to emigrate to the United States each year.
I suspect

that Thomas received only the general idea that he could not go.

Without lowering the parasol
an inch, he bowed his head slightly,

and a few minutes later I saw him looking out of the tops of his

eyes at the confines of the Bay of Bengal: resigned but unlike the

Sweeper not utterly.

While some little girls
used brass bowlsful of water to wash sand

off our feet, we indignantly
reviled the Immigration Laws.

"Goodbye," we said on departure,
"and good luck, Thomas."

"Goodbye, Madam," standing stiff, blinking his eyes.

That day we saw other sights, notably a vast cave-temple in which

some marvelous ancient paintings
were being slowly destroyed by

drips from a sweating roof; but nothing moved us like little forward-

looking Thomas in backward-looking Mahabalipuram. Somehow^
his

escape from degradation
made that of the Sweeper India's millions

of Sweepers more tragic.

I could admire Nehru. Whatever his faults, he was fighting
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poverty and its concomitants:
illiteracy, unemployment, disease,

hunger and self-distrust.

But there were ways of liberation other than economic in this land

of contrasts: of glory and filth, high religion and superstition.

One day we visited a Madras temple: a steep truncated pyramid,
a little skyscraper, swarming with mythological figures once vividly,
now palely, painted; the architecture typical of South India. What
kind of men did such temples breed? we wondered.

In the courtyard, "Look," Nancy whispered, staring at a man

sitting on the ground cross-legged.
At high noon this emaciated sadbti, naked but for a loincloth, and

with long matted locks, sat facing a
tropical

sun with wide open eyes.
I could not have done it. How had he brought himself to a point
where he could do it? Was he so lost in worship his senses were

blanked out? suspended? From time to time he glanced at us fur-

tively.

"The old hypocrite," said Nancy. "Wants to see if we're looking."
An odd stage for the stagestrucL
On the porch of a shrine sat the sun-gazer's physical opposite: a

man rounded, overloaded and blurred with blubber, grinning from

ear to ear, and preening. A friendly young Indian, seeing our puzzle-

ment, explained, "He's a well-known comic dancer."

"Is this a temple or a theatre?" asked Nancy.
What interested us most about the Hindu religion? asked the

young Hindu.

Its
striving to attain a higher consciousness, I said; its premise that

in all of us sleep higher faculties.

"You like meet man of wisdom?"

Yes, we would like to meet a man of wisdom.

That is how we came to be introduced as "American seekers" to a

frail old man with a knot of grizzled hair, holding a staff.
4<Man of wisdom" and "holy man": were the terms considered

synonymous? If so, this holy man bore little outward resemblance

to that other holy man, Swami Swarupananda. For this one did not

smile; this one looked as if he had lived a long time in the desert: a

kind o aged John the Baptist.
He regarded us in silence. Then, "You have questions."

"Yes," I admitted.
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He spoke as if answering a question, as indeed he was: "It is

said that we pass from the many to the one" slowly. "No. The

many are in the one, the one in the many."
These words led into a discussion of the three great divisions of

Indian metaphysics: dualism, "qualified monism," and "absolute

monism," as propounded here in the South of India by its great in-

terpreters
of the Vedanta.

I ventured to say that, in general, Ramanuja's qualified monism
was less difficult for a Westerner than Shankara's absolute monism.
We liked to believe that individual selves were real.

"They are real," he said so softly I had trouble catching the words.

"They are also one."

A gathering group of young men like the Athenians around

Socrates showed great respect. And when the Old One looked at

me through blue level impersonal eyes I felt I was seen exactly as

I was: not more, not less.

Someone remarked that the trouble with most Westerners was they

thought of vision as hallucination.

Said the Old One, "The snail cannot understand the eagle's

journey."
I hesitated, then mentioned certain experiences.

"It is so, Virginia Moore."

I was startled. Had I told him my name? No, I was sure I had

not.

"Westerners find it hard to meditate regularly," I said. "They are

too busy, or too impatient. They bog down."
f<T5 T V
Jbog downr

Gave up; went off to something else.

"They limit their experience."

Boom! boom! boom!

A tabler drummer was calling the pious to worship: a savage

Gene Krupa. Using no sticks, only his hands, he depended upon

strong wrist-work. It seemed to me I had never heard sounds so rich,

reverberating, gorgeous. And now a genius on a wind instrument

joined: an Eastern Bix Beiderbeck howling and rejoicing. The music

seemed right for a temple. To listen was to become exalted.

There is no space here for more than a few highlights in a con-

versation about metaphysics.
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"All philosophies,"
said the Old One, "are but stages on the road

to truth."

Though he did not smile, his whole attitude was a benevolence.

I said, "Even if, ultimately, this world is an illusion, for all present

purposes
it is real in the sense of painful

and instructive, is it not?"

This time he almost smiled outwardly. "You have taken a position

midway between the Eastern one which calls the world nothing and

the Western one which calls it everything."

Well, I admired the Greeks' Golden Mean.

We talked about the division of labor in the hemispheres; the

West's mission being to explore the physical world; the East's, to

keep green a knowledge of the
spiritual.

But had not their missions

been fulfilled? Was it not time, now, I asked, to exchange wisdoms?

"Yes. It is time."

I would have liked to ask the old Brahmin about his life: his family

background, his education, the stations of his private cross, the age

at which he renounced the world, and reasons for doing so. But his

disinterestedness made my curiosity seem an impertinence.

If beyond every stage of consciousness there was a higher one, I

asked, what followed true vision?

"True hearing,"
he said with neither tentativeness nor superiority.

"A world of sound."

"And then?"

"The truth itself," he said quietly.
"For that the senses offer no

analogy. We can only experience it, enter it, be it."

Certain Western mystics such as Traherne, St. John of the Cross,

Meister Eckhart, I said, had so testified.

"No part
of the world," he answered, "has a monopoly on truth."

And now drum and wind instrument had entered upon a new

phase of creation. If, then and there, sound had been coarsened into

form, what a dramatic configuration!
what movement! If into color,

what streaming of yellows,
blues and reds!

"What I don't understand," I said, "is why, with such a conception

of the universe and man, India has so many human beings excuse

me living
like rats."

I was not speaking of the fact that for two centuries the British

had felt so great
a cultural superiority they had denied any connection
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between India's past and future, offering a way of life so alien that,

however splendid,
it was to these people unnourishing, and had

systematically
killed out

pride. No, I was speaking of something

the Indians had done to themselves.

"I accept the indictment," he said, taking on, personally,
India's

burden of conscience.

"I didn't mean you
"

"I mean I. In vision begins accountability" or some such words.

That night I lay in Room 65 at the Connemara thinking about the

weight of testimony, in the world, as to the possibility
of true

vision. . . .

The next morning I found the Sweeper crouching in the hall.

"Good morning" wishing I knew his name.

"Yes, mem sahib"

Poor wretch, I thought; denying by subservience the dignity of

man. Doubtless he had never heard of Shankara's impersonal god, or

Ramanuja's personal
one. Doubtless, like millions of other low caste

or casteless Hindus, had a country religion
related to animism and

demonolatty, which lavished faith on stones, trees, rivers, and local

godlings.
This did not mean it was devoid of wisdom, Simple people

often approach the richness of mythology precisely because, being

incapable of head-abstractions, they have heart-insights.
On the other

hand, there was such a thing as shackling superstition.

"Barbarism flourishes among India's forty million former Un-

touchables," said an Englishwoman of long residence, "but what are

forty
million among four hundred million? One in ten."

"Do you see barbarism in the art of the people?"
I asked.

"Yes, I do."

I did not. All over India I saw praise
of God, and nowhere more

than here in Madras, its cultural capital.
The people s singing and

dancing had come out of the temple;
and were always an effort to

reach a certain high level of experience and, by variations on one

theme, to stay there.

Indians say that when the gods,
after defeating the demons, re-

enacted the battle, the first theatre was born. Dancing and time, on

the other hand, were born twins. It happened when Shiva began to

shake a little hand-drum and move in rhythm, at first slowly, then
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faster, faster, creating worlds. But so inseparable are dance and drama,

in India, there is but one word for the two art forms.

The most brilliant dance we saw in Southern India was the

Bharata Natyam.
A girl

with stained palms and foot-soles, and a red spot between

her eyebrows, wearing a strong colored, gold embroidered sari with

a wealth of jewelry gems in her ears, a pendant hanging from her

nose, a ruby clipped to one nostril, a gold oval covering the top of her

forehead a
girl

with jasmine circling the back of her head and wound
in a chain down her long thick braid danced less angularly than the

Cambodians. She flowed like waves.

Nevertheless, I understood now that for most of Asia India

dynamic colonizer for a thousand years was culturally source. Be-

hind all Eastern forms lay similar aesthetic principles. Though the

Moslem invasion had been a terrific blow to Indian dancing (Moslems

being cold towards any body-enjoying art) ,
it was too close to her

genius to die; and now, with independence, the old traditions were

being revived.

Tonight the rasa, flavor or mood (Indians say there are nine pos-

sible moods) was love. The dancer's story was about devotion to

Krishna. To express it she used many stylized finger gestures, some

of the meanings, though none of the beauty, of which were lost on

me. Even when she seemed most abandoned, she moved under dis-

cipline.
It was as if, in front of our

eyes, matter passed over into

spirit,
and

spirit
back into matter; everything being a parable of

something else. Shankara's world of illusion, like Plato's world of

appearance, stands not in opposition but apposition to the Source.

The effect one not aimed at in Western dancing was sbantib,

sublimity: a harmony between God and man.

And all the time the sitar (made from a gourd) gave forth an

improvised music of infinite melodic variation on a basic theme, as

abstract as mathematics, thin, clear, subtle, bell-like.

Maybe it was an illusion but both music and dance seemed to

proclaim along with the stature of God the stature of man.

Art, like religion, being of the
spirit,

must so proclaim.

But always, these days, the Sweeper crouched like a toad. Coming
up the hall after eating a good dinner I would find him squatting on
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his heels, a pile of skin, bones and coarse cloth; and he would

scramble up, bow, open the door, and bow again, obsequiously.
A friend said this

servility was to soften my heart so I'd give him
on departure much baksheesh.

Well, if so, I said, he was going to be disappointed. I meant to

distribute my going-away tip
in six equal parts and run.

Nancy stopped by to ask, "Do you hide your valuables when you

go out?"

"No, I think these people are honest. Why?"
"Just wondered I don't."

We were talking about the law-abiding generous Indians as we
drove out to the Adyar estate of Madame Blavatsky's Theosophical

Society to see its school of the dance. No, said the dancing-master, he

never permitted unexpected visitors.

So we explored the Society's headquarters. Its great hall honored

with plaques all the religions of the earth. But the idea seemed ab-

stract, as if conceived in brain instead of heart; perhaps I am being
unfair, but the impression remains. We liked better a banyan tree in

whose shade a hundred people could shelter:
really

a family of trees,

since wherever a branch dropped a runner it took root. As a

congeries it seemed a better image of fellowship.

Riding back through Madras, I thought of how Vivekananda, rid-

ing through these same streets after his sojourn among the English-

speaking peoples, had dreamed of solidarity,
first of his nation, then

of the world; one world nevertheless.

Nancy said, "There's no counting the poor in this town."

"Worship God," Vivekananda had said, "in the poor, the sick

and the feeble;" and the next day a certain Rajah in a delirium of

charity unwilling merely to theorize had fed thousands upon
thousands.

"Some look happy," she went on, "but many sad."

No! Vivekananda had cried to Madras; no more weeping there

had been weeping enough. But no more softness as of wads of cotton,

either. The need was for wills.

Just as the West needed wills for inner action, so India needed

wills for outer action two sides of one coin. But the Sweeper and

millions like him: how rouse them? I wondered. Surely hope was

a prerequisite for any will-to-change.
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Picking up our bathing suits and some French friends, the Cham-

plains,
we asked a taxi driver to take us along the blue and

deliciously
cool and inviting Bay of Bengal.
When we wanted to stop for a swim he seemed embarrassed. "It

is reserved
"

"For members of some club?'*

"For Indians, Madam."
It was quite a shock. Now we knew how it felt to belong to an

unpopular minority.
"Is there no place ?"

Yes, he knew an unrestricted beach further up this big black

stalwart man with the splendid upright look one sees, often, on

Indian faces.

Later, emerging from a straw bathing hut, "Good Lord!" cried

Nancy. For an army of G-string natives, tall and Dravidian-dark,

spotting us from afar, were bearing down upon us, fleet as bulbuls,

in the hope of making a few anas or maybe even a rupee. Now they
swarmed around us, pointing to long crude hand-hewn skiffs or

dinghies curved at each end like gondolas; gabbling Tamil and

gesticulating.

Oh, yes, said our driver, the skiffs were quite safe.

"Where's your bag?" whispered Nancy.
"Hidden in the hut."

The solemn trustworthy-looking youth she had hired to guard
her bag and parasol sat on the shore cross-legged.

"Keep an eye on him, Nance."

"I will but I'm sure he's all right."

It was a delightful sport. Having paddled out to sea, the boatmen

let a heavy surf sweep us shoreward. At first we rode
sitting -down,

one passenger to a skiff; then discovered it was more fun to stand

up, balancing precariously through spray and spume. Almost we
floated in air. Whenever we lost the fight and overturned, it was so

great a joke we swallowed lots of salt water. But usually the skiff

kept carving water till, with a little bump, it sheathed itself in sand.

"Hi!" called Nancy on a wide beautiful sea.

"Hello!" shouted Denise Champlain, waving from a fast prow.
"Marvelous!" under the sky.
Afterwards we had dressed and were combing our hair in the
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hut when Nancy reached into her bag for a bobby pin. A peculiar
look invaded her eyes.

"It's gone," she said.

"What's gone?"

"My money."
"How much?"

"Twenty-five dollars worth of rupees"

"Maybe you just thought you were carrying them."

"No, I had them," she said, the way someone files an affidavit.

Going out at once, we asked our taxi driver what we should do.

Thunderstruck, he stood stock-still with an
expression of enormous

gravity,
his fine-featured face and awful eyes and turban like those

cf a judge. "It is an outrage," he said; then had a quick discussion

in Tamil with the band of youths. "They say the boy who held

the bag has gone."
"All right," said Nancy, resigned.

"No, Madam," sternly. Again he spoke Tamil; whereupon two

boys dashed away across the sand. "I've sent for him."

"But will he come'?" said Nancy, incredulous. "If he'd steal, he'd

conceal bury the money in the sand something
"

The idea of robbery seemed so fantastic, again I wondered if Nancy
could be mistaken.

"The gods," said the taxi driver as if to himself, "see everything."

Waiting under an indignant sun, the Champlains and I cross-

examined the
plaintiff.

She hadn't put the rupees into a different

purse? She couldn't have lost them someplace else? "No, no" while

the taxi driver strode up and down, up and down, as if the honor of

all India rested upon his shoulders.

Look! They were coming back across the sand, now, two figures

flying, skimming
The one out in front had something in his hand. Arrowlike he

rushed on; panting gave the thing to the taxi driver, who gave it to

Nancy. It was her rupees.

"All of them?"

She counted. "All of them."

"I apologize," said the taxi driver, wiping his forehead. "It was a

temptation" sadly "too much temptation
"

"But it wasn't you," said Nancy wondering.
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"I brought you here."

It seemed a strange extension of responsibility.

Baffled, Nancy tried to give him a reward. "Without your help,
I would have lost $25." He refused. Later, when we got out of the

taxi at the Connemara she tried again. But he refused absolutely.

"I regret you have harm by a youth of India."

As we packed for Ceylon we reviewed our Indian experience.

Though we had traveled in many different parts of the great sub-

continent, we knew we had only just begun to fathom its meaning.

"Maybe this vision the Hindus talk about is self-hypnotism,"

suggested Nancy.
If so, I said, a lot of people in a lot of countries, throughout the

ages, had been fooled. The number included such Biblical figures as

Daniel, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Peter, John and Paul. Some Westerners, too,

and not just the great mystics Washington and Lincoln, for in-

stance. Was each either a victim of delusion or a cheat? No, I

suspected that even today, and even in the West, the extension of

consciousness called vision probably occurred more frequently than

was supposed after all, it was not the sort of thing one talked about.

"Does science recognize it?"

"In general, no though there's Dr. Rhine at Duke University."

"Why do most scientists ignore it?"

Why? I did not know. Hidebound? Had their minds been closed

by materialistic premises? Or by a subconscious fear that, if they

accepted vision as fact, they might have to change their lives? And
what, incidentally, I said, could be less scientific than rejecting some-

thing one had never studied?

From the Sweeper up to sannyasin with power of vision: a great

gamut.
And then I noticed that the Sweeper had a chest-cough. Of course

he did not have enough to eat. Among India's lower classes tuber-

culosis raged.

Yes, India's primary problem was economic. Her four hundred

millions must be decently housed and fed; modern farming methods

must replace primitive; sanitation be improved, bodies healed. Strange,
I thought; economic disaster usually spelled degeneration. The fact

that, in
spite of it, a large part of India held to a high philosophy

was in one sense a tribute to the strength of her idealism.
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"Did you know," I said to the Sweeper since he understood

only three words of English it was merely a vent for myself "that

India's civilization was great five thousand years ago? That it navi-

gated the seas, traded with several continents, and planted colonies?

That always it gave and took freely though in ideas and the arts it

gave more than it took? Well, that great legacy belongs to you.
33

"Yes, mem sahib"

"You too must breathe the ozone of new
possibilities join the

human race
"

"Yes, mem sahib."

Trembling he took off a clean white turban, wiped it on the floor

and held it up for my inspection.
It was unclouded.

What to do? I smiled, but he was looking down at his feet.

When word got around the Connemara that I was packing, a

crowd of servants gathered in my room: the Bed-Maker, the Tub-

Cleaner, the Launderer, the Duster, the Tea-Fetcher, and of course

though he stood apart
the Sweeper. Also two dark figures

I did not

remember ever having seen.

I gave the interlopers
a few anas for the favor of departing; then,

dividing my tip
into six equal parts, got ready to distribute them

and run.

Perhaps it was the Sweeper's hollow chest which changed my mind.

A man's chest should be the broad convex shield he bears before him;

not a hollowness, poor and squeezed. At that moment, for a second,

just by chance I saw his eyes. They were pits
of sorrow.

I left five portions
as they were, but doubled his; then in the sight

of all passed
out baksheesh, his portion

last.

Disbelief ran through his body as he stared at it, Then the eyes

lifted; for the first time he stood erect and looked directly
at me.

I do not believe that his joy came from avarice; that he cared a

straw, in that moment, about money as such. No, accepting his

preferment
as a symbol of worth, if only the worth of an exceptionally

good sweeper, he felt perhaps
for the first time in his life laudable

self-esteem.

He was a man.

Going down the hall to the elevator, he ran along at my shoulder,

I suppose to prolong
the moment.



XV

CEYLON

the death
of demons

JLhe demon Ravana who stole Rama's wife Sita was King of Lanka:

Ceylon. But if "demon" suggests hell, the epic was misleading.

Ceylon like Oahu, like Bali, like all lush tropical islands though
hot as hell looked like a little paradise.

"But we shall see," said Nancy.
The Galle Face of Colombo, on the Indian Ocean, was a hotel

perfectly adapted to people who have nothing to do but descend a

grand staircase, eat, lounge, meander, order drinks, and listen to the

sea's "melancholy long withdrawing roar."

Our first night, Nancy and I walked on the promenade skirting
the sea. The sky was large, soft and strewn with gold nuggets. De-

scending steps to seaweedy sand, we flung off the coats covering our

bathing suits and plunged into the water. Rough porous rocks cut our

feet; and when breakers knocked us down and dragged us a few

yards, scratched our
legs.

It was an invigorating struggle.

216
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"Why, you're bleeding," said Nancy.
Colombo's heterogeneous population is gift of her conquerors. Ac-

cording to the Mabavansa (Genealogy of the Great), the first was

Vijaya, an Aryan from Northeast India who, about 500 B.C., by
marrying a local Veddah princess, inaugurated a Sinhalese dynasty
famous for elegance and wars. The island was too rich for peace;
invader after invader fell upon it: Tamils, Portuguese, Dutch, and

finally
in the nineteenth century the ubiquitous British.

For a hundred and
fifty years Ceylon was a Crown Colony; and

even today Prince Street, the European shopping center, is as British

as Hyde Park or marmalade for breakfast.

We preferred the cubicles lining the side streets: mostly jewelry

shops, Sinhalese gems being extraordinarily cheap.
"I understand," said Nancy, "why some women go mad over

diamonds or emeralds."

She was sitting
at a table spread with trays of set and unset stones,

looking at square-cut amethysts. How much would this one cost, set

plain? how much if surrounded by white sapphires? diamonds? Four

clerks hovered about, soft-voiced, insidious.

"Want buy zircon-cluster, Madam? Very cheap."
"Star sapphire, lady? Look star." He held up a grey stone the size

of a navy bean; the "star" a cross of light.

"Cat's-eye, Madam? How much you give?"
But Ceylon had other fascinations.

On a three-day trip
around the luxuriant island we came to the

ruins of Anuradhapura in the North Central Province.

Though Asia is full of cities destroyed by earthquake, battering

ram or just the slow attritions of time, Anuradhapura is in a class by
itself.

Our guide said it had had three million inhabitants.

"Three million inhabitants!" echoed Nancy, and went around

muttering, "Three million! Three million!"

Indeed Anuradhapura was Lanka's seat of government when about

300 B.C. the
priest

Mahinda introduced Buddhism. It persists,
here in

Ceylon, to this day, in its original Hinayana form.

"Three million!" When Nancy is surprised,
her large brown eyes

get larger. "Three million's a lot of folks!"

Precious little of what they had built remained: several pyramidal
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dago has made of small sun-dried bricks, some bathing pools, and the

foundations of a few monasteries and
palaces. The timber superstruc-

tures having perished,
their stone uprights, no longer upright but

leaning at odd and crazy angles, looked like joss sticks. Seen at a

distance, against a great sweep of greensward, they were inde-

scribably sad, like once-loved toys abandoned by a child.

Three million people like us.

I tried to build up Anuradhapura in time and space; to see its

poor and rich houses, public buildings, markets, temples, processions

of elephants, street fights, children playing, laborers, dance troops,

water-drawers, drivers of humped oxen, the Queen on her golden

palanquin, the King on his throne. The city rose shakily, then

solidified. Why, it was big as Chicago!
I told myself that a resident of Anuradhapura in, say, the year

Jesus was born in Bethlehem, was as much alive as I at this moment.

He got hungry, mad, discouraged; he was happy, sad, affectionate;

if cut, he bled.

Now nothing moved on the grassy undulations.

It was as if the city's history between birth and death, twelve

hundred years, had lived between two bats of my eye. A great city

how great was the fall thereof.

Escorting us to the bo tree of Anuradhapura, our learned long-
haired guide Ari walked taller. "In 288 B.C.," he said, documenting
it

precisely, "there was planted on this spot, Madam, a sprig from

the bo tree under which Buddha was sitting when he attained En-

lightenment.'* He pointed impressively: "Here is the little child."

Under this oldest tree in existence of which there is record, a

massive patriarch, the tiny shadows of its cascades of leaves were

trembling.

Pilgrims stood stupefied by reverence; their idiosyncrasies of dress

recalling many countries. Their prayers sounded like the murmur of

bees.

"There is a legend," said Ari, leading us through temple doors

carved and burnished, "that the Holy One came to Ceylon three

times, but on this point the Mahavansa is silent."

One day, riding through fertile country, we saw a double file of

bare-chested, black-faced white-turbaned drummers who from time

to time stopped to prance forward and back, pivot, and slur off side-
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ways. The Little Vehicle does not forbid dancing; and in Ceylon it is

as necessary as breathing. Even the elephants engage in it.

We asked Ari where we could watch some devil-dancing. For it

seemed that Rama's
killing of Ravana had not settled the lower

regions.

"Patience, Madam. Someone always gets sick," this form of devil-

dancing being an attempt to exorcise the evil
spirits

who cause

disease: a
superstitious hang-over from a pre-Buddhistic religion, by

Buddhism gently tolerated.

That night at a Government Rest House we ate wild boar. It tasted

much gamier than tame pork. Dessert was a rum omelette crusted

with brown sugar which came to the table on a platter drenched in

spirits
and shooting blue flame.

"Oh!" cried Nancy in
delight.

The next day we were riding through thick jungle when there

stepped out into a little clearing a tall, thin, root-dark, almost black,

hunter in a white loincloth, balancing across his shoulders a branch,

from each end of which swung a huge slab of blood-dripping meat.

"Wild boar," explained Ari.

"Stop!" we shouted to the driver.

Ari spoke Sinhalese. "He says he just killed it."

The long spear in the hunter's hand and short broad-bladed chop-

per suspended from a sling around his waist were stained bright.

Nancy got out to snap a picture. Having taken mine with the lens

of my eyes, I can still see that portrait
in black and red.

Riding on, we talked about Buddhism's debt to Ceylon. The one

complete collection of Buddhist scriptures extant supposedly Bud-

dha's exact teachings was, by a fluke of fortune, preserved
at

Anuradhapura: the Canon, in Pali, of its "School of Elders." From

Ceylon this Tripitaka (threefold basket) spread to Burma and Siam;

its three divisions consisting of the Order's disciplinary rules, doctrine,

and "higher doctrine."

"To Buddhists everywhere," said Ari, not without the pride Buddha

censured, "Ceylon is holy ground."
Then someone had the kindness to get sick. Getting pregnant or

going insane or just having a run of bad luck might have served just

as well as an excuse for devil-dancing the natives love it but this

old woman caught a fever.
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Now devil-dancing in front of the afflicted's house is a very strange

sight.

The moon shines. Coconut trees bend. The torches set round newly
erected palm-leaf shrines and the dais holding the victim of demons

flame and gutter.
Excited villagers press closer. To most Westerners,

the ritual remains obscure; they get only the general idea of propitia-

tion; but the dancing itself always strikes with tremendous impact.
Here come men dancers dressed in women's skirts, with switches of

shredded palm, for hair, hanging down their backs, and their heads

bound tightly in red cloth: fantastic figures with jangling ankle bells.

Next come the demons; next, an exorcist-dancer impersonating Vesa-

muni, their King: fearful apparition. When the "women" have

dropped their breast-covers and palm-leaf hair to become men, the

ritual moves forward in mighty spurts. Seizing a handful of gun-

powder, Vesamuni throws it into a
platter

of charcoal A burst of

flame, then black smoke. Holding a torch in each hand, the dancers

whirl madly. Attendants stamp out flying sparks.
Drums beat, torsos

jerk, fire washes faces, feet clang, arms wave, bodies turn so rapidly

they seem to be levitated horizontally.
Towards morning the devil-

dancers clap on masks: the terrible faces of the beings whom magic
is about to cast out: serpent-faces, fanged faces chomping corpses,

toad-faces with carbuncle eyes. Singing out their names, and confess-

ing why they victimized the ailing one, they accept defeat. The final

"cure" is a climax and paroxysm of emotion.

"What kind of
offerings

are those on the altar, Ari?"

"Margosa leaves, shoe-flowers and burning camphor
"

If we had been Buddhist pilgrims, we might have skipped Siguriya
to get on to the Temple of the Sacred Tooth in Kandy. But one clear

morning before breakfast we climbed the "Lion's Rock": a preposter-

ously large red butte rising straight up from a
plain.

In the fifth cen-

tury King Kasyapa had abandoned Anuradhapura to perch on top of

this natural fortress for eighteen years, a bloody-beaked eagle in his

eyrie.

Halfway up, "We need a helicopter," said Nancy.
There were rewards for the impossibly steep climb. First, a pair of

colossal claws carved out of pink rock; but where was the animal's

body? Second as we clung to an iron rail along the sheer face of the

bastion frescoes of lovely ladies tossing flowers from a dizzy height,
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ladies at once sensual and elegant, swathed up to slim waists in cloud;

were they King Kasyapa's wives, or celestial nymphs? ("Why are

there no blues in the composition, Ari?" "I don't know, Madam.")
Third, the foundations of the King's palace. Exhilarated, we ran up
and down the royal steps, and sat on the royal throne. Workmen were

busy sifting the dust of bricks. What a noble view! How, seeing it

every morning, could Kasyapa have remained an utter rascal?

After our excursion, fried eggs tasted good.

Rolling on towards Kandy, we kept comparing Ceylon's hills to

Bali's. The two islands might have been shaped by the same lavishly

loving hand. Coffee trees, rubber trees, tea plantations, pepper plants,
tall coconut palms up which, to their crowns of

frilly branches, boys
were shinnying. In such trees Hanuman's monkeys must have had

great fun.

And so we came at last to Kandy, a cool attractive hill-station, seat

of the powerful line of kings who, from the sixteenth to nineteenth

century, avoided the coastal fighting while maintaining themselves

luxuriously. Then the British wiped them out.

"Can Buddha's tooth be seen, Ari?"

"No, Madam. Only during the great perahera in August."

"Candy causes tooth-decay," jested Nancy. "Sorry it's the heat."

Actually this Kandy tooth had lasted a long time; according to the

Buddhists, twenty-five hundred years. The Portuguese tell a different

tale; declaring that when in the sixteenth century they sailed down

from Goa to harry Ceylon, they captured that tooth and, in spite of

the enormous ransom offered, burned it in the public square on orders

from an archbishop who swore no Viceroy should
profit financially

from the sale of an "idol." False, cry the Sinhalese
priests;

the Portu-

guese burned a substituted tooth.

Substituted or original the tooth is sumptuously enshrined.

As we entered the great door of its temple, a drummer hit a long
drum monkey skin at one end and deerhide at the other savagely

and in grandeur.
Come to worship! Come to worship! it said.

The rolled manuscripts in the temple's ancient library,
like those

in Ghum's at Darjeeling, had been laid away in drawers.

When we emerged, devotees were fetching white flowers to a

shrine. Though the day was hot, they looked fresh. Having a freesia
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in my hand, I laid it on the tray held by a saffron-robed
priest.

It was

a token of esteem for that part of Buddhism which, stressing compas-

sion, proclaims world-brotherhood: to me a stage on the way to Christ.

Now it seemed to us we had seen everything in Ceylon except the

Kandyan dancers dressed entirely in beaten silver. Try as one may,
one never sees all.

Driving towards Colombo, Nancy said graciously, "Stop grieving

about peaked silver hats I've got you a whole herd of elephants."

With little black mahouts perched on their necks, the elephants
were wading big-legged into a river. As we stepped out to watch, the

sun hit like a massive retaliation. The brutes tossed their trunks up
and down, squirting showers of water over their bodies; one could

envy them. And the elephant boys used sponges to scrub the broad

grey tablelands of their backs.

"Heard from Reg?"

Reg was Nancy's friend Reginald Parsons, scheduled to arrive home
about now. As instructed, Nancy had sent a letter to his office in

Colombo stating our whereabouts and plans.

"No."

Well, maybe his business trip
was taking longer than expected.

Thus the days passed. Ceylon was so beautiful we had canceled

reservations ahead to stay on. Southern India had been parched;
Pakistan would be parched the Sind a desert. This green isle was

the oasis between.

The Galle Face was becoming a second home. We knew the easy-

going Sinhalese desk clerks. We knew the clever Sinhalese seamsters

in the shop off the lobby they were making us up yellow-and-grey
cottons. We knew the needle-thin Sinhalese waiters with their narrow

hips, sharp derrieres, white slot-garments, long hair knotted in back,

and tortoise-shell crowns proclaiming the fact that being of pure
Sinhalese blood they had never carried burdens on their heads. And
knew, also, where not to swim because the rocks were cruel and the

undertow treacherous.

And still Reg did not call. If detained, said Nancy, he might have

had the courtesy to let her know.

Finally, writing a second note to Reg's office for fear the first had
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been lost, she received this answer: A week ago a Galle Face clerk

(our favorite) had sworn we had checked out.

Our sojourn in Ceylon, having begun in the Indian Ocean, ended

there.

We had had cocktails at Reg's house on the ocean, and he and

Nancy were listening to music
(little suspecting they would some-

day be married) when I excused myself for a last swim in the Far

East.

Because the sun had gone down and it was trying to rain, the

light
as I ran across the sand was indeterminate.

I waded out into warmish water. Waves, sweeping in regularly
from the open sea, broke a little distance from the shore. I kept walk-

ing till the water reached my neck; except when an extra large wave

approached; then, stiffening my legs, just for a moment floated up-

right.
I was immersed in, part of, a rhythm reaching how far? From

Ceylon all the way to Antarctica?

Ceylon: "Pearl of the Indian Ocean."

Rising and
falling on the swells

rising
and falling tasting salt

while rising and falling

Off in the West, across the vast, tender, embracing ocean there

faltered the last lovely light.

It was like the end of the Ramayana. Lanka having been con-

quered, and Ravana slain, Rama and Sita laughed in each other's arms.
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PAKISTAN

dinner at

0\fter the first hour, the benches in the second-class compartment
on the Karachi-Dokri train became harder, and the Pakistan desert

almost unbearably monotonous.

"I don't feel up to Mohenjo-daro," Nancy had said; and indeed

she had looked lying in the Palace Hotel in Karachi quite green.
"And I don't like Karachi, and I don't want to be sick here."

Poor Nancy. "Where do you want to be sick?"

"Beirut."

"Nanny, how can I skip Mohenjo-daro and Ur? I've looked for-

ward to them so keenly."
It was the first time we had reached an impasse,
"See them alone and meet me in Beirut."

"You're not curious about an Indian city five thousand years old,

and Chaldean ruins almost ?"

"Ruins? No. I'm a ruin. I want to get to a good hotel where the

weather's cool, and the water doesn't give you horrible diseases,

and when you ring a bell the waiter doesn't leer"

224
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Yes, she needed a rest. "Can you fly
to Beirut alone?"

"Easy. Five hours and I'm there."

"But how can I go to Mohenjo-daro alone?"

"Why not? A curator and his wife run a Government Dak Bunga-
low. Sounds perfectly safe."

"Well, this one's harder how can I go to Ur and Babylon alone?

And Kish? And Nippur? Drive a hundred miles through desert in a

car with an Arab? Might end with my throat cut."

"No, you'd meet a nice party of Americans in Baghdad and they'd

say, Do join us. This medicine's nasty!
3

The train to Mohenjo-daro had the ague. It was not going very
fast. When we stopped at some desert station, a swarm of hawkers

wrapped in white womanish garments and wearing fezzes recom-

mended their wares in Punjabi or Sindi or Baluchi.

An elderly Cockney geologist, bound for a Northern province to

do a surveying job, opened the window at the top of the door, English

fashion, and bawled an order for bottled pop.
"Will you have some?"

I had some. It was lukewarm.

Again a sandy waste, interrupted by limestone spurs from the

Kirthar Range.
"What's that white stuff on the ground?" I asked.
etc 1 *>

Salt.

"Would something grow if the land were irrigated?"

"No." He pulled at his pipe. "But don't get the idea all Pakistan's

a desert. Up around Lahore it's quite green. Did you enjoy Karachi?"

"Well
"

The capital of the new nation of Pakistan was a well-laid-out city

with which I had succeeded in setting up no inward connection.

Whether I was shopping around the native quarter for an astrakhan

hat, or riding a horse-drawn gharry, or sitting in a rug emporium

counting knots on the underside of a Sarouk, Kerman or Bokhara (a

thousand to the square inch is tops) , or watching a vendor of human

teeth (I do not know why people bought them), or eating sbabi

(sweetbreads cooked in milk and honey), whether I sweltered at

noon or walked in the garden at evening, it was all the same: Karachi

and I remained curiously at odds.

The block, I suspected, was Moslems. Though I had made friends
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with the people o a dozen Asiatic countries, in the Moslems I seemed

to have met my bete noire. Why? I had nothing against Mohammed-
anism as such, so the trouble was not religious; and how could it be

racial (even if I suddenly became capable o prejudices I deplored)
when the Moslems in this region were not Arabs at all, only Arabian-

ized Indians, Afghans and Mongols? Yes, I decided, the obstacle

must be Moslems as representatives of a certain culture. The con-

clusion humiliated me. Were not all cultures those manifestations

of the human spirit
valuable?

"Do you like Moslems?" I asked the old geologist.

"No. Their religion makes fanatics out of them. They're like these

flats they need rain."

Were they cruel?

"Some of them."

So were some Americans, I said.

"And a few but only a very few Englishmen," he kidded.

I remembered some newspaper pictures,
taken at the time of the

partition of India, in which Moslems were butchering Hindus. But

then other pictures showed Hindus butchering Moslems. It was a

draw.

In a field a little child ran crying to his mother. He had sloe eyes,
and wore no clothes. The day was oven-hot.

I'd better like the Moslems, I thought; Fm going to see a lot of

them between here and Greece.

A lunch handed through the train window from a station platform
was

spicy, warm and surprisingly tasty.
The turbaned purveyor was

supposed to collect his plate and cutlery before the train left. He did

not. Poor devil, watching his profit fly
down the track.

"Are you being met at Dokri?" The old geologist was con-

cerned.

"Oh, yes; I wired the Curator to send an oxcart."

"Well, if he doesn't, apply to the station-master," sternly.

At last the train pulled into the small parched town of Dokri. I

said goodbye to the geologist, extricated myself and small bag, stepped
into a crush of cotton-swathed Moslems, entered a

fly-filled station,

and stood there, waiting for the Curator's emissary to tap me on the

arm. No one tapped. After a while I accosted some station personnel.

They did not understand English. At last I found the station-master.
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"No, Madam. The Mohenjodaro people have no form of

transpor-
tation."

"What should I do?" mopping perspiration.
"Take a tonga,

33

pointing to some two-wheeled horse-drawn carts.

"It's only six miles."

"Can you recommend a driver?"

"There is one I trust," beckoning to a man whose fierce features

age had somewhat tamed. There followed negotiations to me unin-

telligible.
"He will take you for three rupees" ninety cents.

Because I had expected an oxcart, the tonga looked rather natty.
The pony had a fancy red harness and plucked from this smitten

land a flower behind each ear. As he trotted through dust with only
an occasional tree towards Mohenjo-daro, they bobbed up and down,

slowly wilting. I saw the process by half rising and twisting my neck.

But most of the time nervous, yet interested in the terrain I sat

with my back to the driver. We skirted a dun-colored village. Then

again flat wasteland.

Nothing was said.

An hour later we arrived at a settlement alongside some great dark

mounds.

A
slatternly young man with a beak came out to see if I was the

person who had telegraphed about the oxcart, and to explain that

unfortunately the Assistant Curator was away. As assistant to the

Assistant, he would show me to my room.

I glanced at the one-story stucco Dak Bungalow heading up a

cluster of buildings. Not too bad.

"Thank you."
The driver charged considerably more than the amount agreed

upon. I paid. I hated to have to ask him to return for me day after

tomorrow morning at four o'clock, to catch the only possible
train

back to Karachi, at 5:20. The Mohenjo-daro situation was far different

than expected; perhaps if I had understood just how different I would

not have had the courage to set out unaccompanied.
He said he would fetch me, but angrily; then creaked away.

Following my welcomer to the bungalow, I saw that he wore

Western pants and a shirt without a collar, and looked only half

hitched-together, as if he had pulled on his clothes hastily,
from

sleep.
His fez sat on rumpled hair.
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"When will the Assistant Curator be back?"

"Tomorrow, Madam if Allah permits/'

Well, at least they had an organization.

Compared to the outdoors, the Bungalow was almost cool: an odd

effect as of damp where dampness was impossible.

"Here your room, Madam."
As I walked in, one wall or a large part of it fell down. The

plaster lay in a heap. The assistant to the Assistant paid no attention.

Hereafter, I thought, I must tiptoe.

"And your bathroom, Madam."
It was a system of

pails.

The whole musty place needed airing.

"You have lunch, Madam?"
"Yes." Since a guidebook had informed me that the Government's

Dak Bungalow was not equipped to serve meals, I had brought hard-

boiled eggs and oranges in a shoe-box: not my favorite diet.

But I was at Mohenjo-daro in the Valley of the Indus, once part of

India, now Pakistan, where five thousand years ago even before

Sumeria there had flourished a great civilization.

"There stays another American here, Madam."
It was wonderful news.

"You go to the museum with Mr. Lee this afternoon, Madam?
I come for you the both at four o'clock. Tomorrow we go ruins."

"Good."

Alone, I examined my door. Yes, a lock. Flinging open the shut-

ters, I was relieved to find the windows were barred. Were the Mos-
lems afraid of something, or only afraid of a guest being afraid?

I took a primitive shower, ate a hard-boiled egg and orange, and

lay down to rest. It was very still on the Sind desert under that ancient

monarch the sun.

At four o'clock, hearing voices in front, I went out.

"Hello," said Lee. He was a strapping Mid-Westerner in khaki

pants and a
sport shirt, with a congenital haste, and the exuberance

of a healthy animal. "If I was crazy to come, you were crazier."

It made for
solidarity.

We followed a brick walk to a small museum. Although Lee had

explored it yesterday, he remained in a state of ardent interest.

"Archaeologist?" I asked.
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"Amateur,
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modestly.
I asked him how a great commercial

city could grow up in this

desert.

"It wasn't a desert in 3000 B.C. it was jungle."
"How do you know?"

"The seals wait."

At last the assistant to the Assistant got the door unlocked. He
was wearing a

dirty, greasy tie now probably his prize possession.

Although, compared to other museums, this one looked almost

puritanically bare, actually its neat shelves and glass showcases con-

tained an historical cache of untold cultural interest. Every object

on display belonged to the copper-and-bronze age which, superseding
the stone one, knew nothing, yet, of iron.

"Hey!"
Lee the student of antiquities showed me a easeful of seals similar

to those in Delhi: dozens, of thumbnail size, made from stone, ivory,
bone or earthenware. They bore inscriptions in a pictograph writing
unlike cuneiform, and as yet undeciphered. The animals on them

looked startlingly unlike any the Sind desert could support today,
but identical with the fauna of parts of present-day India:

tigers,

rhinoceros, zebras, elephants, and humped oxen.

"See what I mean?" said Lee eagerly.

Yes, I saw what he meant. The monsoons must have changed their

course. It was a low meteorological trick.

The seal-artists had treated their subjects naturalistically.
This ox,

for instance: a great deal of observation and care had gone into its

drawing and shading. And this tiger turning on a hunter stalking him

from a tree. And this rhinoceros attacking two natives poor fellows,

they hadn't a chance.

The hoariness of the seals hit home when I remembered that the

oldest art of comparable merit in the museums of Benares and Delhi

was later by two thousand years.

Apparently, when the urban civilization of the Indus Valley fell

before waves of Aryans coming from where? the technique of

seal-engraving had languished for ages.

"Isn't this something?" said Lee.

Meanwhile our guide stood apart,
as if marveling at the madness of

Americans. Spending their riches to see old potsl
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While Lee studied pots, I studied jewelry; while he studied oil

lamps, I studied toys. Passing from case to case, with lowered heads,

we spoke little. A mounting enthusiasm was threatening to blow off

the tile roof.

No, the jewelry was not quite as fine as the gold necklace in the

Delhi Museum the Indian Government had played the vandal.

Still, it showed a variety of skills, and I liked the chanka beads. The

painted vases decorated with geometrical patterns suggested eyes that

observed and hands that worked with joy. The copper statuette of a

nude dancing girl: although austerely executed, it was quick with life.

And the bust of a bearded priest
in a fine embroidered robe: he was

more than a type,
he was an individual.

"How can I wait till tomorrow to see Mohenjo-daro? Just a

glimpse?"
Lee said, 'That wasn't its name. All right,

a glimpse."
"What was its name?"

"No one knows. No one can know till they break the pictographs.
The excavators had to call it something, though. Mohenjo-daro means

City of the Dead."

It was lucky Lee was full of information, for the assistant to the

Assistant in no way assisted.

"If they can't read the writing," I challenged we were leaving
the museum "how do they know the age of the city?"

Here Lee failed me.

Though the sun was still an enemy hard and bright, we kept

walking towards five thousand years ago.

"Well, there it is," said Lee and feet and heart stood still.

Walls of oversized rose-colored brick (burnt in kilns, not sun-baked,

said Lee); and street after paved street, some wide, some narrow,

lined with buildings sliced off at varying heights from the ground.
Around the excavations loomed unopened mounds.

"Will that hold you?" said Lee.

Sand, dust "the dust has its reasons wherever it
goes."

The shadows were drawing out as we walked back to the com-

pound. Perhaps the little garden by the Dak Bungalow would take

courage. One could guess the effort it cost these Moslems to keep
alive a few trees and flowers; every drop of water had to be carried.

"You like to see photographs?" asked the assistant casually.
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"No please tomorrow. I'm so tired I'm going to bed."

"If Allah permits."
Lee and I ate supper in the Bungalow's combination sittingroom-

diningroom. I gave him a hard-boiled egg and he gave me a tongue
sandwich, both rather the worse for time and heat.

"You're leaving tomorrow?" I asked.

"No, the next day. 5:30 A.M. train filthy idea/
1

T >*

I, too.

"Couldn't we cut expense by sharing a tonga? I have one hired
"

"I have one hired."

"Well!" said Lee as if with relish, "there's going to be a murder.

We take the first tonga to arrive for fear the other won't arrive at

all. The second tonga pursues overtakes two drivers flash curved

blades the Americans cower in a ditch
"

"Please."

That night, behind locked door and barred windows, I could hear

the measured tread of the Night Watchman. Again, of what were the

Moslems afraid? Blowing out a smoky lamp, I peered at the window

trying to penetrate darkness. Nothing.
Then went to bed and to

sleep.

Breakfast was a hard-boiled egg beginning to
spoil.

"Good morning," I said.

"Good morning," said the Assistant's assistant.

"You're late," said Lee cheerfully. "Half the day is gone."

"Well, at least all of it up to 9:30."
Like Dake North, he walked loaded with camera equipment,
I asked if he were setting up a camera supplies shop in the Sind

desert.

"Yes, these people need diversion."

We were in fine fettle, he at the prospect of seeing again, and I at

the prospect of seeing for the first time, the remains of a city great

before Rome existed, or Athens, or Jerusalem, or Memphis, or Baby-

lon, or Benares.

Slowly, through heat, we advanced on the partly
excavated city.

Rosy walls, hatched streets, truncated houses and shops.
But this time

we did not halt at a distance.

"Amazing!"
On close inspection we saw that the well-burnt bricks of the sub-
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stantially built houses were laid in mud or gypsum mortar. One struc-

ture was too large for a house; it must have been a temple. Near it

stood a sacred tank lined with bitumen, its drain six feet high, and

its roof corbel-vaulted.

"Can you beat it?" said Lee.

In a way it was easier to rebuild Mohenjo-daro than Anuradhapura.
There I had had only a few stone stilts from which to work; here I

had ruins somewhat comparable though more ancient by three thou-

sand years
to those of Pompeii.

As our feet rang out hollowly on brick streets, my thoughts were a

series of ejaculations.

These streets had not evolved haphazardly. Being strictly regular,

they must have been laid out according to a master plan; which meant

a central authority. That was the first surprise.

The second was the drainage system. If the seal-fauna had not

divulged the secret of heavy rains, this elaborate piping-system would

have done so. Large gutters, plunging down from houses, ran, covered,

along each street.

Our guide said there had been three city-layers.
This was the top

one. The bottom one went back at least as far as 3300 B.C.

A hollow city,
a ghost city,

stalked by the killer sun.

Meanwhile Lee shot pictures
of everything; a wall, a cistern, a

throne room, or was it an assembly place?
Back home in the States I foresaw he would set up a screen in

the living room, for friends, and run through his Mohenjo-daro films.

"Look," he would say,
"this city flourished before Abraham migrated

from Ur in the Chaldees!" Or "Look! this oldest known city was not

only large and prosperous; it was sophisticated!"
And his friends,

staring at
piles

of pink brick, would think him crazy. Why the excite-

ment? All the shots looked the same. Lee knew his pictures lacked

contrast, but how stop? His shirt was wet across his shoulders, but

how stop? Film was damn expensive, but how stop? No, he could

not, would not, stop shooting.
The assistant to the Assistant Curator shuffled along, obviously

bored. No accounting for Americans a lot of old brick! Watching
him, I decided he felt little if any human sympathy. It seemed to con-

firm my Karachi hypothesis; between me and Moslems there reared

a wall.
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I said to Lee, "The feet that sagged these steps have been dust

three thousand, four thousand, years/' Whereupon he started running

up and down them "just for the hell of it." I ran up and down, too. It

was a game for children, yet serious.

So real, if I had met the bearded priest in the embroidered robe I

would not have screamed.

"It's lunchtime," said the assistant to the Assistant
stiffly.

He meant

his lunch, not ours.

We walked back, slowly, through reluctant air. The flowers by the

Dak Bungalow had hung their heads.

Then Lee and I sat confronting not food but garbage.
"How do you do?" said a figure from the doorway, "I am Mr.

Anarabulla Siddigi, the Assistant Curator. I regret that I was not

present on your arrival, and fear you have not enough lunch."

Looking up, we saw a kind of desert Beau Brummel: a man the

color of jack-wood or darker, perhaps thirty-five years old, and stand-

ing hardly higher than my shoulder
(I
am five feet, four) , who wore

a khaki uniform washed down to a very pale yellow, and pith helmet,

and carried epitome of elegance in the Sind a cane. But it was on

the face that my eyes lingered: the very last kind of face I would

have expected to encounter here. It was singularly refined and "pure."
So he had come to greet us

officially.

"I'm glad to see you, Mr. Siddigi."
"How are you?" said Lee. 'Yes, this sandwich is out-dated; it's an

antique; not as old as Mohenjo-daro but
"

The Assistant Curator appreciated the joke.

"I shall send you some lunch," he said kindly, "hoping the quality

of it will not displease you."
The precision of his English suggested a man accustomed to mak-

ing distinctions.

Had we found the museum and ruins interesting? he asked.

Vety.
Were we Americans? Yes, he was sure; the English moved less

freely. Had the service been satisfactory during his unavoidable

absence?

Yes, thank you. (Meaning fresh water had been brought and the

pails emptied.)
He was sorry the Dak Bungalow was a little run-down. Pakistan
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had so many problems, now that it was a nation (he brightened) ,

there was no money left over for Mohenjo-daro; the excavation work

had stopped several years ago, and he doubted that it could be

resumed. He spoke sadly but not lugubriously.
"With your permission," he said and, taking his pith helmet and

cane, departed with dignity.

"On the brink of starvation," said Lee, "saved."

Half an hour later the Assistant's assistant uncovered a tureen from

which he ladled out a rice-mixture.

I was expressing deep thanks when I took a bite. I had eaten in

Mexico, I had eaten in Spain, I had eaten in Burma, but never had I

tasted food so bombastically hot. Involuntarily Lee's hand had flown

to his throat and his eyes wore a dazed look. However, as long as Mr.

Siddigi's man stood by, we continued to eat slowly. Then we emptied
a quantity enough to suggest we had enjoyed the meal into the

slops.

Lee said he believed he'd take a nap to recuperate.

Just then Mr. Siddigi returned. "The day is hot for you?"
Yes, we said; neglecting to mention another hot commodity, ex-

cept to thank him for a very unusual lunch.

"For Alexander the Great," said Mr. Siddigi wistfully, "this land

was pleasanter."

I had known Alexander got as far East as Taxila before turning
back. It was there he had set up nine commemorative

pillars.
Had he

come here too?

"Oh, yes," said Mr. Siddigi with restrained happiness. "His chroni-

clers called this part of his itinerary 'fertile plains.'

"

"What crops were raised?"

"Wheat, barley, sesame and peas,
Madam."

"How do you know?" Lee asked. "Please sit down."

"We have dug up seeds," continuing to stand. "They had an

agrarian economy, with the surplus going into a state granary."
"Did they trade with other cities?"

"With Harappa in the Punjab, of a surety. Traded, by way of the

river, not only grain but art objects. And probably exported cotton

we've found bits of cotton cloth."

"Exported to what place, Mr. Siddigi?"
"Sumeria: Nippur, Erech, Kish. A seal found in a very archaic
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deposit
in Kish remains the essential piece of evidence for dating

Mohenjo-daro.
"

Lee snapped upright. The answer to our question!
"Where is it?"

"Catalog 1822 in the Baghdad Museum."
"What kind of seal?"

"An intaglio of a bull of pre-Aryan workmanship. There's no

doubt at all it was brought to Kish from Mohenjo-daro. The ticket

dates it at 3200 B.C. That means a much earlier civilization
say,

4000 B.C. One does not make finished seals in the beginning."
"Great God!" said Lee. He had forgotten his nap.
We talked for some time about the ancient way of life.

"That humped ox," said Lee. "He was domesticated?"

"Yes/ Also the elephant, sheep, goat, pig, cat and dog."
"Camel?"

"We're not sure."

"Horse?"

"Apparently not. It was the Aryans who tamed the horse, not the

dark 'Mediterraneans' who built Mohenjo-daro."
A light had been lit in Mr. Siddigi's eyes. Evidently his lonely

vigil here on the desert was more than a low-paying job; archaeology
was his passion.

At last Lee rose, excused himself, and went off to catch his long-

delayed nap. I decided to have one too.

"Madam," said Mr. Siddigi, "I take pleasure to invite you to my
home to meet my wife."

I said thank you, I'd be happy to come; and together we went

down the brick walk to a small house with a broken screen door

through which flies were pouring. As we entered a shabby general

room living room, dining room and kitchen a shadow flitted

away.
"Bibi!" called Mr. Siddigi with love in his voice.

Bibi came forth shyly: a young unveiled Moslem woman the color

of olive oil, in sari and sandals. She was taller than her husband with-

out being tall, with features admirably regular,
and rather beautiful

dark
eyes.

"I call her Bibi. She does not speak English," said Mr. Siddigi in

the voice of indulgence.
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"Bibi, I'm glad to meet you/' hoping to convey my cordiality by
tone and hand. Hers was limp, but not from unresponsiveness, I felt;

only a painful diffidence. She was not accustomed to meeting people,
let alone strange ladies from America.

We smiled at each other.

"Please sit down," said Mr. Siddigi gravely, motioning me into a

chair by the central table in the sparsely furnished room.

His savoir faire must have dazzled his wife; she probably looked

upon him as a great man of the world.

Addressed in Sindi, she walked to a small black table. Flies rose

and then it was a white table. She began juggling two pitchers and

a
glass.

"She is a very good wife," said Mr. Siddigi with a touch of naivete.

"She is making for you a very good drink."

"What is it, Mr. Siddigi?"
He smiled mysteriously. "It is milk and it is not milk."

Inwardly I recoiled. Pakistan was a country where a foreigner with

no immunity set up against its microbes dared not drink unboiled

water (witness Nancy) , let alone unboiled milk. But I was sensible

of my position as guest. Because Bibi was too bashful to bring me the

glass,
Mr. Siddigi fetched it. His hospitality had an austere elegance.

"Please tell me what it is," I urged.

"Try it!" he said happily. "It is a special
Pakistan drink very

cooling."

Well, certainly,
I was hot enough.

The white liquid which I sipped slowly, slowly, was horrible.

"Do you like it?" asked Mr. Siddigi in childlike eagerness. Bibi

too was waiting for the verdict; watching through the lashes of her

big brown eyes. Perhaps I was wrong, but it seemed better to perjure

my immortal soul than hurt these people.
T J t 1 JJ

Its delicious.

Mr. Siddigi told Bibi the good news in Sindi. They smiled. Evi-

dently they looked upon this as a very special day in their lives. They
were

entertaining an American!

From time to time, smiling my hypocrite smile, I looked up from

the
glassful of milk that was not milk. It had a sourish taste, and was

quite salty. How much easier to drink it down at a gulp, like medi-

cine. But there was a ritual to be observed.
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Eat nothing and drink nothing with your left hand, it is an offense

to Allah: this, I had been told, was a Moslem rule of vast importance,
So I held the glass in my right hand, carefully.

It cools me off, all right, I thought miserably.
As I underwent this modest martyrdom, Mr. Siddigi and I dis-

cussed history, and the loneliness of the desert, all remarks being
translated at once for Bibi.

"That is not her true name," said her husband at one point. "It is

the name I have given her." Her true name was so complicated I did

not catch it.

Though a woman may smile and smile and be in anguish, at last I

reached the bottom of the
glass,

"You enjoyed it?"

"Oh, very much." One might as well be hung for a cow as a sheep.
I stood up, paying all the right compliments while being shown

all the right amenities.

"Should I accompany you?" asked Mr. Siddigi politely.

I said no, thank you very much, I knew the way.

My host's last remark was that he would without fail bring Mr.

Lee and myself some dinner.

I walked rapidly to the Dak Bungalow. I did not want to lose the

milk that was not milk before reaching my pail.

As I entered Lee strode into the living room. Having had a good

nap he was going back to the ruins for some more shots would I

care to come?

No, I said; I thought I'd lie down.

He was a little worried about tomorrow morning, he said. He just

hoped the Night Watchman would call us at three-thirty ungodly
hour.

By the way, I said, why a Night Watchman?

Oh, didn't I know? said Lee. There were bandits in this part of

Pakistan. And he went off whistling.

I reached the pail just in time.

An hour later I rose refreshed, took a shower by standing in a basin

and squirting cold water over myself not unlike the Ceylon elephants,

and unfolded a cool dress from my little bag. A great
trick in hot

countries is to wet one's hair before brushing it. The evaporation is

delicious.
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As the sun sank down the flowers perked up. The petunias were

giving off a sweet smell. Evening on the desert has mystery.

At the end of the path I turned. On the flat roof two figures stood

silhouetted against
the sky in each other's arms. Mr. Siddigi and Bibi

had come out to take the air. They were part of the evening's kind-

ness. When a few minutes later they descended the stair, I pretended

not to see them, unwilling to interrupt their dream.

"Hello!" someone called. It was Lee heading in from the ruins.

The bulge would be his camera.

Copying Mr, Siddigi and Bibi I climbed the Bungalow's outside

staircase to its flat roof. The view stretched far, far.

The long low dark horizon in front lay overarched by light.
Nearer

at hand crouched nameless ruins. And between them moved the

mighty Indus up which Mohenjo-daro had shipped its merchandise,

and down which Alexander the Great's army, in flat-bottomed boats,

had floated despondently.

And, all around, in the dusk, brooded a desert which had swallowed

a jungle.

"Something's burning over there on the horizon," said Lee sprinting

up the stairs.

Yes, I could see it plainly
now.

Quickly the red glow increased to a tremendous conflagration.

Town? house? dry forest? It remained and remains inexplicable.
For

there was no forest in this country any more; only a sandy saline soil,

a few people,
air haunted by five thousand years of memories, and

high above, the unembroiled stars.

They came out one by one, till the whole company stood re-

splendent.
. . .

In the living room Lee said, "If I'm going to get up at 3:30 I think

I'll turn in."

"But they're sending dinner."

He groaned, "Moslems! It'll arrive about ten o'clock so hot it's un-

eatable."

"We could walk down there
"

"Let's."

So we strolled down to Mr. Siddigi's house to ask if we might have

the simplest possible
food at once.

"Come in!" bestowing upon us the largesse
of welcome.
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Three other men, standing around his table, were introduced:

a friend, a cousin, a brother. The last, in
particular, impressed me:

Mohammed Oosman Ahmed, a younger and larger Mr. Siddigi, with

earnest eyes. Evidently the four men had been
sitting eating rice, only

rice, no meat and no greens, while Bibi served. Until then I had not

realized the extent of their poverty.
"Please sit down," they urged.
When we had taken their seats, Mr. Siddigi and his brother Oos-

man brought clean plates and forks: then rice and coarse bread. It

would take Bibi a few minutes to recover herself; though one veil

had been torn off, another still concealed her. Meanwhile Mr. Siddigi
fetched a

pitifully
small fruit, peeled it, cut it in half, and in honorary

fashion presented us with the
pieces.

"Right," said Lee.

What was right?
"You saw again the ruins?" Mr. Siddigi asked, as if pleased that

his ruins were popular. Apparently it was an editorial question de-

signed to give himself the pleasure of a foreknown answer.

"Yes," said Lee, "and something new a wheel-rut."

"Yes, they had wheels," said Mr. Siddigi, proud as a father.

"Yet four thousand years later," said Lee marveling, "the Incas

had not yet made that invention, nor the Mayans, nor the Aztecs."

Mr. Siddigi mentioned an ancient model-cart in the museum.

"The carts on the roads of the Sind today are almost identical."

Going into the next room, he brought back a length of vine full of

green pea pods, the "pulse" of these parts and, in drought, a great

prize; and began to pick off the pods and shell the peas, which he

presented to us, alternately,
in lots of three or four. Sometime he let

his brother have the honor of presenting them. The tiny peas had an

odd, green, not unpleasant taste.

"Kashmir," I said, to make conversation. "Do you mind if I ask

you about Kashmir?" and was immediately self-convicted of un-

wisdom. Yet here was Lee chanting, "Right, right," as if he approved.

"I do not object," said Mr. Siddigi with a tolerant smile. But he

had stopped shelling.

"How will India and Pakistan ever settle their dispute?"

The little man had gone tense, the soft eyes turned stony, the lips

compressed. He was transformed.
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And the peas I munched had lost their savor.

"The only way it can be settled/
5

said Mr. Siddigi fiercely, "is by
the sword."

"Right," said Lee, "right, right."

I felt a little put out with him. He seemed obsessed with the

word. Why on earth should he an American take so extreme a
posi-

tion in an Asiatic territorial dispute just because his host did?

Having blundered into the controversy, I conceived it the better

part of valor to withdraw. "Do our American customs seem
strange

to you?" I asked by way of diversion.

Mohammed Oosman Ahmed got in on that one. "No, no," he

said, "not a great much," his English being less sure than his older

brother's. "Is this not strange? Because we live by the two sides of

the world." Then he found the word: "Opposite sides."

His night-dark Moslem eyes were full of wonder, as if he had ex-

pected us Americans to eat standing on our heads.

Mr. Siddigi, restored to mildness, was again shelling peas.

Meanwhile Bibi hovered in the background. It must have seemed

to her all but incredible, my sitting
at a table, and talking on a

par,

with men.

I said, eating peas, Religious differences were they so great? We
all believed in God. And so in other matters: what bound us together
as human beings weighed more than what divided us.

Chanted Lee, "Right, right"
"It is true," said Mohammed Oosman Ahmed. "Mens must stop-

ping fight each the other."

"Yes," agreed Mr. Siddigi apparently forgetting that he had just

advocated war with India, "the world has suffered enough."
I decided he was a man of peace and great goodwill who on the

one point of Kashmir thanks to propaganda put out by his beloved

new nation changed his
stripe.

But even there he would not be

hard to reach on humanitarian grounds.

Taking three more peas from his open hand, "People all over the

world are brothers."

"You're quite right," said Lee. Really, I thought he rather overdid

agreement. Could he never extend a thought?
The Moslems nodded.

No friction. Seven people in one room seemed in all but perfect
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accord. There was give and take; there was understanding.

Haying
exhausted the peas, Mr. Siddigi brought us more rice,

plain rice; but the service was not plain, it was distinguished by devo-
tion. And the room seemed even more amicable than this afternoon.
The flies had gone to bed on the

ceiling; I had no milk that was not
milk in hand or stomach; and the

larger number of people increased
the flow of

person-to-person warmth.
"Bibi will make you the special drink," beamed Mr.

Siddigi.
When it was brought ceremoniously, I said with shameful

duplicity,
"Lee, you take it. I had some this afternoon."

"No, thank you."
With all his agreements, he had to choose this time to balk!

"We will fix him some, too/' said Mr. Siddigi happily.
"No, thank you," said Lee with firmness. "Thank you very much

but I never drink milk in any form,"

So again I sat
sipping, with what fortitude I could muster, a con-

coction I loathed. That I did not cry out and shove it from me was

my small tribute to the Moslem world.

When at last we stood up to go, I felt genuine regret. These people
were our friends, and we theirs no doubt about it. Here on the Sind

desert we had leaned towards each other; touched each other. We
shook hands all around. Bibi's was still limp, but from timidity, not

lack of warmth. Her eyes burned.

"Very pleased," said Mr.
Siddigi's cousin.

"Goodbye but not,** said Mohammed Oosman Ahmed.
As we walked back through the dark with Mr. Siddigi as honorary

escort, I said, "You have a very nice wife, Mr. Siddigi."
"Yes." His voice, emerging from a profound level, had a

lofty

gravity. "There is no doubt that I love her very much."

The thing he had revealed was so intimate it would have proved

embarrassing but for the fact that great sincerity,
in one's self or

another, calms.

As we shook hands at the door of the Dak Bungalow, It seemed

to me that
friendship had little to do with length of acquaintance. It

is or it is not.

When money was offered, he refused it. "We will always remem-

ber," he said with a kind of high formality, the eyes bottomless.

I was
asleep when the Night Watchman banged on the door.
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"Thanks !" I called out of miasma.

At a distance I heard him banging on Lee's.

Bandits could not have wrought greater violence.

I thought, I can't possibly get up. Then I got up and began rapidly
to dress. The night lay as silent as space had lain before the world

was formed, or would lie after its destruction. I looked at my watch:

three-thirty.
The ruffian must have called us ahead of time, at three.

I heard the noise of a cart. Well, considering the competition between

tongas, perhaps it was none too soon. Thank God I was not braving
the desert alone. Blowing out the lamp, I said goodbye to the smell of

broken
plaster.

I met Lee in the hall.

"Morning," he muttered.

"Morning only it isn't."

By the torch of the Night Watchman, we saw a tonga standing
in the road. The man on the box was my driver: the one who had

overcharged but delivered me safe at the Dak Bungalow day before

yesterday. (Fortunately I had heard nothing, then, about bandits.)

"Good morning," we said with diplomatic pleasantness.

He grunted a word in Sindi or Punjabi, conceding nothing.

Slipping the Night Watchman some coins, we stowed our bags
under the back seat, and climbed in.

A horsewhip, a jerk, and we were off.

In a sky larger
than any I had ever seen, the stars were shining

brightly. No sound in the Sind desert no sound in all Pakistan

but that of our horse's small hard hooves striking a baked road, and

wheels turning. Lee was gripping a stout rod like an Irish shillelagh.

"What's the stick?"

"Leg of my tripod."

"What's it for?"

"Well, just in case."

"You don't
really expect trouble?"

"I don't expect. But when my driver discovers your driver has

beaten him out of a fare, he just might come with a knife you don't

know these guys. They use a curved blade, very sharp."
"We got a head start," swallowing.
"That's what Fm counting on."

Cloppety-clop, cloppety-clop, mile after mile. And all the time we
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were endeavoring to listen above, below, through our own clatter for

a clatter alien, vengeful.

I looked up. "The stars say it's nonsense."

"I was in Africa during the war," said Lee darkly, "and know

Arabs!" A few minutes later, "But your stars are probably right."

I decided he was trying to save me anxiety.

A half moon sat enthroned among attendant stars: a brilliant

court.

Cloppety-clop, cloppety-clop.

A tree, an actual tree. ... A small animal by a ditch, near a

village asleep.
. . . Soil in which nothing would grow. Suddenly

Lee stiffened. No, that noise was a bird. He could breathe again.

In time the hand on the leg of the tripod relaxed. We were pulling

into Dokri. The station looked as friendly as a building at home,

familiar for years;
not like one seen only in passing.

The driver asked double. This time, considering the hour, it seemed

legitimate.
Then he clattered off into the night not, we hoped

(feeling
a bit guilty) , to battle.

On the floor of the station human bundles, wrapped in soiled

white cotton, huddled together while an old man kept watch. He was

sitting over a hookah pipe. The long flexible stem, passing through

water, cooled the smoke of whatever he was enjoying tobacco?

hashish? As we entered, he looked up impassively.

We sat on a bench, waiting, until at last, with no change of ex-

pression,
the old man roused the sleepers.

The train that pulled
in at dawn was jam-packed with human

riffraff. Having no reservations none being available we climbed

on where we could. On each side of the compartment there were two

bunks, upper and lower, three of which were crowded with men. I

was given the vacant upper, while Lee made shift below.

We were bang-banging towards Karachi.

A repulsively dirty
old man in the lower bunk, opposite,

was being

waited upon hand and foot by a youth, doubtless hired. The old

man had a routine: hack, hack, spit, spit, gulp medicine; hack, hack,

spit, spit, gulp more medicine. Though I did not want to look at

him, in spite of myself I kept doing it through my lashes. Now the

youth was feeding him de-seeded orange sections. He seemed irri-

tated. Hack, hack, spit, spit.
. . .
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When Lee got off and walked up and down a platform, I kept to

my sweltering heaven.

At last the hacker-and-spitter called for his fancy dirty turban, and

supported by his retainer (who probably did not give a tinker's damn
whether he lived or died) , departed in a huff.

The compartment being now less crowded and noisy, Lee and I

as we rattled over the pancake sand tried a few words.

Lee shouted, "I enjoyed talking with those people last night."

"I, too," I shouted back.

"But on several points you were all wet."

"Then why were you always agreeing?"

"Agreeing?"

"Every time I said something, you said 'right, right.'

"

Lee rolled his eyes skyward in exaggerated despair, and laughed
and laughed. "Hell, I was trying to get you to stop insulting the

Moslems."

"Insulting the Moslems?" I was nonplussed.

"Yes, barbarian eating with your left hand."

Out of the greatness of their hearts they must have forgiven me,
those Moslems, Here is part of a letter I would receive five months

later, in America, from Mr. Siddigi's brother Mohammed Oosman
Ahmed:

My dear Madam,
Dr. Virginia Moores,

How are you getting on, by the grace of almight we are well

and wish the same for you. . . .

When you had been to Mohenjo-daro ... a luxurious visit,

you had taken a dinner with us at our home. ... I was help

serving the beeds and you was eating the bread. Hope you
understand who I am. Thanks.

Madam, we are very sorry to say that unfortunally at this

time no good vegetables were available. . . . Hope that will

excuse us. We will never going to forget you. The manner of

friendship, which you had left on our hearts, and you had talked

to us in very respectable and friendly manner. Though you are

Christian and we are Mohammedans, you are American and we
are Pakistani, but the relation between you and us is only one
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and one and that is "Humanity." We all trust in God. . . .

There are thousands of miles between you and us, our hearts

are very close. Nowadays our financials are not in favor so ...
a visit to America only a dream, don't know when God going to

complete our dream. . . . According to your promise, if you are

schedule to visit Pakistan, if inform us ahead, Madam, excuse

me for the trouble. Don't forget to keep the correspondence in

continue.

I am seeing forward for your reply. Reply me as soon as

possible.
Yours affectionally,

Mohammed Oosman Ahmed.



XVII

LEBANON AND SYRIA

the muezzin

_his guide isn't my idea o an Arab."

"What's your idea of an Arab?"

Nancy bit into a breakfast roll. "Dark and mean."

From her week's lull she looked fresh as a rose, whereas I had not

yet fully recovered from the great wilting of Mohenjo-daro. Sitting
on a balcony at the St. George Hotel we were confronting were

part of because overhanging a hill-cupped cerulean dream: the harbor

of Beirut on the Mediterranean.

"His name's Jamil, and it means beautiful," said Nancy.
In the sombre Middle East Beirut is a gay town, half Christian,

half Moslem, where sheiks from several Arab states squandered oil

money at night clubs and cabarets. Its history goes far back. It

remembers the gladiatorial combats with which Titus celebrated the

fall of Jerusalem, the trial at which Herod's two sons were on his

testimony condemned to be strangled, and still earlier, fifteen centuries
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before Christ, the hegemony of Thutmose III of Egypt. Yet never has

it mortgaged the present for the past, being a port still famous after

thirty centuries for silks, linens and vino d'oro.

"You're not listening," Nancy said.

"Jamil means beautiful.
5 '

Whereupon she told me about dining with the Emir Raymonde
Chehab: ". . . and they served tiny newborn birds fried, head and

all, in deep fat. . . ."

For a moment those birds seemed to dramatize the dilemma of the

Middle East. Though the countries comprising it Iran, Iraq, Jor-

dan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria and Lebanon had the unity of a

people all imitating the Prophet Mohammed, this unity was contra-

dicted at every turn, not only by a congenital instability and desert-

sharpened independence, but also by a boredom-caused search for

difference and excitement.

Birds tiny as worms were modestly different and exciting.

The next day, "How do you does, Madam?" said Jamil.

No, he did not look like the traditional Arab, being overweight,

baby-faced, curly-haired, and dressed in Western clothes.

"My sister says you're the best guide in Beirut, Jamil." He showed

his gratitude in the only way he knew. Of a projected trip,
"I make

you very good price."

We had cleaved through chaotic traffic and were passing the

American University when Jamil said, "I show you beauty things."

The Lebanese Range, lofty and snow-topped, rose up from coastal

banana groves in curves unbroken by petty detail, liberating by

largeness.

"It is pretty?" Jamil urged; and when we explained that in English

pretty was a little word, whereas today we wanted a big one, he

smiled as if now we could be fully trusted with his country.

We were motoring through an antiquity predating events described

in the Pentateuch. At Byblos of the Phoenicians, that could call Beirut

and Jerusalem upstarts,
we stood on a hilltop looking down on the

remains of four or five civilizations. Those columns, were they once

part of the temple of Baalat, scene of the orgies described by Lucius?

Near Tripoli Crusaders' castles bore witness to one of mankind's

strangest efforts; to courage and foolhardiness, piety and corrup-

tion. . . .
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Corruption, I kept thinking: how strange that the Middle East,

mother of religions,
is riddled by it.

And what was an Arab, anyway? There were many kinds of

Americans; there must be many kinds of Arabs but what was the

Arab in his essentiality?
Doubtless Lebanon, being half Christian,

could furnish only half an answer to my question; certainly Jamil was

a baffler; but perhaps Syria, being all Moslem and
solidly orthodox,

would add to the evidence.

Meanwhile Nancy and I suffocated in the dungeons of Count

Raymond of Toulouse, and stood on ramparts with our skirts blowing.
"Death to the infidel," muttered Nancy with a

straight face.

"Death to the miscreant Turk."

Eating yoghurt for lunch in Tripoli, the Crusaders destroyed the

old Middle East, I mused; it was never the same again, yet always

stubbornly the same: alternately united by some conqueror and then

lazy, bored, restless falling apart.
Such a state of affairs makes

for political intrigue.

"This no Lebanese food," said Jamil indignantly. "This Turk food.

You come dinner my house. Meet my wife she cook good dinner.

You come dinner my house?"

We said we hoped we could.

Hairpin curves now, the down-views from which stopped the

breath. 3,000 feet above sea level 4,000, and look! look! snow!

Though in many ways Jamil had the temperament of an overgrown

boy, he was an excellent driver. At 5,000 feet snow lay deep-drifted
in fissures and crevices.

And still the car labored upward.
We cried out when we saw the thicket of darkness which is the

Cedars of Lebanon. Tier upon horizontal tier, each tree stood dense

and tufted. The stateliest-^pictures of power rose some eighty feet,

the upper branches so matted the trees were clump-headed. Jumping
out, we ran about like children let out of school, scooping up snow

and pitching snowballs. The air was cold and pure. So King Hiram
of Tyre had sent King Solomon some of their ancestors for the

Temple of Jerusalem! They were the oldest trees in the world! strag-

glers; the remnant and fag-end of a grandeur.

"Jamil," I said gravely, "in the English language there's no word

good enough for your trees."
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It was absurd but that big bear of a man seemed close to tears.

Sliding down the mountain he kept his hand on the brake.

When it became necessary to stop at a hotel and there was none,

we plucked up courage to knock on the door of a
private house. Out

popped a little old squirrel of a woman in thick wool stockings and

a shawl, followed by two homely maiden daughters. Having let us

use their plumbing, they urged us to sit down. Pinched, their living
room: straight chairs and a bench. But a tin stove burned brightly.
So did our hostesses. They kept peeping and peering. Two live Amer-
icans! Because they had no English and we no Arabic, the conversa-

tion made shift in French. When the kettle sang the elder daughter

poured tea, and we went on chattering as if we were four women of

the same race, as indeed we were the race of mankind.

Suddenly the pudgy younger daughter (for whom, perhaps, no

man would ever come) flew to a cupboard for a plate of balva.

Meanwhile the little old woman had been edging towards me on

the bench. I was eating a hunk of balva when, like a child, she reached

up and almost fearfully touched my cheek.

All the way back to the car and even after it began to roll we

cried, "Au revoir! an revoir!" while our friends stood in the doorway,
careless of the cold, smiling and waving. "Au *voir!"

Some of the happiest experiences are unexpected.
"You like Lebanese ladies?" asked Jamil, eager as a matchmaker.

Another day, our three-hour drive from Beirut to Damascus via

Baalbek fell into three stages:
the Lebanese Range, the great Valley

which once served as a granary for the Roman Empire, and the Anti-

Lebanon; all executed, as if in a
spirit

of tolerance, in long-sweeping
curves not unlike the Blue Ridge and Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.

And therein an irony.
Tolerance is a quality of which the Arabs are

seldom accused.

At Baalbek we stopped to see some of the lordliest ruins in the

world: those of three Roman temples, one to Venus, one to Bacchus,

and one to Jupiter;
wandered among arches, staircases and broken

walls like people gone astray. Six Corinthian columns out of
fifty-

four originals towered sixty-two feet the tallest extant sheer against

the sky. It was like antiquity's
last resistance. No wonder a marble

lion's mouth gaped wide. I picked up a little marble wreath of

flowers fallen from a height. It was perfect.
We had seen ruins as
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beautiful as Baalbek's, but none as dramatic. It was a little as if the

earthquake which in the fifth century had mastered this masterpiece
were taking place

inside us.

"You has ruins like this in America?"

"No, Jamil."

At the border between Lebanon and Syria we went into a way-
station to sign papers stating our intentions.

"To blow up Damascus," whispered Nancy.
Yes, it had existed so long it was just a habit.

When we emerged with our quittances it had begun to drizzle;

and presently the windshield wiper was sloshing back and forth.

Goodbye to Lebanon the White, born in 1920; hail to an even

younger Syria, a young republic though an old old land: Aram, the

Biblical "land of milk and honey." As we slid through wet spec-
tacular scenery I had a sense of time compounded.

"Still falls the rain. . . ."

Was that looming wraith Mount Hermon?
We were heading for Damascus as 1900 years ago Paul headed for

it (but he was walking) and as Feisal's men after the First World
War (but they were riding camels). Cotton fields . . . pop-
lars. . . .

To pass the time we sang songs. I was particularly fond of one

of Nancy's: an Elizabethan Kentucky mountain song about a gal
whose love went off and left her. Though I had often listened to it

with
pleasure,

here in the rain it seemed unbearably sad.

Come all ye fair and tender ladies,

Take warning how you court young men;

They're like a star in the cloudy morning;

They'll first appear, and then they're gone. . . .

Jamil had turned his head and was listening.

When we struck up Yankee Doodle, he surprised us by joining in

sporadically imitating notes a sliver of a second after us. "American

song," he said with satisfaction. "You teach, pleass?"
Our pedagogical method was simple. We sang a line, he imitated;

we
sang, he imitated. He had a

fairly good voice but only a middling
ear; and since some of our sounds did not exist in Arabic, there were
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permutations: for instance t's became d's, and all ^-sounds were placed
further forward in the mouth, lips pursed."

Tahnkee Doodle wend doo down' what is 'wend/ pleass?"
"It's the past tense, Jamil. He goes today, he went yesterday,

tomorrow he will go understand?"

Jamil sang, "Yahnkee Doodle wend doo down yesterday," dropping
his voice forlornly on the tail-end word, for which we had thought-

lessly provided no tune.

And still fell the rain long shafts of it a storm of arrows whose
downward flight was broken by the moving car. Through thousands

of years rain just like this had been wearing down the beautiful moun-
tains of

Syria.

"Upown a liddle pownee what is pownee, pleass?"
"Horse."

The news made him happy. (Keep your eyes on the road, Jamil.)
He knew horses. Proudly, "Tonight I sing American song to my
wife."

By the time we reached the outskirts of Damascus Jamil could sing
four lines of Yankee Doodle without stopping.

Yahnkee Doodle wen' doo down

Upown a liddle pow-nee,
He stock a father in his hot

And call' it ma-ca-ro-nee.

The "macaroni" came out so strong and true we decided that, for all

his wife's good cooking, Jamil must patronize Italian restaurants.

Then suddenly we saw the domes and minarets of Damascus. Out

of mist stepped the oldest still-inhabited city
in the world; the one

beyond which in the Battle of Four Kings against Five, according to

the Book of Genesis, Abraham pursued the defeated. Against many
"protectors," I recalled Egyptians, Assyrians, Greeks, Romans, By-

zantines, Kurds, Moslems, White Huns, Turks and Frenchmen it

had needed protection, yet here it stood intact. I supposed Toynbee
would say it had met challenges with all the right responses. Strange,

because they seemed all the wrong ones.

We passed through the Great Gate.

When Jamil had parked his car in front of some modern buildings,

he led us into streets as snarled and twisting as entrails.
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So this was the Arab world at its most orthodox, the world Western

Heads of State watched as they might a home-rigged but extremely

dangerous bomb. The few women in sight wore veils that blacked

out all but the black smudges of their
eyes.

In general it was a world

of males: of bearded merchants in flowing robes shuffling flat-footed

in their babooshes, of wild tribesmen, camel drivers, rug makers,

carders of wool, silversmiths and brass founders, mixed with a small

minority of hapless imitators of Westerners. The headpieces alone told

a heterogeneous story: among them, turbans, fezzes, wide Kurdish

hats, and shawls crowned with squared rows of cord, red cotton or gold.
Doubtless this bazaar looked much the same the day the Caliphate was

transferred from Mecca to Damascus to begin the Omayyad rule that

would stretch from Spain to India. And not very different the day
Paul, while approaching the

city,
saw Christ in a vision.

And as he journeyed . . . suddenly there shined round about

him a light from heaven, and he fell to earth and heard a voice

saying . . . Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me?

"What a fascinating mess," exclaimed Nancy.
Yes, saturated by time as by the drizzle. Was this quarter ugly, I

wondered, or simply a victim of the disfiguring power of the rain?

"Rain too wet," mourned Jamil.

He had ordered sunshine, and Allah to whom all praise had

for His own inscrutable reasons sent gloom. I suspect that, strictly

speaking, Jamil's sorrow was heretical.

Because Jamil was an outsider, we hired an accredited guide. Above
his loose robes Hassan had a fist for a face, and did not build up
confidence by bragging that he would show us the house in which

Jesus had lived. Being afraid to say that Jesus was not known ever

to have come to Damascus, we compromised with "Please show us

the other sights first."

So Hassan the Sullen stalked ahead of us through streets too

narrow for any conveyance broader than a camel.

And behold the Great Mosque!
I cannot describe the difference between the Omayyad Mosque

and the mosques of India except by saying that this one seemed more

densely, compactly, opaquely Mohammedan. In the gate house we
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slipped
on black robes and enormous spatula-like black slippers,

and

thus comically attired shuffled across a court with splendid green

mosaics into a vast assembly hall, once a Church of St. John the

Baptist.
A band of male worshippers with focused faces was squatting

on thick red carpets listening to the reading of the Koran. Was it

Mohammed's doctrine of uncompromising predestination
which had

sharpened their profiles?
At noon they would line up along the South

wall facing Mecca for "three knees" (kneelings) and again and again

raise the cry,
"Allah Akbar!" God is greater than all else!

Oppressed by something fanatical in the atmosphere we were glad

to leave.

"I take you House of Abdullah," said Hassan in unaccountable

cold belligerence.

Don't be frightened,
I told myself. In his book were evil women;

we should be hiding behind veils. But he can't hurt us here on this

public thoroughfare with Jamil at our heels, and maybe at home,

according to Moslem lights,
he's a veiy decent fellow.

"What's the House of Abdullah?"

"Pretty house, Madam."

We said we were sorry
but there wouldn't be time, and mentioned

the sights we particularly
wanted to see.

"You like House of Abdullah," insisted Hassan, and we had no

choice but to follow where he so haughtily stepped.

The House of Abdullah was one of the fine old Turkish houses

of Damascus Ottoman and charming built round a court with a

fountain. The calligraphy-like
traceries characteristic of the self-con-

tained Moslem world of form, the stone filigree, glass mosaics, rain-

bow tiles, blue faience, and copper and silver damascene: all were

nicely subordinated to the effect as a whole. Inside in elegantly

furnished rooms lounged silk-garbed and -turbaned wax figures. They

startled us.

"It's my idea of romantic," said Nancy.
The next room was choked with objects bearing price tags: intarsia

chess boxes inlaid with mother-of-pearl, engraved copper beakers,

embossed and enameled lamps, lacquer work, trays
in repousse, dag-

gers,
and damask bathrobes.

"It's my idea of commercial."

When we said, "Thank you, they're
beautiful but we don t believe
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we'll buy any," cold anger tightened the fist of Hassan's face. Here,

certainly, was Nancy's idea of an Arab: dark and mean.

"Ill bet he gets
a rake-off," she whispered.

Outdoors, "Now we go house of Judas," said Hassan
smisterly,

"man who kill Jesus."

"No, it's another Judas," I said, having grown bolder. "This one

looked after Paul till Ananias healed him of his blindness."

"Judas kill Jesus," said Hassan stubbornly. One could see he was

just about through with us dirty Christian unbelievers.

We were stumping along the ancient famous "Street Called

Straight" covered its whole length, and so a shelter from the rain

that slashes across the city from its Eastern to Western Gate.

The rough stone house to which he led us had been turned into a

chapel. Was this indeed the dwelling where, after three days of

blindness, the scales had fallen from Paul's eyes and he was baptized?
". . . For he is a chosen vessel. . . ."

"We go Paul's wall," barked Hassan, to whom the converted one

was obviously an affront to the intelligence he wasn't in the Koran,

was he?

We suspected that in Hassan we were seeing the Moslems at their

most fanatic.

And now we stood before the wall where an ex-fanatic had just

barely while fellow-Jews waited to intercept and kill him escaped
with his life. That clot of darkness was Paul's friends huddled to-

gether; that moving shadow a man-filled basket being lowered over

the wall. Locked in history we did not feel the rain till Jamil sug-

gested that we pay off Hassan ("he no good") then suddenly
knew it was cold.

Hassan demanded an exorbitant fee. The excess we paid as a
tip

for

his kindness in not having cut our throats.

"Goodbye, Hassan."

He strode off without answering, his long robe swishing out be-

hind. It was as if he had given us the back of his hand.

Nancy and I talked about him softly as we walked. Was Hassan

the rule and Jamil the exception among Moslems? How terrible to

have to trust the peace of the world to a bunch of Hassans. Granted

that if he knew better he would do better, how educate one whose

ignorance was the result of a closed mind? Like millions of other
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Moslems he modeled his life on that o Mohammed, a man with a

passion for women and perfume, who envisioned even paradise largely

in terms of those two enervating commodities. There was more to

Mohammed, of course. From all accounts he did truly love God.

Strange; Mohammed's God, though saluted as great, seemed often

in his effect on minds so small.

A man smoking a hubble-bubble pipe looked up. Some writers

have held that all Arabs are deceptive as well as unstable; that they

regard corruption as part of the universal order. But such generaliza-

tions are too sweeping, and this man had a face which could persuade

me to trust him with my purse or my life.

"Peace be with you," he said.

The rain had stopped.

Peace. I recalled by opposites how the Arabs cut Turkish throats

here in these streets that October day in 1918 when Damascus fell

into the hands of a British expeditionary force under Lord Allenby

and some camel-riding troops under Col. T. E. Lawrence: how,

according to the Seven Pillars of Wisdom, the city
went mad with

joy; how the mob yelled, danced, sang, embraced and feasted, der-

vishes cutting their flesh in frenzy, men tossing up tarbushes and

cheering (a "wall of shouts"), women tearing off their veils and

throwing flowers, carpets, drapes anything that came to hand

under the feet of the liberating army, even splashing
bath dippers

of perfume. ...
"The Khan Suleiman Pasha," said Jamil, stopping in front of a

roofless market with great pointed
arches. Inside boyishly eager

he explained that once upon a time it was a hostelry for camel cara-

vans; probably the Prophet Mohammed had put up here for the

night.

"Interesting."

The dog-faithful eyes
of our "cruel Arab" brightened.

It was as it

he "stook a father in his hot."

After some milling about in the bazaar looking for dressing gowns

of the world-famous brocade named damask after this city, Nancy

found one striped
rose-red and violet, and I a cream-colored one with

a pattern of yellow roses; and after the usual bargaining (give a little,

take a little)
and the drinking of tiny cups of strong coffee we

escaped with our boxes.
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"You like?"

"Very much, Jamil."

"It is good."

Again streets in a state of half-chaos like a low fever that may at

any moment break into a burning one. Into riot, murder, war. If it

was true that the British withdrawal had left a power vacuum into

which some new thing must be sucked, was that new thing Com-
munism? we wondered.

"Jamil, do you know any Russians?" Nancy asked.

"Russians?" blankly. "Oh, Russians! Very nice peoples."
"And do you hate Jews, Jamil?"
He hesitated. "Jews not so nice," he confessed.

"I know some very nice Jews," said Nancy.
If this strained his

loyalties
he gave no sign; just smiled. "Yes,

Madam?"
So maybe there's hope, I thought. However much the Arabs fight

among themselves, Sunnite against Shiite, however much against non-

believers, the fact remains that Mohammed loved God, and love of

God begets in time, or should beget, love of man.

A silversmith stopped burnishing a tankard to reach for a Coca

Cola.

"Modernity," said Nancy ironically,
"lukewarm."

At that moment the setting sun shone bright on the domes and

minarets of Damascus. They were like lamps.
For the fifth time that day a muezzin was making the traditional

call to prayer from the top of a minaret. By some magic of dusk his

high urgent Arabic seemed to me not just the Arab voice, nor yet the

Moslem voice, but rather the all-human voice: that of humanity's

aspiration. Except for an allusion to the Prophet, millions of non-

Moslems could have uttered the exact same words. Here is an English
translation:

God alone is
great.

I testify
there are no gods but God, and

Mohammed is his Prophet. Come to prayer, come to security.

God alone is great; there is no god but God.

Throughout Damascus Syria the Arab world Moslems in

public mosques and on private prayer rugs were, with a unanimity
we might envy, bowing their heads to the earth.
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JORDAN

trip
to Petra

In America we were advised against a
trip to the famous rock-

hewn city of Petra. "From Amman in TransJordan to Ma'an by car;

the rest of the way by pack horse no."

In Beirut the tone grew sharper: "Dangerous and exhausting/*
In Amman: "Don't try it.'

3

But we were stubborn. On the Arab side of Jerusalem this was
the showdown we asked the travel agent Mr. Hilmi Dakkak. Could
one batter one's way through? He looked at us with narrowed honest

eyes. "You don't mind discomfort?" "Not in a good cause." "It's

pretty rough." "All right." "I shall arrange it."

Was Hilmi Dakkak Westernized only in dress? we wondered.

Though born, bred and educated in Arab Jerusalem, he had some-

thing of the plain lucid abstract air of the desert. Product of a very
different civilization, he seemed not at all distant; on the contrary,
rather easy to understand. It was this quick accord which I distrusted.
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Underneath a similarity,
did there not hide strange assumptions and

goals?
He asked if we wished to see Jerusalem. After Petra, we said.

Very well, he would set up the Petra trip
at once, his cousin Dahud

in charge. Would we mind sharing a car? No? Good!

So we departed
with only a general impression of Jerusalem. It was

like a man old, blind, halt, distinguished, wise, and down-at-heel,

whose crimes had been expiated
at least in part by suffering, and

who remembered a glory seen once and long ago.

It was a large
black car filled with high-hearted people which took

off. In the front seat, by the driver, rode Dahud and his wife; in

back, Nancy and I and an American named Robert Curry.

Dahud the man in charge was in appearance
a thick-set good-

natured Arabic Bert Lahr. It was he who had loaned me some old

wash pants for riding. His wife was a woman solid and stolid, with

black hair stiff as a burr, and a big gold snake bracelet, who wore

Western clothes and tried to communicate. If she shared our excite-

ment she did not show it, unless by sudden sharp movements strangely

at odds with a certain bovine quality.

The road ran through hills increasingly lonely.

Amman, capital
of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, was a

ragged bobtail town among hills, throwing together, incongruously,

the old and the new. A splatter
of Roman and Byzantine ruins stood

cheek by jowl with filling stations; and Arabs in the loose robes and

draped headpieces of Ishmael and Esau rubbed shoulders with English-

men they could not but thank for their country and distrust. On high

ground perched the modest palace of young King Feisal, about to

get married; and everywhere, for the dynastic event, they were un-

furling flags
and throwing up arches.

Hashemite. . . . Mohammed's tribe, the Koreish, had been di-

vided into two quarreling factions, the Omayyad and Hashemite, now

after twelve centuries still at odds.

While Dahud ran around town collecting provisions,
we women

strolled into the lobby of the Philadelphia Hotel. We might have

been in any one of a dozen countries; out we walked. The breaths

of the people smelled of sheep fat and garlic.

So this brash town, a stripling trying painfully
to grow up, I
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thought, is a reincarnation of the Jews' Rabbath-Ammon, and the

Greeks' Philadelphia. Alexander Jannaeus, lord of its environs, had

never been able to conquer it. After Pompey's campaign, it had be-

come a member of the league of ten cities called the Decapolis, for

defense against Bedouin tribes.

O the old particular pain roused by the mutations of time!

"Is this town the Philadelphia of the Book of Revelation?" asked

Curry "the sixth of the seven churches which are in Asia, to which

Christ, through John, sent a letter?"

No, that one was in Lydia.
"It means brotherly love

"

"Yes."
"

50 its history has been one long fight."

Curiy was a man half-saturnine, half-jovial: a
peculiar combina-

tion. He should have been fitted with green and red traffic lights:
ttr* >J </"> j

otop, LJO.

"Sardines, chocolate bars, and oranges it's enough?" asked

Dahud, red-faced from his exertions.

"Yes," said Nancy, who hated sardines.

Leaving Amman, the car ran through sand hills rounded like

breasts. The stream beds wadis had been burned dry. After a

time the driver was following only a faint track through bleaker

and bleaker desert. Here and there scrub plants had built lumps
around their roots. Sometimes we saw a family of Bedouins camped
out in tents made of black goat's

skin: the man in brilliant, flowing,

full-sleeved garments, and head shawls crowned with a circle or

square of double cords; the women wrapped like packages; the

children naked. Now that the Turks no longer oppress them, I

thought, these nomads must enjoy the air they breathe "nomads"

being synonymous with freemen. The herd of gaunt bearded goats

attached to each family grazed meagre pastures
with skeptical glances,

shaking their neck bells. Dahud said if we looked sharp we might
see a gazelle. Once an old weather-beaten and -eaten rock fortress

jutted from the top of a hill; once we met a supercilious-looking

master-bearing camel striding along like an ostrich. Villages were in-

frequent, and had nothing about them of joy: flat-topped
hovels of

dusty clay.
These settlements were comfort at ebb tide, neap tide:
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comfort in absentia. Then again detritus, flint scarps,
knolls with out-

croppings o green stone, weeds probably sheltering puff adders, thorn

trees, acacias, tamarisks, cony-burrows, vultures circling morbidly;

then sand, sand, sand, wounded only occasionally in its smoothness

by marly limestone.

"My, it's hot."

I thought of T. E. Lawrence's Arabs keeping appointments with

death in this "clarifying wilderness."

Because the land looked lonely and economically worthless I said

to Dahud, "Does it belong to no one?"

"Every inch of it belongs to some tribe," he said, "and the owners

would fight to the death to keep it."

When he passed around bread and sardines, even Nancy ate,

The food gave us strength to continue to watch a landscape which

sometimes, in its monotony, seemed no more than abstractions of

hills, and simulacra of alkali bushes.

It was the land of Moab which fell to Abraham's nephew Lot;

Moab being Lot's eldest son. To Israel and Judaea it had been friend

and enemy. David had conquered it, and Solomon married one of its

daughters. Again and again laid low, always it had bounded back

up. In the time of Jesus, Herod had punished it savagely.

"What's that building ahead?"

"Police station."

"In this waste, Dahud?"

Two officers in Western uniforms but red-and-white-checked Arab

headdress swaggered out, demanded our passports, flipped through

the pages, asked questions;
then tried to prolong

the conversation

with Dahud while glancing our way. Poor scoundrels, nothing ever

happened out here, and then we had happened. Dahud spoke Arabic

placatingly;
we could tell by his voice.

One felt the men's subconscious anger at their
fate^

not at being

chained to the desert, but chained to one spot;
a nomad's idea of hell.

Never is he at home until homeless; a desolate figure moving along

a road or, better, through some uninhabited region where, no track

having been broken, he has that right
relation to earth and sky which

permits full self-respect.

Finally the senior Jordanian cop, as if transferring
a hidden anger,

barked out a dismissal. His mouth was hard and his voice as barren
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as nature. In Arabs, often, one sees a kind of helpless oscillation be-

tween exaltation and gloom.
We left gladly.

Now the country was growing more rugged; with more and more

rocky hideaways for beast or man. From old Moab we passed into

old Edom: the part called Midian, the earliest inhabitants of which

were the cave dwellers known as Horites.

"Is Petra a mirage?" complained Nancy to Curry. .

"Yes," sadistically. "We're never going to get there."

By the feel, we must be almost to Yemen in Saudi Arabia.

It did not help that the car smelled of sardines.

The hills were growing less and less amenable to reason.

"On the other side of those hills," said Nancy, "there'll be another

slew of hills."

But there was not. There was a yellowish building beyond which,

on a
lip

of land, perhaps fifty
Bedouins were sitting or standing,

some holding horses: a quiet, imperturbable, rakish-looking lot, bare-

foot and ragged.
A thought transfixed me. It seemed impossible that such men,

within a century after Mohammed's death, had conquered Syria,

Palestine, North Africa including Egypt, Spain, Asia Minor, Persia,

Chinese Turkestan, Mongolia, and parts of India.

What was this herd of desert ragtags and derelicts waiting for?

The car stopped; we got out. And then, suddenly, I realized that

they had been waiting for us, most of them out of curiosity,
a few

to escort us.

These not the city
ones are the real Arabs, I thought. They

were taller and darker, carried no fat, and walked more lightly.

"Pick your horses," said Dahud.

As I stood irresolute, the other members of the party picked, so

that I had no choice the buff mare was mine. But I liked her well

enough. The Bedouin who had been holding her bridle strapped my
rucksack and coat to the saddle, distributing

the weight. In spite
of

his uncompromising air, I did not feel he was hostile. Looking more

closely I saw that he was not only lean and stone-brown, but had

full
lips,

a hawk-nose, jutting cheekbones, and eyes made clear and

piercing by much looking into distance.

Evety horse had its Bedouin owner.
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But mine had something more: a little long-legged colt. The

mother let out a raw high-pitched trembling whinny, as if to say,

"Come, my child."

We were starting.
No time to be lost if we were to reach Petra

before nightfall.

Soon hills began to mass against us, trying to keep us out of the

secret city.
The trail was jagged and obscure. Under hooves, broken

rock slid on solid rock, treacherously

Now I understood why the pack horses had to be led.

It was a pleasure
to watch my Bedouin walk. He moved erect,

with a kind of oiled grace.

At intervals the mare would stand stock-still and whinny, while

the colt ran to catch up and if possible
rub against

her flank. When

this happened it jammed the file of five horses. The colt was a

nuisance.

It was not to be suffered. At a hamlet of huts my Bedouin

gripping shortened reins spoke fiery
words. Four men seized the colt

with authority.
A skirmish: the colt a rash of legs,

the mother frantic.

Then the culprit
was thrust into a makeshift corral. The whinnying

was terrible; then broken-hearted. Long after we had left, the two

animals called to each other.

The dead in me was waking. As the afternoon faded, I saw every

rock standing out as if lit by a stronger sun. Shape, color, texture: I

really
saw them. Far from sterile, it seemed to me that this country-

pulsated
with life and significance. Journeying towards Petra was a

high adventure.

I can explain it only by the horse. In a land starkly itself, with

feet braced in leather stirrups,
and sitting

a leather saddle, I had

divorced myself from such artificialities as motors. Supremely ap-

propriate
to the terrain, horseback-riding destroyed a barrier. In

moving to the rhythm of the mare, I moved to the rhythm of nature.

The cliffs of red rock, rising higher and higher, were only pretending

to threaten. For all their grandeur, they knew me, as I them.

If I shift tense here, it is in an effort to capture
the new quality

of my experience.

Ahead, sheer-on and gigantic,
towers a mountain of rock.

"Are you all right?" Nancy calls.
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"Never better."

The rock mountain, slit down the middle, offers, for our accom-

modation, the narrowest and tallest gorge I have ever seen or could

imagine: the Sik. It was possible for a handful of soldiers to defend

this approach to the
city

of Petra.

My Bedouin steps carefully.
With a sense of wonderful fatality

I can find no other words I am borne into the defile. Immediately
I shrink; my horse shrinks; the Bedouin shrinks. The cavalcade is a

procession
of ants. Physically we have been put in our places by size.

But my Bedouin walks uncowed, and I sit straight.
Whatever nature

may do in her might, man has his own dignity.

The defile winds somewhat, and within narrow limits expands and

contracts. The
strip

of sky overhead, now infinitely precious,
is

darkening. Evening is coming on fast. The difficulties of the passage

have strung out our column. Dahud, who at first rode close to my
horse's tail, has fallen behind.

I call. No one answers.

The Bedouin glances up at me, a look of awareness crossing
his

dark face. So I exist, after all. He is not entirely lost in his world,

leaving me to mine. A little further, and he heads the mare towards

a rock-wall. To miss it, then, he swerves suddenly, so that the wall

squeezes him, and in that moment his body rubs against my leg.
I

do not like this contact; I believe it could have been avoided, and

suspect that it was calculated.

"Can you ride a little nearer?" I call back.

But now the Bedouin walks free, a picture
of impersonality.

His

naked feet make no sound, and do not flinch. Long ago they must

have grown impervious
to hot and wounding stone. Only the mare s

hooves ring out. I feel curiously
cut off from all the old safeties. Have

I conjured up out of nothing a menacing eroticism? I am near-

frightened and near-exalted by this new, strange, grand, savage,

extreme environment.

"Everything okay?" Dahud calls.

"Everything okay/'

Spectacular Petra. I drag to mind odds and ends of references in

Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Pliny, Josephus.
In the land of Midian

this city
was a great

crossroads for caravans; then ID Nabataea; then
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in Arabia Petrea (Arabia belonging to Petra) ; commanding the trade

routes to Yemen in the South, Egypt in the West, Damascus and

Basra in the North, and Eastward the Persian Gulf.

Here not Jehovah but Chemosh (Shamash) the old Chaldaean sun

god was worshipped.
Petra: the Greek name means "rock." Josephus says this city "en-

compassed by high mountains/
5

which the Arabs "esteemed their

metropolis," was "formerly called Arce, but has now the name of

Petra/' And again,
"Rekem ... a city

the chief and capital
of all

Arabia ... is still called Arecem from the name of the King that

built it; but is by the Greeks called Petra."

Riding between immense walls, I suffer the immensities of time.

(Incidentally,
a search in the Bible suggests that Josephus' Arce,

Arecem or Rekem consonantally the same word is identical with

Paul's Agar, c, k and g being often interchangeable.
Wrote Paul to

the Galatians:

Abraham had two sons. ... He who was of the bondwoman

was born after the flesh; but he of the freewoman was by promise.

Which things are an allegory:
for these are the two covenants;

the one from the Mount Sinai which gendereth
to bondage,

which is Agar. For this Agar is [the
Ishmaelites' inferior]

Mount Sinai in Arabia.

Thus Agar would seem to be a "cockney" form of Hagar, Abraham's

concubine. But I digress.)

Walled in by vertical and vertiginous rock, I am keenly aware

that we approach an ancient commercial and religious
center.

My thoughts would astonish my Bedouin. Doubtless to him

Petra is a big rock basin carved out of mountains by unreal people

of an unimaginable past;
a place kind enough to exist so that he can

earn now and again a dinar. I doubt if he can read or write this

guide dressed like a beggar and walking like a king.

Between hoof-falls, the creaking of my saddle.

The gorge seems endless.

I muse on the elements: the might of fire in the sun; the might

of air in the sky; the might of water in the sea; but where is the
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might of rock, of the earth, made more
graphic than

right here in the

Sik? Earth has also its majesty.
The sky widens. Is the gorge moderating? Is that a light ahead?

Yes, from a splendid prison we are being splendidly liberated.

At the end of the passage looms a red Treasury hewn out of living
rock. It is as if the rock bleeds. In the dusk night is coming fast

the facade looks Roman.

Turning right we enter a widening valley. Turning right again
we see, under a violet sky with a moon and

scattering of stars, the

cup that is Petra.

At the bottom of the cup an area of perhaps a square mile

stood the great city, its rim formed by rock-mountains: a natural

fortress, in size and boldness beyond the conception, or at least the

executing-power, of man.

As we cut across the bottom of the cup, heading for the camp

opposite, night lengthens its stride. The hooves of our little caravan

imitating the huge ones of ancient times sink in sand. Dimly we
see countless recesses in the towering walls roundabout: caves to be

explored tomorrow, living quarters or tombs. Voices call; it is eery.

The sky glows darker, the moon brighter. The ghostly parade to

which I belong is so weird it might be crossing another planet.

Ahead, I see tents and lights. My mare whinnies a last time for her

lost child; my Bedouin is a staff, moving. And over all arches the

sky: greater than great Petra. The color of its mystery is now dark

grape.
"Hello!"

Greetings in Arabic.

We stop by a big tent with little tents clucked in around it.

Torches gutter. Shadows loom. Orders are shouted.

The Camp Manager a strapping Arab in striped headpiece

speaks with Dahud.

We dismount. My legs feel stilt-like; at first they refuse to func-

tion. Do we choose to sleep
in a tent or a tomb? the Manager asks.

Nancy and I confer. We are greedy please,
a tent tonight and a

tomb tomorrow.

My tent contains a cot, table, tin pitcher
and basin. The air is

chilly;
the water, when I wash, surprises

me by coldness. I brush
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my hair, and put on an Arab dress my request to an Arab strong-

hold to take me in.

Then peer
into Nancy's tent.

"Not even Kalimpong
"

"
was so strange

"

"
unparalleled

"

"
exciting."

A dinner bell is ringing.

The inside of the community tent is appliqued, solid, with vivid-

colored strips
of cotton in sinuous shapes: Arabic letters spelling out

texts from the Koran. Some English people having arrived before us,

from Amman, we eat together
as one family. Barbecued lamb on

rice, with little dried tomatoes. Though we doubt if we are here in

the body, the body certainly acts hungry. We eat ravenously.

After dinner, we sit out in the open on benches enjoying and

suffering time and the tranquil
stars. The benches are hard. It is

growing chillier. I have seen these same stars from the front steps
at

Cliffside, but somehow they look different here in the desert: sharper-

pricking, geometrical,
Chaldaean.

I am back in the time of Moses. Standing by Mount Hor (Jebel

Harun behind this camp) the Children of Israel watch their high

priest Aaron, whose death Moses has foretold, climb to the summit,

remove his pontifical robes, hand them to his son Eleazar, and die

(says Josephus) there in full view.

If Moses' father-in-law Jethro was a Midianite, I think, why did

the Israelites come back and destroy the Midianites?

I rack my memory for the answer.

Let's see the Prophet Balaam had said the Israelites would lose

their strength only if they forsook their God. The Midianites feared

their numbers. So some pretty Midianite girls
went out and made

eyes at some young Israelite sparks and, when proposed to, said, yes,

if you'll worship our gods; and many young men broke their tribal

laws. Result: they were killed by pious kinsmen and (says the Old

Testament) an avenging plague,
I say to Nancy, "The Children of Israel lost 24,000 men here."

"Good heavens," she says.

"And Moses sent an army back to punish the Midianites."

"Sent it here?
9'

cries Nancy, as if she herself were in danger.
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Yes, I tell her; I boned up on the story before coming.
The dark plain is

filling up with Israelites.

"Do you know what the plunder was, Nance?
"

"No."

"Well, I've forgotten the
figures, but it was enormous the

Midianites must have been living in luxury."
Later, at home, I would check on the loot: 675,000 sheep, 72,000

beeves; 61,000 asses; 32,000 virgins. Many towns, including Arce,

were razed. Five Midianite kings, along with every male and non-

virginal female wives, mothers and prostitutes were killed. Jose-

phus gives different figures than the Bible, but the upshot is the same.

Arce was laid waste, and the Israelites, financed thereby, "lived hap-

It is getting quite cold. I fetch a sweater, and wonder if I'll be

stiff tomorrow from riding. The camp is
quiet. Everyone seems to

have gone to bed.

After the Biblical peoples, a steady flow: Greeks, Romans, Sas-

sanids, early Christians. Athanasius mentions a Bishop of Petra. It

is too late, I am too sleepy I cannot remember his name. The
Moslems finished off the Christians. There was no God but God, so

they massacred His children.

"Is it not logical?"

"What?"

"Nothing."
Our wraps being inadequate for this desert chill, we give up and

go to bed sink deeper and deeper into the silence of Petra.

The next morning a small party sets out to explore.

By daylight the walling rock is much more beautiful than I had

realized. It passes by stages from streaked pale rose to streaked rose-

red, displaying at times, in aberration, subtleties of violet, mauve

and magenta. The caves scooped out of this mineral splendor run

from crude Nabataean to elaborate Graeco-Roman.

Slogging through sand, as the day heats up, is tiring,
our feet

drag, but we persevere.

El-Hazne, the columned "Treasury of the Pharaoh," is stupendous

in size. Last night the Sik had so dizzied our minds we could not

properly measure its rival. In the picture Curry takes of me standing

at the entrance I will be only a speck.
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The mountain en-Nejr has an amphitheatre at its feet, and on its

head one o the High Places of antiquity. The rock-hewn altar, sacred

to Chemosh, knows the smell of burnt sacrifices. What scenes have

taken place
here? The sun could answer, but does not.

Fiercely the sun burns down. It scorches. The rocks thousands

of tons of them have become a vast stove. The shimmering heat is

so great it forms mirages on the sand-hummocks. Dahud who was

feeling his responsibilities
so heavily last night he drank too much

whisky looks green around the
gills.

A stout man, he crawls under

a rock moaning softly. Leaderless, we send a child hanger-on a

little fellow dark by blood or sun, or both, and in rags back to camp
for a canteen of water. It arrives tepid, and we enjoy it

passionately.
The knowledge that the amount is very limited whets our thirst.

Dahud lurches to his feet.

"I'm all right now," he says, but does not look so.

By a sandstone cave markedly Egyptian a Moslem woman, dressed

and veiled in black, approaches fearfully, driven by curiosity. To
her we represent the great unknown world. Gesturing, we offer her

a few fils to pose for a
picture.

The eyes, enormously enlarged by
kohl, refuse. We keep the fils well in sight. She weakens; consents.

We motion for her to lower her veil. She shakes her head violently.

We double the number of fils as desert money goes, a princely
bait. Because the Koran forbids women to show their faces, she can-

not be persuaded. We take a picture of two eyes, and move on to

the next cave.

My life is rich compared to hers. By what right,
I think, am I

blessed?

"She must be sweltering in all those wraps," says Nancy.
The next cave is a pre-Hellenic pylon-type, perhaps sixth century

B.C. Dahud, who is staggering along with us, says
coins were found

in this sand bank; whereupon Curry is filled with zeal, seizes a stick,

and begins poking about for some fabulous archaeological find; coin,

pottery, statuette, weapon, jewelry. The malady is contagious. We
scratch too. We find only a few shells, and wonder how they got
there. Everyone and everything seem to have sojourned at Petra at

one time or another even the sea.

My forehead is wet. I am surprised; I had thought no more

moisture was left in my body.
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Trailing back across the center of the cup, we think of all the

buildings that once stood here. They are dust. Only the ruins of a few
late ones cling to an ironical shadow-existence, in time. We study
the pilasters

and rosettes. Roman.

Still bemused by history, we sink our teeth into an omelette.

After lunch, finding that servants have already transferred our

belongings to a cave high on the rear cliff, we mount a long steep
stair, carved like everything else here out of rock, to fall on our cots.

If this is a tomb, we are the dead.

"Hi! Are you ready up there?"

We turn over.

"Hey! The Moore sisters!"

We sit bolt upright, trying to orient ourselves. Where are we?
Petra in Transjordan.
We begin feverishly to fix our hair; then hail from our height

climbers off to Mount Hor. "Coming!"

Sleep having knit up the raveled sleave of care, we join the party
in high spirits.

A walk through rubble, and we start to climb the

mountain.

On this side of Hor thousands of rocks, from small to gigantic,

have been thrown together crazily. We leap from rock to rock like

mountain goats. Just ahead, Dahud is helping Nancy; and a kind

hand reaches out to guide me, too, if needed. The mountain is all

but vertical, but we have wings on our feet. We are gazelles.
One can

go up a mountain dancing lightly, swiftly, and in perfect rhythm
and coordination, dancing and come down the same way, almost

without touching feet to earth.

"Careful!"

Between the first and second movement of the ballet, I recline in

the long grass on the flattish top of the mountain: dreaming, musing,

picking little white flowers like five-pointed stars and arranging them

in a bouquet. Then saunter across an open space to look at a ruined

temple. Is this really
Mount Hor? Did Aaron really die here? Is

Petra really Paul's "Sinai in Arabia," Sinai the Inferior, of the Second

Covenant?

A breeze stirs. It bends the grass
all one way. An intricate world

has been brought to simplicity.

That night Nancy and I and our friends sit on the high terrace
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in front of our tomb rejoicing. Darkness, flowing over the camp, has

drowned it. We are the sole survivors. Dahud orders beer. It is not

cold, but cool. A swallow or two, and I am filled with languor, almost

a torpor
or is it this afternoon's climb?

Stars over Petra. They heal old wounds. If suffering is man's

portion, so is glory.

I say goodnight and retire, and though the bed is a jungle of rocks

like Mount Hor am instantly asleep.

We are waked at dawn. The Bedouins have arrived with the pack
horses. Hungry for breakfast, we dress swiftly. At noon today the

desert will burn in a mighty coruscation, but now it is cool. Glancing

through the door of our tomb, I see three things: lovely light in the

East, the carnelian-red rocks of the strangest of ghost-cities and,

below, with the same impassive Bedouin holding her bridle, my little

buff-colored mare. She has left her child, no doubt under
protest,

at

home.

Saying "Hurry!" Nancy departs.

"Step on it up there!" someone calls.

"Coming," I shout back.

Hitching my rucksack over one shoulder, I burst from the tomb,

and start running down the long stair.

Over the iron-rail bannister I see Nancy, Dahud, Curry.
As I run I stretch my arms wide enough to take in, for very joy,

not only Petra but the world run run like the wind straight into

the arms of the morning.



XIX

JORDAN

Jerusalem the Golden

When Nancy and I had settled into a hotel, we drove to the Mount
of Olives and from there, looking across the Valley of Kidron, got
our first impression of Jerusalem as it exists today after three thousand

years of turbulent history.

Its hills Mount Moriah, Mount Zion blended into one con-

tinuous hill just steep enough to show walls, gates, roofs, domes and

pinnacles to advantage.

Jerusalem the Golden!

Of course it had other epithets: Jerusalem the Strait-Laced, Jeru-

salem the Licentious, Jerusalem the Unfaithful, and Jerusalem

Lawrence's phrase the Squalid. The roster is complete. Jerusalem

runs the gamut, which mankind runs, from highest to lowest and

back.

It is the world in little.

This universality, expressed through an extraordinary history, had

made it a symbol, I reflected. Paul speaks of it as a kind of lower

271
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octave of the Jerusalem which is above and "free" and the "mother

of us all." And John refers to the Jerusalem which will be, the New

Jerusalem, as a higher metamorphosis of the one which Titus had but

recently razed to the ground,
there being left, in Christ's prophetic

words, "not one stone upon another."

From the Mount of Olives it looked old, stained and beautiful

But where were the olive trees? There being only a few, in our

imaginations
we planted the hillside; made it over into the place Jesus

visited often with his disciples.

Dahud pointed
to Jerusalem's forty-foot

crenellated wall. "That's

the Golden Gate and that's St. Stephen's you know, the one they

stoned
"

An educated Moslem, Dahud was not the religious fanatic one reads

about; on the contrary,
in all matters pertaining

to Christianity he

was extremely tolerant; by his whole attitude seemed to be saying,

"Though to me Jesus is, as Mohammed taught, only one of several

prophets,
if it pleases you to consider him unique it's okay by me."

We walked in the Garden of Gethsemane. One patriarchal
olive

tree was so big and gnarled it just might be, as claimed, a carefully

nurtured lineal descendant of a tree known to Jesus. The flowers stand-

ing about in sunlight seemed innocent and happy I remembered

Paul's words, "Let that joy be in you which was also in Christ Jesus."

Then we entered the Church built by many nations over the up-

cropping of rough rock on which Jesus, in a bloody sweat, prayed to

be spared the Cup "yet
not my will but Thine." So he too had

run a gamut.
As we came out, a lizard slid across the path.

He had scales and

an alert head, and disappeared among the argeratum.

Having been forced in Asia to meditate upon Asia's Shintoism,

Confucianism, Brahminism, Buddhism and Mohammedanism, it was

a powerful experience to come at last to the cradle of "Christianism."

The underside of the olive's leaf is silver.

Wanting to trace the world-altering events in the life of Jesus as

closely as possible,
we started at the beginning: went to Bethlehem,

the City of David, on another gently ascending hill.

"That's the Field of the Shepherds," said Dahud, pointing off to

the left "you know, the ones who saw the star
"
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And followed it, and came to where the young child
lay. Yes,

we knew.

Over the manger Constantine had built a Church; which Justinian
had pulled down in order to build a great basilica; which had never

been worthy, and was now
dilapidated.

"Here he was born," said Dahud in the crypt, "and here," pointing
to a different spot lower down, "he was laid."

The two altars were a
folly of mosaics, gilt,

and lace cloths. In

this wilderness too there was a voice
crying. Why had they not left

the grotto where Mary and Joseph stayed during tax-paying time

untouched in its eloquence? I wondered. What a genius man had for

spoiling things. Fortunately there were some stubborn realities noth-

ing could hide, distort or vanquish. The candles burned with a steady

bright flame.

"Glory be to God in the highest, and on earth peace, goodwill
to men."

"In 614," said Dahud, "the Persians spared this Church because

a mosaic of the Adoration of the Magi depicted them in Persian

dress."

But our minds were not on the ironies of history; they were on a

baby. I wondered if he had cried much, or at all. . . .

From Bethlehem we would have liked to travel with Jesus to

Nazareth in Galilee, but Nazareth was on the Jewish side of the

1948 Armistice Line bisecting Palestine, and we were not allowed to

cross it; or, rather, if we had crossed, would not have been allowed

to return to Jordan, or enter any other Arab country: proof,
if any

were needed, of the implacable bitterness existing today between

those ancient enemies the Jews and the Arabs. Our plan, therefore,

was to go from Jordan to Egypt; then use neutral Cyprus as a spring-

board to catapult us into Israel. Meanwhile we could profit by the

fact that Jordan held in stewardship most of the spots
connected with

Christianity.

So we went now as Jesus at the age of twelve to the Temple
of Jerusalem; entered the

city through St. Stephen's Gate, not "literally

splashing through blood" like Count Raymond of Toulouse, not

"sobbing in excess of joy," but wide-awake, history-aware.

The city has grown, and today forms an irregular quadrangle some
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two miles in circumference, intersected by two main streets which in

forming (appropriately)
a cross, divide it into four quarters, the most

impressive of which is the Haran ish Sheriff, or Noble Sanctuary,

containing the seventh-century Mosque of Omar which usurps the

site of the Temple of Solomon.

Looking at this "Dome of the Rock" with our eyes we pulled it

down with our minds.

But not entirely. For this octagonal mosque preserves behind a

screen of lovely Mohammedan lacework part of Solomon's Temple:
the rock on which Abraham is supposed to have prepared to sacrifice

his son Isaac a tablelike upcropping some
fifty

feet square. Like a

plant above its seed, Solomon's Holy of Holies rose above this "rock

of faithfulness."

Standing beside it trying to rebuild Solomon's Temple in its maj-

esty,
I remembered some of the details in First Kings and Chronicles:

how its "pattern" had come to Solomon's father David "in the spirit;"

how the stone edifice was floored and roofed with cedars of Lebanon

sent by Hiram, King of Tyre, and overlaid with gold and decorated

with palm, pomegranate and
lily;

how its furnishings included an

oxen-supported brazen "sea" holding enough water for 2,000 ritual

ablutions; and how its Holy of Holies contained two fourteen-foot,

winged, gold cherubim (gold without alloy) , protectors of the Ark
of the Covenant.

Then Nebuchadnezzar King of Babylon destroyed it.

Undaunted I raised up the Second Temple, Nehemiah's, and when
that one fell to Antiochus Epiphanes

"Stop mooning," chaffed Nancy.
The Third Temple Herod the Great's the one in which, at the

age of twelve, Jesus confounded the learned doctors, was the most

beautiful. White stones of stupendous size; courtyards within colon-

naded courtyards, the outermost open to all, even foreigners; the next

to Jewish men and women; the next to men only; the innermost

the Holy Place of burnt sacrifices containing gold altar, table and

lampstand to priests only. But that was not the apogee. Beyond a

Veil stood the Holy of Holies, now in default of the Ark significantly

empty. Only the High Priest could enter, and he only once a year.
His gold, blue, scarlet and purple robes had little shaking bells hung
along the hem, and a four-square breastplate containing a great crystal
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for (it
would seetn) sktying: the "urim and thummin of vision/' He

entered the Holy of Holies to pronounce the secret name of God. Yet

this temple too was destroyed
"Don't you want to see the other mosque?" asked Nancy.

Approaching the nearby eighth-century Mosque of El-Aksa I

apologized.
"I'm a little sick at my stomach."

"Maybe you'd better get out of the sun."

"I'm all right."

From that third temple Jesus drove the money-changers, I was

thinking, and the sellers of oxen, sheep and doves "Make not my
Father's house an house of merchandise."

Terrible, Titus' siege
in the year 70. Battering rams broke down

the walls. Poor pious starving brave Jews those with uncut throats

suffered the fate of their Temple: they were put to the torch.

We were walking towards El-Aksa when I sat down by a fountain

ancj as discreetly as possible,
for in these precincts any Moslem

would consider it a sacrilege
lost my breakfast.

To this day I remember about the Mosque that interrupted our

tracing of the footsteps of Jesus only tortuous figures
on an acre of

carpet,
and a high squeezed seat for the reading of the Koran.

Ah, the mammoth blocks stones seen by Jesus of the old Jewish

Wailing Wall. ...
Where was Jesus between twelve and thirty?

I wondered. In vari-

ous towns? Even in various countries? In any case, during those

eighteen central years
he must have learned as we were learning

to know Jerusalem thoroughly. True, the Old City had been situated

low on the Bethlehem side of the Hill, whereas the New City

swarmed upward to take in Golgotha,
the Place of Skulls; but I did

not believe that the streets had looked very different Jews and

Moslems are great
traditionalists.

And so we wandered about the four quarters
of Jerusalem, stitching

together with our steps
the old and new, while pondering the Chris-

tian religion:
how it was the only one whose God had entered human

history; how it was a development rather than contradiction of several

other religions, including Buddhism and Judaism "I am not come to

destroy but to fulfil" yet paradoxically
had never in its purity

been

really tried in the world.

"I want one of those shoe-shine boxes," said Nancy. Because they
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were made of fine brass in an attractive design, she had conceived the

idea of using one as a fender in her New York apartment. Though he

considered it a crazy idea, Dahud as usual was complaisant. Near the

Damascus Gate he asked a shoe-shine boy if he wanted to sell his box.

Yes, if he got enough. How much did he want? $12. Dahud was out-

raged, and after some negotiations knocked it down for f 10, But self-

respect
would not permit him to carry it. What would people think?

The ragamuffin hired to tote the prize in a basket was instructed to

walk ten feet behind.

"Jealous?
"
smiled Nancy.

Another day we stopped at one of the tiny overstuffed stalls in the

bazaar. An antique Arab jacket just what I had been hunting. Plum-

colored velvet embroidered in bold reds, oranges, vermilions and

violets. "How much?"

"Two dinar" about $5.60.

I got it for $4.

As we made off, I asked Hilmi how shops could sell so cheap.
"The refugees sell their last possessions," he said without animosity,

"to eat." And I was ashamed.

A fracas had broken out on a street corner. "I am man like you,"
shouted an Arab at what I took to be an Englishman with colonial

connotations. "Who said you weren't?" "I am just good man like you!"
We asked Hilmi where we could buy antique copper trays. He

said his cousin sold them if we had no objection.

The Dakkak store was the best we had seen in Jerusalem. It had

everything: jewelry, furniture inlaid with mother-of-pearl, silverwork,

olivewood intarsia boxes, Palestinian pottery, copper trays, and bless

my soul antique Arab jackets. We asked Hilmi if he got a percent-

age on purchases made by customers he brought in.

"Yes."

"Oh, why didn't you tell me, Hilmi? I could have bought my
jacket here."

"Why should I tell you?" easily.
"You got a good bargain."

No it was not true that all Arabs thought of nothing but tricks of

trade.

After we had made our purchases the proprietor, a man in a red

fez who cracked jokes, served us thick strong coffee in tiny silver cups:
Turkish coffee with a wonderful aroma.
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Our interlude of shopping ended where the unknown eighteen years

in Jesus' life did: at the River Jordan. We stood at the exact spot
where, according to tradition, he was baptized by John.

It was not a very prepossessing stream. Spring rains, gathering far

up in Syria near Mount Hermon, had loosened so much silt it had
turned brownish.

I stood on the bank meditating on the event described in the Gospel
of John as an opening of the heavens an opening. "And a voice was
heard saying, This is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased/

"

The Dead Sea into which the Jordan flowed was nature so to

speak at its least natural. Dahud reeled off the facts: once, long ago,
when four times larger, it had supported life; in Roman times its snail

had made the crimson called Tyrian purple; but a dry period had

shrunk it down to this body fifty
miles long, and earthquakes dropped

its bed so low, in a geological fault, it lay now 1,300 feet below sea

level, the lowest spot on earth.

"On earth?"

"On earth."

And at its Southern end nary a trace of Sodom and Gomorrah, the

great Cities of the Plain which had become so corrupted by sensuality

God had overwhelmed them while Abraham looked on and Lot

fled with fire.

If this inland sea was trapped water, we asked, what happened to

the Jordan inflow?

"It evaporates," said Dahud.

And the fish it brought?

"They die and float see those birds snatching?"
The ancients had called this destroyer of life by many names: the

Strange Sea, the Sodomish Sea, the Sea of Lot, the Stinking Sea.

Above its dull metallic blue hovered a bluish-white cloud of evapo-

ration; and beyond it, as backdrop, rose some bleak, overhanging,

intensely colored, marvelously beautiful escarpments.

Dipping my hand into the water, I carried it to my mouth. Pure

brine, thick and nauseous, with a brackish smell. Drying it left

a sticky residue,

"Twenty-five per cent salt," said Dahud, picking up a black clot.

"The peasants use this asphalt in their vineyards to kill grubs."

"Any other by-products?"
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"Vast undeveloped mineral resources. Bedouins swipe salt for smug-

gling. But just now" he winked "its environs yield more."

He referred to the now famous Dead Sea Scrolls found in 1947 by a

goatherd, in a nearby cave: ancient copies of and comments on
Scrip-

ture, together with the disciplinary rules of the Essene sect whose Dead

Sea monastery was being excavated. Was it true that John the Baptist

had been a full member, and Jesus a kind of lay member, of the

order? Josephus compared the Essenes to the Pythagoreans; noting
their contempt for riches, daily greeting of the sun, white garments,
hatred of lies, ancient secret books, use of herbs, stoical bearing of

pain, visions, prophesying, and belief in immortality. Why had they
chosen this barren Dead Sea country? I wondered.

Then left off speculation. Better just stand here, knowing Jesus of

Nazareth had looked on the selfsame scene.

His footsteps during his three-year ministry we could not follow,

except to go where apparently he loved to visit his friends: to Bethany.
The weather was tranquil, that day, but not our hearts, for we saw

175,000 Arab refugees from Israel: miserable creatures, starving,

diseased, camped on the hillside. Wretchedness seems always an ac-

cusation against mankind. Oh, this was nothing, said Dahud; there

were 500,000 more. Because he was by nature good-natured, his re-

sentment had a sharper barb.

Why had these people refused an indemnity from the Jews?
The Arab-Jewish quarrel, based on old land claims and recent out-

rages, but ultimately on ancient hates, jealousies and rivalries the

rivalries of Ishmael and Isaac, of Esau and Jacob kept breaking in

on our experiences, and seemed insoluble; insoluble, that is, with-

out love, and who could put love into the hearts of men? They felt it,

or they did not feel it. ...

Thinking such thoughts we arrived in the defeated village of

Bethany. Rock is valiant, it can stick it out for a long time, but even-

tually it crumbles.

"The house of Simon the Leper," said Dahud pointing to a chim-

ney sticking up amidst rubble; the house where Mary emptied her

alabaster boxful of oil of spikenard onto Jesus' feet, and dried them
with her hair.

Walking up a hill we stopped at a door.

"Four days dead!" croaked a seamy old codger, crouched there.
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He wore a dirty dark-red robe and corrupt head-swathing. "Four days
dead!" in a voice of

surprising strength, as he handed round candles.

"Martha say stink."

Down a staircase we plunged into the deep dark earth. Could the

early Christians have passed on authentic information? Could this be

in very fact the tomb of Lazarus? A cave, John calls the tomb, covered

by a stone. Well, this gloomy place fitted the
description. Half credu-

lous, half skeptical, we stood there thinking of the raising of Lazarus:

how, in Jesus' ministry, it was culminating; how it had roused the

priesthood to such a pitch of animosity they had resolved to destroy
him. Was it indeed here that he had shown Mary and Martha and

his disciples and the neighbors the "glory of God"?

A voice thundered, "Lazarus, come forth!" Startled, we looked up
the steps.

Silence then again, stentorianly, hoarsely, "Lazarus! come
forth!"

It was the old sinner at the door hoping to increase his
tip.

Later, in the village, we came on a boy selling knitted slingshots

which Dahud said copied the one David used to kill Goliath. "Will

they shoot?" "Try it." So each in turn swung it round the head and

let
fly.

It hurled a stone, all right, but could it be aimed? "When I

was a boy," said Dahud, "I could kill a small bird on the wing." So

for a few fils we equipped ourselves for killing giants and small birds.

My slingshot
is blue with white

stripes.

Coming back from Bethany we talk about the Jewish-Arab im-

passe. "They stole our land," says
Dahud. "And killed my father,"

says Hilmi. I try to be tactful in asking how they would have felt

without a home, anywhere, in all the world. But our Arabs have

flushed dark red. Their faces are set like flint. The Israelites and

Edomites are still at it. Hates of three thousand years ago have bred

hates, which have bred hates, which have bred hates, till, now, the

more the cause is forgotten the more fiercely
flare the consequences.

And this in
spite

of the fact that hate never solved anything. O Jerusa-

lem, Jerusalem, I think, over which Christ wept.

Looking down border-streets to concrete barricades, we ask if it's

possible to get close enough to the Armistice Line to see into Israel.

"Oh, sure" sometimes they get permission to meet at the Man-

delbaum Gate the little band of their kindred still living on the Jewish

side. "Only everyone's so nervous we can't say a thing."
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We pull up by an open pavement with two sentry boxes
facing

each other. There is barbed wire, and the sentries carry guns. Nancy
and I climb out.

Hilmi tells us we can walk to the middle, "but no farther," And
his cousin Bert Lahr has grown solemn.

We advance side by side, studying the roof-tops of Israel.

"How are you?" we say to the Arab sentry.

"Fine," he says grinning. Not a bad fellow not a bad fellow at all.

Suddenly I feel an impulse to run out into No Man's Land shout-

ing, "I'm neither a Jew nor an Arab, but I like Jews and Arabs. And

why shouldn't I? we're all people, aren't we? 'Love is the
fulfilling

of the law!'"

"Hey, stop!" warns Nancy.
"What if we paid no attention to that nonsense?" I

say. "What if

we just kept walking? What would happen?"

"Probably nothing," says Nancy.
When we smile the Jew with the bristling gun smiles back.

"Why, getting into Israel's easy!" I
say, turning back.

err ,"V
Is it?

Palm Sunday brought Palm Sunday weather.

Told that a triumphal band would walk from Bethphage into

Jerusalem, we waited in a crowd on the Jericho Road, opposite the

Golden Gate.

We heard the procession before we saw it. Clear voices singing;
then white figures Catholic, Protestant, Eastern Orthodox winding
between two hills. They were streaming down from Bethany, now,

waving palm branches like those which a "very great multitude," two

thousand years ago, strewed before the feet of the ass on which Jesus

rode into Jerusalem. "Hosanna! hosanna!" And now the throng was

climbing the hill in force, streaming, streaming: people from Syria,

Scandinavia, Iowa, Rhodesia, Mexico, Japan, Ireland, Peru, California,

New Zealand, even Arab countries: everywhere; people with strange
intense faces as if of flame streaming, streaming.
To them as to us something was happening beyond the logic of

their minds.

"Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord!"

When they began to pass us Nancy and I, without a word, picked

up some fallen palms and fell into step.
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We were part of the human acclamation swarming up the Valley
r TS"* 1

or Kidron.

I have tried to find adequate words for that experience, and cannot,

Oikoumene, the Greek word for a community of peoples, comes

closest, but leaves out the emotion we felt over the fact, or rather

illusion, that the whole world had now joined together to acknowledge
i /i
the Christ.

And the eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of thee;

nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of thee. . . . God
hath tempered the body together . . . that there should be no
schism. . . .

Turning left, we entered Jerusalem, climbed the hill, and turned

into a courtyard. By now I had lost sight of Nancy in the
press.

A service started up; Latin singing broke out in a kind of terrible

joy; hundreds and hundreds of palm branches were lifted high above

heads and shaken. Not knowing the words, I made up some of my
own, singing loud and clear, with mouth wide open standing tiptoe,

singing and shaking my palm, as my heart was shaken. The Archbish-

op's robe when he appeared was the red of
praise.

It was as if we were all

wearing robes of a happy happy pure red.

"Hosanna in the highest!"
The next day the paper said an American tourist, walking beyond

the center of No Man's Land, between Jordan and Israel, had either

not hearing the sentry's warning or thinking to test childish unkind

rules been shot dead.

And now Jesus was confounding the Chief Priests who sought to

entangle him in words (one cannot be in Jerusalem without living it

all vividly) .... He was prophesying his death and resurrection,

and those of mankind. ... He was sharing the Last Supper.

. . . With the three closest to him, Peter, James and John, was pray-

ing on the Mount of Olives, but they fell asleep, and there broke

from him that saddest of cries, "Could ye not watch with me one

hour?" . . . And now Judas was betraying him with a kiss; that was

the worst of it with a kiss. . . . The Roman soldiers man-handled

him, and the High Priest Caiaphas found him guilty of of all things

blasphemy. And now Pilate was washing his hands. "I find no

fault. . . .
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And so it came about that one hot afternoon with a storm brewing
we climbed the Via Dolorosa behind him, but the crowd, strangely,

was not Jews but Arabs: well-to-do ones in fine robes and headcloths

crowned with rope of gold, sand-poor refugees barefoot and dressed

in any old rag they could hitch onto skinny bodies, and every shade

of Arab in between, including a few hybrids imitating Westerners'

clothes without thinking Westerners' thoughts.

"Here," said Dahud, pointing to a small court by a buttress, "Jesus

was condemned." And a little farther on, "Here he stumbled and

fell."

Was it so? In Jerusalem one is forever asking, Was it here? Did

Jesus stand here, precisely here, facing Pilate? And was this place,

indeed, one of the stations of his cross?

To realize such things one has to tear down modern skepticism and

build up a child's faith. Actually one does not using all one's imagi-
native powers realize. One reaches to realize; one comes a little

closer to realizing; one is wetted by the fringe of that rain. No more.

At the Church of the Holy Sepulchre covering the place of the

crucifixion, and wrapping-in-spices, and burial and resurrection,

Dahud with great tact departed.
We are alone on the Hill of Golgotha now alone except for those

helmeted Roman soldiers, except for that jeering crowd, except for

that still figure on the cross. "And mine is the passion of mankind."

"Good heavens, is it falling down?" says Nancy.
She means the Church. A double portal and several windows have

been walled up, and there is
scaffolding.

I think of the vicissitudes of the buildings erected on this grim
hill. For two centuries a Roman sanctuary for Jupiter stood here. Then
Constantine put up a basilica described in Eusebius which the

Persians destroyed. The Patriarch Modestus rebuilt it more simply,
but everything conspired against it: earthquake, fire, pillage, Mos-
lems. The Fatimid Caliph Al-Hakim razed all but the tomb-crypt.
The Crusaders stubbornly rebuilt. It was this third basilica at which

we were staring.

Was it the true site? Most Biblical scholars and archaeologists said

yes. In Jesus
5

time Golgotha lay outside the
city,

and early Christians

could well have passed on to Constantine's mother Helena, who came

seeking, an authentic tradition. (The other day in a church in Madeba
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a sacristan had pulled up a wooden floor board, and behold! a skth-

century map of Jerusalem, in green and brown mosaics, showing quite

clearly
Constantine's

basilica.)

We enter almost
fearfully.

It is an amazing sight. Kings and emperors have sent ikons, cande-

labra, and gold beyond computation. Simplicity has fled. But even the

givers
of wrong gifts

can feel a right love, and the atmosphere is

gentle;
there is love in- this sanctuary love given and regiven

centuries of love.

We kneel by the tomb to pray. Whether it is the right
tomb or

the wrong tomb, I know that in the last analysis no physical tomb,

anywhere, matters overmuch. Only the strength with which we burst

our own tombs and Lazaruses learn to be born again and born

again faster than we die. . . .
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EGYPT

piece oj~
a

sarcophagus

dragoman named Abdel ("slave o God") Salam Dewedar
"Frank" was leading a small group across a waste of sand near Cairo

by moonlight.
We saw the Sphinx, first, from a distance: the lion body crouching

with paws extended, the human head erect and ageless.

"2500 B.C./* said Frank, who had a diploma in archaeology. "Carved

out of a spur of natural rock. The head is the Pharaoh Khafre's."

Closer, now, we saw that rigid eyelids had clamped the creature's

eyes into an eternal staring. Inwardly as well as outwardly they looked

far, far. Perhaps that was why there uncoiled upon his brow that sign
of power, the deadly asp.
"A hundred and eighty-nine feet long," said Frank.

Yes, bigger than we had expected; and amid the piled and drifted

sand, with the moon now revealing, now veiling, completely imper-
sonal.

Frank said it had been excavated twice and if Egypt wasn't vigilant
would sink back again into this swamp of a desert.

2,84
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"Shall we go?"
Since the days when the Sphinx was carved by a sculptor now

unknown, many peoples had overrun Egypt and departed: among
them, Hyksos, Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Turks,
and the French and British; but all such movements he had disdained,

being preoccupied with matters more important, planetary quiet

wheelings, the
risings and settings of solar systems.

Nancy and I hung back to stare a little longer at that great brow
turned up to the moonlight.

"Shall we go?" Frank repeated.
The Sphinx cared not a

fig whether we came or went.

The sand under our departing feet gave, sank, skidded. Neverthe-

less, I felt a
solidity. For we had come at last to the great Egypt which

sounds in grandeur and
simplicity through the Book of the Dead.

Since Frank was recommended by friends, we had on arrival left

messages in his usual haunts. No answer. Disappointed we had hired

a dragoman named Abdullah ("slave of Allah") , a man alternately

haughty and fawning, who walked around long-legged as an ibis

though not, like an ibis, wise dressed in a lavender silk wide-sleeved

girdled kafkan under a dark cloak and below a black-tasseled red fez;

and it was Abdullah who had shown us Cairo, a city which, when not

polyglot and imitative, outwesterning the West, was typically Mos-

lem. Of course in a country with 5,000 years of recorded history the

seventh-century Moslem conquest seemed as recent as last week. Every
true thing has its counterfeit, and Islam is Egypt's, I thought; which

was not quite fair, but we were looking for ancient Egypt, one of the

greatest cultures the world has ever seen.

"Please, no more mosques," begged Nancy, half serious, half

joking.
We had paddled ducklike around so many, in oversized rented

black cloth shoes, they rather ran together.
Was Kait Bey Outside

the Walls the striped one? And which had the green tiles? At first,

in spite of rich carpets and stalactite ornaments, these seatless, altarless

chambers seemed barny; but in each case began presently
to charm

like a winter landscape. Meanwhile Abdullah was strutting ahead,

certain that no foreign land had anything half so fine.

"I'm beginning to feel inferior," joshed Nancy.
The Ben Ezra Synagogue, squeezed into an alley,

had been
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founded soon after the destruction of the First Temple, said the care-

taker, by a band of refugees headed by the Prophet Jeremiah. And

right here an American professor
had discovered a copy of the original

Torah written on deerskin. And this rock see this rock? the mark-

ings on it Moses himself had cut, for signs,
before leading forth the

Children of Israel.

"Yes?"

"Yes."

Meanwhile Abdullah stalked apart,
the glances of his eyes as hurt-

ful as the current Egyptian raids on Israel.

The oldest Coptic Church in Cairo stood a stone's throw away;
near as the New to the Old Testament. Its showpieces consisted of

eleven
pillars bearing ikons of the disciples (the twelfth kept blank

for Judas) , a hidden high altar with mosaics of bright blue glass and

mother-of-pearl, a canopy depicting Christ and the angels, and

most precious of all a crypt described by tradition as the cave in

which Joseph and Mary and the Child had lodged when they fled

into Egypt.
We found this little Coptic Church of tremendous interest. Doubt-

less it is the Copts, converted during the first century, who preserve
the most ancient Christianity.

"Yes," said the
priest,

"St. Mark, our founder and first Patriarch,

had a black beard, long nose, and fine eyes there's a picture. The
Romans dragged him through Alexandria by the neck."

Alexandria: great Bishopric, and the work-field of such early
Fathers as Athanasius, Clement and Origen. It had been a steep
come-down when, because of Egypt's "monophysite" emphasis on the

divinity rather than manhood of Christ a "cosmic Christianity"

Byzantium had pointed a finger, crying "Heresy!"
Meanwhile Abdullah eyed us in disapproval. Why should anyone

who had seen the Mosque-Tombs of the Mamelukes waste time on

this miserable little dump? he seemed to be saying; it is to laugh.
For our edification the

priest repeated that part of the Coptic Mass
which had outraged Byzantium:

I believe that this is the
life-giving flesh which thine only Son

took from the ... Holy Mary, He united it with His Divinity
without mingling and without confusion and without alteration.
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... I believe that His Divinity was not separated from His
Manhood for one moment or for the twinkling of an eye.

"Was that a bell?" asked Nancy.
"No," said the

priest without
animosity. "Bells in Egypt are for-

bidden except on the desert/'

I looked at him
closely, this ministrant of the most primitive Chris-

tian rites in the world, and probably, because Egypt's non-Christian

population had mixed its blood rather freely with that of its Moslem

conquerors, by race one of the few remaining pure representatives

(the Copts are a diminishing band) of the ancient Egyptians. He had

almond-shaped, sooty, heavy-lashed eyes.
The next day we went to the Kobbex Palace.

Ex-King Farouk the red carpet of whose grand staircase we were

now ascending seemed but a caricature of the ancient Egyptians'
Pharaohs.

In many respects
this palace resembled a second-class France-copying

English hotel; a duke or even a baronet would have complained to the

management. Ceiling cupids, sunken baths, Louis Quinze furniture,

nouveau riche bric-a-brac. One corridor was lined with oil portraits of

fat Khedives wearing on their heads silk tubs, and wives with faint

black mustaches. There were no books; no objets d'art except a fine

Byzantine mosaic in the music room. We decided it must have got in

by mistake. And everywhere amid a reign of floridity
a sedulous imi-

tation of foreign cultures, an effort obvious to pique senses long
since surfeited.

"In an Egyptian palace not one thing Egyptian/'
"Loew's State/' said Nancy.
Queen Narriman's wardrobe, abandoned when she fled to Italy with

Farouk, hung limp and askew on uncovered clotheshangers. One

lovely Paris creation was a white satin wedding gown splashed
with

a heavy dew of diamantes.

"Nice perfume," said Nancy.
"Pardon?" replied

a palace attendant misunderstanding her re-

mark. "No, it is not permitted ladies to see King Farouk's erotic col-

lection."

As if inspired by Narriman's scent, Abdullah took us to a perfume

emporium luxurious and effete, where the plump silk-gowned proprie-
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tor assured us that Egyptian scents were the most sought-after in the

world.

"It's like a high-class bordello" whispered Nancy.
After we had smelled a few cloyingly sweet perfumes our noses

went into shock.

"The jasmine, it is exqu<?<?,nte,"
cried the proprietor, all but swoon-

ing. "Try the lilac, Madame/
1 He waved a bottle. "Paris buys all its

lilac from Egypt. Is it not dreamous?"

When Nancy and I each bought a $6 bottle of lilac Abdullah

managed, by his looks, to make us feel like cheapskates. It was hope-

less; we could never measure up to our dragoman's exacting standards.

That night I was laying out my day's purchases some very pliable

red-and-white leather slippers,
a ring the stone of which turned from

purple to blue and back again, silver earrings engraved with "God is

great" in Arabic, and the bottle of lilac perfume when Nancy said,

"Look!" Prying out its cork I smeared lilac on my earlobes. "Hurry!"
cried Nancy.
We hung from a window watching a baker roll out a kind of huge

flapjack, spread it with brown sugar, and toss it into an oven.

"Pardon me," said Nancy delicately, "but you smell bad."

"I thought it was you."
We held our noses while we emptied perfume such as Paris ordered

from Egypt down the drain. It brought to a head my nostalgia for the

great Egypt long since perished.
The next day under a

pitiless
blue sky we said, standing on the

Citadel, well, there was no use waiting any longer for Frank; we must
make up our minds to see the Pyramids with Abdullah.

The thought was like the bite of Cleopatra's asp. "I'm dying,

Egypt, dying."
"Madame like Cairo?" asked Abdullah preening. Poor fellow; to

him Cairo was the capital of the Middle East, even the world.

The view from this high place was a lordly sight, Cairo being
another

city of domes and minarets. To the West the ribbon of the

Nile; to the South the chaste triangles of the Pyramids.
We stopped by our hotel.

At the desk an Egyptian in Western suit and red fez stepped for-

ward. His
intelligent if soft face had the fertile eyes of the Egyptians

painted on mummy cases in the British Museum. "Miss Moore?"
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"Two of them."

"I am Abdel Salam Dewedar Frank. You did not receive my
messages?"

"Messages?" stupidly.
On inquiry the desk said, yes, three messages had been received

and passed on to us via our dragoman.
Well, well, let bygones and Abdullah be bygones.
What had we seen so far? asked Frank.

We told him; adding that we wanted to see the old, great, true

Egypt, not a falsification of its genius. Then wondered if we had com-

mitted an indiscretion.

"Go up to Luxor tomorrow," he said abruptly without annoyance.

Evidently as an archaeologist he shared our enthusiasm. "The Pyra-
mids everything here can wait."

That night he offered us the Sphinx by moonlight, already de-

scribed: that nexus of beasts from which body the human
principle,

in the head, rises in triumph. . . .

Oh
yes,

I thought as we recrossed the desert under the moon,
there's a largeness towards which, whatever its failures, mankind for-

ever tends.

The next day we took the train to Luxor.

Egypt was flying past the window:
grassless flats, mud huts, veiled

women lugging children, faceless copper-colored fellabin squatting
around village fountains talking somnambulantly or sleeping, clumps
of palms with topknots, sagging. And always the Nile like the under-

scoring which means italics. This being April, the people must wait

two more months before the river, swollen by the melted snows of a

mountain range 2,000 miles away on the equator,
and the generous

rains of Ethiopia, would rise and, in overflowing its banks, deposit on

scorched blistered fields the fat black mud which now, as for countless

millennia, meant life instead of death. ... It seemed strange to be

traveling South to Upper Egypt. We went to bed in compartments
like those on French trains. Then all night I kept groping to the win-

dow to peer out at the flying flatlands of moon-mottled Egypt. . . .

Our rooms at the Winter Park Hotel in Luxor surveyed the Nile.

And, beyond, spread a dimly painted scene so still, so austere, it was

like the topography of eternity:
the Valley of the Kings near ancient

Thebes.
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"The Nile's not green," said Nancy accusingly.

True, however low, the Nile was not yet quite dead enough to

multiply the microscopic algae famous for smelling putrid while dye-

ing the water. The green stain would come in June, to be displaced in

October, when the river was in flood, by a rich red-brown: silt picked

up largely by the Blue Nile in Ethiopia.

The Moslem interlopers
had been completely wiped out; this was

great-gifted
and mighty Egypt.

The next morning, with other searchers-into-the-past, we crossed

the Nile in a felucca, a narrow fast sailboat with a raked mast.

The car we drew on the farther shore must have been built the

year Henry Ford went into business. Letting dust at every pore, it was

a kind of traveling colander.

In the brilliant emptiness of the desert the eye sees long distances.

Thinis, Memphis and Hinisu had been successively the
capi-

tals of Egypt, when about 2000 p.c. it jumped four hundred miles

southward to Thebes.

Again we were negotiating, on foot, the treacheries of sand.

"Eleventh through eighteenth dynasty, Egypt's second great pe-

riod," said our skinny, wiry, gowned and turbaned guide Omie. He
had a dark-bronze Upper-Egypt face, or rather wrinkled mask, in sharp
contrast to the pale yellow faces of Lower Egypt. "The Middle King-
dom."

One can know such facts intellectually,
but it is quite another thing

to wade through the actual sand.

The time of Abraham, I mused.

Then came the Hyksos or "Shepherd Kings," who had settled in

for several centuries, said Omie; to be eventually thrown out; where-

upon a new style of chariotry had made possible vast conquests in

Africa and Asia.

"We approach the mortuary temple of Queen Hatshepsut."
"What a tongue-twister," said Nancy, trying it.

Flat-topped buildings with long white limestone colonnades, backed

up against an equally flat-topped yellow cliff, were a kind of clarifica-

tion of its vertical striations. Frank Lloyd Wright is only a Johnny-

come-lately among architects who have, by taking a terrain fully into

account, made a building look indigenous.
"The Queen," said Omie, striding up a ramp, "transplanted hun-
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dreds of myrrh trees from Punt. This air smelled sweet/'

Hatshepsut: the first great woman whom
history limns with any

clarity.

"She had herself proclaimed King," said Omie in a tone of voice

which, by irony, somewhat maligned my sex, "and wore a pharaoh's
costume, including a clipped false beard, and the double crown of the

Two Kingdoms, red for Lower Egypt, and white for Upper Egypt,

symbolizing the physical and
spiritual." He had finished his

spiel.
"How many great grandparents do you have?"

"Eight," someone chirped.

"Well, Hatshepsut had only two," said Omie, enjoying his shocker

of consanguinity, "and they were half-brother and -sister!"

"Can you tie that?" said a man from Denver.

A picture showed the lady flat-chested.

"Holy cats," said our compatriot.
Not that there were many images of her extant, said Omie. Her

husband brother's son by a concubine, whom she later married, so

hated her for keeping him a nonentity, after her death he hacked up
her figure and name almost everywhere; hacked furiously. Then in

seventeen foreign campaigns established Egypt's mastery all the way to

the Euphrates this Thutmose III, greatest of all Pharaohs.

"It just goes to show," murmured someone.

The tomb of Thutmose Ill's vizier Rakhmire, down in the airless

earth, had lively
scenes from his life painted on its walls in precise

forms and clear colors. He leaned on his staff inspecting the work of

stonecutters, brickmakers, sculptors, carpenters, and goldsmiths shap-

ing a vase. Maids in skin-tight clothes were dressing the ladies of his

family before serving a repast.
Thin creatures were there no stout

women in Egypt? A girl
was playing a long lute, another a nine-

stringed harp. . . .

"Lord, it's hot," said Nancy. Everyone lucky enough to have one

of the ivory-handled Luxor specialties
called "horse tails," was swing-

ing it about to stir up dead air.

We saw many tombs, most of them stripped of their sarcophagi

and funerary furniture, yet all, thanks to wall-paintings,
filled with

an abundant life.

There is a common misconception about Egyptian painting.
Be-

cause of conventions such as profile-heads
set on front-view shoulders,
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and front-view eyes in profile-heads, many people consider it stiff and

emotionless. Nothing could be less true. It
slips through its conven-

tions like water through cracks; goes free, trembles into awareness;

without being sentimental conveys the most tender sentiments, a

wisdom of the heart, a fellow-feeling so sensitive it can only be called

love. As for its technical means, they are never commonplace. Its

delineating line is pure; its movements start at center and travel out-

wards; its colors are plucked unsullied from the microcosm of the

rainbow: greens, blues, blue-greens, yellows and vermilions; and are

laid on so thinly they let light the light which in its war with dark-

ness generates colors as a womb children. And always the artist is

impersonal. It is as if he has escaped into something larger and more

satisfying than himself.

"How different from Ajanta," said Nancy.
Yes, from the fecundity there, forms had welled up as if from the

earth itself, teeming, tangling, intertwining; whereas the walls in

these burial grounds of ancient Thebes were animated by an almost

opposite impulse; each image marsh hen, horned viper, big-eared

rabbit, goose, rising sun, oil lamp, scale for weighing souls, papyrus
thicket, or the ankh which symbolizes life stood separate and clear

in its inalienably particular emotion; the surrounding and differenti-

ating light becoming, by correspondence, miraculously, all
light.

They were so wonderful, these paintings deep down in the earth I

forgot most of the time the suffocation I feel in small places closed

off from the air. The tombs resembled great tragedy: in the presence
of death one caught glimpses of deathless things.

Tutankhamen's tomb, when found intact, had caused a world

sensation. People went around asking, "If an insignificant prince who
died at eighteen merited such splendor, what of great Pharaohs like

Pepi I and Amenhotep II the Magnificent?" If not pilfered then, this

tomb had been pilfered now pilfered by the museums. But there

stood the boy-Pharaoh in a fresco, robed as Osiris, wearing the white

crown that denoted mastership of the
spiritual,

and carrying the flail

with which the aspiring soul scourged itself or (an equivalent) was

scourged by its own shortcomings. Almost one could hear him saying
with the newly-dead or initiate in the Book of the Dead each has

heightened faculties "I am Osiris. . . . The god of the balance

hath given me victory!"
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Though we looked at tombs from morning till evening we saw

only a fraction of those honeycombing the cliffs of Deir-el-Bahri.

All day the sun had seemed angry, but now, as we stood in front

of the "Colossi of Memnon" on the plain of Thebes
(really Amenho-

tep III in duplicate) , its mood changed; it was casting long shadows.

There was something architectonic about these sculptures.

"They're seventy feet high," said Omie, "and weigh seven hun-

dred tons."

"Tons?"

"Not pounds," said Omie, grinning. The Egyptians have humor.

I had seen fine Egyptian statues, portraits of gods and Pharaohs.

But sculptures set outdoors between earth and sky have often a special

majesty, the cosmic principles inherent in the human figure being
tested, there, by the cosmos itself. A false work shrivels; a true one

fits like an integral part into the larger whole. It or its beholder

becomes conscious of the Great Bear and cycles of Sirius. . . . From
these colossi the extraneous and subordinate had been cut away.

They were theorems in stone. A few simple planes were enough,

being the decisive ones. Down them flowed the immaculate if pale

light of on-coming dusk.

As we stepped into feluccas to recross the Nile, a breeze from the

North ruffled it. How many Egyptians fellabin innumerable and

thirty dynasties of Pharaohs must have experienced, at evening,

this dispensation.
Birds were flying over the water.

When we looked back from the boat, the Valley of the Kings had

changed from yellow to silver. Though Egypt's landscape has a cer-

tain monotony of forms, in color it is always splendid.
Now it was

like a sensitive abstract painting.

That night the temperature because a desert climate makes for

fast radiation dropped like a plummet.
I lay in a Victorian bed thinking of how the Egyptians, in contrast

to their contemporaries the Chaldaeans who lived under a cruel death-

compulsion, were so in love with life they would extend it beyond
the grave.
The next day the Temple of Amen-Ra at Karnak took the tops of

our heads off.

An avenue of rams an avenue of sphinxes: walking through
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magnificences,
we felt the

spiritual authority of Egypt. Though art is

a matter of meaningful proportion rather than size, it must be ad-

mitted that at Karnak size has along with artistry
a stunning

impact, for the proportion
between a human being and this gigantic

structure makes him so radically unequal, so fractional
physically,

while being diminished in body he is in mind enlarged and liberated.

Starting in the stupendous hypostyle hall once a forest of 134
columns we walked through a series of halls decreasing in size and

height to the Holy of Holies. Life is a journey.

"700,000 pounds of granite,"
said Omie of an obelisk. "Queen

Hatshepsut had it quarried in Aswan and floated down the Nile on a

barge drawn by a fleet of galleys."

Everywhere, on walls and columns, there were incised signs, seals,

symbols: footmarks of an immemorially ancient unwritten wisdom

which not only echoes through the Book of the Dead, but is affirmed

by the great Greeks who went to school to Egyptian priests, such as

Pythagoras, Solon and Plato. Perhaps the strangest was the huge
fixed Eye of Horus. According to legend, having lost it in a fight

with the evil Set, Horus found it in time to use it in
resuscitating his

father Osiris.

It was called Searcher of the Heart.

Osiris. I did not hold with the prevalent theory that the Egyptian

religion, one of the great "metaphysical disciplines" called mystery

religions,
was a polytheism; I had long been convinced that Egypt's

many gods were to her wise men if not to her fellabin but func-

tions of the One God; and that this spiritual being was regarded as

represented by the sun. Who then was Osiris? "Son" of the sun; the

sacrificing god glimpsed in many countries. It was as if, in Egypt,
the Christ were seen in advance, from afar; seen not with physical

eyes but with the eyes of vision.

The free-standing temple being the ultimate expression of Egypt's

genius for form, the Temple of Karnak, of tremendous scale, I was

thinking, was in some ways the peak of her achievement.

But there are
epics, and there are

lyrics.

The Temple of Luxor had less grandeur but more grace. I decided

I could encompass this one instead of being swallowed up. When

Amenhotep III conceived it, the battle for Asia had just been won;
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heroism could relax; all was tranquil, upright and noble, under the

terrible sun.

I was like a lion that has tasted blood; I must have more; my
"more" being some small purchasable object belonging to ancient

Egypt; and this though I knew
perfectly well one can in

reality

possess
from cradle to grave only what one understands and loves.

Nancy stared. "Didn't Frank say Luxor's a center for the faking of

antiques?"
I said I wouldn't buy from a vendor; Fd go to one of the Govern-

ment-licensed stores.

It was chaos let loose, that store. Behind the counter a distinguished-

looking Moslem was showing an American a painted wooden ba, the

human-headed bird which symbolizes the animating soul.

"Feel free to browse," he said. The animal-headed gods formed a

strange zoo; lion-headed Sekhmet, hawk-headed Horus, cat-headed

Bast, jackal-headed Anubis: all grave-loot. Competing for my prefer-

ence were such oddments as a blue glass vase, scarab amulets of tur-

quoise,
a carved salve-spoon, a statuette of a

girl
in a pleated gown, a

carnelian necklace, a boat with oarsmen, and copper-bladed pole-ax.

Eliminating some by the simple expedient of asking the
price,

I finally

decided to try to bargain for an image of Harpocrates with his finger

on his
lips.

Then saw a
slightly

convex slab of wood on which was

painted a lady with dark chiseled hair, resplendent in sulphurous

yellows, baked reds, and time's tired browns.

"What's that?"

"Piece of sarcophagus, Madam."
"A real sarcophagus?"

"Yes, it is authentic, Madam," he said gravely.

I asked the other customer what he thought of it. Well, he didn't

know interesting, but well

"How old is it?" I inquired.

The proprietor
studied. "At least 2500 B.C."

Old Kingdom! Over 4,000 years ago! I had forgotten Harpocrates.

"Is she a serving-maid?"
He seemed wounded. "No, a queen. See the sun over her head?

And the vulture's wing forming a canopy?"
I asked the

price.
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The Moslem smiled, "For you $12."

"I'm afraid
"

tcrfh

fio.

"But you see
"

"$8 American bottom
price! Why, it's like a present!"

Still I hesitated. "I've heard such things," I ventured, "can be

faked/'

The proprietor drew himself up tall. "Madam," he said with dig-

nity, "my shop is a very old one founded by my father. I am jealous

for its honor my honor my father's honor
"

I felt ashamed of my suspicion. If I was any judge of char-

acter. . . .

"At this price you'd be doing me a kindness" he smiled at his

pretension to being a business man "not to take it. Do you want

the ba, sir?"

"No, I think not."

"And you, Madam? The fragment from the mummy case?"

"Ill take it."

I felt very rich walking down a burning street of Luxor. . . .

Back in Cairo, Nancy and I paid a visit to the Museum, hoping
to people the temples and furnish the tombs.

The plunder from Tutankhamen's tomb was fabulous. The casket

of wood belonging to the
interfitting gold coffins was covered with

magnificent gesso, showing the young king he was only eighteen

driving a swift chariot behind plumed horses.

But what were sumptuous gear and appurtenances compared to

the faces of earlier Pharaohs, in stone and basalt? These men were

no lightweights. Impassive, they looked through us and beyond. It

was as if, while other men teetered, they had achieved equilibrium.
What secret

disciplines had they undergone to make them free?

Then we saw a golden hawk's head. The beak was uncompromis-

ing, and the eye (how the Egyptians understood eyes!) looked forth

steadily into vastnesses. There was no doubt about it: this bird had

flown close to the sun. He was Horus: the heart of man sprung from

the heart of God.

"A heart like an eye, all-seeing."
"What?" said Nancy.
As we walked among animal-headed gods I thought of a hymn
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to Ra sung, once, at

Heliopolis: "Thou One God, who came into

being at the beginning o time O self-begotten! Giver of birth to

thyself! Mighty one of myriad forms and aspects !"

Thus we came
step by step to those architectural wonders of the

ages:
the Pyramids.

On the final lap of our journey Frank rode a donkey so small his

feet were dragging; whereas Nancy and I loped along on camels

long-legged and all decked out as for a circus in red, white and

green pads, harnesses, and ear tassels. The mounting had been easy.
When the beasts knelt, bored stiff, we had simply climbed into

seats by humps, and risen, swaying, to go rocking along the Gizeh

road as in rocking chairs. I greatly respected camels for their ability

to carry as much as 1,000 pounds for three days, at twenty-five miles

a day, without a drop of water. But this was not to say I loved them.

The three Pyramids grew bigger as we approached. Their sides

rose at angles of about 50 to join at the peak: a perfect equilibrium
between earth and sky. Champollion has said that their builders

"conceived like men a hundred feet high.'* The
largest,

the Great

Pyramid of Gizeh covering thirteen acres, we planned to explore;

but must first, on our impossibly supercilious steeds, circle it, lasso

it, study its two billion yellowish limestone blocks each weighing on an

average two and a half tons.

"My camel's name is Fun and Frolic," boasted Nancy.
"Mine's Hurrah for the New Moon."

"It's not!"

"Yes, it is. I asked my camel-man" the one stalking ahead in a

swirl of long white gown.
And so we rode laughing and joking; not just on top of camels,

on top of the world.

According to Herodotus, the radishes, onions and garlic
consumed

by the 100,000 men who toiled for thirty years on this pile cost

according to an inscription sixteen hundred talents of silver; I be-

lieve about $20,000,000.

Frank called, "The stonework required a
precision involving seams

one-ten-thousandth of an inch!"

Though we had tied scarves round our heads for protection against

the sun, the ninety-five degree temperature was not overwhelming;
this because of the famous dry air of Egypt, that preserves instead
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of rots. Thanks to it, petrified
forests were said to stand, and a billion

bodies to be curled up as in a womb, or crouching, or lying prone,

with skin and bones intact, under the blanketing sand.

The Great Pyramid's cap of white limestone testified to the beauty
of its original casing.

"This man claims he can run up and back in three minutes,"

reported Frank.

The sprinter
was leather-brown and half-naked.

"Impossible," said Nancy.
"He says,

will you bet a dollar?"

We conferred. Yes, we would bet a dollar.

We timed him. He must have pre-charted his path among the

huge boulders, for he went up as easy as a
spider.

At the top he had

used up two of his three minutes. As if he had infinite leisure, he

waved. Then came down as a rock falls; landed on the ground almost

instantaneously.
Those who had watched clapped and we paid up.
Frank said, "Do you want to gallop?"
Oh, yes, we wanted to gallop.

So the Bedouins gave us the reins or rein, for there is only one

on a camel and we let them out. My steed, a huge, raw-boned,

high-vaulted creature, reddish instead of the more usual yellow, had

a regular piston-stride.

"Give to it," advised Frank.

I gave to it. Much better. I might even hope to come out of this

ungainly lope all in one piece.

When we slowed down I said to my Bedouin, "I'm afraid Hurrah

for the New Moon's too long a name."

"You like hear other name?"
"He has another name?"

"Other name Pleasant Memory."
Suddenly Pleasant Memory squealed and plunged sideways to

avoid a dog; then again advanced smooth as an ostrich. Camels,
however

lyrical,
are temperamental beasts.

Fun and Frolic's wide-spreading soft feet kept plopping down just

ahead. They were as yielding as the sand.

Pleasant Memory turned his head as if sneering.
What these Haughty Ones needed, I decided, was a little humor.
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If only they could laugh at themselves. After all, what had they to

be so proud of?

When we stopped, our camels kneeled and we slid off. Having,
in spite of myself, grown fond of mine, I walked around to pat his

head as I would a horse's.

Turning his head, he snarled.

"Excuse me."

The Great Pyramid, too, was recalcitrant. It did nothing to help

our explorations,
and much to prevent. First, the entrance was as

high above the ground as the roof of a five-story
house. Having

achieved it, we walked, crouched, through a passage less than four

feet high. During the ordeal I had to keep tight hold of myself; not

not think about lack of fresh air. When we reached a spot where

the builders had plugged the passage with a granite block, we crawled

around it, still hunched, and began an ascent of darkness. It was a

long tough way to emancipation. What a relief to straighten up, at

last, and walk erect through a hundred-foot-long, high-ceilinged

room. After climbing a ladder, we stood on a platform.
Then

squeezed through several closets, one only two feet wide. Looking

up, I saw a strange symbol on a granite block, and wondered what

it meant. Stooping, we passed on. Oh, God, give
me air! air! Thus

we came at last to the King's Chamber, containing a stone sarcoph-

agus.
Frank said that soon after Khafre's burial his tomb had been

robbed.

"What did they want," someone said facetiously,
his watch?

Somewhere I had read that the passages
and rooms of the Great

Pyramid not only recorded, with their measurements, certain cosmic

proportions,
but prophesied thereby key events in the history

of man-

kind; this Kings Chamber, for instance, representing
man's final

attainment: the unifying of his consciousness with that of the uni-

verse. What to make of such a theory? I wondered. And was this a

sepulchre or initiation hall, or both?

When we tested the acoustics our long-reverberating
voices circled

around and returned to us like boomerangs.

"Nan-cy!"
"Nannnn-ceeeee!"

Like the man who climbed the Pyramid,
we came down taster
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than we went up. O the beautiful breathable outdoors! The sweet

air!

Having met the Great Pyramid, we paid a visit to its forebear the

Step-Pyramid of Sakkara: a Ziggurat-like mausoleum with six terraces,

built about 3000 B.C. for the Pharaoh Zoser by his vizier-architect

Imhotep.
Frank called it with understandable pride the oldest large stone

structure in the world.

Nearby, in a small ruined temple, the purple lotuses which the

old Egyptians grew in sacred lakes had been pressed and stylized into

stone columns. They were lovely.

Nearby, at Memphis, a gigantic basalt Rameses II was lying,

unheroic, on his back. He had been dug out of the desert. In Egypt

everything comes out of and goes back to the desert.

"You don't know Egypt until you've camped in the desert," said

Frank, and it sounded reasonable. "If you want to get up a group,
I could arrange it.

)J

Although the idea was attractive, how multiply ourselves?

Couldn't he collect a group? we asked. There must be a lot of

English and Americans in Cairo.

Then at the site of the
city

the Greeks called Heliopolis we stood

looking at the huge tree, dead but undecayed, under which, according
to legend, Joseph and Mary, fleeing from Herod with the Child, sat

down to rest.

"Sit in the crotch and I'll take your picture."
In brilliant sunlight I sat in the crotch.

There seemed a
rightness in the story of Jesus having come to

ancient On, "City of the Sun."

The mounds visible in a hundred-year-old picture had been razed

in order to plow the earth. The site was now just a plain transfixed

by an obelisk. Standing in a farmer's irrigated field I tried to imagine
the temple where priests had once constructed an entire cosmogony,
and where all Egypt whatever the local emphasis united to wor-

ship Ra the sun-god. "No city," says Maspero, "ever originated so

many mystic ideas or ... exercised so great an influence upon the

development of civilization." Ra the Giver had many aspects,
the

sun-priests taught; creation itself being the work of Tumu-Ra and

four descending pairs of deities. If one substitutes "angels" for "de-
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ities" (and why not? I thought both terms meant beings of good-

ness and power) this Heliopolitan Ennead (as well as Khemenu's

Ogdoad headed by Thoth) might be compared with the hierarchies

mentioned in the Bible: Paul's "angels and principalities."

From the obelisk marking the site of the Temple called the
c

'Man-

sion of the Prince" the Eye of Horus gazed back at us, unwinking.

"Frank,'* said Nancy, "find some other Americans. The hotels

must be bursting with them. I want to camp out on the desert."

Frank did, and one of them was Dakin North. We were delighted

to see him again.
He was beginning to seem like family.

"Why don't you go on home?" teased Nancy. "Every time we

start to enjoy ourselves
"

"Can I help if it you want to see everything I do?"

Dake and I fell at once into a discussion of the relation between

Far Eastern and Egyptian art, and the philosophy thereof.

"It's both a progression
and retrogression,"

he said.

Yes, an adventure in consciousness.

Dake seemed to have undergone one too. For the shift of emphasis

which we had noticed in Agra had now gone further. Asia had

worked upon him and worked upon him to a point where he no

longer apologized
to modern science for strange beliefs, but respected

those beliefs; before some of them stood in awe. Always a seeking

person he had found something so large he was not attempting to

catalog it or that was my impression.

Frank pitched camp beyond the Pyramids, on the drifted and

illimitable sand which is the Egyptian slice of the Sahara Desert.
^

By all odds the most important member of our party
was a white

Arabian horse. When his Bedouin master rode him they were like

one creature; it was a joy to watch. Frank promised
that tonight we

would see the beautiful white steed dance.

Never as we rode camels up and down the sand had the world

seemed so big.

For it was the true desert. We had seen deserts in Pakistan and

Jordan, but they were comparatively young. This one was old and

confirmed. Not only could one see very far in its bright vacuum; the

circle of its horizon was interrupted only by Pyramids and Sphinx.

Moreover, eye, ear and nose experienced nothing secondhand. A tew

steps from camp one had a sense of treading sand never before trod;
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of passing through areas whose peace had never before been dis-

turbed by man or animal. On the open sea or in the highest moun-

tains one might experience such purity, but nowhere else.

And now that we were living on the desert, it had a different feel.

At least I felt different inside myself: freer.

Imagine the size of the child, I thought, whose sandbox this is.

"Where did so much sand come from?" Nancy called back from

the group ahead. Her camel turned his long neck. Was he laughing
at her?

No, I did not trust camels. Some people called them stupid, some

smart. Smart or stupid, they seemed full of resentments. I recalled a

story of how a mistreated camel bided its time for one year, then

dragged its master to his death.

What I was looking forward to was a ride on the snow-white

Arabian horse.

Suddenly one of the camels plunged. A runaway? Dake North

had lost control; he was bouncing crazily on his saddle. As he fell,

his foot caught in a stirrup.
Bedouins shouted Arabic as they ran.

The rest of us sat frozen with horror. Dake was being dragged. What
if a massive foot stepped on his face? A Bedouin riding break-neck

tried to catch the berserk camel. In vain. Then Dake's foot came free.

He sat up in the sand laughing ruefully. "Some ride!"

"Are you all right?"
There was a nasty gash bleeding above one eye.
"Sure I'm all right."

"You pulled the rein suddenly, didn't you?" said Frank, coming

up. "Jerked his head?"

"Yes, I wanted to slow down
"

Nancy said severely, "You nearly slowed down for good
"

Dake rode a different mount back to camp, where we all stood

around, subdued, while he stuck a
plaster over the bright red spot.

Then we took turns on the white stallion.

I have ridden some good horses in my life, but none that even re-

motely compared with this high-strung, intelligent creature. A touch,

and he bounded off, traveling like the wind. I had galloped perhaps
fifteen minutes when, beyond a hummock, I discovered that the

camp, the Pyramids, the Sphinx everything had vanished. There

was only a lumpy and immeasurable tract. I checked to a walk.
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Where in heaven's name was I? It was a world of buff-colored sand

and cloudless sky. Anxious, I gave the horse his rein and again we

Ik out I had not known an animal could move so fast. He was a

tornado; he scarcely touched the earth it was frightening and

glorious. Camp! Oh, thank God! Against a fine evening sky our

tents stood silhouetted.

"You ride tonight after you eat?" said an impassive Bedouin in

a low voice, as I slid off. Like most desert Arabs he was bronze-dark,

slim and clean-cut.

Ride at night? On the desert? Something in his tone disturbed

me. "No," I said, "no," and went quickly away to my tent to dress

for what Frank had called a banquet.

Black bundling clothes and veil such as Bedouin women wear had

been laid out on my bed.

The owner of the white horse: what boldness! Frank had said a

night watchman would guard the encampment. Good, I thought,

swirling black yardage tightly around my head and securing it.

In a large community tent decorated, as at Petra, with vivid-

colored Koran texts, the camp's personnel had spread a real Arab

banquet. To help the illusion the American guests had turned into

Arabs, the women black-garbed like myself, the men in loose Sheiks'

robes with head shawls and cord crowns all feeling slightly sheepish.

But Frank was the revelation. Whereas we had moved into make-

believe, he had moved out of it. In abandoning his Western suit for

a wide-sleeved girdled
robe of sand-colored cashmere, white turban,

and an embroidered neck-scarf Caliph Harun-al-Raschid might have

envied, he had passed
from nonentity to ease and distinction. Yet, in

the midst of gayety he seemed sad. It made me think of the dirge

called maneros which Herodotus found the Egyptians singing to the

shaking of the sistrum: "their first and only melody/' Was this the

essential sadness of the desert?

"Frank, why don't you always wear that costume?'

"It is true I feel better in it."

I could never describe the exotica we ate that night, tven the

familiar roast chicken had been transmogrified, being stuffed with

raisins, nuts, spices
and honey.

Presently a troop in fantastic costumes entered the tent to act the

fool while a youth played the pipes.
A venerable clown, his face

c
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daubed with calcimine, rolled and tumbled on the floor. When he

popped a pistol
one of the guests shrieked.

Roasted rose leaves, black coffee and the whole company went

out to watch, by the unsteady glare of torches, the snow-white stal-

lion perform to castanets. He danced gracefully, the little hooves

stepping intricately
while keeping perfect time to different rhythms.

His beautiful white neck was arched like a swan's, and the bells on

his red harness shook.

Then the night lay still, and Egypt immobile.

Staying within the radius of the torches, I walked across sand. The
silence was profound. Under the moon, the Pyramids were a cabalistic

inscription,
and the Sphinx of the great purged face a dim presence

keeping impersonal watch. To the West lay Libya; to the South,

Nubia; to the East, Sinai; to the North, Greece. Like the sea's

horizon, the desert's horizon unchanging, vast, mysterious sug-

gests no relativity; only the absolute. Life or death? The old

Egyptian Mysteries, those of Isis and Osiris and the Child Horus,

that treated of cosmic man, had seen death as an oasis.

"Death is before me today," sang an old Egyptian poet, "like the

recovery of a sick man. . . ."

And an Egyptian death-formula had run: "I am, I am, I live, I

live, I grow, and when I awake in peace I shall not be in corruption."
The sky's stars were so thick it looked milky. How many nights

had it looked milky during five, six, seven thousand years? High
over the changeless desert the moon was ringing its changes.

It was growing chilly. For a few hours the desert would escape
the merciless sun; we would sleep under blankets. I shuddered

and went in and slept well.

Morning was a flawless crystal.

Coming out of my tent first, I greeted the Pyramids and Sphinx,
the boundless sand, and the sun. "Hail to thee, Ra, in thy tremendous

rising!"

Then walked a short distance across the sandy waste and sat down.

For the time being Egypt was mine. Old Egypt.

Presently Abdel Salam Dewedar the robes made "Frank" a mis-

nomer joined me; and we sat in the desert talking about the wisdom

of the
priests of On. Some fraction of it had endured even into the

time when Alexandria with its superb library was the intellectual
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capital
of the Hellenistic world. My companion quoted a

priest:

"Solon, Solon, you Greeks are children"
precocious, clear-minded,

but children.

Egypt's ancient and indefatigable search for truth reminded me of

the 4,5oo-year-old fragment of a mummy case.

"Wait!"

Running to my tent I opened a suitcase, extracted my prize,
and

brought it to the holder of a diplomacy in archaeology.

He studied the Queen under the vulture's wing, then raised his

thumbnail. "May I?"

"Of course."

Where he scraped near the feet a little paint came off.

He spoke gently. For all their leaders' war-blustering the Egyptians
as a people are very gentle. "Well, you're luckier than most," he

said. "This is a good fake."
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TURKEY

Iron Face

INo reservations? Madam!
The Park Hotel was full. The Park Hotel was sorry, but it had

already refused about forty people. Could it make accommodations?

Were its walls rubber? Too bad, but the Park Hotel had its own
troubles. Yes, but that was not the concern of the Park Hotel.

We knew the song by heart.

We had no reservations because we had arrived in Istanbul ahead

of schedule. The day we were to leave Cairo for Cyprus, our spring-
board for Israel, the Cypriots had started to throw bombs at the

British.

"May I see the Manager, please?"
The Turk had a scimitar for a face. One could believe that his

ancestors, swarming out of Central Asia into Asia Minor, had picked

up some fierce Hittite blood. Just after the First World War, Mustafa

Kemal Pasha, "Ataturk/
1

dictator of the modern Turkish Republic,
had along with other reforms abolished the fez; but it was out-

Qo6
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side his power ("Turk" means power) to drive a wolverine quality
out of the Manager's eyes.

He was short of stature and short with me.

"Madam, I am a very busy man, and I have no vacant rooms."

"I know"
striving to be brief and non-combative. "I'm not ask-

ing for rooms, only advice. We're strangers in Istanbul, and don't

know where to go" having no intention of going anywhere but the

Park Hotel.

My words had no visible effect.

"I'm too busy to give advice, Madam Pm nearly crazy."
It was my opportunity. I said sympathetically, "Hotel managers

have a difficult job
"

"Terrible," he groaned.

"People are so inconsiderate
"

"You have no idea, Madam," sheathing the blade of his face. He
looked almost human now.

"
making impossible demands." I gathered up my gloves.

"For-

give us for taking your time we'll go."
"Where will you go?" he asked petulantly.
"I don't know" forlorn.

"Madam," he cried in desperation, "if you want a suite
"

The suite had a tiled bath, luxurious twin beds, a many-windowed
circular living room, and balcony overlooking the magnificent Golden

Horn harbor.

So far, so good. Now for seeing Istanbul, the straddler between

Asia and Europe which had played so crucial a part
in the history of

two continents: chief city of the Turkish Republic and, before that,

capital of the Ottoman Empire, and, before that, of the incomparable

Byzantine Empire.
I thought of it not as Istanbul, or Constantinople, but Byzantium.

Once Yeats, on being asked when and where, of all times and places,

he would prefer to have lived, had answered, Byzantium in the time

of Justinian. It seemed a wise choice.

"No more mosques," said Nancy, "I can't face another mosque."

Yes, we must keep our eyes fresh for the Church of Santa Sophia.

A guide recommended by the desk told us his name. We looked

blank. "It means Iron Face," he said. So after that we called him

Iron Face.
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Mustafa Kemal Pasha himself had no fiercer desire for modernity
than this tall swart young man built a little on the raw; handsome,

but not quite finished; with metal-lidded eyes and a gash for a mouth.

Okay, okay, he'd show us the old Turkey, he said half contemptu-

ously; then new Turkey. "Man!" What progress during the last

thirty years! Anyone who thought Turkey old-fashioned was nuts.

As his panegyric unfolded we marveled at the extent to which this

Turkish smoker of American cigarettes had picked up doubtless

from tourists rags and tags of American slang. Obviously he was

obsessed with what was to him the most modern thing in sight: the

United States of America.

"The mosques first/' he decided.

"We've seen so many," we demurred.

But not StambouFs. "Hot dog!"
There was something boyish about Iron Face.

So, willy-nilly, we saw the lot: domes, minarets, thick carpets. One
had blue columns. Another, on the floor of whose vast interior we sat

cross-legged, was suddenly transformed into a fairyland by the light-

ing up someone pulled a switch of countless strings of round glass

lamps, hundreds and hundreds, like bubbles.

"Slick?" said Iron Face.

Although somewhat cowed by this free-and-easy tyrant of a guide
we mustered courage to suggest that we would like, now, to see the

famous Church of Santa Sophia.
"Not on your life," said Iron Face. "The next thing on the program

is the Topkapi Palace."

En route he told us about various American clients, all of whom, it

seemed, loved him so dearly they sent him letters and presents after

their return to America. Between encomiums he would mutter, jerking

his thumb towards some passing sight, "Serpent Column from Delphi

copped it," or "This park was the Hippodrome you know, chariot

races," or "Hey! look! the seraglio.
Get it?" We got so much we got

next to nothing. "Galata Bridge. Look at that sky it's a gyp." Yes,

it was going to rain.

Once while we stared at a fascinating underground cistern with

1,001 columns, "Very old," said Iron Face reproachfully.
And gazing on a seven-towered fortress, "Crusader!" said Iron

Face with restraint, but the tone said "Some guys!" and "Bunkum!"
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"You live in New York?" he asked. "How many theatres in New

York?" This interested him more.

Topkapi Palace recommended the Ottoman Empire, after a fashion,

to us if not to Iron Face. It was an invitation to informal if fastidiously

tasteful pleasure. Around a
large park, buildings of different sizes and

shapes distributed themselves like well-dressed people who, on a whim,
sit at their ease, reclining or lolling propped on an elbow, in

grass. The

carriage house contained equipages which for a people originally
nomadic were to a high degree sumptuous; the huge kitchens stored

tons of exquisite china; one apartment rather flabbergasted us with

portraits of sultans, they were so opulent-eyed and ugly. The harem
we could quite happily have moved into; it was charming, with inlaid

cabinets and ottomans. Had the silk puffs been plumped by the hand
of the Sultana Roxelana who persuaded her husband Suleiman the

Magnificent to murder his sons by another wife so that her son would

have no rivals? With Roxelana we wandered on the summer terrace.

The arabesques spelled a mystery: How did the inmates of this palace
find time to study the Koran?

Rain was beginning to fall.

"Heck I don't think It rains like this in New York," said Iron

Face fatuously.
But he recovered his

spirits;
life was a challenge.

It was while browsing through the tight-packed walled and covered

Old Bazaar that we began to realize the fabulous wealth of the Cali-

phate: cases and cases of jewelry of an incredible delicacy and fantasy,

loaded with gems diamonds, rubies, cat's-eyes, sapphires, moon-

stones, emeralds. They recalled centuries of rule by Caliphs who,

while living off the fat of Egypt, Syria,
Greece and the Balkans,

ground down multitudes. Our eyes dazzled. The supply of jewelry,

here, exceeding the demand, prices were ridiculously low too bad

we were running out of American Express checks. Even so, Nancy

bought a cat's-eye ring and gold-flowered earrings, and I a garnet ring

and five silver salters in the shape of long-necked swans.

Another day we found two small carnelian-studded silver hand-

mirrors made from a gigantic Ottoman belt buckle.

Iron Face was a little provoked with us. He said he knew a modern

shop that sold fine French mirrors at a "swell price.
Cool."

"Would you like to see a letter from an American client of mine?"
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eagerly, with the narrow charm of an adolescent who thinks only of

himself.

It addressed Iron Face as "old pal/'
The writer wished he were back

in Istanbul We pictured
him as a college student. It would account

for some of the slang.

"Beats me," said Nancy, infected by the virus.

"Pardon, I didn't get it,'

5

said Iron Face, who tried, always, to be

polite.

A
trip up the Bosporus to the Black Sea would not only give us

a respite
from our guide; if lucky, we would catch a glimpse of Russia.

Sitting high on the stern of a steamboat, we watched the changing

hills on both the Asiatic and European side of the Straits. Towns

. villas ... a beautiful old fortress ... a fishing village with

nets hung up to dry.
. . .

Now I understood better why this city,
built like Rome on seven

hills, on a spur that ran out from Europe to touch, or almost touch,

Asia, was so strategic
it had remained the capital

of the Roman Em-

pire
in the East for a thousand years,

and been chosen capital of the

Ottoman Empire; why it had influenced world history as much as

Jerusalem, Athens, or Rome; why it had dominated commercially,

politically
and militarily; why it had stamped its image even on im-

portations
such as Greek literature, Roman law, and the theology of

the Christian Church; and why in the Middle Ages, while Europe

trembled, it had been able to stand off so long until 1453 the land-

hungry, power-hungry Turks. The site was a natural citadel; the

Bosporus, Sea of Marmora, and Dardanelles forming on three sides a

great moat. On the fourth and landward side, the defense line was so

short a small force could hold off a large one indefinitely. "New

Rome." Even today the Patriarch of the Greek
Orthodox^

Church

signed himself "Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome."

The channel was widening into the Black Sea.

Someone said, "Let's chug on to Roumania."

"Or the Caucasus."

But Russian nets with metal floats stopped us; not an iron curtain

a curtain of cords extending down through the water. The boat blew

three times and circled, while we stood on deck straining our eyes over

grey impassive water. A fine mist was falling
on us and the Colossus

of the North.
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Then we started back. Having come up along the Asian side, we

were returning along the European.
At one village, having disembarked to buy apples, we walked

about the streets. None of the peasant women was veiled; Ataturk had

pulled off the old disguises. Because it was raining in earnest, now, the

unpaved streets were muddy.
A merchant in a little shop smiled in a most friendly way. He was

sorry
the apples were small. What an odd kind of candy! we ex-

claimed. Try a piece! try a
piece!

he said no charge. Seeing such

people,
it was difficult to believe that, when the Greeks fought for

independence, Turks had slaughtered them often in the
spirit

of

wanton boys killing frogs,
not by a clean thrust, but by pulling off

their legs and gouging out their eyes
before throwing them up against

the barn again and again and again. The candy was gummy: a version

of Turkish Delight. While we chewed, the proprietor
beamed. He gave

the impression of tremendous stores of energy in reserve; a national char-

acteristic. It helped make the Turkish Army one of the best in the

world. When we left the store with a bag of apples,
he insisted on

shaking hands.

Outdoors children ran at our heels crying,
"French women, French

women!
Old tombstones standing close to houses pictured

the dead owners

hat in marble relief to establish his rank.

Our boat was whistling to call its passengers.
But we preferred

to

I itef we would catch a bus back to Istanbul
^

"Iron Face!" said Nancy bitterly,
who is seldom bitter. "Why d

we ever take him on in the first place?
And why keep him on? He'd

start bragging in the midst of Santa Sophia/

But it was Iron Face who piloted
us through that architectural mas-

terpiece.

"It's just like the mosques," he said.

No, it was not just like the mosques. Many of the mosques had

copied it servilely,
but through some greater

sureness of proportion

the effect, here, was immeasurably superior.

At the entrance we looked up at a mosaic of the Annunciation on a

Sold ground. Mary and the Angel: those simple figures possessed

significant
form. Significant

of what? The only possible
answer was:

the spirit
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Inside the Church, the chief impression was o an immense and

open receptacle,
like a cup, receiving the light. Justinian's architects

had had the boldness to substitute, for the groined vault of the Roman

basilica, a massive dome flanked by half domes. The rounded walls

supporting the latter opened into columned apses supported by huge

piers.
I had marveled, in my time, at Byzantine architecture in Ra-

venna, Palermo and Athens without ever having experienced, before,

this pitch of aesthetic emotion. We were staring at Byzantine archi-

tecture in its noble maturity not youth, not degeneration. It was

like a flower at the moment when, having opened, it pauses briefly

before moving even a hair's breadth towards an inevitable withering.
Filled with wonder, that best teacher, we meandered along wide

passages studying the mosaics which archaeologists were just begin-

ning to uncover. Gold grounds set unpretentious figures against eter-

nity, that makes all clear. It was as if their sixth-century creators had

mastered the prime character of relationship. To the human revelation

they had joined a non-human one in the form of panels and rich

surface-carving. Man and nature: they formed an organic if hierarchi-

cal whole, one
reality

on diverse levels.

"I'd like to see the Empire State Building," said Iron Face
wistfully.

"I wouldn't," said Nancy almost sharply.
"I studied art, some," said Iron Face with satisfaction. "I know

quite a lot about it."

Nancy and I were discussing the
essentiality of a work of art the

quality that makes it beautiful.

"What makes it beautiful?" asked Iron Face editorially. "That's

easy it looks good."
Oh, well, I thought; perhaps he isn't without sensibility; perhaps

he's just inarticulate.

"The forms seem to obey certain unknown and mysterious laws,"

I said, more to Nancy than Iron Face, or perhaps I was talking to

myself.

"Okay. You win," said Iron Face magnanimously. "Anyway, they

copy nature."

I could not
say, "No, that's just what they don't do, Iron Face.

Pure form's an end in itself." So I said, "Improve on it."

"Pardon?" said Iron Face
politely.

Wandering off by myself, I began to experience to the full the
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peculiar
emotion which is Hagia Sophia, the Church of the Holy

Wisdom. With an access of
clarity

I was
realizing all over again that

some things are of
infinitely greater value than others.

From the high dome, even on this cloudy day, light streamed.

Wisdom lived in the
light.

Ecstasy is an emotion for the adequate description of which there

are no words.

After Santa Sophia we dropped Iron Face without reluctance, and

repaired
to a Turkish restaurant to eat musaka (a mixture of beef,

aubergine, onion and tomato) . When we came out the air was
striped,

the sidewalk pock-marked.
And so we were to leave Istanbul without ever having seen its

domes, minarets and
palaces explained by sunlight.

The morning of our departure Iron Face telephoned from the lobby.
He said he was just going out with some fine new clients. Could he

come up to say goodbye?
He means collect his money, I thought as I hung up. Well, why

not? What were we to Iron Face? He knew very well we were not

going to send him letters and
gifts

from America.

"Ill be going down the stair," said Nancy, "as Iron Face comes

up the elevator."

The lire had been counted out when he knocked. I opened the

door, invited him in, and handed him his fee and a
tip

with thanks.

"Thanks a million," he said, smiling a
really

nice smile. "Where's

your sister?"

"She's out, Iron Face."

His face fell. He frowned. It was as if an abyss had opened. "She

didn't send me any goodbye words?"

"Well, you see
"

"Okay. I get it, pal."

The slang was absurd. But with astonishment I recognized that

Iron Face's suffering
was acute and sincere; that if his vanity was hurt,

so was a feeling
human on a higher level because an expression

of the

heart.

We had underrated him.
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GREECE

the-
great

balancers

JLerhaps the order of our seeing should have been Aegean Islands,

Athenian Acropolis, Byzantine Easter, for that was the order of

history. But in Greece Nancy and I unreeled the spool, and the re-

verse sequence had its own beautiful logic.

It was all but perfect.

Traveling to Athens from Santa Sophia, the rich Byzantine past,
we saw that past as preserved in the most magnificent of the rituals

of the Greek Orthodox Church become live present.
Now the drama of magnificence, like all drama, requires an over-

coming; and at Easter the obstacle to be overcome is Good Friday.
"Shh! They're coming!'

1

We were hanging over the balcony of my bedroom at the Grande-

Bretagne Hotel, peering down into a night-dark thoroughfare.
Our straining ears caught two sounds: a dirge, and a shuffle at first

almost imperceptible, then louder the slow thud of hundreds of

3*4
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heavy feet. At once the crowd lining both sides of the street lit the

candles they had been holding, patiently, for hours. Little lights

bloomed. But they were so small, so outnumbered by the night, they

were not victory only hope against hope.

The people of Athens were laying Christ in the tomb. And with

him themselves, God's experience being their own. "And Mine also is

the passion
of Mankind."

Those who marched, watched; and those who like ourselves

watched, marched. And from time to time a fresh dirge was beaten

out on muffled drums: the saddest music in the world.

Platoon after platoon dragged forward in the dead march: officials

stripped of fine gear,
soldiers with guns reversed, priests

in black,

serried ranks representing
not just Athens but Greece. All were bereft.

They mourned as one; their sorrow palpable as a stone: Take, eat. It

could be touched, seen, heard, smelled, that sorrow. Black banners

passed . . . and a coffin borne by men with bared heads and lidless

eyes . . . and then a symbol strange indeed: a white "cave" so

fragile
and pierced it appeared to be made of lace. Was it the cave of

birth or cave of sepulchre? or cave of sepulchre
which they hoped

would become a cave of birth?

I had seen a few religious processions:
the little gowned choir of my

Episcopal
Church in Virginia and, several times in Italy,

cathedral

celebrations like Corpus Christi; but nothing comparable to this deeply

spontaneous outpouring of a
city's,

an entire nation's, emotion. It

caught us up and rolled us along the street. I had goose-flesh,
and it

was as if the hair of my head stood up.

"I'll get candles
'"

The hall was deserted, and all shops would be closed. No, our hearts

as thousands continued to pass
in a darkness like the end of creation

must be our candles.

People who have not experienced
death all the way cannot experi-

enceall the way life: that is the truth of Good Friday. It illustrates

a dialectical principle always known to the Greeks.

For there is more consanguinity between old and new Greece than

might appear; and those who say they share only a few ruins, some

dug-up statues, and the instrument of a marvelous language,
err.

True, during the break up of classical Greece, many foreigners

mingled their blood with Greek blood. But in any given
terrain forces
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work for unification, and language is itself a powerful moulder of

people.
What quality

characterizes old and new Greece? What, chiefly, do

they share? I would say a tremendous love of life. Life there was

not and is not just accepted, but seized upon with will and the soul's

enthusiasm. That is why the Greeks embraced and still embrace

tragedy. They have an instinct for the dialectical whole.

And so at Easter Athens did not wait for dawn. Just before mid-

night a torch-light procession led by the King (his soldiers' horses had

pink bridles) moved through crowded streets tense with expectation
to the Cathedral where the Metropolitan said High Mass. Bread was

eaten, wine drunk, candles lit, and behold, at one moment past mid-

night Easter morning! Strangers meeting strangers cried, "Christ is

risen!" and the answer carne back clear, firm and joyous, "He is in-

deed!"

"Christ is risen!" said Nancy and I.

Easter Day is a family feast for quiet rejoicing, more important
than Christmas. At a flower-decked country house which we visited

the maid ran to the Cathedral for sacred fire. Then eleven lambs

amid music and outdoor dancing were turning slowly on
spits.

Two years earlier we had entered Greece from the West. Now
we were finding it a very different matter to approach it from the

East, because that was the route taken by history itself, and because,

again and again through the centuries, what fertilized Greek culture

came from that direction.

(It worked the other way also. One has only to think of the Greece-

influenced Gupta art of North India.)

After Asia, the overwhelming impression in Greece was of simpli-

fication; the mind for the first time regnant, winning order from

chaos: joy as now at Easter from an extremity of danger.
Greek art perfectly reflects the revolution which took place in man

as he passed from Asia to Europe, and from ancient to modern times.

The beautiful plainness of Greek columns, for instance, stands in sharp
contrast to the beautiful seething of forms on Indian columns. The
Greeks decorated only those parts of a building which bore no stress,

the tops of columns and pediments. With them as in nature the

greatest elaboration of form was the won thing, the flower, which yet
bears within itself, as seed, the greatest possible simplification.
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Athens! Arriving, we had rushed to Constitution Square to see the

trees, and King's Palace, and honest faces: peasants, intellectuals,

bearded Greek priests in black cloaks and tall black hats, pushcart

peddlers
who keep green leaves on their oranges to make them look

prettier,
salesmen in spanking clean white smocks, cops in shiny silver

classical helmets: fine faces mostly. In Greek sunlight, the clearest in

the world, we had charged up and down side streets to make sure they
were still there; and visited a remembered restaurant to re-order a

casserole of quail, pickled onions and port, and thunder-and-lightning
ouzo, a pernod-type drink that turns milky in water. And grabbed a

taxi, crying "The Parthenon!"

Poets have a right to be judged by their best, and it is so with

cities.

I was glad that We had to climb; that the marble steps were un-

conscionably high even for people who had tramped through Asia;

that almost we despaired. For beauty kept pace; at every moment we
were aware that this steepness was as royal as it was difficult; the only

right approach to the gods.
The Temple of Athena called the Parthenon sat on its crag calm

and serene, like all things which are where they belong. In every di-

rection the view delighted. It was an iconography holding hardness

and softness, rocks and gentle slopes, sky and sea, in an equilibrium
which only the truest intuition could have arrived at. Doric, it pos-

sessed a strength grounded on earth while cognizant of heaven. Al-

though on our first visit to Athens we had seen it in all lights

morning, blaze, dusk, and moon it shone fresh now because, like

all things of consummate beauty, it renewed itself at every moment.

Moreover, it had a power of quieting while satisfying eye, mind and

heart: an effect
possible, surely, only through proportions

built into

the universe absolute proportions.
"The columns lean inward and the horizontals are bowed," a guide

was saying.
"Honest?" said one of her clients (we overheard this). "They look

all right to me."

I thought of France's Madeleine Church, which copies
the Parthe-

non without allowing for such easements. Flat-footed and graceless.

Nancy was shooting pictures.

Once in my youth I had stood amazed before the Greek Temple of
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Poseidon near Paestum in
Italy,

a structure contemporary with the

Parthenon. And once, in my maturity, I had been transfixed by the

Temple of Artemis at Segesta in
Sicily.

But there was no doubt: the

Parthenon outdistanced its great rivals.

It was a house fit for Athena, goddess of wisdom, which standing
on a height we confronted.

Whereupon I reversed a "theft": took the Elgin marbles out of

the British Museum, where I had often studied them, and put them

gods, heroes and horses back on the Parthenon's metopes and pedi-
ments. What subtlety of curvature!

When they were all in
place,

a loud explosion: the charge of dyna-
mite which (the Turks were using the temple as an arsenal) the

Venetian Morosini's eighteenth-century cannonading set off. It blew

out the left side, and destroyed a minaret which had helped turn the

temple into a mosque.
Like the Greeks themselves, the Parthenon has been tenacious of

life.

We enter the great portal.

The dark spot on the floor is where Phidias' ivory-and-gold statue

of Athena Parthenos Athena the Virgin stood in her glory.

Through the columns of her sanctuary the goddess could look far.

Being truly loved, she was not confined.

We go out again to stare at the most noble of landscapes: the

plain of Attica and mountain of Hymettus. Strolling about, we are

elevated in ways more than physical. We study the Erechtheum's

delicacy, foil for the Parthenon's strength;
the straight-backed

Caryatids holding the roof on their heads. We wander down to the

exquisite little Temple of Victory, poised sheer on a bastion. It proves
in despite of Karnak that beauty has nothing to do with size,

only with relation. Functioning almost in another dimension, we sit

on the steps, musing. Pericles the statesman came here in his great
curved helmet, and the historian Thucydides, and the dramatist

Sophocles, and the philosophers Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. And
Paul, bearer of Christianity to the West. On the previous trip

I had

lazed for an hour on yonder Hill of Mars, where Paul told the Athe-

nian Areopagus about the Unknown God to whom already, prescient
and liberal, he deemed they had erected an altar. Now I try to see the

great stronghold and holy of holies through the eyes of that wise Jew.
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antipathetic. Beauty is beauty and for-

ever moral.

Indeed the Acropolis might be called Easter in other terms.

And then at Athens' port of Piraeus we are boarding the S.S.

Semiramis, shiny with new paint and flying the white and blue Greek

flag,
for a

trip through the Greek islands, birthplace of Greek civiliza-

tion.

One of the sixty-odd passengers is Dr. Dakin North, who in

Egypt, hearing us excitedly planning this cruise, had then and there

deep-dyed travelers being greedy, and jealous of the marvels ex-

perienced by others resolved upon the same odyssey. How good to

see his familiar face in a crowd of strangers.

"Hello!" we
say.

"Greetings!"
"Where's your cabin?" Applying late for accommodations, we

were able to procure only a wretched little hole down in the bowels of

the ship.

"Deck."

"You're joking."
He is not. What a lark, he had thought, to go steerage. Sure, said

an agent; the only difference between first class and steerage was that

you slept on deck. What could be nicer, on warm nights, than sleep-

ing under the stars?

But Dake's dream dies quickly. It rains on his deck-bench; and the

night wind off the water is so cold he has to ask for an inside bunk,

and the only one free is in a cabin with the boat's three wacky musi-

cians. Worst of all, when the dining room steward insults him by
tone of voice and a suggestion that he eat with the musicians, Dake

swears he won't eat on the damn boat at all; then is too stubborn to

swallow his words.

"What will you do for four days fast?"

"I'll buy food on shore," defiantly "oranges and things."

Because for a big strapping
man with a healthy appetite

it sounds

like a famine, our first meal makes us feel guilty.
Over us hovers the

dining room steward, pouring compliments like olive oil. Is this the

insufferable snob who high-hatted
Dake? Perhaps he feels contempt

for anyone traveling steerage,
we say,

because he himself has been

raised in analogous circumstances. Very well, he will be paid back
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right under his nose. We begin our depredations in Dake's behalf

with a buttered roll.

And sail on through the mild Aegean.
The first stop

is the island of Melos, renowned for obsidian: part of

the semi-circular archipelago forming a bridge between the Greek

mainland and Asia Minor, the "rainy Cyclades." Here, trooping

ashore, we passengers, like the rats behind the Pied Piper, follow a

sturdy-legged woman guide to a ruined theatre, some catacombs, and

the hole the fortunate black hole out of which peasants once

dug the Venus de Milo.

Dakin North stands on the quay tearing at a small orange.

Later, on a different quay, he is or is he? luckier. He gets a

chance at some barbecued
octopus.

That night at dinner Nancy and I, quite casually,
while talking to

six table-mates, slide down into paper-napkin-covered laps some veal,

French fried potatoes,
and lettuce. The dessert, being butterscotch, is

harder, but we manage. The plunder goes into large purses.
The trick

is to keep the head up so that if anyone imagines he has seen some

sleight of hand he will realize his mistake.

Dakin eats like a refugee.

The next morning ancient Thira rises out of the ocean: the island

now called Santorini (corruption of Saint Irene). No one could be-

lieve in Santorini, sight unseen. Sudden, steep, impregnable, it

towers in the strange up-turned position into which an earthquake
once threw it. (Last week it was hit by another terrible one.) Its main

town can be reached in one way only: by donkey up a three-mile

zigzag. Landing, we hear the cries of peasants waiting for us with

droves of donkeys. Choices, bargaining and we shove off and up.
A New York artist named Bill Jacobsen rides just ahead, his yards
and yards of legs draped and all but dragging. On the cobbles the

donkeys* little hooves ring out dully. Without stones on which to

hook their feet, I think, we would roll back down the hill and into

the sea. One dogged fat lady, riding astride with skirts pushed above

her knees, looks like a female Sancho Panza; and Don Quixotes are

not absent: erect, gallant, ready to joust with windmills. When at last

we reach the
top, entranced we stare down steeps

at a cornflower-blue

sea.
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This immaculately white town has streets on many levels to be

explored.
Fitted to a unique terrain, they are picturesque not on pur-

pose but inevitably. Arches, unexpected flights
of steps,

medieval

doors flanked on both sides by a curious symbol: flames like those

that burned above the Apostles at Pentecost at least that is the

connection that flashes into our minds.

Suddenly a black-garbed woman, running out of a house, addresses

us animatedly in Greek: a woman with a mountain-strong head such

as one sometimes sees in Greece, especially
in mountain villages.

Now when I was quite young I started to learn Greek but did not

progress beyond an ability
to read the simplest sentences; then forgot

syntax and vocabulary. Later, when love of Greek philosophy and

poetry
had reached such a pitch

I resented having to read masterpieces

of the human mind only in translation the fragments of Heraclitus,

epitaphs
of Simonides, and dialogues of Plato I buckled down to

trying to teach myself classical Greek. But on Santorini I know so

little of that superb language I can only stare helplessly
at an elderly

woman with flying tongue.

She resorts to gesture.
This language being international, we under-

stand better. We are all to enter her house. Being graciously invited,

we graciously accept and find ourselves in a living room in which

chest, desk, and half a dozen chairs sit on a floor of richly mellow

grain,
scrubbed and polished.

Our hostess is excited. Having waved us into chairs, she fetches tiny

glassfuls
of an odd wine in which we toast her and Santorini. Then

begins searching feverishly through drawers for what? When she

does not find it we too are distressed. She multiplies
her zeal At last

she hits upon a tiny box. Carefully she extracts from tissue paper
and

cotton a small gold oak leaf. We understand: in the last World War

her son died with the Allies. Entertaining Americans in her home,

she wishes to honor the great
occasion with her best. We feel power-

less to express
our sympathy.

That homely good face staring
across

oceans, across continents, how can we make it smile?

At last we rise to go. Having discovered that she knows a
Jittle

French, each of us says,
as we shake her hand in the garden,

"Tres

jolt' or "At* revoir" or some other inadequacy. She stands alone, with

the stunned-in-advance look of one about to be deserted. I take her
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hands, saying a few words in English in the hope that intentions can

communicate. Having suffered her inarticulateness, now I must suffer

my own.

Something tries to cross the chasm. On impulse not knowing I

am going to do it until I do it I kiss her cheek. She looks startled

as I turn to follow the others.

At the bottom of a hill we hear feet running. It is our friend.

Her hair has shaken down, she is out of breath, clutching a pencil

and paper. Comprehending, each one of us writes a name and address.

With unintelligible
Greek and mute eyes she thanks us; then per-

haps because I was the last to write takes my hand and holds it a

few moments, pressing.

After she has gone halfway back up the hill, she turns and waves,

Then her hand goes to her eyes.

It is not until we are sailing towards Crete that I realize we have

neglected to ask her name, and now can never, from the opposite side

of the world, send a postal
card saying,

"The wine was very good," or

"I will never forget you."

During the three-mile trek from the heights of Santorini to our

ship Dakin North and I argue about the polarity
which the Greeks

regarded as a universal law. How, if at all, does it apply in
politics:

that is the problem posed.

Crete: reputed birthplace of Zeus, and home of the great Minoan

civilization which begat Mycenae, which begat in turn Greek history

proper.
The remains of King Minos' palace at Knossus startle us like thun-

der. On a low hill, buildings of massive masonry exhibit no symmetry

of design. Is this informality the result of much rebuilding? Our

guide says yes, partly;
Crete goes back beyond 3000 B.C.; also the

Minoans liked
split

levels as a means of letting in light
and air. Squat

columns are used throughout originally
tree trunks turned upside

down to drain off sap: beautiful columns stained "Pompeiian" red.

Inside, a fresco of a narrow-waisted lithe young man wearing

plumes and a little crown, while leading arnid flowers and butterflies

a mean-eyed griffin.

"God!" cries Bill Jacobsen in devout eulogy.

This palace belongs among the most ingenious and charming back-

grounds ever created for human living.
Interior lighting is arranged
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through colonnades or deep shaftlike courts. Doors fold back into

square jambs. Magazines contain immense earthenware jugs for honey,
oil, wine and grain. Cists are lead-lined. Terra cotta pipes, fitted with

collared joints, conduct water to spouts in the outer walls, the tapered
channels giving the water a thrust which prevents clogging by sedi-

ment; a latrine is flushed by rainwater. A bathroom has an oval

earthenware tub. Pillared crypts hold huge vats for libation
offerings;

the double axes on pedestals, there, symbolizing the double (kingly
and priestly) royal function. Flagstohed porticoes sheltered inmates

from the sun; and a many-flighted grand staircase led down to cool

living quarters near the river. The throne hall contains a high-backed

gypsum chair, and fresco of clawed
griffins.

All frescoes have been

executed on lime
plaster with a wonderful lithesomeness: a procession

of youths carrying ritual vessels; a
girl gathering saffron into bowls;

in the Queen's megaron a frieze of dolphins and flying fish; and three

women with coiffures more elaborate than Madame de Recamier's,

being interwoven with strands of
pearls,

and graced with long curls

dangling over the ears like snakes. The palace of Minos was built not

only practically
but with tremendous imagination.

"Aren't those bolero jackets darling?" says Nancy.
The most interesting mural is a panel depicting the sport or ritual

of bull-leaping. The great beast is rampageous; the best Spanish bull-

fighter, today, might eye him askance. Nevertheless two white-faced

girls
are throwing a brown-faced boy over his back: according to early

interpreters,
a human sacrifice offered to the Minotaur in his laby-

rinth; according to later interpreters,
an acrobat. These critics hold

that the Minotaur of the myth was King Minos himself, wearing a

ceremonial bull-mask the day Theseus burst into his labyrinth of a

palace to finish off the King and his Minoan civilization.

"What a beautiful people," says Bill Jacobsen, snapping a royal

cupbearer.
Rhodes our next stop has a reputation for beauty. "The island

of roses." Peering at the moles between which the Colossus of Rhodes

once straddled, admiring a castle-museum, trailing
like gypsies

through the town, somehow we lack enthusiasm.

"I have a blister on my heel," says Nancy with a wicked gleam in

her eye, "and it's all your fault we might be seeing this island in

style."
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The reference is to an episode which took place during our first
trip

to Greece. We were lacing across the boot of Italy to sail from

Brindisi, when a swarthy man in our train compartment tried to strike

up a conversation. "Freeze him out," I counseled. He kept on
trying.

Did we plan to visit Rhodes? Perhaps tight-lipped. If ever we came

for sightseeing,
he said, he'd be happy to put his car at our

disposal.

Thanks, we said coldly, doubting he possessed a car. Then all diplo-

matic relations were broken off. Later, in Athens, we were drinking
hot chocolate at Zoni's with an old American friend when who should

stroll by but the Rhodian (Nancy said Rhodent) masher. Our escort

bowed deferentially. Well, we said, and who was that? "The Governor

of Rhodes."

The evening we left his island we took Dake dolmadaika (ground

spiced meat with rice baked in a grape leaf) , olives, and cake. The

only thing we could not shove into a bag was a cup of coffee.

But all beautiful things (like all ugly ones) come to an end. Two
more nights and a day, then Athens again and our circular land

trip:

the thought is depressing. A trip
with a group of people is like life;

just as you are beginning to get the hang of the thing it is time to die.

By now we have at least a nodding acquaintance with almost every-
one on the boat, whatever the nationality. Now when the passengers

gather in the salon all is free and easy; feeling at home, people read,

play cards, drink, or just talk. We know which gentleman can be

counted upon for a wise lecture on Crete's double axe of power or Sir

Arthur Evans' excavations; know which woman is sleeping with the

second officer, whose mother back home has sclerosis of the liver, and

who is, without dissembling, most shaken by the Greek islands.

If only we could sail on and on. ...
I lie in the narrowest bunk ever devised for the human torso. Over-

head Nancy lies in her bunk
asleep.

I am not asleep. Body, mind and

spirit
are wide awake, held in the sea's embrace, rising and falling

gently, rising and falling. Four thousand, three thousand years ago
this water was a world in potential, for in time it would create a

world, the Greek one. For me it is a world now; a
partialness made

whole. If I have any troubles to face in my life, on the S.S. Semiramis

I can do nothing whatever about them; so have forgotten them to be

happy, just happy. The sea is passionate and tender; and large enough
to

satisfy every desire. I unlock the port. Except for waves there is no
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sound; only the washing of waves. On a shelf over the basin an orange

rolls back and forth, back and forth.

The breakfast gong!
The morning has broken bright. Shimmers run across the water.

Standing on deck, we seem to be living a dream as island after lovely

island brown rock and green grass sheds its last white remnant of

cloud; looming and disappearing.

Anchoring at Syra, we ride motor launches to Delos, smallest of

the Cyclades: an island only a square mile in area: according to the

Greeks, the birthplace of Artemis and Apollo.

Delos is unforgettable: its sloping green fields, its granite upcrop-

pings starred with flowers, its broken Parian marble, ruins of a com-

mercially important city
once the seat of the great annual festival to

which in May, to celebrate Apollo's birthday, the Ionic states sent

sacred embassies. Moral ascendancy rather than physical position

made Delos after the Greeks conquered the Persians headquarters

for the Delian League.

History knocks on the heart with small knuckles. We explore large

ruins such as those of the porticoed
hall which contained the famous

altar made of the horns of sacrificial victims, before which men danced

the old stork-dances; scare at the bed of the Sacred Lake called the

Hoop; inspect
the theatre, actors' quarters,

"club" for Samothracian

initiates, and Temple of the Foreign Isis. But it is little things which

bring alive a rich culture: the statues of a man and woman with simple

human dignity (Bill lays poppies
at their feet before taking a color-

picture) ; a mosaic of Dionysus riding a leopard;
a row of sculptured

lions with lifted, walruslike, stunningly beautiful bodies; the arm of

a gigantic Apollo (the men withdraw to look at the marble genitals) ;

and everywhere, over the hills, in a delirium of blossoming, blue, yel-

low and red flowers. I pick an acanthus with spiny-toothed leaves,

thistle-like: the humble wild plant which has inspired
the capitals

of

noble columns.

Down by the dock peasant
women are selling

hand-woven scarves

cheap. Finding it impossible
to decide between green,

blue and white

I buy nothing. .

It is hard to leave Delos. I would like to lie on my back tor days

among its wild red poppies,
warmed by the clearest, most transparent,

kindest air in the world under the sun of Apollo.
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But our sacred embassy is catching a motor launch back to
Syra.

After lunch, while our shipmates are taking naps, Nancy and I

and Dakin North sit on an upper deck reading Herodotus.

When the Persians approached . . . the Delians quitted Delos

to take refuge in Tenos. . . . [Whereupon] Datis sent a

herald with this message: "Why are ye fled, O holy men? . . .

Surely I have sense enough to spare the country which gave
birth to the two gods. . . ." Whereupon he placed upon the

altar three hundred talents
1

weight of frankincense. . . . But

when he departed Delos . . . was shaken by an earthquake
... a prodigy by which the gods warned men of coming
evils. . . .

At Mykonos, our last
stop, a spanking white fishing village shapes

itself to a crescent harbor. From the boat we can see, among the hills,

many of the island's three hundred and sixty churches, most of them
closet-size: fisherfolk thank-yous to the gods, we are told, for safe

delivery from the
perils of the deep; and, quaint with beflagged

spokes, a flock of windmills.

Disembarking, we wander around the harbor scanning strong
Greek faces. Then sit down at the far end of the village,

on a sunny

parapet, to watch water sluice between two green rocks suck in,

flow out under a wrinkling surface. A crab is pushed by the ebb and

flow. When we throw bits of paper far out, lazy waves take a long
time to bring them back. Sun, sea and fellowship: they are enough to

make me remember forever this hour, this hush. . . . Meandering
back, we buy handwoven cotton cloth from sky-blue and wild-rose

bolts, move on through the crowd, and stop. I have made up my
mind. It is the white scarf I want, the one with blue and red border

stripes.

Or, better, the whole island wrapped up.
That afternoon, to keep us too busy to grieve over the imminent

end of an odyssey, Nancy and Dake try to teach me to play poker.
And that night the chef outdoes himself. Nancy and I, also. For

Dake has everything we had for dinner even spaghetti right

through to baklava: a fine-spun pastry with nuts and a honey

slightly acrid and very Greek.
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"All ashore!"

Between boat
trip

and land
trip there is a two-day Athenian pause

which perhaps because we still have unfocused sea-eyes tends to

blur: We are marching down Galitea Street to the ancient Plaka.

. . . Under a tree in the courtyard of a small restaurant munch black

olives. ... In the Agora loiter where Socrates once taught young
men, and where the American School of Classical Studies is rebuild-

ing the handsome Stoa. . . . Browsing in Pandroson Street find a

blackened bronze bust, beautiful from every angle, of the Hermes of

Praxiteles; and it is hard to decide whether to buy that, or a peasant's

necklace, or a silver-rimmed ikon of Christ.

A merchant pretends some factory-made brass goblets are hand-

made.

But we do not love the Greeks less. Every rule has its exception.
In ancient Athens the truth was rated

especially high; it helped the

Athenians defeat the Persians at Plataea. And in modern Athens too

in general speech and action are Marathon runners passing, direct

and sure, to the goal.

The grace note in Greek honesty is Greek courtesy. We see a head

waiter carry it to an extreme without violating the principle.

Neat us in a taverna an elderly gentleman is being served by a

waiter perhaps seventeen years old, nice-looking but with acne. The

elderly gentleman shows irritation over the degree to which his fish

has been fried. The youth answers sharply. Rising, the elderly gentle-

man stalks to the back of the room to complain to the head waiter,

who calls the offender and, in full view of twenty-five customers, slaps

him across the face.

"How awful," says Nancy.
Dake comes to tell us goodbye; he is off to the States. We share

the memory of Bangkok's dancing, Kalimpong's caravan, Agra's Taj,

Ajanta's frescoes, the Egyptian pyramids, and the wild red poppies

of Delos. It is a bond. Goodbye, Dakin; we have not solved all the

problems of philosophy but bon voyage goodbye, goodbye.

Our land
trip

bus is old and shaky. We look at the thirty-odd

strangers from different countries taking their seats: at first glance

an unprepossessing group.
How will we get along?

Now we are rolling down a dusty road once part
of the Sacred

Way stretching
from Athens to Eleusis.
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Stopping at a little church in the grove of Daphne, we stare at

some magnificent Byzantine mosaics: Christ up to his armpits in

baptismal water, Christ on a donkey, Christ on the cross. . . .

Having visited the ruins at Eleusis before, we rejoice at a second

chance. Through room after room, and marble rubble, we pick our

way. Look! a pomegranate in relief! Look, look! a stalk of wheat! In

spite of the secrecy to which the Eleusinian Mysteries swore initiates,

it is known that the climax of the nine-day rites was the cutting off

of the head of a ripe ear of wheat. Apparently, in connection with the

Egyptian-Orphic doctrine of reincarnation, the hierophant taught that

when man has developed the highest consciousness he need no longer
return to earth; that wheat uncut sows new wheat, whereas wheat cut

ends a seasonal
process. We sit in the great Hall of Initiation 170

feet square, and surrounded by steps trying to conjure up the sacred

rites. Edouard Schure's reconstruction of the drama blends two myths,
that of Dionysus, which is cosmogenic, dealing with the origin and

end of the world, and that of Persephone, which is psychological,

dealing with the birth, death and resurrection of the human soul. On
the day the Emperor Theodosius abolished the Eleusinian sacred

drama it had been playing largely under the priesthood of the

Eumolpides family for almost a thousand years.
It had initiated

Sophocles and Plato; indeed, at its height (I
have read) this sanctuary

initiated annually 30,000 Greeks. We poke about a museum where

the
spirit

of Eleusis gives tongue to stones. An anonymous artist has

made this headless torso of Demeter so goddesslike it could never be

taken for a human woman's; the draped tunic half revealing,
half

concealing, a divine mystery.
As we leave I see a cloud of dust on the Rharian Plain. To me it is

a procession of mystae. Having kept vigil
all night on the Athenian

Acropolis they have met in the Potters' Quarter to walk the fourteen

miles to Eleusis, and now in linen robes, crowned with myrtle, ap-

proach the sea for holy lustrations. Nine days and a descent into hell;

then during the "holy night" resolution of the drama the infant

lacchos, with head wreathed in
ivy,

will be raised high: lacchos "born

of light," the second Dionysus, or to use Christian terminology, for

there is an analogy the New Adam "raised in incorruption."
"How dry it is," says Nancy.
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Yes, the land needs rain,

And I think of a certain thin gold Orphic tablet on which is en-

graved:
"I am perishing of thirst. Give me to drink of the waters of

memory" memory, I take it, of the
spiritual world.

Then Mycenae hits us hard Mycenae, heir of Knossus, and most

ancient city of the Greek mainland: a natural-rock citadel on the

Argive Plain. The gate set in its cyclopean wall is ten feet square:
scaled to giants. Above stands a superb stone relief: two lionesses

leaping. Entering, we climb a road that passes the Royal Shaft Graves

in which Schliemann found fabulous wealth. The sumptuous but now
ruined palace lies on several levels. Though the site, undermined by
the torrent below, has partly crumbled, we see a columned porch,

shrine, bathroom, storage place for jars, throne room with frescoes,

great hall with circular hearth, and a staircase that once led to higher

storeys. "Stunning," says Nancy. We are looking across a gulley to

the symmetrical mountain called Hagios Elias, on which lie the ruins

of a little Bronze Age fort, obviously a signal station. Was this the

watchtower, I wonder, where Clytemnestra's lover Aegistus set a

spy to warn him of the King's homecoming? "From above, from the

lookout, the watchman has seen him" a man so happy to be home
he bent to kiss the soil of the Argive Plain. And so a welcoming

ambush-as-banquet was prepared for the long-absent Agamemnon, "all

unsuspicious of the death hidden there," and now "cut down like an

ox at its stall." Almost I see the stain on the floor. "I heaped up a

great mound in Agamemnon's name," says his brother Menelaus in

the Odyssey, "that his glory might never be put out." That thought
takes me to the beehive tomb one of nine in the neighborhood
known as the Treasury of Atreus, Agamemnon's family name. It is

made of hard sawn stone. Thieves or archaeologists
have removed the

bronze, glass, ivory and gold funeral objects, but the best remains: the

structural genius of the great dome.

By now we know our fellow-travelers: the English Old Maid, the

French Widow, the Italian Wit, the Swedish Official and His Lady

Wife, the Connecticut Couple, the Michigan Housewife with Small

Artist-Daughter. They joke about tired feet, and about the inscrip-

tions being "all Greek" to them. I hear them as one hears flies buzzing.

Clytemnestra is saying,
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I stand here where I struck. So did I.

Nothing do I deny. I flung around him

a cloak, full folds, deadly folds. I caught him,

fish in a net. No way to
fly

or
fight:

Twice did I strike him and he cried out twice

and his limbs failed him and he fell. Then then

I gave him the third stroke

"Greece becomes more and more beautiful," Nancy says.

. . . Curse me or bless all one to me.

Look: this is Agamemnon,
my husband, dead, struck down by my right hand,

a righteous workman.

Yes, the rocks and flowers of Greece are complementary, and her

tragedies Aeschylus', Sophocles' beyond assessing.

We run into Greek folk-dancing by girls
in bulky colorful folk-

costumes; their movements slow and stately.

And so we come to the old shrine of Asclepius the Healer at

Epidaurus. Among dark pines lie the ruins of the magnificent little

Rotonda, temples, gymnasia, and stadium. But the largest amphi-
theatre in Greece Pausanias calls it the most beautiful stands in-

tact. Having tested acoustics in the Greek theatres at Syracuse, Athens

and Delphi, Nancy and I test these. While she listens at the top of

the tiers, I stand where the actors stood and speak in a lower-than-

normal voice. "I hear perfectly!" she shouts. If invalids were still

coming to this cure-town, that cry of exultation would shock them
into life or death. The guide says that when sleep-in patients at the

Abaton had seen certain visions they emerged cured. It was when

faith-healing lagged that
priests began prescribing diet, baths and

herbs.

The Italian Wit dances about, saying, "Who knows why Socrates

when dying said, Crito, I owe a cock to Asclepius; will you remem-

ber to pay the debt?' Those were his last words." I know, but realize

that the Italian Wit is dying to find us all so ignorant he will have to

tell us. Silence in Argolis. "Because," triumphantly, "by his death he

was healed of life. Am I correct or no?"

And then we come upon Corinth, City of Aphrodite, and I break
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one of the Ten Commandments: I hate the Romans who stole its art

treasures before razing it to the ground. Its
acropolis great rocky

pate rises sheer up from the plain to a height of 2,000 feet. The

guide says 1,000 virgins were attached to its temple. In Homer, she

goes on, Corinth was subject to Mycenae; but later, becoming rich,

proud and independent, founded colonies in
Italy. "Syracuse," whis-

pers Nancy. Finally, after quarreling first with Athens, then with

Sparta, and
finally with Thebes, it led the resistance against Rome.

"Just a natural-born scrapper," says the Man from Connecticut. "If

she was destroyed," says our Italian Wit, "she asked for it." "Still,"

says the Old Maid, "she recovered enough to be there for St. Paul."

Nancy wants her picture taken by the famous Fountain of Pirene.

But the bus is honking.
The Rest House at Naphlion where we spend the night and eat

cheese pancakes is the polarity of ruins, being new-built.

The character of the country changes as we drive West in the

Peloponnese towards Olympia; it grows more rolling and wooded.

Olympia lies in a soft thicket of trees.

"I hope to win the foot-race," says the Italian Wit.

The sacred enclosure the Altis which lies sheltered under the Hill

of Cronos contains a hodgepodge of ruins: temples of Zeus and Hera

and the Mother of the Gods, twelve treasuries, Philip of Macedon's

victory-pavilion,
and inns for travelers. Outside the rectangle (roughly

so) sprawl vestiges of the gymnasium, palaestra, workshop of Phidias,

Nero's small palace, and the hippodrome and stadium. But this level-

ing catalog is nonsense. Worse, a lie. Though Greek history tended

towards democracy, the truth, here, is hierarchical. Let me say boldly

that, though all the ruins at Olympia are fascinating,
two blot out the

others as the sun the stars: the stadium where for a thousand years

the four-yearly Olympiads were run, and the Temple of Zeus.

It is hard to find the 2io-yard track. It lay in a valley whose natural

banks seated
fifty

thousand people. (I
do not know what they did

when it rained.) We are shown the starting-point
and goal.

The rest

has not been excavated because the overflowing river would re-clog

the basin. The Swedish Official, who has read up, says the games con-

sisted of foot-racing, wrestling, boxing, leaping,
and the hurling of

javelins and quoits; the horse races and chariot races being run in the

adjoining hippodrome.
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"I can jump," cries the Artist-Daughter.
"Can you, dear!" says the Old Maid.

"What I don't get," says the Michigan Housewife, "is what

athletics have to do with Zeus."

"But be was an athlete," says the Italian Wit "hurled thunder-

bolts for quoits."

"Mama, is he joking?"
"The ancient Greeks," says our guide soberly, "believed that man

has a double glory, body and mind, and that he best honors Zeus who

disciplines them both."

With this cud to chew we leave the stadium through the vaulted

tunnel reserved for judges, heralds and athletes, wind through the

treasuries, and stand staring at the fallen giant which is the Temple of

Zeus. Even in death he is beyond words impressive. Thirty-six Her-

culean columns lie where an earthquake pitched them. It was no

triumph, that felling; theirs is the triumph. Here stood the throne of

Zeus, says our guide, and his ivory-and-gold image by Phidias; here

the lozenge-shaped altar where priests
divined with fire; here the table

where wreaths were presented to the victors of the Olympiads.
"The rest tomorrow," says our guide, threading the labyrinth.
Whereas the Egyptians half-feared their gods, the Greeks made

friends of them.

The new Spap Hotel contains no single rooms; we must enter in

pairs, as the animals into the Ark. The French Widow, on drawing
the Old Maid as partner, announces that she never sleeps in the same

room with another person; it is out of the question; rather than do

so she would sit up all night in the lobby. "I am very sorry," says the

clerk.

Upstairs Nancy and I see that we have fallen heir to a double bed

and cot. We
flip

a nickel. I get the cot.

For breakfast we drink coffee made from chicory.
The morning is full of the radiance which is Greek light, a medium

so pure it seems rooted in a higher region. We run into it like children

playing hooky. But the French Widow is still angry, having spent
the night in some cellar, inviolate. I buy an orange from a male

huckster in a skirt, part of the native costume which is becoming
rarer and rarer. The juice tastes sweet as we head for the museum.
Now this is a museum. The

original Hermes of Praxiteles stands
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relaxed, teasing the child Dionysus with a bunch of grapes. ... A
small seventh-century painted Zeus has just stolen Ganymede. . . .

And here fragments of the Temple of Zeus's two pediments have been

fitted together: one representing the first Olympian race, that of

Oenomaus and Pelops; the other, the fight between the Lapithae and

Centaurs. Not only in size but in carriage and presence the figures

are heroic. I have the feeling I had in Egypt. This is cosmic man, I

think, who has not yet forgotten the weaving of worlds. I look at

other pieces, including splendid metopes of the twelve labors of

Hercules. But not for long. I must not so cram my eyes with the

lesser I make stale some of the greatest sculpture of all time.

Thus we reach the Isthmus of Corinth, cross it on a ferry,
and

travel north and east through the untamed mountains of Boeotia

and Phocis. Two years before, we approached Delphi from the op-

posite side, from Athens. This time we float in on a river of dark olive

trees flowing between great hills.

A new hotel? But we loved the old. It hung by its teeth to a

precipice
conceived in a moment of caprice by an unfettered imagina-

tion. These controlled hills are less exciting.
But we are not people

to complain about good beds.

We eat dinner with the Connecticut Couple, whom I like for their

humility before the old Greeks. "We've mastered the secrets of mat-

ter," the man says,
"but the Greeks had mastered the more subtle

secrets of relationship." (Ah, the mysticism of matter,) What a

tremendous flowering of genius
in this little country, we exclaim,

drinking a red wine which iron has made strong and bitter; fierce

flare-up
of the

spirit:
classical Greece. Our ancestors were savages in

the North of Europe when the Greeks were practicing
an art never

yet surpassed,
and scarcely equaled.

Their chief quality is luminosity,

isn't it? How much modern culture owes to them, we cry in our

enthusiasm; the debt can never be computed, let alone paid.
Chew-

ing on hard crusty rolls, we ask, But how much did Greece owe to

the East and to Egypt? A lot, says the Man from Connecticut, who,

it seems, teaches history of art at Yale; but whatever the Greeks

received, he goes on, they transformed by intellect. Intellect? I say.

Yes, reason, he says;
that was the completely

new thing they brought

into the world. Completely new? but the Hindus could reason, I

object; look at the Six Philosophies.
And the reason in which, I ad-
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mit, the Greeks excelled, wasn't it quite different from the kind now

rampant in our universities? so different we need two different

words. Reason to the old Greeks was Nous, wasn't it? I continue; a

high faculty direct from the godhead, really
a synonym for light;

not the modern materialistic debasement. Have some olives, says the

Lady from Connecticut. Thanks, I
say. According to the Greek

philosophers
the Logos streamed to man from Nous and it's the very

word John uses for Christ Logos, the Word. Please, I say in ever-

growing admiration of the Greeks, let's not confuse logos with dead

logic.
I agree, says the Yale professor, provided you're talking about

the wisest Greeks; for they too had their also-rans, their caricatures

and counterfeits. Yes, of course, I
say, spreading cheese.

"Hurray," says Nancy.
We talk about how Delphi formed the Amphyctionic League, the

first confederation of peoples. World unity is a Delphian idea, we say,

a Delphian search remember that speech by Alexander the Great,

in Asia, by which he tried to spread the idea? The loving cup passed
from mouth to mouth.

"He died too young
"

Later when we roll through the modern town of Delphi Nancy
and I greet with love the hotel where we once teetered above doom.

The street sights are good: women in black for economy's sake, who

yet burst out of it with their faces; men driving sheep; donkeys with

bells; old gnarled hands like roots sending up sustenance; and every-
where rapt pleasure in the light.

Rounding a hill among mountains, we surprise the museum.
The world of Greek sculpture is an eminently sane world. Passing

from the archaic figures with secret smiles (safe within a largeness) ,

we study sculpture of the fifth and fourth centuries before Christ:

hard-won
simplicities.

The Egyptian body has unbent; it is coming
closer to nature without losing glory. It is as if the artist were seeing
not the tody which has weight and occupies space, but a subtler

body interpenetrating and enlivening it. The ideal in the sense of the

most real.

The Italian Wit has grown quiet, and the French Widow is no

longer angry.
"I like this one," says the Artist-Daughter.
She has chosen well: the Sphinx of Naxos, with woman's head,
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animal haunches, and splendid curved wings meeting high up, be-

hind. I she could look long enough at this comment on man, if she

could drag from her inmost being its far from casual meaning, she

might grow up to be an artist.

The Man from Connecticut stands with his head bared before the

metope of the Treasury of Sicyon, sixth century: Idas and the

Dioscouri driving off cattle.

"Rational?" I tease.

"No welter of emotion."

"Are you impugning the art of India?"
T Jt

In a way.
The Italian Wit approaches. "A fig

for the Egyptians."

"No, no," I say staunchly.

Fortunately we do not have to choose.

Now we are all standing around a life-size bronze portrait
of a

high-born chariot driver who won a prize, once, at the Pythian Games.

The hands grasping the reins and feet gathered for strength are

natural, the face, though decorous, obviously a
portrait,

but the body

in its long chiton somewhat conventionalized, as if the sculptor,

hesitating for a moment between thoughts, stuttered. I scold myself.

It is a very great sculpture.
He could step

out of his bronze, this

youth, and drive as the wind whirls.

"You see," says the Man from Connecticut, "the artist not only

thought while he worked, he thought before he worked. At eveiy

moment he knew exactly what he was doing."

"Mon Dieu, his chin is too long," says the French Widow.

We walk to the Sacred Hill by a path through a glen, picking

flowers. I hold in my hand a buttercup
and a violet, and decide I

want no more. Then I give
the buttercup to the French Widow who

has a large bouquet. The violet is enough.

Now we are zigzagging up the steep
Sacred Way between ruined

Treasuries. The Athenian one is a little Doric gem in white marble;

nothing is overstated; it knew when to stop.
Our guide^says

that

hymns to Apollo with musical notations were found inside.
^Then

shows us the spot
where a fillet-bound stone once marked the

'

navel

of the world." At last we attain the ruined Temple, once die most

important sanctuary and oracle of Apollo in Greece: Greece s hub. It

sits where it ought to sit: by the wall-like foot-cliffs of Mount
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Parnassus known as the Shining Rocks. The drama o the Slaying
of the Python by Apollo, says our guide, took place periodically in

that circular space look! once a threshing floor. All gods destroy

evil; it is their business, I think, as we hesitate and enter the Temple.
It strikes me as wrong to desecrate it by our extreme of

secularity.

Where was the sacred cleft where the sibyl
sat on her tripod giving

oracles? we ask. The guide points. We stare. The
priestess has chewed

the sacred bay and drunk Cassotis water. Smoke is
rising.

"Very impressive," says the Swedish Official.

I am suffering from the old wound, a sense of lost time. It is so

severe I step apart from the group. But Apollo was God of the Sun, I

tell myself, and the sun doesn't die look, it's shedding its light.

"I can't walk another step/' says the French Widow.
The Old Maid in her tweed suit is full of spring. She is showing

her rival what a woman can be.

"Shall I carry you?" asks the Italian Wit.

The French Widow glares. These Italians!

We mount up to the amphitheatre. Two years ago we saw laugh-

ing old women pulling weeds from cracks for a performance of

Aeschylus. Now all is tidy. Inwardly active, we sit halfway up the

semicircular tier. But the precipitous view proves a distraction. It is

superb.
When the Persians raided Delphi, says our guide, the inhabitants

hid in the Corycian cave on Mount Parnassus. They need not have

feared Apollo himself took care of the situation with an earthquake
that hurled rocks down on the invaders.

"Very clever," says the Italian Wit.

"But you aren't," says the French Widow.
We climb farther.

The stadium stands on a high plateau. When the Artist Daughter
has run its length and back, she is puffing. "What I want to know is

how they brought the horses up here," Nancy says. "Can't you see

the chariots?" Yes, I see them, I hear them. They are sweeping down
the track, four horses abreast, and thundering round a curve. In the

rush of wind the drivers' chitons flatten against their bodies.

"Bravo!" cries the Italian, waving his arms.

We trail down the hill to drink as the poets drank at the

Castalian fountain in a
gorge.
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"And here," says our guide, pointing to an exact spot on the

road, "is where Oedipus killed his father."

She leads her flock on to the training place for athletes, while I

crouch on a rock. I want to be alone and think. I suppose thinking

by its very nature is selfish, for how can one think at all without draw-

ing into the house of himself and closing the door? It is only feeling,
I muse, looking down across a savage declivity,

that draws men to-

gether. Then never believe the Greeks were only thinkers! I cry
within me; they had heart. But they knew that any feeling with

which the mind cannot keep pace runs into meaninglessness; hated

sentimentality, that exploitation of sentiment. Are you going back

on the Orientals? I ask myself. Never, I answer. The Hindus like

the Egyptians were both behind and ahead of the Greeks. Ahead
how? I ask myself. And answer: In knowledge of ultimate source.

Ah, but is it not beautiful to find here a perfect balance between

heaven and earth? Yes, it is beautiful.

"Hi there! We're going!"

Climbing up to the bus, we find our seats for the long trip
back

to Athens. "Life is a journey," says the Italian Wit.

"You're getting lugubrious," says the Man from Connecticut as if

joking. But he is not.

Two years ago the road from Delphi to Athens was worth one's

life. It was like riding around the picture molding of a room, with

glimpses of the floor. And our bus-driver talked over his shoulder

to a crony while taking swigs from a bottle. But the Greek Govern-

ment has built curbs.

I am too preoccupied with the meaning of Greece to make a

good companion. Nancy moves up to talk to the Connecticut Cou-

ple.

I lay my coat over the back of her seat. After a few miles it slumps
forward. Did jolting do it, or the Lady Wife of the Swedish Official,

behind? I put it back and watch out of the corner of my eye an

ignoble occupation. It is the Lady Wife of the Swedish Official. Evi-

dently she feels that its collar encroaches by an inch on her territory.

I let the coat lie. The Lady Wife is tired. We all tend to grow selfish

when tired.

"The United States is a colossus," says the Italian Wit, behind,

"but sometimes politically
naive a mark of youth."
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"Yes," says the Swedish Official, "and curiously fascinated by

plumbing. But I will say this
"

I strain my ears.
"

with her Europe stands or falls."

They are speaking English, the new international language.

Having heard cutting remarks about the United States in both

Europe and Asia, I brace myself for vitriol. Did it
gall the Swedish

Official to have to entrust his safety to what he considered a crass

materialist, upstart,
and victim of delusions of grandeur?

"But, do you know," says the Italian Wit, "I've never met a mean
American. No doubt they exist, but I've never met one."

"The money they pour into Europe!" says the Swedish Official.

"Though the purpose may be selfish, for such helpfulness between

nations there is no precedent in the entire course of histoty."

I feel reprieved. Their effort at justice seems Greek-influenced. It

is like
light.

I think of Homer's hero crying for more light even if but light to

die in.

The Artist Daughter comes back to offer me some candy.
"Do you like Greece?" I

say.

"Yes," she says, and I see a struggle in her eyes to say why. She

fails, as we all must in some degree fail, and goes back to her mother.

I remember a passage from Aeschylus:

Father, Creator, mighty God,

great craftsman, with his hand he

fashioned man.

Then fumble for and miss a few lines.

. . . with whom the deed and word are one,

to execute with swiftness all the ends

conceived in the deep counsels of the mind.

How characteristic! I think. Two things reconciled to form a balance.

"To execute": the deed. "Conceived in the mind": high mind, the

spirit. Body and
spirit,

outer and inner, make one. It seems to jtne the

exact same equilibrium prayed for in one of the most beautiful of

prayers: Socrates' at the end of the Phaedrus:
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"Beloved Pan, and all ye other gods who haunt this place, give

me beauty in the inward soul; and may the outward and inward

man be at one.'*

The bus swerves and slows. A man and woman have hailed it. The

driver seems uncertain whether to pick them up or not after all, this

is a chartered bus. Being Greek, he
stops.

The couple thanks the driver without fanfare, and pauses in the

center of the bus. The man wears a wool shirt without tie; the woman

black, doubtless because it will not show soil. Her mouth has prob-

ably never seen lipstick. They are perhaps forty years old, for their

faces are honestly and honorably lined, yet young in the way that

love of life, or art, or both, keeps face. I like those faces. They are

fully articulated. (How far we have come from the veiled features of

China.) Strong faces, beautiful faces. The two people advance to-

wards the rear. The man sits on the back seat between the Italian

Wit and Swedish Official. The woman says to me in English almost

free of accent, "May I sit beside you?"
"Of course," I say, though I am a little sorry. I was enjoying,

intensely, my private thoughts.

After about ten miles my companion says,
"Pardon me, but are

you American?"

"Yes," I say.
"How did you guess?"

She gives this problem her undivided attention. "I don't know,"

she says
at last, and I like her plainness

and directness. "Tell me

do you like Greece?" Though she is obviously not an emotional

woman, I feel the pull
of a deep emotion under her question.

I answer her as directly:
"I love Greece. It is my second visit. To

me Plato is the greatest
of all philosophers; Aeschylus and Sophocles

have only one peer in tragedy, Shakespeare;
and beside my bed, in

Virginia, lies a book dearer to me than shelves and shelves of the

world's poets;
the Greek anthology. As for her sculpture

"

"Yes, what of Greek sculpture?" says this woman of calm passion.

"For me it is what shall I say?
consummate form."

"Consummate?" frowning. Her perplexity
has altered, slightly,

the profile.

"Final, perfect, pure."

"Pure," she says,
as if she could weep but will not.
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We ride for a mile in silence. Then it is as if she makes an im-

portant decision. "I am Odile Makaros," she says almost
formally.

"I am a doctor, and my husband" with pride "is a
sculptor. He

has just won a prize for his work." And she names it.

Because we have somehow arrived at nakedness of communication,
I say, "Is he a good sculptor?"

"Yes," she says, and I know she would disdain to use less than

a strict criterion. "That is why I love him."

Yes, I think, women love men for all sorts of reasons: coercion of

the senses, looks, a flare of personality, but we should love another's

being; love the best. Have we any choice but to love what is best?

"He is a Communist," she says starkly. "You are shocked? Yes, I

am shocked too. But I love him."

I ask how he became a Communist.

He was born and raised on a barren island, she says, and Com-
munism seemed an answer to hard conditions. Her family was against
him. But she loved him and lived with him awhile, then married

him,

Do they have any children?

No. But she has a nephew, her sister's son.

What is his name?

She shapes her mouth with love: "Pericles."

"It is a noble name."

"And do you know what I teach him?"

No, I say.

"I teach him that a Greek has but one lesson to learn
"

I wait.
"

how to die."

"No."

"Yes. For it is the truth. Why should we delude ourselves with

lies?" She points out the window at some peasants laboring in the

fields. "They know it. TheyVe fought Turks and Bulgarians, and

their guns lie in the tall grass, ready to be snatched up. They aren't

afraid," she says fiercely,
"and someday they'll

die for their fields,

with honor."

But surely there is another
possibility,

I say. True, Greece is small

and surrounded by potential enemies, and someday Russia may try,

here, to break through to the Mediterranean; but other forces are at

work in the world too; growing, constructive forces.
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"Yes, I don't deny it," she

says. "But I'm afraid they won't increase

fast enough to save us."

I feel close to this woman tragic in the great sense of the best

wrung with blood and love out of the worst. I believe that she is my
friend, and I know that I am hers.

"You fear Communism?"
"Yes."

"Perhaps" slowly "your husband will change."
She smiles

secretly. "I am the water in his wine."

"You don't quarrel over politics?"
"No. What is the use? We work."

We ride in silence again, and the
sensibility of the woman beside

me is so incandescent it could burn down the bus.

"I will tell you a
story," she says, as if now, for friendship's sake,

the door must be pushed all the way. "When the Communists over-

ran us a few years ago, they came to get my Mother and Father,

well-known Nationalists, to shoot them. I was in the house, too, but

happened to be wearing pants and my parents said I was a young boy.

They saved my life. After they had been hustled off, I went at once

to a Communist whom I had known and offered him anything, any-

thing you understand for the lives of my Mother and Father.

There was no price too dear. They never knew what I paid." She had

started to cry,
but staunched the tears by what was obviously a furious

effort of the will.

Poor child. We weep together without tears.

"I am a fanatic," she says.

"Don't call yourself that," I say.
"A fanatic fights

for an illusion.

I believe you fight for the truth."

"Yes," she says. "Oh, if you could see the wretched people I work

among in the hospital poor, poor,
so poor you wouldn't believe it!"

O America, I think, justify yourself!

She says she would like to write down my name and address. "I

invite you to my home. We live simply, but you are welcome. And
we are not stupid people," she says wistfully as if by way of recom-

mendation. "My father knows all the Greek poets by heart."

"Simonides?"

"Oh, yes, Simonides and Callimachus."

"A few lines by Callimachus, and there is nothing to add."
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"Do you know the epitaph for a son?" she
says.

I quote it with my heart pressing against my ribs, "Philip the fa-

ther laid here the twelve-year-old child, his high hope, Nicoteles."

As I speak I experience an emotion to which the whole of my life

gives content; also, by participation, by sharing, by sympathy, by

fellowship, the emotion of Odile Makaros. The child she mourns was

never born. In that I am luckier.

Again we ride for miles in silence, slipping through that perfect
balance of jagged rock and verdure under clear light which is Greece.

Yeats has a beautiful poem which begins, "After long silence, speech."
But there is a poem yet to be written, beginning, "After close speak-

ing, silence."

We are drawing into Athens.

"You did not answer when I invited you to my home."

"I did not answer because it hurt me to answer. My sister and I

leave tomorrow morning for Italy."

She is mute with regret, and I, mute. We gather up our belongings,
and when the bus stops stumble out.

Her husband
says,

"Odile."

She and I face each other. Our hands meet in a hard firm
grip.

Someday I hope to be able to accept her invitation, I say. Mean-

while, we are friends. And tell little Pericles that an American lady
knows he is brave.

"I am coming," she says to her husband, and goes.
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FACE OF MAN

l.he two-hundred-year oaks and old brick house on a hill in Virginia
stand waiting; and when I run about, greeting and being greeted, all

the remembered places are as I left them for our trip: the terrace

where single wild purple hyacinths come up, the black stripe where

lightning plowed, the lawn where John used to catch fireflies and

where the snake swallowed the toad, the vantage point from which

one can see a silver coil of the James River.

The big brass key turns in its lock. . . .

As soon as we crossed from East to West over the bridge which

is Greece, I had felt an urge to turn this key. Though Europe was

an old friend I had wanted besides the joy of homecoming time

and leisure for brooding on that new friend Asia. The problem was

how to hold back long enough to visit as planned five or six European
countries.

Then Nancy and I are sitting on the Spanish Steps in Rome, in

the sun, watching an old flower woman put up a big black umbrella.

343
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"Fiori! fiori!" she calls to the crowd in the Piazza di Spagna.
She is a fat old woman wearing a shapeless skirt hitched round

a barrel waist and, over sagging breasts, a cheap blouse; her face as

eroded as the earth after much rain. An Italian woman, a woman of

Europe, but also I reflect whether or not she knows it a citizen of

the world. Like all of us, she has hopes and fears, virtues and frailties.

Yet in her, as in all of us, I muse, there sleeps or stirs the
possibility

of a humanity not one-sided and warped, but rounded-out and com-

plete:
full circle. And I remember Montaigne: "Every man beareth

the whole stamp of the human condition."

Every man in America, Europe, Asia. . . .

"You're ten thousand miles away," says Nancy.
"Asia's not that far."

"Fiori! fiori!" arranging her roses.

I say aloud, "Are we Westerners human beings in some special

way the people of Asia aren't?"

"Are you asking me?" says Nancy smiling.
No no, I am asking the Western Hemisphere.
For I realize, now, that there are no dragons in Asia. The warnings

on the old maps must be erased.

"Prego, please," the old flower woman is saying to a ragged urchin,

holding out a
daisy. He draws back, unsure of good fortune. "Prego"

smiling like the mother of the world, till, taking it with a grubby
hand, he bounds off.

The old woman's gesture illustrates the emotional nature of the

generality of Italians (of whom I acquired a little knowledge the year
I lived in Florence). It reaches a high-water mark in Sicilian peasants,

childlike, fiery, loving, warriors and victims of the heart. This heart-

quality refined, I am thinking, has produced a Dante, a Raphael, a

Leopardi. ....
The old woman moves her flowers out of the moving sun.

"Mira! Fiori, fiori!"

"I loved Asia," says Nancy, "but I started out an American and

I'm still an American aren't you?"
The answer, I know when I have searched myself, is double. In

one sense the United States is and always must be home: I was dyed
in that vat. In another, I am homeless forever, not because I have

no home, but because my home is the world.
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"What's an American?" asks Nancy "I don't mean

politically."

Tagore called Americans
spiritual giraffes, I

say; mostly neck
and head; heads trying to function alone.

"He didn't like Westerners?"

"He liked them very much. He just couldn't help seeing them as

typically abstract thinkers using concepts framed largely from
sense perceptions."

"Sounds like worse than heads; sounds like skulls."

"But the coin has a reverse side."

"What is it?"

I hesitate. "A longing for largeness. Caricatured, it's a preoccupa-
tion with physical size: the tallest building, the highest-powered car,

the most money. But behind the counterfeit stands the reality
a

reaching for that whole which is the cosmos. Lord, I wish I were

home."

"Thought home was the world," chides Nancy.
"There's always one's own special place."

"Isn't that a contradiction?'*

"No."

"Well, you'll be home in a month," she comforts, "with Asia in

your pocket."

No, not in my pocket; in me. I have a continent to digest.

"Fiori, fiori fresti!"

I have no illusion that I know Asia thoroughly. But what I have

seen I have seen with fresh eyes. It is a little like seeing a landscape,

not according to the slow exegesis of the sun, but under a flash of

lightning, when one gets an effect as of every leaf etched clear. The

hidden meanings, the ones still withheld, I will try through the years

to discover and measure. Even so, I realize that someday I must jerk

back the plumb-line without having touched bottom.

". . . Bellissimi!"

Good; the old flower woman has a customer. Wrapping six roses

in wet paper, she counts out change.
And so I carry Asia with me through Europe.

By contrast with Asiatics, the Swiss seem extraordinarily sturdy-

legged and downright. "Griiss Gott greet God,'* say the peasants.

It reminds me of pilgrims on the Ganges greeting God in the image

of the sun. Though not as lofty
as the Himalayas, the Alps have
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their own grandeur. They have bred countless men of
integrity:

William Tell, Erasmus, Zwingli. . . .

A friend asks if I enjoyed Asia. Enjoyed? Yes. But the word seems

poor. Enjoyed, suffered, experienced, took it into myself, like bread,

for nourishment.

Then I am waiting in Carl Jung's library in a suburb of Zurich.

Through a window I see him coming through an orchard of flowering

apple in a big black hat. He shakes hands smiling: a tall, white-

haired, intelligent-looking man a Swiss, a European somewhat

stooped with age, for he is almost eighty, and with a few teeth gone,
but none of his interest (as I soon find out) in Asia. During a long
conversation about psychology and religion carried on in a study that

looks into a larger room full of light and art objects, I refer to his

introduction to Wilhelm's translation of the ancient Chinese esoteric

text, The Secret of the Golden Flower. It
precipitates

a discussion of

Asia's seemingly easier access to symbolic realities nevertheless not

their exclusive possession.
"The East is profound," he says; and goes

on to speak of the religiously instructive designs of China and India

called mandalas. Sometimes, he
says,

the identical same forms float

up from the subconscious minds of Westerners: surely a pledge of

universality. ''Again and again," says Carl Jung, "the East has

fructified the West." . . . And now we are shaking hands again.
When I look back from the apple orchard he is standing on the

steps:
a worn triton in the gathering rain.

"Don't get wet," he calls.

From Basel we
fly

to Paris. If the French customs officers had

known I brought Asia with me, perhaps they would have imposed
a fine. For it is not often that opposites prize each other, and Asia

is never, whereas France is always, intellectual. How admirable are

Frenchmen at their best, I think; for then, with the Greeks, they
remember that the intellect, untaught by heart-forces, carries a load of

death. We visit old friends: the Champs Elysees, bookstalls on the

Seine, the exquisite Sainte Chapelle. With a drop of acid from his

mind, the poorest shopkeeper seems able to clean surfaces, but what

of the depths? A nation of arbiters of taste, I think, engaged in

reasoning, analyzing, discriminating; at the
top,

men of rare sen-

sibility such as Moliere, La Rochefoucauld, Gauguin. . . .

"It's as if someone died," says Nancy, referring either to the sag in
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France's old proud posture or to die

legal silencing of the horns of

Paris. I do not know which.

It is almost as quiet as Asia.

Having reviewed the Louvre's Oriental collection, we are off to

Mont St. Michel a place I have always somehow missed where
we eat one of Mere Poulard's famous omelettes, and climb to the

Church of the Archangel Michael, patron of that clear-mindedness

which is a
gift of the

spirit.

Then on to Carnac, where Druid menhirs recall a civilization

closely related to that of those other Aryan peoples, the Greeks and
Vedic Hindus. It is something to think about, at our inn, as we use

pins that come to the table stuck in corks to hook snail-like creatures

out of shells. . . .

In the Loire Valley we explore chateaux that are reflections in

stone of distinguished European minds; and discuss them drinking
tea tea, of all things in Rabelais' old home. Could any Asiatics

have understood Rabelais? I wonder. Well, perhaps the old Ca-

liphs.

In Tours Nancy and I must
part, she to go to Madrid, I to carry

out a project on the Southern slope of the Pyrenees. In the station I

buy some chocolate for her sweet tooth, follow her into a train-com-

partment, and press her close. Although my sister and I are tempera-

mentally rather different sorts of people, with every year our mutual

interests increase, and on this trip
she has been an excellent traveling

companion, ever amusing. I shall miss her
terribly.

How much we
have shared: the Pacific, Asia, Egypt, the Aegean Islands, Greece,

and some of Europe. Not only blood and affection but a thousand

new experiences grapple us together with
triple

brass.

"Goodbye, Nannie take care of yourself!" waving.

"Goodbye, goodbye!"
And I stand on the platform desolate.

The next week blurs. I am walking along a chestnut-shaded street

in Bayonne. . . . sitting on a beach at Biarritz. . . . lost in a grove

of bright blue fishing boats at St. Jean de Luz. ... In Henry IV's

bedroom in his palace at Pau I smile to see, near a bed covered with

an elegant scarlet silk canopy, a china pitcher,
wash basin and slop

bucket not unlike the tin toilet arrangements in the tents of Petra.

. . . Lourdes mixes reverence and commerce. ... At Luz I study
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a fortified Knights Templar church, the finest extant European ex-

ample o Templar architecture. . . .

Then at last arrive in Spain. The irony is that in one respect I am
more o a stranger here than in Asia, since not one of the proud,

fiercely instinctual, harshly ironical, tender and insular Spaniards
whom I encounter in Jaca speaks a word of English.

Nevertheless I carry out the purpose of my pilgrimage this is

not the place to discuss it.

Then work my way across Northern Spain to the Altamira Caves

where I He on my back on a rock, gazing up at some of the oldest

known art of man: Cro-Magnon polychromes of bison, deer, horses,

a wild boar with sharp snout. The guide says that the paint used on

the knobby rock ceiling was made ten or twelve thousand years ago
while the Ice Age receded by mixing yellow, red, and black

clays with the blood and fat of animals. My eyes linger on the

sensitively lifted head of a roe deer, the eyes moist and expressive.
What power and

delicacy!
The humped ox recalls the one on the

little Mohenjo-daro seal. The bison is a masterpiece. Has he curved

his body to charge or sleep or die? In any case, he is much older

than anything I have seen in Asia a startling thought; twice as

old as Knossus, or On, or Mohenjo-daro.
Does this mean that civilization has swung from West to East,

then back again? Or that an equally old prehistoric Asian culture has

left no trace, or traces as yet undiscovered?

As I travel to London, Europe seems less of an upstart.
And now wanting to break and bolt for home I must hold my-

self to schedule by sheer will power; keep commitments in England:
see friends, do some research in the British Museum, attend Twelfth

Night at Stratford, and lecture at a college in Gloucester.

The English. Having lived in England for a year or so, once, I have

imagined I know just a little about the breed.

But now I ask myself afresh and sharply, What is an Englishman,
that far cry from an Asiatic? Granted that England could never have

produced a Lady Murasaki, or Ramakrishna, or Gandhi, neither

could Asia have produced a Shakespeare, Darwin, or Churchill. Why?
What is its special genius?

Well, certainly, in an Englishman European wakefulness reaches a

pitch. He is completely aware of the earth he walks. The thinking
which comes natural to him he uses tirelessly

to probe the sense-world.
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Politics are to him second nature. Not that he stops with outer life.

In him conscience, even when not acted upon, never
sleeps. Yet live

thinking, in England as in America, seems in constant danger of

dying into convention, into mere catchwords and phrases, the husks
of ideas: rinds. . . .

I am mulling over this
essentially Western danger, absent in Asia,

present in England, perhaps intensified in America, when I go up to

Cambridge to see the novelist E. M. Forster.

The big harmless auburn-haired man, sprinkled with snow, is the

Englishman at his best:
massively honest, intelligent, and urbane,

who in his conversation as in his books shows that he cares in-

tensely for moral distinctions. Whether we are talking about Heming-
way or Faulkner or Lawrence of Arabia, he is scrupulously careful to

be just. When I mention his Passage to India he remarks that Asia

has a few mysteries a typical British understatement and fetches a

bottle of sherry. Did I enjoy India? Sitting there in a large room with

large windows, in an atmosphere of books and fine pictures, I feel

an impulse to
say, "Mr. Forster, when the face of mankind has stood

for a long time partly in shadow, so that one couldn't see many of

the features, and then turns a little towards the light, the revelation

is too great for one merely to enjoy." But I do not say it; I am afraid

it will come out of my mouth wrong, and sound
silly.

Instead I pinch
an almond off the fruitcake. It tastes dry. So I pick a grape from a

dark purple bunch and break it against my tongue. France could

produce a Gide, I think, but not a Forster. Nor could Spain or Italy or

Germany or Greece make such a man. For in him consciousness has

become not
partially

but wholly conscience. Is that not a link-up with

the best of Asia? with men like the conscience-dominated Vivek-

ananda and Gandhi? I wonder. A coming full circle, from East to

West, and West to East? On the moral basis of such sensibilities

surely two hemispheres might hook up to form one world, indi-

visible.

"Would you like to see the Kings College chapel?" says Mr.

Forster. "It's rather fine."

And we walk across the grass . . . and then I skip Ireland, for

I have been there once by accident and twice on purpose, and have

stuck out this
trip

as long as possible
I must get home.

As I
fly

the Atlantic I think of Europe in the light of Asia:

Europe, the heritage (with local heritages) of all Americans, 170,-
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000,000 of them. Because o Europe we walk rich. Old Europe! I

think with affection; presser-forward-to-full-consciousness and (the

present political
situation being what it

is) hanger-onto-an-abyss.

And so I come back to Cliffside near Scottsville, Virginia, and run

about the yard, and turn a great key in its lock, and enter the old brick

house.

These rooms have been home so long they seem to exist, like my
blood, inside me. If a wall is yellow, I have chosen that color; if a

lamp sits on a table, I have placed it there with my hand. In the

library the books lie on shelves presided over by Shakespeare in

marble, Dante in bronze, and Homer alas I must remedy this only
in plaster.

How good to be here!

When I climb into the big cheny fourposter the first night after

my trip around the world after seventy-nine strange beds the

sensation is delicious.

Home!
I am in my own bed in my own room in my own house in my own

yard on my own hill in Albemarle County in the State of Virginia in

the United States of America in the Western Hemisphere of the

World.

Never again will I cut myself off in consciousness from that world

as a whole.

Lying in bed I am not looking out the window at the oaks, nor at

the picture of Father snow-crowned. . . . No, my eyes go further;

I am seeing new facts about Asia; the
trip

is not over; I am still travel-

ing, still discovering.

To the horizon ever receding,
the horizon of unknown power
not hitherto pierced. . . .

At last I have leisure for meditating on the mystery of people and

their relations, and my thoughts are less abstract now, springing as

they do from
particular persons, streets, sculptures, situations.

There is a vast difference between a theory and an experience, and

experiences are hard to communicate in their subtlety, and perhaps I

must fail. But this is certain: something during that adventure has
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passed from head to heart. The
all-embracing sphere of the human

is now to me less a speculation and more an observation; less an

hypothesis, more a
proof.

Europe and Asia seem extensions of my hill in Virginia.
So my thoughts grope.
Little is figured out formally; I can only reach, feel after, inter-

rogate; the problem of the relation between the peoples of the earth

being less a matter of logic than
insight.

The all-human, I think, is broken up, differentiated, spread round

the earth; each people having its own configuration, virtues, vices,

abilities and limitations, yet all somehow I feel and know it be-

longing to each other. Complete manhood is not expressed by any
one people, say, Americans, nor by any group of peoples, say, Europe.
We are like a chorus if one voice ceases, the

totality
of sound suffers.

Or a prism light splintered into colors. But the best image is still

Paul's, "We are all members of one body. . . ."

To become fully man we need others all others; need the people
we can learn about only through imagination, by putting ourselves

in their places, by sympathy, by understanding, by love. There's no

other way, I think. How else, O God? and how long?
I hope that in my own life I have made a small beginning.
In his interesting book The Meeting of East and West, F. S. C.

Northrop says the East's aesthetic continuum (meaning the concrete

and immediately experienceable) must unite with the West's the-

oretic component (meaning the rational, abstract, inferred) in a

two-term epistemic correlation (a relation by correspondence in which

both are equally real and valuable because complementary) . Perhaps
the truth snarled into this knot of words can be said more simply, I

muse. The East's intuitive knowledge needs the West's rationalistic

knowledge, and vice versa. Together they make the whole man.

"What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! how in-

finite in faculty! in form, in moving, how express
and admirable! in

action how like an angel!
in apprehension how like a god! the

beauty of the world!"

+ + +

Now a year has passed,
and certain parts

of our trip begin to fade.

But not such sights as Mt. Everest and Petra, and not such art as that
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of Angkor Wat and Olympia, and least of all the people it is the

people who shine brightest.

I did not love everyone I met, but I loved many of them, and

even those like Hassan of Syria and Abdullah of Egypt who rather

stood me off I understand just a little better in
retrospect,

I have heard from some of them: Swami Swarupananda, the woman
of Santorini, Odile Makaros. . . .

Sometimes when the house is quiet I walk back through that

throng for what is time and what is space? Odile Makaros teach-

ing little Pericles how to die bravely. . . . Iron Face who stopped

playing superman long enough to be hurt. . . . Jamil who learned

four lines of Yankee Doodle. . . . Mr. Anarabulla Siddigi and his

brother, of the Sind desert, talking about world-brotherhood. . . .

the old Brahmin in Madras who had risen from sight to sound. . . .

black-eyed Thomas who collided with die United States
1

immigration
laws. . . . Narayana Menon striving to understand the West. . . .

Swami Swarupananda talking about "love for all on earth." . . .

Buck Wilde pulled two ways. . . . Gun who thought people were

good but maybe not. ... Sis who stuck with me to the top of

Pnom Krom. . . . Wilbur the Mennonite suffering, in Vietnam,
an enlargement of the

spirit;
and his philosophical friend from Hanoi.

. . . the Balinese
girls craving the

lipstick
that spoiled them. . . .

the Malay who did not approve of laughing. . . . Mr. Lai praising
Confucius through a mouthful of pins.

. . . Mrs. Taka Ikumi

thanking us when it was we who stood in debt. . . .

Their faces move together . . . blend. . .

The face of man which, on setting out, I dared to hope to see

I have caught a glimpse of, wavering, glimmering. No more. It is

not white or yellow or bronze; it is not round or square or long or

short; it is not flat-nosed or beaked; or open-eyed or
slit-eyed; being

all colors, shapes, and features. Nevertheless it is one face, the planes
of which, catching the light, reveal it as though to itself.

If it is not great now, slowly in the ordeal of lives it tends towards

greatness.

I set out on a journey thinking we must put our shoulders to-

gether to make one world. That is not true. It is one world; we have

only to recognize it.
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